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1
Introduction

The Universe is build up from planets, stars and galaxies. Those are the objects that we
can see, even with the naked eye on a clear night. The galaxieshowever are still small build-
ing blocks, embedded in galaxy clusters and much larger structures. Numerical simulations of
the growth of cosmic structures predict large scale structures, with galaxy filaments on scales
up to∼100 Mpc. The most famous of these simulations is the Millennium Run (Springel
et al. 2005), simulating the evolution of the universe fromz= 127 to the current epoch. The
similarity on large scales between the simulations and optical surveys like the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (York et al. 2000) and the Two-Degree Field GalaxyRedshift Survey (Colless
et al. 2001) is striking. While on large scales the correspondence between observations and
simulations is remarkable, on smaller scales there is stilla long way to go as there are many
processes we do not understand.

Observations at different wavelengths have shown us beautiful images of the Milky Way
and thousands of other galaxies. We can image the distribution of stars and gas in detail and
measure the kinematics and rotation curves of galaxies. However when it comes to galaxy
formation, we are not sure how gas that fuels star formation is accreting onto galaxies. We do
not really understand the feedback processes by which the recycling of material is regulated.
To truly understand the evolution of galaxies, we have to understand the interaction between
galaxies and the Intergalactic Medium (IGM) in which they reside. Furthermore we have to
understand the evolutionary path of baryons in the IGM with cosmic time, since in the current
epoch this is a difficult region to explore observationally.

1.1 Missing Baryons
The abundance of baryonic matter has been determined from Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN) (Kirkman et al. 2003) and observations of the cosmic microwave background radi-
ation (CMB) (e.g. Spergel et al. (2007)). The total number ofbaryons should amount to
Ωb = 4.6± 0.2% of the total mass/energy density (Ωb + ΩDM + ΩDE). At redshiftsz > 2 the
majority of the baryons are thought to reside in the diffuse intergalactic medium traced by the
Lyα forest (e.g. Rauch et al. (1997); Weinberg et al. (1997)). Together with the mass found in
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galaxies, the gas traced by the Lyα forest can account for the total baryon budget and confirm
the CMB measurements.

In the current epoch atz ∼ 0 only a small fraction of all the baryons can be revealed by
adding up all the mass (stars, neutral H and He, molecular H and X-ray emitting plasma in
clusters of galaxies) (e.g. Persic & Salucci (1992); Fukugita et al. (1998); Fukugita & Peebles
(2004)). At low redshift the gas that is traced by the Lyα forest can account for one third of
the baryons (Danforth & Shull 2008), but the majority of the baryons is missing. This is the
so called ”missing-baryon problem”.

1.2 The Cosmic Web and the WHIM

Now we believe that the missing baryons are hidden in extended gaseous web-like filaments.
The IGM, which was smoothly distributed in the early universe, organised into a Cosmic Web
of large-scale structures with the passage of time. This Cosmic Web of gas filaments extend-
ing between the massive galaxies are a conspicuous prediction of high resolution numerical
models of structure formation (e.g. Davé et al. (1999), Cen& Ostriker (1999), Davé et al.
(2001)).

This gas is shock heated during the continuous gravitational collapse of filaments during
structure formation to temperatures between 105 and 107 K. Due to the broad temperature
range it is also called the Warm Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM). At high redshift the
baryon budget was dominated by the Lyα forest, however this thinned rapidly and the denser
warm-hot component of the IGM became more important. An example of the Cosmic web
at z = 0 is shown in Fig. 1.1 from Cen & Ostriker (2006) where the spatial distribution of
warm-hot gas is shown at low redshift, showing the characteristic appearance of a ”Cosmic
Web”.

Calculations suggest that in the current epoch baryons are almost equally distributed by
mass amongst three components: (1) galactic concentrations, (2) a warm-hot intergalactic
medium (WHIM) and (3) a diffuse intergalactic medium (seen as the Lyα forest). This is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 1.2 from Davé et al. (1999) where the evolution of the three
components (condensed, shocked and diffuse) is shown as function of redshift. The right
panel of Fig. 1.2 shows the distribution of gas particles at redshiftz= 0 as function of density
and temperature. The plot is roughly split in three regions,where the Lyα forest is in the
bottom left with low temperatures and low overdensities. Inthe bottom right is a narrow
tail, which represents the gas that is condensed in galaxieswith low temperatures and high
densities. The rest of the plot is essentially the WHIM, withtemperatures ranging from∼ 105

to ∼ 107 K.
The three components are each coupled to a decreasing range of baryonic overdensity

log(ρ/ρ̄H) > 3.5, 1− 3.5, and< 1 and are probed by QSO absorption lines with specific
ranges of neutral column density: log(NHI ) > 18, 14− 18, and< 14.

The main driving force behind the heating of the WHIM is shockheating of gas accreting
onto large scale structure (Davé et al. 2001). In addition to shock heating, feedback processes
following star formation in galaxies and galactic super winds (GSWs) can heat gas to the
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the Cosmic Web at low redshift from Cen & Ostriker (2006).
The spatial distribution of warm-hot gas with temperaturesbetween 105 ad 107 is shown in a
85h−1 Mpc box.

same WHIM temperature range. While GSWs are less dominant than gravitational heating
caused by the collapse of large-scale density waves, they nevertheless make about a 20%
contribution to the overall WHIM mass (Cen & Ostriker 2006).

Like the intergalactic medium, WHIM gas does cluster arounddense regions that are
sites of galaxy formation and the easiest place to detect emission from the WHIM gas is
relatively close to galaxies. Nevertheless most of the warm-hot gas is not contained in these
regions but in the less-dense filaments (Davé et al. 2001): Shock heating occurs mainly in
filaments rather than in virialised structures, and hence this gas remains at low overdensity.
Furthermore a substantial component of shock heated gas within halos cools toT < 105 K
during the assembly of galaxies within a group.

The existence of the WHIM is tentatively confirmed by a numberof observations using
oxygen lines and other heavy elements.(e.g. Tripp et al. (2000); Tripp & Savage (2000);
Oegerle et al. (2000); Scharf et al. (2000); Tittley & Henriksen (2001); Savage et al. (2002);
Nicastro et al. (2002); Mathur et al. (2003); Kaastra et al. (2003); Finoguenov et al. (2003);
Sembach et al. (2004); Nicastro et al. (2005b); Savage et al.(2005); Lehner et al. (2007) and
Tripp et al. (2008)). No observational studies have been attempted so far, using the neutral
hydrogen line.
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Figure 1.2: Left panel: The evolution of baryonic mass fraction with redshift in aΛCDM
model. Atz= 0 the three components contribute approximately equally tothe total mass bud-
get. Right panel: The distribution of gas particles as function of temperature and overdensity;
both figures are from Davé et al. (1999)

1.3 Accretion and feedback processes

As mentioned before, an important step in galactic evolution is how gas particles move from
the IGM into the galaxies, to cool down into virialised objects. There are several descrip-
tions of how gas accretion might work (see e.g. Kereš et al. (2005)). The mode of accretion
depends on the depth of the potential well in which the intergalactic gas resides. In the con-
ventional picture of galaxy formation the gas is shock heated to roughly the virial temperature
of the galaxy potential well (T ∼ 106 K), before cooling and condensing. Kereš et al. (2005)
have shown that in many cases gas does not reach these high temperatures; instead it ac-
quires its gravitational energy at lower temperatures, typically T < 105 K. The process is
bimodal where ’cold mode’ accretion dominates for low-massgalaxies with baryonic masses
Mb < 1010.3M⊙ and ’hot-mode’ accretion dominates in high-mass systems. The two paths are
demonstrated in Fig. 1.3 from Kereš et al. (2005), where thetrajectories of simulated particles
is followed in time. The ”cold” lines are illustrated by solid lines, while the ”hot” lines are
indicated by the dashed lines.

In the case of ’hot-mode’ accretion the gas starts in the diffuse phase and moves steadily
to the shock-heated phase. Once it reaches the virial temperature, it cools down very rapidly
and condenses to reach the galactic phase. In ’cold-mode’ accretion the gas starts in the dif-
fuse phase and moves directly to the galactic phase along narrow filaments, without being
shock heated to high temperatures.

On the other hand there are also processes that move gas and material from the galaxies
into the IGM. In dense environments such as galaxy groups, gas is removed from galaxies
through tidal and ram pressure stripping (e.g. Kantharia etal. (2005)) or during the accretion
of gas-rich dwarfs onto large galaxies (e.g. Mayer et al. (2007)). Another process involves
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Figure 1.3: Hot mode (dashed lines) and cold mode (solid lines) for gas particles in a simu-
lation. In hot mode accretion gas is shock heated to high temperatures and than rapidly cools
down to condense in galaxies. In cold mode accretion the gas goes straight from the diffuse
phase to the condensed phase; figure from Kereš et al. (2005)

galactic winds which eject material at galactic escape velocities (e.g. Heckman et al. (2001)).
All these processes which remove material from the galaxies, also enrich the IGM with met-
als.

The best way to observe cold accretion in the local universe is through Hi emission, an
overview of recent detections is given by Sancisi et al. (2008). Detecting hot mode accretion
is more difficult in H i, as the hot gas is highly ionised and the timescales on which the hot
gas is cooling down to become condensed are relatively very short.

1.4 The 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen

In this thesis we will try to learn more about gas in the extended environment of galaxies and
the IGM using the Hi emission line.

Hydrogen is the lightest and most abundant element in the Universe, that contributes
∼ 76% to all the baryonic matter in the Universe. Although diffuse ionised hydrogen is
difficult to observe, neutral atomic hydrogen is extensively used by radio astronomers, to in-
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vestigate the kinematics of galaxies.

The 21-cm or Hi line refers to the spectral line, that is emitted when a neutral hydrogen
atom changes its energy state. The radiation causing the hydrogen line comes from the transi-
tion between the two hyperfine levels of the hydrogen 1s ground state. This transition occurs
at a frequency of 1420.40575177 MHz, or approximately a wavelength of 21.1 cm.

The existence of the neutral-hydrogen line was predicted byvan de Hulst in 1944 and
observed for the first time by Ewen & Purcell (1951) and confirmed by Muller & Oort (1951)
and Christiansen & Hindman (1952). Initially the 21-cm linewas used to make Hi maps of
the galaxy, but was soon extended to the first extragalactic observations by Kerr & Hindman
(1953), who observed the Magellanic Clouds.

Over the past decades, Hi observations have developed very rapidly resulting in many
radio telescopes and many thousands of detections all over the sky, both via pointed observa-
tions and blind surveys.

In general the Hi radius of a galaxy is more extended than the optical radius. The neu-
tral hydrogen line cannot only provide information about the kinematics within a galaxy, like
rotation, but it can also trace merger and accretion events.As the sensitivity of radio ob-
servations has improved over the years, more evidence is found for tidal remnants and very
extended Hi emission in galaxies.

1.5 ExtendedH i halos around galaxies

Recent deep Hi observations show that many galaxies have a huge gaseous halo, which is
much more extended than seen before. Oosterloo et al. (2007)made observations of NGC 891
to a brightness sensitivity of 1.6 × 1018 cm−2 and revealed that almost 30% of the Hi is in
the halo. This is not the only case; deep studies of neutral hydrogen in several nearby spiral
galaxies show that about 15% of the Hi is located in the halo. Several examples are NGC 891
(Swaters et al. 1997), NGC 2403 (Fraternali et al. 2001), NGC4559 (Barbieri et al. 2005),
M31 (Westmeier et al. 2005), NGC 253 (Boomsma et al. 2005) andNGC 6946 (Boomsma
et al. 2008).

The origin of this extended halo is a matter of debate, but feedback processes seem to play
a major role. The galactic fountain mechanism (Shapiro & Field 1976) is a process that has
received most attention. Stellar winds and supernova explosions push gas from the galaxy
into the halo, this gas is mostly hot and ionised. This gas moves through the halo as it falls
back to the galaxy, meanwhile it cools down and becomes neutral again (Bregman 1980).

Although there is observational evidence that favours thismechanism (Boomsma et al.
2008), the sample of observations is too small to prove that this is the mechanism causing the
extended neutral halos. The fountain mechanism does also have complications, as Fraternali
& Binney (2006) have shown that the kinematics of the neutralhalo gas cannot be explained
by galactic fountains alone. Accretion of gas from the intergalactic medium or interaction
with a preexisting halo must play a major role.

Understanding the distribution of neutral hydrogen in the halo and extended environment
of galaxies is important for several reasons. The halos are the regions where feedback pro-
cesses happen that can exchange material within the galaxy.Eventually these circulation
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Survey Beam Area δv rms(Flux)a rms(NHI )b Ref
[’] [deg2] [km s−1]

AHISS 3.3 13 16 0.7 3.5e17 c
ADBS 3.3 430 34 3.3 1.7e18 d

WSRT WVF 49 1800 17 18 4.1e16 e
Nancay CVn 4× 20 800 10 7.5 5.2e17 f

HIPASS 15.5 30000 18 13 3.0e17 g
HI-ZOA 15.5 1840 18 13 3.0e17 h
HIDEEP 15.5 32 18 3.2 7.4e16 i
HIJASS 12 1115 18 13 5.0e17 j
J-Virgo 12 32 18 4 1.5e17 k
AGES 3.5 200 11 0.7 3.2e17 l

ALFALFA 3.5 7074 11 1.7 7.7e17 m

Table 1.1: Comparison of Blind Hi Surveys:(a): mJy beam−1 at 18 km s−1, (b): cm−2 over
18 km s−1, (c): Zwaan et al. (1997),(d): Rosenberg & Schneider (2000),(e): Braun et al.
(2003),(f): Kraan-Korteweg et al. (1999),(g): Barnes et al. (2001),(h): Henning et al. (2000),
(i): Minchin et al. (2003),(j): Lang et al. (2003),(k): Davies et al. (2004),(l): Minchin et al.
(2007),(m): Giovanelli et al. (2007)

processes determine the life cycle of galaxies. Furthermore, halos are the interface between
galaxies and the intergalactic medium (IGM).

1.6 H i surveys

To study the distribution of neutral hydrogen on large scales and in many galaxies, blind
surveys are needed, mapping a significant piece of the sky. Inthe last decades several blind
H i surveys have been carried out, to identify galaxies that contain Hi emission. Properties
of several well known Hi surveys are listed in table 1.1, of which the ones that received
most attention are probably HIPASS (Barnes et al. 2001) and ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al.
2005). Most Hi surveys have been undertaken with single dish telescopes. The disadvantage
of single dish observations is that although they have excellent sensitivity to detect galaxies,
they cannot resolve detailed structures. A big challenge for blind surveys is to observe a very
large region, but still achieve sensitivities to map the faint extended environment of galaxies.
Most conventional (interferometric) Hi observations are limited to a brightness sensitivity
of a few time 1019 cm−2. Due to their larger beam size, single dish telescopes can reach
significantly lower column densities.

1.7 H i edge

Deep, high resolution observations of galaxies indicate that in the outer disks the Hi column
density decreases slowly with radius until a sharp edge occurs atNHI ∼ 2× 1019 cm−2 (e.g.
Corbelli et al. (1989), and more recently Portas et al. (2009)) These Hi edges are caused as
the ratio of neutral to ionised hydrogen drops due to ionising radiation.

A sharp decline in Hi can occur over a narrow Hi -H ii transition zone where the column
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Figure 1.4: Column densities as function of radius for observed Hi (dots) total hydrogen
(top solid line) and modelled neutral hydrogen (other lines). A the effect of self-shielding
decreases, there is a sharp decline in neutral fraction.; figure from Dove & Shull (1994)

density gets sufficiently low so that the gas becomes optically thin to the extragalactic ionizing
flux. That Hi edges might result from extragalctic photoionization was first proposed by Silk
& Sunyaev (1976).

The neutral hydrogen column density can decrease form∼ 1019 to ∼ 1018 cm2 over a
fairly small decrease of the total column density (e.g. Corbelli et al. (2001)).

Examples of similar breaks have been found in the distribution of NHI of absorbers from
the Lyα forest to Damped Lyα Systems (DLS) (Petitjean et al. (1993); Storrie-Lombardi et al.
(1996); Storrie-Lombardi & Wolfe (2000)).

Dove & Shull (1994) have tried to explore the possibility that the apparent Hi edges are
caused by photoionization, but that the true edges are not being observed. This is demon-
strated in Fig. 1.4 from Dove & Shull (1994) where the Hi column density is plotted as
function of radius. The dots in the plot represent real observed Hi columns from NGC 3198
observed by van Gorkom. The solid line on the top represents the column density of total
hydrogen, while the other lines represent the column density of neutral hydrogen obtained
from a model with different photo-ionising fluxes.

In the central part of the galaxy the neutral column density is essentially identical to the
total column density. The gas is completely dominated by self shielding in these very dense
environments and the neutral fraction is∼unity. Towards the outer regions of the galaxy the
effect of self shielding decreases as the density becomes lowerand ionising radiation can
penetrate. At a certain point the gas becomes optically thin; the very rapid decline in neutral
fraction then stops and decreases more slowly as the neutralfraction is determined by the
balance between photo-ionization and radiative recombination.
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Figure 1.5: H i distribution function of M31 and it’s environment derived from different
observations, the solid line is from Braun & Thilker (2004),the dashed line from Braun et al.
(2003) and the dotted line is from Thilker et al. (2004). The filled circles with errorbars are
the low red-shift QSO absorption line data as tabulated by Bandiera & Corbelli (2001)

The consequence of this effect is a plateau in the Hi column density distribution of galax-
ies between column densities of 1017 and 1019 cm−2 which is shown in Fig. 1.5 from Braun
& Thilker (2004) where the Hi distribution function of Hi around M31 is plotted, together
with data form QSO absorption lines tabulated by Bandiera & Corbelli (2001).

1.7.1 Flux sensitivity and brightness sensitivity

When reading this thesis, one should always be careful when sensitivities are mentioned,
whether this is flux sensitivity or brightness sensitivity.Brightness sensitivit is directly linked
to the beam size, that defines the angular resolution of the observation and thus the scale of
structures that can be detected. The quoted sensitivities or fluxes in this thesis are not just
numbers to consider in isolation; in each case they should beconsidered in combination with
the beam size, to understand the physical implications.

Whether emission can be detected in a certain observation does not only depend on the
integrated strength of the signal, but to a high degree it also depends on the angular extent.

When brightnesses are mentioned, the units are usually [Jy beam−1] over a certain velocity
interval. A point source filling just a fraction of the beam cannot be distinguished from a more
extended source as long as the object is unresolved. To be able to make a distinction between
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a compact and diffuse source, the Hi column density is often used, where the flux density is
divided by the beam area and scaled to units of [atoms cm−2].

As we are looking for diffuse emission, we make use of the detectability of sources in ob-
servations at different angular resolution, this is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.6. A bright
compact source is represented on the left side by five vertical blocks, while an extended dif-
fuse source is represented by five horizontal blocks. Each block represents a flux unit, so both
sources intrinsically have the same amount of integrated flux. Two beam shapes are shown, a
very compact beam (dark) and an extended beam (light). On theleft side the source is unre-
solved in both beams and they both collect all the flux. On the right side however, the small
beam can only observe a small fraction of the source at a time,while the large beam collects
significantly more flux. Suppose the noise level for both beamtypes is 1 block beam−1 in
arbitrary units. The right source is barely visible at the 1 or 2σ level in the compact beam,
while in the large beam it has a convincing 5σ detection.

In the case of very extended and diffuse emission, a very significant detection is possi-
ble at low angular resolution without any sign of emission athigh angular resolution, if the
differences in beam area are large enough.

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of flux sensitivity per beam. A compact and extended
source is represented by five blocks. The large beam is much more sensitive to extended
emission.
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1.8 This thesis

Imaging the Cosmic web is essential to understand the distribution and kinematics of dif-
fuse systems. This intergalactic regime provides a wealth of information about structure
formation: e.g. tidal filaments and feedback processes suchas galactic winds or AGN driven
cavities. Furthermore, observations of the Cosmic Web can test our cosmological model and
can demonstrate under what conditions “cold-mode” or “hot-mode” accretion dominates.

In this thesis we will investigate the IGM using the Hi emission line, by both exploring
deep observations and numerical simulations.

Due to the moderately high temperature in the intergalacticmedium of above 104 Kelvin,
most of the gas in the Cosmic Web is highly ionised. The neutral hydrogen component
covers column densities from 1014 to 1019 cm−2, but most of the Hi will be in the Lyman
Limit regime at column densities between 1017 and 1019 cm−2.

Although conventional imaging in the 21-cm emission line ofneutral hydrogen has not
typically reached column densities below about 1019 cm−2, this is not a fundamental lim-
itation. Long integrations with an (almost-)filled aperture can achieve much lower limits,
permiting direct imaging of the Cosmic Web down to 1017 cm−2. The first such diffuse fila-
ment was detected between M31 and M33 by Braun & Thilker (2004) as is shown in Fig. 1.7,
where an extended filament with very low column densities connects the two galaxies. Mul-
tiple independent lines of evidence demonstrate that the surface area subtended by atomic
hydrogen at column densities near 1017 cm−2 significantly exceeds that seen at 1019 cm−2

(e.g. Corbelli & Bandiera (2002); Braun & Thilker (2004))

1.8.1 SimulatedH i

No matter how good observations are, at some level they are limited by sensitivity and the
angular resolution of the telescope. We have reconstructedthe distribution of neutral hy-
drogen from a hydrodynamic simulation. The reconstructed Hi maps give the distribution
of neutral hydrogen on large scales and describe the complete column density range from
the Lyα forest to that of galaxies. Simulations are a good tool to test different cosmological
models and feedback processes. Furthermore they can be usedto make predictions for future
observations.

1.8.2 H i observations

In the search for Hi emission in the IGM we use three Hi surveys at different angular resolu-
tions.

Using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) the galaxy filament connecting
the Local Group with the Virgo Cluster has been observed. This product is called the West-
erbork Virgo Hi filament survey (WVFS). The region from 8 to 17 hours in Right Ascension
and from−1 to 10 degrees in Declination has been observed in a sequenceof drift scans. The
auto-correlations have been separated from the cross-correlations and a total-power product
has been created. By using the WSRT array in single-dish mode, very high brightness sensi-
tivity could be achieved because of the 25 meter sized dishes.
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Figure 1.7: Integrated Hi emission of the extended environment of M31 (top-right) andM33
(bottom-left); a diffuse filament connects the two galaxies. The gray scale variesbetween
1017 and 1018 cm−2 and contour levels are drawn at log(NHI ) = 17, 17.5, 18, ..., 20.5); figure
form Braun & Thilker (2004)

A second survey product utilizes a subset of the original Hi Parkes All Sky Survey
(HIPASS) that was re-processed. By improving the noise characteristics, the new data prod-
uct is more sensitive to diffuse and extended emission. Although the flux sensitivity of the
HIPASS data is better than the WVFS total power flux sensitivity, the brightness sensitivity
is worse due to the approximately ten times smaller beam sizefor the Parkes telescope com-
pared to the WSRT dishes.

The cross-correlation data of the WVFS is used to create a high resolution data product.
The region that has been observed with the WSRT was chosen such that the telescope had to
observe at very extreme hour angles. In this way the individual dishes of the interferometer
form a filled aperture of 300 meters in projection in one dimension. The configuration of the
dishes is illustrated in Fig. 1.8.

By using this configuration, a brightness sensitivity can beachieved that is typical for
single dish observations, while having the benefits of an interferometer in making a good
estimate of the bandpass. This final data product has the bestflux sensitivity amongst the
three surveys, but the worst brightness sensitivity due to the relative compact synthesised
beam.
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Figure 1.8: Configuration of the WSRT dishes during the WVFS observing runs. Due to the
extreme hour angles, a filled aperture is created in projection.

1.8.3 Science goals

Each of the three surveys covers the same region in the sky with excellent brightness sensi-
tivity. In each of the three surveys we are looking for new Hi detections, where detections
without an optical counterpart are of primary interest. These Hi detections without optical
counterpart do not directly belong to galaxies, and thus could be the densest components of
the Cosmic web. By comparing the results of the three individual surveys we can confirm
detections, and test whether new detections are compact or diffuse.

Although neither of the surveys have the angular resolutionto resolve the details and
edges of individual galaxies, we can observe the extended environment and are sensitive to
very diffuse emission.

The main questions we hope to answer are:

• Can we detect diffuse neutral hydrogen in the IGM?

• If so, what is the physical extent and what is the typical column density of these fea-
tures?

• Do galaxies have an extended halo of diffuse Hi, that typically has not been observed,
i.e. is there a connection between galaxies and the IGM?

• What is the kinetic temperature of diffuse gas, i.e. can we observe hot-mode or cold-
mode accretion?

• Can simulations be used to reconstruct the distribution of diffuse neutral hydrogen?

Observations of the IGM at low redshift, and detection of Cosmic Web features is es-
sential to understand structure formation and feedback processes. Furthermore, it can also
confirm the cosmological model that applies.

With the three Hi surveys we can have an unbiased look at a significant piece of the sky
to look for the denser parts of the IGM where traces of neutralhydrogen can be found.
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1.9 Thesis outline
Although the main theme in this thesis is to understand the distribution of neutral hydrogen
using simulations and observations, there is also a short technical chapter. After this intro-
ductory chapter (Chapter 1), Chapter 2 will discuss the standing wave phenomenon in radio
telescopes in general, but especially in the case of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope.
To achieve the best image fidelity when doing observations, agood understanding of the be-
haviour of the telescope is crucial. We have modeled the frequency modulation in the primary
beam of the WSRT.

In Chapter 3 a method is presented to reconstruct the neutralhydrogen component of
a hydrodynamic simulation, containing dark matter, star and gas (SPH, Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics) particles. Hi maps are created in a low and high resolution grid, that show
the distribution of neutral hydrogen on large scales. The reconstructed maps can be used to
simulate mock observations of currently existing and future telescopes.

In Chapters 4 to 6, the three individual Hi surveys are presented: the WVFS total-power
data, the re-processed HIPASS data and the WVFS cross-correlation data. For each survey
the observing strategy and data reduction are explained. A catalogue of detected objects is
presented and in each chapter we concentrate on new Hi detections.

The discussion in Chapters 4 to 6 is fairly short, as the threedata products are compared
in Chapter 7. The flux densities of the three different observations are compared and we look
for confirmation of previous new detections and additional new detections by comparing the
three data-sets. New Hi detections are analysed in more detail and we search for common
properties.

We present a short summary of all the work in Chapter 8, together with some notes for
future work and observations.



2
The Standing Wave Phenomenon in

Radio Telescopes:
Frequency Modulation of the WSRT Primary Beam

ABSTRACT —Inadequacies in the knowledge of the primary beam response of cur-
rent interferometric arrays often form a limitation to the image fidelity, particularly when
“mosaicing” over multiple telescope pointings. We hope to overcome these limitations
by constructing a frequency-resolved, full-polarizationempirical model for the primary
beam of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). Holographic observations,
sampling angular scales between about 5 arcmin and 11 degrees, were obtained of a bright
compact source (3C147). These permitted measurement of voltage response patterns for
seven of the fourteen telescopes in the array and allowed calculation of the mean cross-
correlated power beam. Good sampling of the main-lobe, near-in, and far-side-lobes out
to a radius of more than 5 degrees was obtained. A robust empirical beam model was
detemined in all polarization products (XX, XY, YXandYY) and at frequencies between
1322 and 1457 MHz with 1 MHz resolution. Substantial departures from axi-symmetry
are apparent in the main-lobe as well as systematic differences between the polarization
properties. Surprisingly, many beam properties are modulated at the 5 to 10% level with
changing frequency. These include: (1) the main beam area, (2) the side-lobe to main-lobe
power ratio, and (3) the effective telescope aperture. These semi-sinusoidsal modulations
have a basic period of about 17 MHz, consistent with the natural “standing wave” period
of a 8.75 m focal distance. The deduced frequency modulations of the beam pattern were
verified in an independent long duration observation using compact continuum sources at
very large off-axis distances. Application of our frequency-resolved beam model should
enable higher dynamic range and improved image fidelity for interferometric observations
in complex fields, although at the expense of an increased computational load. The beam
modulation with frequency can not be as easily overcome in total power observations.
In that case it may prove effective to combat the underlying multi-path interference by
coating all shadowed telescope surfaces with a broad-band isotropic scattering treatment.

Published as:Popping, A., Braun, R., 2008,A&A, 479, 903
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2.1 Introduction

For any telescope it is essential to know the shape of the point spread function as well as
the effective field-of-view, since we can only see the true sky as filtered by these response
patterns. In the case of an earth-rotation-synthesis interferometric array, the effective field-
of-view is determined by the complex product of each pair of voltage response patterns of the
telescopes in that array. However, for most synthesis arrays, the precise shape of this so-called
“primary beam” is not known. For example the primary beam of the 25 m prime-focus-fed
parabolic dishes of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) is approximated by
the cos6(cνr) analytic function. In this function,r is the distance from the pointing center
in degrees,ν the observing frequency in GHz and the constantc = 68 is, to first order,
wavelength independent at GHz frequencies.

This approximation assumes an axi-symmetric beam shape which consists of just the
main lobe and does not include any side-lobes. For real radiotelescopes however, like the
WSRT, the sensitivity is not confined to the main beam, but spread out over the full 4π rad2.
The telescopes are primarily sensitive in the main beam, buta significant contribution comes
from outside the main beam. Response from outside the main beam is referred to asside
lobesor stray radiation (Hartmann et al. 1996). These features can be caused by partsof
the aperture which are blocked by the feed and support structures (Napier 1999) as well as
by irregularities of the reflector surface. Radiation may bereceived directly into the feed, but
also after scattering off the feed support legs. van Woerden (1962) was the first observer to
interpret temporal variations in Hispectra as due to side lobes or stray radiation. Kalberla
et al. (1980) documented stray radiation problems for the Effelsberg telescope. Similar in-
vestigations have been made for the Dwingeloo 25 meter telescope by van Woerden (1962),
by van Woerden et al. (1962), and by Raimond (1966). From these investigations it is obvi-
ous that essentially all observations made with parabolic radio antennae are affected by stray
radiation at some level.

Another phenomenon plaguing spectroscopic observations in radio astronomy is the so-
called “standing wave” phenomenon (Briggs et al. 1997). Theterm “standing waves” is used
to describe a semi-periodic variation in the spectral bandpass seen in many radio telescopes
which has a basic wavelength of approximatelyc/(2 f ) Hz, for focal distance,f , (or about
17 MHz for the WSRT dishes). As we will show below, this phenomenon is closely tied to
variations in the primary beam properties with frequency.

The antenna pattern of the 25 m telescope in Dwingeloo has been studied in detail by
Higgs (1967). So-called “stray cones” are associated with radiation scattered from the feed
support legs, while a “spillover ring” is associated with radiation reaching the feed from just
beyond the edge of the reflector. Kalberla et al. (1980) measured the antenna pattern of the
100 m Effelsberg telescope to a radius of 2 degrees from the main beam axis and created an
empirical model of the far side lobes. Observations were done several times at different hour
angles and at various epochs, which provided the material necessary to determine the relative
amplitudes of the various components of the model. The empirical model Kalberla developed
contained a spillover ring, four stray cones (from radiation scattered off the feed support legs),
and a blockage (or “shadowing”) contribution due to the support legs. Reflections from the
roof of the apex cabin resulted in four small additional components. With this work, Kalberla
demonstrated that the main beam and side lobes could be effectively modelled, using careful
measurements of the sky brightness distribution.
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The WSRT is comparable to many other radio telescopes in the sense that it has feed- and
feed-support structure blockages, which influence the shape of the beam. Departures from
axi-symmetry and side-lobes are present, but are neglectedin the current beam approxima-
tion. The approximation is truncated above the level of the first side lobes, which directly
limits the fidelity of a primary-beam-corrected image. Image fidelity could be substantially
improved with a better model. A related problem arises when one is combining data obtained
at a series of different pointing centers, in a process termed mosaicing (Cornwell 1989), since
an accurate model of the primary beam is required when undertaking a joint deconvolution of
all data. The dynamic range in the resulting combined image is determined (amongst other
things) by the quality of the primary beam model.

Although a simple approximation is used for most radio telescopes, a specific detailed
model would need to be developed for each individually. We are particularly interested in
utilizing an improved beam model for the WSRT and will develop that model here. The
WSRT is an aperture synthesis interferometer that consistsof a linear array of 14 antennas
arranged on a 2.7 km East-West line. Ten of the telescopes areon fixed mountings while
the remaining four dishes are movable along two rail-tracks. The antennas are equatorially
mounted 25-m dishes (with anf /D ratio of 0.35) and are fed from the prime focus. A major
advantage of the equatorial mounting is that the primary beam does not rotate on the sky
while tracking (Napier 1999) as it does for the elevation-over-azimuth mount (Thompson
et al. 1986).

The WSRT array is equipped with Multi Frequency Front Ends (MFFE), which have
cooled receivers at 3.6, 6, 13, 18+21 cm, and uncooled receivers at 49 cm and 92 cm. The
21 cm receiver is used most extensively and in this paper we will only consider beam proper-
ties in this wavelength band. We develop a detailed numerical representation of the WSRT-
primary beam; not just including the main lobe, but also the side lobes. Furthermore, we
consider all four polarization products individually rather than just Stokes I. And most im-
portantly we consider the variation of beam properties withfrequency at a resolution suffi-
ciently fine (1 MHz) to fully sample the so-called “standing wave” phenomenon. The paper
is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we briefly describe the relationship between aperture
illumination and the beam pattern of a telescope. Section 2.3 describes the method used to
determine our model and in section 2.4 the results are presented. The model is tested with
observations of celestial sources in section 2.5. In the summary and discussion of section
2.6 we consider how frequency modulation of beam parameterscan be dealt with, both for
interferometric and total power observations.

2.2 Theory
We will briefly consider the relationship between aperture illumination and a radio telescope
beam. This will be useful when we describe how we arrive at ourbeam representation in the
next section. The relation between the complex aperture pattern of the antenna,f (u, v), and
the complex voltage-beam pattern,F(l,m), of the antenna (Kraus 1986) is:

F(l,m) =
∫∫

aperture
f (u, v)e2πi(ul+vm)dudv (2.1)

and

f (u, v) =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
F(l,m)e−2πi(ul+vm)dldm (2.2)
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The coordinates of the radiation pattern are given by

u = sinθ cosφ andv = sinθ sinφ (2.3)

This Fourier transform relationship between antenna and voltage-beam pattern is analogous
to the one between the source brightness distribution and the visibility function that is sam-
pled by an interferometer. The aperture distributionf (u, v), is determined by the way in
which the antenna feed illuminates the aperture together with how the aperture is blocked, as
is described in detail by Napier (1999). In general, the morethat f (u, v) is tapered at the edge
of the aperture, the lower will be the aperture efficiency and the side lobes and the broader
the main beam. The Fourier transform of the aperture can be described in terms ofamplitude
andphaseor the real and imaginary parts, (a+ ib). In the case of a single dish telescope or
when calculating auto-correlations, the power patterns are given byF · F∗, which gives

(a+ ib) × (a− ib) = a2 + b2 (2.4)

In the case of cross-correlations, when using different telescopes, the power pattern is given
by (F ·G∗ +G · F∗)/2, which gives

(a+ ib) × (c− id) + (c+ ib) × (a− ib)
2

= ac+ bd (2.5)

2.3 Method
An analytic model would be the most convenient way to describe the beam pattern. This
could be used to predict the beam parameters at any desired position without the need for
interpolation and would be easy to implement in software. However as we will show below,
an analytic model is not sufficient to describe the actual telescope beams and an empirical
model is required. A straightforward way to get the actual beam shape of a telescope is by
measuring it’s voltage pattern with a holographic measurement (Scott & Ryle (1977); Kraus
(1986)). A pair of antennas is needed; whereby one of the antennas continuously tracks
a strong point source and the other antenna scans the vicinity of that source. The voltage
patternF(l,m) is obtained from the complex correlation coefficient of the scanning antenna
with respect to the reference antenna. Once the voltage pattern is known the auto-correlation
power beam can be obtained by multiplying with the complex conjugate. Alternatively, the
interferometric cross-correlation power beam can be obtained by multiplying voltage patterns
and their complex conjugates in a pair-wise fashion and averaging the result. Our model is
based on this concept of holographic measurements, although it is extended by combining a
series of measurements that sample a wide range of angular scales.

2.3.1 Holographic Measurements

Three holographic observations were carried out, with different fields of view to obtain sam-
pling at high, medium and low resolution. The smallest field of view sampled 2.2×2.2 de-
grees with 25×25 samples, the medium, 7.26×7.26 degress with 33×33 samples and the
large, 11×11 degrees with 25×25 samples. For each observation 8 bands of 20 MHz band-
width were observed with 8×64 spectral channels and the 4 linear polarization products: XX,
XY, YXandYY. Of the 20 MHz of each band, about 18 MHz are useful due to the roll-off of
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Figure 2.1: PSFs of the voltage pattern of polarisationX at 1416.6 MHz for the three different
holographic measurement scales, averaged over all the antennas. From top to bottom is the
large, medium and small field of view. The left panels show thecosine(real) values and the
right panels show the correspondingsine(imaginary) values. All images are on a linear scale,
although for the real images only a small range is plotted at the level of the sidelobes. The
peak values of the voltage patterns are normalised to unity.
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Figure 2.2: Aperture patterns corresponding to the voltage patterns inFig. 2.1. The large
field of view gives the most detailed description of the antenna, showing clearly the regions
blocked by the receiver and support structure. Phase deviations are largest within the blocked
regions of the aperture.

the intermediate frequency filters at the edge of the band. The bands were centered at 1450,
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1432, 1410, 1392, 1370, 1350, 1330, 1311 MHz. The frequencies were selected to avoid
Galactic neutral hydrogen emission and known radio frequency interference (RFI eg. near
1380 MHz).

Of the 14 telescopes in the array, the seven even-numbered telescopes were used as refer-
ence antennas and the seven odd-numbered were used for scanning the vicinity of 3C147.
A 10 second basic integration time was employed, with 30 seconds nominal dwell time
on each position in the scanning pattern. Data acquired during telescope movement was
flagged, yielding 20 seconds of net integration time per position. The voltage beams were
obtained from the holographic measurements using the MSHOLOG code developed by H.
van Someren Greve. This code calibrates out constant phase offsets between antennas and
compensates for the small geometrical delays that arise when scanning telescopes are pointed
off-axis. An optional Wiener filtering can be employed within MSHOLOG to limit the oc-
curence of signal in the aperture plane to only the surface ofthe reflector, while interpolating
in the far-field sampling pattern. We have not employed this option, but chose only to grid
the calibrated data. Each voltage beam has a real and imaginary part, which can be recast as
amplitude and phase. An important choice in the processing is the number of spectral chan-
nels to bin together. Binning more channels improves the signal-to-noise ratio, but degrades
the spectral resolution. We chose to bin each group of two consecutive channels, yielding
0.625 MHz spectral resolution. Individual voltage beam images were inspected and an occa-
sional grid-point was replaced with a linearly interpolated value when large deviations were
apparent. In the handful of cases where excessive deviations were encountered in the entire
pattern, i.e. when the data quality was not sufficient, that specific pattern was not included in
the subsequent processing.

The pair-wise (complex conjugate) products of the seven available voltage beams yielded
21 distinct baseline power beams. These were averaged to yield the mean interferometric
power beam. All power beams were normalised to a peak height of unity. The average dis-
persion of a single combination of antennas with respect to the mean power beam is 0.2%.
This number is determined by calculating the dispersion of each combination at each fre-
quency and taking the mean value of these individual dispersions. For this purpose we only
made use of the holographic measurements with a small field ofview, mapping the main
beam at high resolution.

2.3.2 Combining Measurements

The mean power beams at three different scales need to be combined to get the most complete
representation of the beam. The small field provides detailed information about the center of
the beam, the medium field samples intermediate scales, while the large field samples the
outer side lobes.

To combine the images, the sampling of the three measurements should ideally be the
same. This can be accomplished with aSincfunction interpolation by Fourier transforming
the medium and large field data to the aperture plane and padding out in the transform plane
with zeros before Fourier transforming back to the image plane. The sampling of our small
field was chosen to be exactly five times as fine as our large fieldand 2.5 times as fine as
the medium field. So padding the Fourier transform of our medium field out to 2.5 times
the size and our large field to five times the image size before Fourier transforming back
yields identical image plane sampling for all three power beams. The difference is only the
spatial extent provided by each, which has not changed. Beginning with the resampled large
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beam, the inner 7.26×7.26 degrees were first replaced with the resampled medium beam
and finally the inner 2.2×2.2 degrees were replaced with the measured small beam. Minor
discontinuities between the different coverages were smoothed out by taking the average
within a 0.25 degree wide border zone around the medium and small beams rather than taking
the simple replacement as done inside this zone.

It is quite instructive to consider both the image and aperture plane features that are ap-
parent on the three observed scales. An example of the three observed voltage beam scales
is shown in Fig. 2.1, while the corresponding aperture distributions are shown in Fig. 2.2.
The large field image has an aperture distribution which is only slightly larger than the size
of the telescope surface. The resolution is moderately high, yielding a detailed view of the
shadowed parts of the telescope surface. The feed-support legs can be clearly seen as well as
the triangular shadows that these legs cast on the outer reflector surface. The top right support
leg has a slightly larger electrical cross-section than theother three since the cables from the
receiver package also run along it. Remarkably, there is significant signal intensity from the
blocked parts of the aperture; for example under the receiver. Geometric optics would pre-
clude signal intensity from such regions. Interestingly, large phase offsets are seen at these
locations, especially at the apex and around the feed-support legs. The radiation reaching
the receiver from these locations is apparentlyanti-correlated, actively diminishing detected
signal strength rather than merely adding incoherent noise.

2.3.3 Beam Model Cubes

Beam models were produced for every pair of observed frequency channels (yielding 0.625
MHz resolution). The first and last few channels of each observed 20 MHz band were not
used, because of the roll-off of the bandpass. Given the 8 band centers noted previously,
almost complete frequency coverage between 1322 and 1457 MHz was available. An inter-
polation was done between the separate models to determine amodel at each integer MHz
within this range. Since voltage beams were available in theX and the Y polarization, power
beams could be calculated for all four polarization products: XX, YY, XYandYX.

2.4 Results

By using holographic measurements at different sampling scales, we can construct an em-
pirical model, that describes the primary beam of the WSRT with high precision at different
frequencies. A Point Spread Function of the StokesI polarisation is shown in Fig. 2.3 where
the beam is averaged over a bandwidth of about 16 MHz. The mainbeam has a clear “dia-
mond” shape and around the main beam there is a sharp dip, corresponding to the first null.
Note that this first null can only be discerned when holographic measurements are sampled at
very high resolution in the image plane (and not the apertureplane as is usual) together with
suitably high frequency resolution. The outer sidelobes show a clear “cross” pattern, due to
blockage of the support structure.

Many significant variations can be seen in the model beams as function of frequency.
Channel maps of the StokesI -model are shown in Fig. 2.4, starting at 1442 MHz, and going
down to 1427 MHz with intervals of 3 MHz. Because of the small scale in this plot, possible
variations in beam-width are difficult to discern visually. However, there is an easily dis-
cernible variation in the strength of side-lobe structures. For example, at 1433 MHz the first
side lobes are very weak compared to 1430 MHz. On the other hand, the more distant side
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Figure 2.3: PSF of the beam model averaged over 16.25 MHz (50 channels) around 1391.7
MHz. The average of theXX andYYpolarisations is plotted, corresponding to StokesI, such
as commonly used for correcting the primary beam in reduction software. Contour levels are
drawn at 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002 0.003, 0.03 0.2 and 0.5, the peak value is normalised to 1.

lobes almost vanish at 1430 MHz. No extended sidelobes are seen at 1430 MHz, while at
1439 and 1436 MHz a very clear diffuse “cross” is apparent. The panels in the figure span 15
MHz of bandwidth which is almost one full period in the periodic variations. These variations
are representative of those seen throughout the full frequency coverage of our model. There
are several ways to visualise the frequency dependence of the beam and of the side lobes
with respect to the main beam. Variations in the main beam properties can be illustrated
by evaluating the beam integral at all frequencies. This wasaccomplished with an elliptical
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Figure 2.4: Channel maps of the model cube for StokesI between 1442 and 1427 MHz.
Clear variations can be seen in the first and second side lobe structures. Contour levels are
drawn at 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.03, 0.2 and 0.5.
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Figure 2.5: Main beam integral, evaluated from a 2D Gaussian fit for theXX andYYpolar-
izations as function of frequency. For increasing frequency the beam integral is decreasing
quadratically as expected. However, there is a systematic variation with a∼17 MHz period.

Gaussian fit to each beam using the IMFIT task of the MIRIAD package (Sault et al. 1995).
The values are plotted against frequency in Fig. 2.5 for boththeXX andYYpolarisations after
smoothing over 3 MHz. Very similar patterns are seen in both cases, although the beam areas
for theXX polarisation are systematically larger by about 2%. Similar results are obtained by
simply taking the sum of the relevant image pixels within themain lobe, although the discrete
sampling introduces additional quantization noise.

As expected, the beam area decreases approximately quadratically with increasing fre-
quency, since the beamwidth should vary roughly asλ/D. More remarkable are the semi-
periodic oscillations. Both polarizations display a similar periodicity of∼17 MHz with an
amplitude of about∼4 % in surface area.

An estimate of the side-lobe power can be obtained from the difference of the integral
over 11× 11◦ with the main-lobe integral based on the elliptical Gaussian fit as described
above. The integrated main-lobe and side-lobe powers as a function of frequency are shown
for StokesI after normalisation to a mean value of unity in Fig. 2.6 (dotted and dash-dotted
line) together with the ratio between side-lobe and main-lobe power (solid line). This ratio
gives the fraction of the power that is contained in the sidelobes, independent of any scaling.
The same periodicities can be seen as in the previous plot, for both the main beam and the
side lobes, although the variations in the integrated side lobe power are stronger and are of
the order of∼20 %.

An important aspect of the comparison of beam attributes with frequency is the normal-
isation that has been applied. Since the peak image-plane response of each model beam
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Figure 2.6: Integrated side-lobe power (dash dotted line), integratedmain beam power (dot-
ted line) and the side-lobe to main beam power ratio (solid line) for StokesI . All three lines
are scaled to a mean value of one.

has been set to unity, no information is preserved regardingthe absolute telescope gain as
a function of frequency. This is important, since normally one might assume that a smaller
main beam area might correspond to a higher telescope gain, for example via a more uniform
aperture illumination pattern. Such straightforward associations may not necessarily apply.

A convenient method of determining the telescope gain as function of frequency is avail-
able for an interferometer if both auto- and cross- correlation spectra are measured. This is
done by taking the cross-correlation spectrum of a pair of telescopes,ρ12(ν), when observ-
ing a bright calibration source and dividing it by the squareroot of the product of the two
auto-correlation spectra of these same telescopes,ρ11(ν) andρ22(ν). In terms of the effective
apertureA, the source flux density,S, and the bandpass shape,F, one gets,

ρ12(ν) ∝
A(ν) · S(ν) · F1(ν) · F2(ν)

[Tsys+ Tsou(ν)]
(2.6)

and
ρ11(ν) ∝ [Tsys+ Tsou(ν)] · F1(ν) · F1(ν) (2.7)

so
ρ12(ν)√

ρ11(ν) · ρ22(ν)
∝

A(ν) · S(ν)
[Tsys+ Tsou(ν)]2

(2.8)

where the system temperature is made up of a source independent component,Tsys and the
contribution due to the observed source,Tsou(ν). The bandpass shape of both receiver chains
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Figure 2.7: cross-correlations of antenna 1 and 8 divided by the auto-correlation of these two
antennas. The variation has a period of∼17 MHz.

cancels out in this combination, and one is left with the gainspectrum of the interferometer
(together with possible frequency structure of the calibration source). The receiver tempera-
ture due to the observed source will in turn be proportional to A(ν), so if this were neglected
it would lead to a dilution of any possibile variation of effective aperture with frequency.
In practise, 3C147 increases the system temperature by only8% for the WSRT system near
1400 MHz, so this dilution effect could be compensated by simply multiplying the deduced
gain variations by a factor of 1.002. The derived gain is plotted for two representative tele-
scopes (RT1 and RT8) in theX polarization in Fig. 2.7 using one of our holographic ob-
servations of 3C147 during an interval when both the reference and scanning telescopes are
pointed at the source. Very substantial oscillations of 5 to10% amplitude are seen with a
similar period of∼17 MHz. Comparing the system gain with the main and side-lobepowers
in Fig. 2.8 illustrates the counter-intuitive result that the highest gain is accompanied by both
the largest beam area and the highest ratios of side- to main-lobe power.

One way in which to partially understand these correspondences is to consider that the
broadest main-beam patterns may correspond to the instances of highest effective illumination
of the central portions of the aperture with respect to the outer portions of the aperture. This
might occur when a minimum amount of radiation (with inappropriate phase) reaches the
feed after reflection from the central blockage (in the shadow of the receiver package). At
other portions of the cycle, a larger amount of radiation from this region would reach the feed,
causing both a decrease in gain (in view of the detrimental phase) as well as a narrower main
beam, since the central portion of the reflector would contribute negatively. What remains
difficult to explain, is why the side-lobe levels would be lowest when the gain was lowest.
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Figure 2.8: The smoothed gain ripple (solid line), and integrated values for the main beam
(dash dotted line)

2.5 Testing with Celestial Sources

Source RA Dec Radius cos6 flux model flux NVSS flux
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (arcsec) [Jy] [Jy] [Jy]

A 8:21:29 +70:14:33 1904’ 115.3 107.7 101.8
B 8:22:16 +70:53:08 1124’ 613.5 605.4 602.3
C 8:21:33 +71:07:43 1658’ 125.3 125.4 116.3
D 8:21:31 +71:19:41 2309’ 975.0 1012.5 961.9

Table 2.1: Data for some extreme off-axis sources found in the Holmberg II field. The
distance from the primary beam center is given in the fourth column. The fifth and sixth
column give the average flux of all the narrow band images (foran effective frequency of
1360 MHz) after primary beam correction with both the cos6 beam description and the new
empirical model. The NVSS flux at 1400 MHz is given in the last column.

Although we have confidence in our methodology, it is important to verify the rather
remarkable variations in beam parameters with frequency which we derive, using independent
observations under typical observing conditions.

A suitable source of single field observations is the recently published WSRT SINGS
survey Braun et al. (2007). We have produced calibrated, deconvolved images from this sur-
vey database for four different fields centered on the nearby galaxies Holmberg II, IC 2574,
NGC 2841 and NGC 5194 at frequencies between 1322 and 1408 MHzat increments of 2
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Figure 2.9: WSRT image of the Ho II field. The white contours represent theold cos6 beam
description, the contour levels from inside out are at 0.9, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.05. The gray contours
correspond to the new model, the levels are at 0.9, 0.5, 0.2, 0.05, 0.01, 0.003 and 0.002. In the
corners of the field, the first sidelobes can be clearly recognized. Letters are assigned to those
sources for which we show the beam-corrected flux as functionof frequency in Fig. 2.10.

MHz. Unresolved and unconfused sources were sought in each of these fields with a high
enough apparent brightness that they could be detected withgood signal-to-noise in the nar-
row bandwidth images. The most interesting sources are those that are bright, but very far
from the pointing center since they probe the largest primary beam corrections. We overlay
the cos6 and our empirical primary beam attenuation model on the fieldof Ho II in Fig. 2.9 to
illustrate how the apparent density of sources varies with position. Comparison of contours
from the two types of beam model suggests that small departures from axi-symmetry already
set in at relatively high levels. The best test sources foundin the four different fields are listed
in Table 2.1. We also tabulate the NVSS (NRAO VLA Sky Survey, Condon et al. (1998)) 1.4
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Figure 2.10: Fluxes are plotted as function of frequency for sources in Table 2.1 after pri-
mary beam correction. The solid lines correspond to a correction with our empirical model,
while the dotted lines are corrected using the cos6 beam approximation.

GHz flux densities of these sources together with the averaged (ie. 1360 MHz) flux density
obtained from both the cos6 function and our empirical model. Reasonable agreement canbe
found between the flux values, although the fluxes we measure at 1360 MHz are systemat-
ically higher than seen in the NVSS (at effective frequency of 1400 MHz) likely due to the
negative mean spectral index of background sources.

We plot the primary beam corrected flux densities of several test sources in Fig. 2.10.
In the figures we contrast the flux densities obtained by applying the cos6(cνr) model and
our empirical primary beam attenuation model. The improvement in recovering a plausible,
smoothly varying spectrum (and of course the correct mean flux density) for the off-axis
sources is striking. In the case of source A, there is a very strong variation in the flux with
frequency. When using the new model, the 17 MHz variation is flattened out and only smaller
noisy fluctuations remain. A quite similar effect is apparent in source B and source D. Of
course the new model does not predict substantial differences from the historical analytic
model at all positions within the beam. An example is given with source C, where mean flux
levels are comparable, although the low level periodic variation is eliminated with the new
model.
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Figure 2.11: Trial design for an isotropic reflective surface treatment.The image at right
represents a white noise field after tapering with a−2 power-law of radius (truncated at 5
pixels from the origin) and Fourier transformation. At leftis a representative cross-cut of the
surface to better illustrate the range of structures present. To provide performance between
observing wavelengths of 70 and 1.5 cm the surface should have spatial dimensions of about
3.5 m on a side and maximum peak-to-peak excursions of about 70 cm.

2.6 Summary and Discussion

In this paper we develop a frequency-resolved empirical model of the primary beam of the
WSRT 25m antennas between 1320 and 1460 MHz in two orthogonallinear polarizations.
This is based on a series of holographic measurements sampling a wide range of angular
scales from about five arcmin to 11 degrees. Not surprisingly, there are significant departures
from axi-symmetry in the form of a “diamond” distortion of the main lobe due to the quadra-
pod blockage of the telescope aperture. This aperture blockage also gives rise to a four-fold
symmetry in the side-lobe pattern within a radius of about five degrees. Systematic differ-
ences are also apparent in the two perpendicular polarizations, in the sense that beam areas
are about 2% larger in theXX polarization than theYY. Furthermore the beam shapes are not
symmetric, but there is a slight ellipticity; elongated in the direction of the polarization. For
theXX polarization, the beam is about 4% larger in the x-direction, compared to the perpen-
dicular y-direction. For theYYpolarization we see an elongation in the y-direction, although
here the difference is only about 2.5% relative to x.

More surprisingly, we document systematic oscillations inthe beam properties as a func-
tion of frequency. A similar semi-sinusoidal variation is found for each of: (1) the integrated
beam area, (2) the ratio of integrated side-lobe to main-lobe power and (3) the effective aper-
ture of the telescope system. All three of these attributes are modulated at the 5 to 10%
level with a basic periodicity of about 17 MHz, corresponding to the natural “standing wave”
period of aboutc/2 f for a paraboloid of focal distance,f = 8.75 m. These effects are man-
ifestations of constructive and destructive interferenceocurring at the telescope feed caused
by multi-path transmission.

We have verified these deduced oscillations in beam properties with independent mea-
surements under typical observing conditions; namely longduration tracks employing earth
rotation synthesis. A crucial aspect here is that the WSRT telescopes employ an equatorial
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mount, so that the beam patterns are at least fixed on the sky despite tracking a field for many
hours. Although the on-axis frequency response has been effectively calibrated in such ob-
servations, continuum sources which are sufficiently far off-axis display a modulation in their
apparent flux density with frequency. Application of our empirical beam model effectively
removes such off-axis modulation of apparent flux density with frequency. While this pro-
cedure permits effective correction of interferometric observations (employing an equatorial
mount), albeit at a substantially increased complexity of processing, there is no comparable
correction procedure for total power measurements which suffer from the same effect. Im-
proving the spectral baselines of total power observationswill require a method of physically
eliminating such modulations from the telescope/feed system.

The primary surfaces which contribute to these interference effects are those portions of
the main reflector which suffer from geometrical blockage; the regions “under” the feed-
support legs and prime focus receiver support structure (asseen from the sky) together with
those parts of the reflector which are “behind” the feed-support legs as seen from the feed.
And finally, the surfaces of the feed-support legs themselves which are directly visible from
the feed. Since coherent reflections from these surfaces appear to be responsible for the oscil-
lations in antenna beam properties with frequency we suggest that a likely remedy for these
effects would be a surface treatment of all of the aforementioned surfaces to make them be-
have as broad-band isotropic scatterers rather than coherent reflectors. Scattering is prefered
over absorption since large absorbing surfaces at ambient temperature on the reflector and
telescope structure will adversely affect the system temperature.

Design of a broad-band isotropic reflector could be achievedby taking a white noise
distribution, applying a suitable power-law of radius taper and Fourier transforming this dis-
tribution. A logical choice for the power-law index might be−2 which would yield an equal
amount of integrated power in surface irregularities on allspatial scales (in two dimensions).
The range of spatial scales over which the power-law extendswould determine the band-
width over which the surface should function. The peak-to-peak surface excursions should
correspond to the maximum wavelength for which the surface should be effective.

We have produced a trial design for an isotropic reflective surface intended to be effective
between wavelengths of about 70 cm and 1.5 cm, which we illustrate in Fig 2.11. The−2
power-law taper that was applied to the white noise field has been truncated at a radius of 5
pixels so as to provide about five by five of the largest scale fluctuations in the surface af-
ter Fourier transformation. The physical dimensions of thedepicted surface would be about
3.5 m on a side with maximum peak-to-peak fluctuations of about 70 cm. The power-law
extends down to size scales of 0.7 cm which should still provide the desired scattering prop-
erties at 1.5 cm wavelength. If regions larger than 3.5 m werebeing equipped with such
a surface treatment they would ideally be taken from a largerinput noise field, to minimize
edge effects between “tiles” as well as any repetition of the tiling pattern (that might introduce
grating-like responses in special directions).

We have embarked on fabrication of a scale-model of the illustrated surface design, which
will be subject to measurement in a test range. If the expected broad-band scattering prop-
erties are confirmed, we will pursue full scale deployment ofthis surface treatment on the
Parkes telescope. Perhaps the era of “standing waves” limiting performance in radio tele-
scopes is approaching an end.
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3
The simulated Hi sky at low redshift.

ABSTRACT —Observations of intergalactic neutral hydrogen can provide a wealth
of information about structure and galaxy formation, potentially tracing accretion and
feedback processes on Mpc scales. Below a column density ofNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2, the
“edge” or typical observational limit for Hi emission from galaxies, simulations predict a
cosmic web of extended emission and filamentary structures.Current observations of this
regime are limited by telescope sensitivity, which will soon advance substantially. We
study the distribution of neutral hydrogen and its 21-cm emission properties in a cosmo-
logical hydrodynamic simulation, to gain more insight intothe distribution of Hi below
NHI ∼ 1019 cm−2. Such Lyman limit systems are expected to trace out the cosmic web and
are relatively unexplored. Beginning with a 32h−1 Mpc simulation, we extract the neutral
hydrogen component by determining the neutral fraction, including a post-processed cor-
rection for self-shielding based on the thermal pressure. We take molecular hydrogen into
account, assuming an average density ratioΩH2/ΩHI = 0.3 at z= 0. The statistical prop-
erties of the Hi emission are compared with observations, to assess the reliability of the
simulation. We then make predictions for upcoming surveys.The simulated Hi distribu-
tion robustly describes the full column density range betweenNHI ∼ 1014 andNHI ∼ 1021

cm−2 and agrees very well with available measurements from observations. Furthermore
there is good correspondence in the statistics when lookingat the two-point correlation
function and the Himass function. The reconstructed maps are used to simulate observa-
tions of existing and future telescopes by adding noise and accounting for the sensitivity
of the telescopes. The general agreement in statistical properties of Hi suggests that neu-
tral hydrogen, as modelled in this hydrodynamic simulation, is a fair representation of
neutral hydrogen in the Universe. Our method can be applied to other simulations, to
compare different models of accretion and feedback. Future Hi observations will be able
to probe the regions where galaxies connect to the cosmic web.

Published as:Popping, A., Davé, R., Braun, R. and Oppenheimer, B.D., 2009,A&A, 504,15
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3.1 Introduction

Current cosmological models ascribe only about 4% of the density in the Universe to baryons
(Spergel et al. 2007). The majority of these baryons reside outside of galaxies, with stars and
cold galactic gas possibly accounting for about about one third (Fukugita et al. 1998). Inter-
galactic baryons have historically been traced in absorption, such as the Lyα forest arising
from diffuse photo-ionised gas that may account for up to 30% of baryons. The remaining
baryons are predicted to exist in a warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) (e.g. Davé et al.
1999, 2001; Cen & Ostriker 1999), which is shock-heated during the collapse of density
perturbations that give rise to the cosmic web. Nonetheless, absorption probes yield only
one-dimensional redshift-space information, or in rare cases several probes through common
structures. Mapping intergalactic baryons in emission canin principle provide morphological
and kinematic information on accreting (and perhaps out-flowing) gas within the cosmic web.

Unfortunately, emission from intergalactic baryons is difficult to observe, because current
telescope sensitivities result in a detection limit of column densitiesNHI ≥ 1019 cm−2, which
are the realm of damped Lyα (DLA) systems and sub-DLAs. Below column densities of∼
NHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2, the neutral fraction of hydrogen decreases rapidly because of the transition
from optically-thick to optically-thin gas ionised by the metagalactic ultraviolet flux. At
lower densities, the gas is no longer affected by self-shielding and the atoms are mostly
ionised. This sharp decline in neutral fraction from almostunity to less than a percent happens
within a few kpc (Dove & Shull 1994). BelowNHI ∼ 1017.5 cm−2, the gas is optically thin
and the decline in neutral fraction with total column is muchmore gradual. A consequence
of this rapid decline in neutral fraction is a plateau in the Hi column density distribution
function betweenNHI ∼ 1017.5 andNHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2, where the relative surface area at these
columns shows only modest growth. This behaviour is confirmed in QSO absorption studies
tabulated by Corbelli & Bandiera (2002) and in Hi emission by Braun & Thilker (2004).
Below NHI ∼ 1017.5 cm−2 the relative surface area increases rapidly, reaching about a factor
of 30 larger atNHI ∼ 1017 compared withNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2.

This plateau in the distribution function is a critical issue for observers of neutral hydro-
gen in emission. Although telescope sensitivities have increased substantially over the past
decades, the detected surface area of galaxies observed in the 21-cm line has only increased
modestly (eg. Dove & Shull 1994). Clearly there is a flattening in the distribution function
nearNHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2 which has limited the ability of even deep observations to detect
hydrogen emission from a larger area. By establishing that asteeper distribution function is
again expected below aboutNHI ∼ 1017.5, it provides a clear technical target for what the next
generation of radio telescopes needs to achieve to effectively probe diffuse gas.

Exploration of theNHI < 1017.5 cm−2 regime is essential for gaining a deeper understand-
ing of the repository of baryons that drive galaxy formationand evolution. This gas, residing
in filamentary structures, is the reservoir that fuels future star formation, and could provide
a direct signature of smooth cold-mode accretion predictedto dominate gas acquisition in
star-forming galaxies today (Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel et al. 2009; Kereš et al. 2009). Further-
more, the trace neutral fraction in this phase may provide a long-lived fossil record of tidal
interactions and feedback processes such as galactic windsand AGN-driven cavities.

Several new large facilities to study 21cm emission are under development today. In view
of the observational difficulties in probing the low Hi column regime, it is particularly impor-
tant to have reliable numerical simulations to aid in planning new observational campaigns,
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and eventually to help interpret such observations within astructure formation context. While
simulations of galaxy formation are challenging, historically they have had much success pre-
dicting the more diffuse baryons residing in the cosmic web (e.g. Davé et al. 1999). If such
simulations display statistical agreement with key existing Hi emission data, then they can
be used to make plausible predictions for the types of structures that may be detected, along
with suggesting optimum observing strategies.

In this paper, we employ a state-of-the art cosmological hydrodynamicsimulation to study
H i emission from filamentary large-scale structure and the galaxies within them. The sim-
ulation used here include a well-constrained prescriptionfor galactic outflows that has been
shown to reproduce the observed metal and Hi absorption line properties fromz ∼ 6 → 0
(Oppenheimer & Davé 2006, 2008, 2009). We develop a method to produce Hi maps from
these simulations, and compare statistical properties of the reconstructed Hi data with the
statistics of real Hi observations, to assess the reliability of the simulation.For this purpose
we will primarily use the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS) Barnes et al. (2001) since this
is the largest available Hi survey. This work is intended to provide an initial step towards
a more thorough exploration of model constraints that will be enabled by comparisons with
present and future Hi data.

Note that current spatial resolution of simulations havingcosmologically-representative
volumes cannot reproduce a galaxy as would be seen with Hi observations having sub-kpc
resolution. Therefore we do not consider the internal kinematics or detailed shapes of the
objects associated with simulated galaxies. We can only assess the statistical properties of the
diffuse Hi phase and predict how the gas is distributed on multi-kpc scales. We particularly
focus on lower column density material that may be probed with future Hi surveys, which
primarily reside in cosmic filaments within which galaxies are embedded.

Our paper is organised as follows. In section two we briefly describe the particular simu-
lation that has been analysed. In section three we describe our method to extract the neutral
hydrogen from the simulations. The neutral fraction is determined from both a general ioni-
sation balance as well as a local self-shielding correction. We also model the transition from
atomic to molecular hydrogen We present our results, showing the statistical properties of the
recovered Hi in section four, where they are compared with similar statistics obtained from
observations. The distribution of neutral hydrogen is compared with the distribution of dark
matter and stars in this section as well. In the fifth section we discuss the results and outline
the implications. Finally, section six reiterates our mainconclusions.

3.2 Simulation Code

A modified version of the N-body+hydrodynamic code Gadget-2 is employed, which uses
a tree-particle-mesh algorithm to compute gravitational forces on a set of particles, and
an entropy-conserving formulation of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH: Springel
& Hernquist (2002)) to simulate pressure forces and shocks in the baryonic gaseous parti-
cles. This Lagrangian code is fully adaptive in space and time, allowing simulations with a
large dynamic range necessary to study both high-density regions harbouring galaxies and the
lower-density IGM. It includes a prescription for star formation following Springel & Hern-
quist (2003b) and galactic outflows as described below. The code has been described in detail
in Oppenheimer & Davé (2006) and Oppenheimer & Davé (2008); we will only summarise
the properties here.
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The novel feature of our simulation is that it includes a well-constrained model for galac-
tic outflows. The implementation follows Springel & Hernquist (2003a), but employs scaling
of outflow speed and mass loading factor with galaxy mass as expected for momentum-driven
winds (Murray et al. 2005). Our simulations using these scalings have been shown to suc-
cessfully reproduce a wide range of IGM and galaxy data, including IGM enrichment as
traced byz∼ 2− 6 Civ absorbers (Oppenheimer & Davé 2006), the galaxy mass-metallicity
relation (Finlator & Davé 2008), the early galaxy luminosity function and its evolution (Davé
et al. 2006), Ovi absorption at low-z (Oppenheimer & Davé 2009), and enrichment and en-
tropy levels in galaxy groups Davé et al. (2008). Such outflows are expected to impact the
distribution of gas in the large-scale structure around galaxies out to typically∼ 100kpc (Op-
penheimer & Davé 2008, 2009), so are important for studyingthe regions expected to yield
detectable Hi emission.

The simulation used here is run with cosmological parameters consistent with the 3-year
WMAP results (Spergel et al. 2007). The parameters areΩ0 = 0.25,ΩΛ = 0.75,Ωb = 0.044,
H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, σ8 = 0.83, andn = 0.95. The periodic cubic volume has a box
length of 32h−1 Mpc (comoving), and the gravitational softening length is set to 2.5h−1

kpc (comoving). Dark matter and gas are represented using 2563 particles each, yielding a
mass per dark matter and gas particle of 1.57× 108M⊙ and 3.35× 107M⊙, respectively. The
simulation was started in the linear regime atz= 129, with initial conditions established using
a random realisation of the power spectrum computed following Eisenstein & Hu (1999), and
evolved toz= 0.

3.3 Method for Making H i Maps

We now describe the algorithm used to extract the neutral hydrogen component from this
simulation. The method developed is general, and can be applied to any simulation that has
a similar set of output parameters. In our analysis, we set the total hydrogen number density
to nH = 0.74ρg/mH wheremH is the mass of the hydrogen atom. The factor 0.74 assumes a
helium abundance ofY = 0.26 by mass, and that all the helium is in the form of Hei and Heii
with a similar neutral fraction as hydrogen. Apart from thisfactor the presence of helium is
not taken into account in our calculations. We will describehow we determine the neutral
fraction of the gas particles, including applying a correction for self shielding in high density
regions and taking into account molecular hydrogen formation where relevant. This allows
reconstruction of the neutral hydrogen distribution, by mapping the particles onto a three
dimensional grid.

3.3.1 Neutral Fraction of Hydrogen

We begin by calculating the neutral fraction from the density and temperature of gas in the
simulations, together with the Hi photo-ionisation rate provided by the cosmic UV back-
ground. Dove & Shull (1994) found that the radial structure of the column density of Hi is
more sensitive to the extra-galactic radiation field than tothe distribution of mass in the host
galaxy. When calculating the neutral fraction, we assume that all photo-ionisation is due to
radiation external to the disk and that internal stellar sources are not significant. In this case
the nebular model as described in Osterbrock (1989) is a verygood approximation, since the
typical number density in the outer parts of galaxies, approximately 10−2 cm−3, is so low that
collisional ionisation is negligible. When going further out, the densities become even lower.
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Inside galaxies the volume densities are so high, that the neutral fraction is of order unity
owing to self-shielding.

In the IGM, hydrogen becomes ionised when the extreme ultraviolet (UV) radiation
ionises and heats the surrounding gas. On the other hand, therecombination of electrons
leads to neutralisation. The degree of ionisation is determined by the balance between photo-
ionisation and radiative recombination. Only photons moreenergetic thanhν > 13.6 eV can
ionise hydrogen. The ionisation equilibrium equation is given by e.g. Osterbrock (1989) as:

nH

∫ ∞

ν0

4πJν
hν
α(ν)dν = nenpβ(T), (3.1)

whereJν is the mean intensity of ionising photons,α(ν) is the ionisation cross section and
β(T) is the recombination rate coefficient to all levels of atomic hydrogen at temperatureT.
ν0 is the ionisation threshold frequency. Only radiation withfrequencyν > ν0 is effective in
photo-ionisation of hydrogen from the ground level. Summarising, the integral represents the
number of photo-ionisations per unit time and the right handside of the equation gives the
number of recombinations per unit time. The neutral hydrogen,nH, electron,ne, and proton,
np, densities are related through the charge conservation andhydrogen abundance equations,

ne = np = (1− ξ)n (3.2)

whereξ is the neutral fraction, so
nH = ξn (3.3)

with n the total density.
We can write the ionisation balance for neutral Hydrogen as

ξnΓHI = (1− ξ)2n2β(T) (3.4)

whereΓHI is the ionisation rate for neutral hydrogen.
With this equation it is easy to determine the neutral fraction, which is given by

ξ =
2C + 1−

√
(2C + 1)2 − 4C2

2C
(3.5)

using

C =
nβ(T)
ΓHI

(3.6)

Obviously the neutral fractions that we calculate are closely related to the values we use
for the photo-ionisation and recombination rate. The photo-ionisation rate at low redshift is
not well constrained observationally; by combining Lyα forest data and simulations, Davé
& Tripp (2001) obtain a photo-ionisation rate ofΓHI ∼ 10−13.3±0.7 s−1 for redshiftz ∼ 0.17.
We will use the photo-ionisation rate given by the CUBA modelof Haardt & Madau (2001),
which isΓHI ∼ 10−13 s−1 for z∼ 0.

The recombination rate coefficients are dependent on temperature. We make use of an
analytic function described by Verner & Ferland (1996), that fits the coefficients in the tem-
perature range form 3 K to 1010 K:

β(T) = a
[ √

T/T0
(
1+
√

T/T0
)1−b(1+

√
T/T1

)1+b
]−1

(3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Neutral fraction as a function of density for different temperatures between 104

and 109 K.

wherea, b, T0 andT1 are the fitting parameters. For the Hi ion the fitting parameters are:
a = 7.982× 10−11 cm3 s−1, b = 0.7480,T0 = 3.148 K andT1 = 7.036× 105 K.

The neutral fraction is plotted for different temperatures as function of density of H atoms
in Fig. 3.1. For temperatures below 104 K, the neutral fraction is still significant (a few
percent) at reasonably low densities of 0.01 cm−3 but at higher temperatures most of the gas
is ionised, and the neutral fraction drops very quickly.

3.3.2 Molecular Hydrogen

When gas has cooled sufficiently, it coexists in the molecular (H2) and atomic (Hi) phases.
The H2 regions are found in dense molecular clouds where star formation occurs. Unfortu-
nately there is large uncertainty in the average amount of H2 in galaxies, as estimates have
to rely on indirect tracers and conversion factors, for which the dependancies are not well-
understood. As a result, there is substantial variance in estimates of the average density ratio
at z= 0, ηuniverse= ΩH2/ΩHI (e.g. 0.42 and 0.26 stated respectively by Kereš et al. (2003)
and Obreschkow & Rawlings (2009)). It is beyond the scope of this paper to revisit these
determinations, therefore we will adopt a value ofΩH2/ΩHI = 0.3 that falls within the er-
ror bars of current estimates. Given the observed local value of the atomic mass density, of
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ρHI = 6.1× 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3 (Zwaan et al. 2003), this implies a molecular mass density of
ρH2 = 1.8× 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3.

To define the regions of molecular hydrogen, we use a threshold based on the thermal
pressure (P/k = nT). Wong & Blitz (2002), Blitz & Rosolowsky (2004) and more recently
Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) have made the case that the amount of molecular hydrogen that
is formed in galaxies is determined by only one parameter, the interstellar gas pressure. In
hydrostatic pressure equilibrium, the hydrostatic pressure is balanced by the sum of all con-
tributions to the gas pressure: magnetic pressure, cosmic ray pressure and kinetic pressure
terms (of which the thermal pressure is relatively small) (e.g. Walterbos & Braun (1996) and
references therein). However, thermal pressure is directly coupled to energy dissipation via
radiation, and therefore thermal pressure can track the total pressure due to various equiparti-
tion mechanisms. An evaluation of the various contributions to the total hydrostatic pressure
is given by Boulares & Cox (1990).

Two lines of constant thermal pressure are shown in Fig. 3.2 where temperatures are
plotted against density for individual particles in the simulation. When following these lines,
they cross two regions, one with high densities and low temperatures and one with moderate
densities, but very high temperatures. These two regions are distinguished by the solid green
line in Fig. 3.2, where the radiative recombination time is equivalent to the sound-crossing
time on a kilo-parsec scale. The radiative recombination time is given in Tielens (2005) by:

τrec ≃ 2× 102 T0.6

ne
years (3.8)

wherene is the electron density which is comparable to the total density for low neutral
fractions. The sound crossing time is given byτs = R/Cs, whereR is the relevant scale
(assumed here to be one kpc) andCs ≃ 1.4 × 104T1/2 cm s−1 is the sound velocity. All
particles right of the green line have a recombination time that is shorter than the sound
crossing time. Particles with a recombination time that is larger than the sound crossing time
are unlikely to be neutral or molecular.

For each particle the thermal pressure can be calculated andparticles with a pressure
exceeding the threshold value and satisfyingτrec < τs are considered molecular. By exploring
different pressure values as shown in Fig. 3.3, the threshold canbe tuned to yield the required
molecular mass density,ρH2 = 1.8× 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3. The threshold thermal pressure value
we empirically determine isP/k = 810 cm−3 K. We must stress, that this value is very likely
not a real physical value, as the resolution in our simulation is not sufficient to resolve the
scales of molecular clouds. Molecular clouds have smaller scales with higher densities, which
will likely have significantly enhanced pressures.

3.3.3 Correction for Self-Shielding

Although the ionisation state and kinetic temperature are determined self-consistently within
the simulation, it has been necessary to assume that each gasparticle is subjected to the same
all-pervasive radiation field. At both extremely low and high particle densities this approxi-
mation is sufficient, since local conditions will dominate. However, at intermediate densities,
the “self-shielding” of particles by their neighbours may play a critical role in permitting local
recombination, when the same particle would be substantially ionised in isolation. Present
cosmological simulations are not capable of solving the full radiative transfer equations, al-
though it is now becoming possible to post-process radiative transfer on individual galaxies
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Figure 3.2: Temperatures are plotted against densities for every 200th. particle in the simula-
tion. The dashed (blue) and dash-dotted (red) lines correspond to constant thermal pressures
of P/k = 155 and 810 cm−3 K, that were found empirically to reproduce the observed mass
densities of atomic and molecular gas at z= 0. The solid (green) line shows where the re-
combination time is equal to the sound-crossing time at a physical scale of one kpc. Particles
above/left of the green line are unlikely to be neutral or molecular.

(e.g. Pontzen et al. 2008). Because we want to study emissionfrom the IGM as well as
galaxies, we must instead adopt a simple correction based ondensity and temperature to ap-
proximate self-shielding. We adopt a similar approach to the one that was used to model the
atomic to molecular transition above, using the thermal pressure as a proxy for the hydrostatic
pressure. Only gas at a sufficiently high thermal pressure and for which the recombination
time is shorter than the sound crossing time on kpc scales is assumed to recombine. Particles
that satisfy the pressure and time-scale condition are considered to be fully self-shielded, and
their neutral fraction is set to unity.

We will assume that the highest pressure regions which satisfy τrec < τs have already
providedρH2 = 1.8 × 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3 as discussed above. We subsequently calculate the
atomic density as function of the thermal pressure threshold, as shown in Fig. 3.4. It is
empirically found, that a threshold value ofP/k = 155 cm−3 K results in an Hi density of
ρ = 6.1 × 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3, that is similar to the derived value in Zwaan et al. (2003). We
will adopt this threshold value for our further analysis.
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Figure 3.3: The average molecular density at z= 0 is plotted against the threshold thermal
pressure, where molecular hydrogen is assumed to form from atomic, while also satisfying
the condition thatτrec < τs. The dashed line indicates a pressure ofP/k = 810 cm−3 K, where
ρH2 = 1.8× 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3 which is shown by the dotted line.

The typical densities and temperatures where self-shielding becomes important are not
accurately defined. When looking at Fig. 3.2, the typical temperatures and densities which
satisfy our empirical thermal pressure criterion for localrecombination are temperatures of
∼ 104 K and densities of∼ 0.01 cm−3. These values agree well with various estimates from
literature (e.g. Weinberg et al. (1997),Wolfire et al. (2003), and Pelupessy (2005).)

3.3.4 Gridding Method

To reconstruct the density fields, we have employed a grid-based method, in which the value
of the density field is calculated at a set of locations definedon a regular grid. The mass of
each particle is spread over this grid in accordance with a particular weighting functionW, to
yield

ρ̂
( n
M

)
=

M3

N

N∑

i=1

miW
(
xi −

n
M

)
(3.9)

wheren = (nx, ny, nz) denotes the grid-cell,M is the number of cells of the grid in each di-
mension,N is the number of particles andmi is the mass of particlei.
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Figure 3.4: The average Hi mass density at z= 0 is plotted against the threshold thermal
pressure, where atomic hydrogen is assumed to recombine from ionised, while also satisfying
the condition thatτrec < τs (and accounting for a molecular density ofρH2 = 1.8× 107 h M⊙
Mpc−3). At a pressure ofP/k = 155 cm−3 K (dashed line),ρHI = 6.1 × 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3

(dotted line), which is consistent with the Hi density from Zwaan et al. (2003).

We adopt the weighting function directly from what is used for SPH in Gadget-2, namely
a spline kernel defined by Monaghan & Lattanzio (1985):

W(r, h) =
8
πh3
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(3.10)

wherer is the distance from the position of a particle andh is the smoothing length for each
particle (which in Gadget-2 is the radius that encloses 32 gas particle masses). Furthermore
we set a limit to the size of the smoothing length: the smoothing length of a particle has to
be at least 1.5 times the resolution of the grid-cells, whichmeans that a particle is distributed
over at least three grid-cells in each dimension. This adversely affects the highest density
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regions in the reconstructed field (when insufficient gridding resolution is employed), but
gives a more realistic representation of resolved objects and transitions without shot noise or
step functions. We note that our procedure explicitly conserves total mass.

3.4 Results

Reconstructed density fields are gridded in three dimensions, for the total hydrogen compo-
nent (ionised plus neutral) the neutral component and the molecular component. This makes
it possible to compare the distribution of the total and neutral hydrogen budget and permits
determination of neutral fractions for the volume and column densities. Initially the full 32
h−1 Mpc cubes is gridded with a cell size of 80 kpc. This allows visualisation of the distri-
bution on large scales and determination of the average density of neutral hydrogen in the
simulation volume ¯ρHI . The degree of clustering can be determined by looking at thetwo-
point correlation function. However, this low resolution grid is not suitable to resolve the
high density regions and small structures, as we will describe later. High density regions of
the simulation volume were selected and gridded with a cell-size of 2 kpc. The Hi column
density distribution function and the Himass function can be determined from these regions.
The properties of the simulated Hi gas will be described and the statistics will be compared
with the statistical properties of observational data, mostly from the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey
(HIPASS) (Barnes et al. (2001)).

Apart from gas or SPH particles, the simulations contain star and dark matter particles
as well. We will adopt a relatively simple gridding scheme toreconstruct the distribution of
stars and dark matter. This can be very useful to verify whether the stars, but especially the
gas (or reconstructed Hi) trace the distribution of Dark Matter.

3.4.1 MeanH i Density

The average Hi density is an important property, as this single number gives the amount of
neutral hydrogen that is reconstructed without any furtheranalysis. The Hi density is very
well determined from the 1000 brightest HIPASS galaxies in Zwaan et al. (2003) They deduce
an Hi density due to galaxies in the local universe of ¯ρHI = (6.9 ± 1.1) · 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3

or ρ̄HI = (6.1 ± 1.0) · 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3 when taking into account biases like selection bias,
Eddington effect, Hi self absorption and cosmic variance. From Rosenberg & Schneider
(2002) a value of ¯ρHI = 7.1 · 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3 can be derived for the average Hi density
in the universe. We will adopt the value of ¯ρHI = (6.1 ± 1.0) · 107 h M⊙ Mpc−3. The
pressure thresholds for molecular and atomic hydrogen are tuned to reproduce this density as
is described earlier in this paper.

3.4.2 H i Distribution Function

As mentioned above, the low and intermediate column densities (NHI < 1019 cm−2) do not
have a very significant contribution to the total mass budgetof H i.

For comparison with our simulation, the Hi distribution function derived from QSO ab-
sorption line data will be used as tabulated in Corbelli & Bandiera (2002). For the QSO data
the column density distribution functionf (NHI) is defined such thatf (NHI)dNHIdX is the
number of absorbers with column density betweenNHI andNHI + dNHI over an absorption
distance intervaldX. We derivef (NHI) from the statistics of our reconstructed Hi emission.
The column density distribution function in a reconstructed cube can be calculated from,
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f (NHI) =
c

H0dz
A(NHI)
dNHI

cm2, (3.11)

wheredX = dzH0/c andA(NHI) is the surface area subtended by Hi in the column density
intervaldNHI centred onNHI .

As the simulations contain Hi column densities over the full range betweenNHI = 1014

and 1021 cm−2, we can plot the Hi column density distribution functionf (NHI) over this entire
range with excellent statistics, in contrast to what has been achieved observationally. In the
left panel of Fig. 3.5 we overlay the Hi distribution functions we derive from the simulations
with the data values obtained from QSO absorption lines as tabulated by Corbelli & Bandiera
(2002) (black dots). The horizontal lines on the QSO data points correspond to the bin-size
over which each data point has been derived. Vertical error bars are not shown, as these have
the same size as the dot. AroundNHI = 1019 cm−2 there is only one data bin covering two
orders of magnitude in column density, illustrating the difficulty of sampling this region with
observations. This corresponds to the transition between optically thick and thin gas, where
only a small increase in surface covering is associated witha large decrease in the column
density.

The dashed (red) line corresponds to data gridded to a 80 kpc cell size. At low column
densities the simulated distribution function agrees verywell with the QSO absorption line
data. The transition from optically thick to optically thingas happens within just a few kpc
of radius in a galaxy disk (Dove & Shull 1994). Clearly a reconstructed cube with a 80 kpc
cell size does not have enough resolution to resolve such transitions. Some form of plateau
can be recognised in the coarsely gridded data aboveNHI = 1016 cm−2, however it is not a
smooth transition. Furthermore because of the large cell size, no high column density regions
can be reconstructed at all. The cores of galaxies have high column densities, but these are
severely diluted within the 80 kpc voxels.

To circumvent these limitations, structures with an Hi mass exceeding 5× 108 M⊙ in an
80 kpc voxel have been identified for individual high resolution gridding. This mass limit is
chosen to match the mass-resolution of the simulation. The mass of a typical gas particle is
∼ 2.5 · 107 M⊙, when taking into account the abundance of hydrogen with respect to helium,
we need at least 20 gas particles to form a 5× 108 M⊙ structure. As the neutral fraction is
much less than one for most of the particles, the number of particles in one object is much
larger. We find 719 structures above the mass limit and grid a 300 kpc box around each object
with a cell size of 2 kpc.

We emphasise that gridding to a higher resolution does not mean that the physics is com-
puted at a higher resolution. We are still limited by the simplified physics and finite mass
resolution of the particles. A method of accounting for structure or clumping below the res-
olution of the simulation is described in e.g. Mellema et al.(2006). To derive the clumping
factor, they have used another simulation, with the same number of particles, but a much
smaller computational volume, and thus higher resolution.In our analysis, we accept that we
cannot resolve the smallest structures, since we are primarily interested in the diffuse outer
portions of galactic disks. We have chosen a 2 kpc voxel size,as this number represents
the nominal spatial resolution of the simulation. The simulation has a gravitational soften-
ing length of 2.5 kpch−1, but note that the smoothing lengths can go as low as 10% of the
gravitational softening length.

Distribution functions are plotted for simulated Hi using the two different voxel sizes of
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80 and 2 kpc in the left panel of Fig. 3.5 . When using a 80 kpc voxel size, the reconstructed
maps are unable to resolve structures with high densities, causing erratic behaviour at column
densities aboveNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2. When using the smaller voxel size of 2 kpc, there is an
excellent fit to the observed data between aboutNHI = 1015 and 1020.5 cm−2. The lower
column densities are not reproduced within the sub-cubes (although they are in the coarsely-
gridded full simulation cube), while the finite mass and spatial resolution of the simulation do
not allow a meaningful distribution function to be determined above aboutNHI = 1021 cm−2.

Below NHI = 1020 cm−2 a transition can be seen with the distribution function becoming
flatter. The effect of self-shielding is decreasing, which limits the amount of neutral hydrogen
at these column densities. AroundNHI = 1017 cm−2 the optical depth to photons at the
hydrogen ionisation edge is equal to 1 (Zheng & Miralda-Escudé 2002). Self-shielding no
longer has any effect below this column density and a second transition can be seen. Now
the neutral fraction is only determined by the balance between photo-ionisation and radiative
recombination. The distribution function is increasing again as a power law toward the very
low column densities of the Lyman-alpha forest. The slope inthis regime agrees very well
with the QSO data. Note that the 2 kpc gridded data are slightly offset to lower occurrences
compared to the 80 kpc gridded data. This is because we only considered the vicinity of
the largest mass concentrations in the simulation for high resolution sampling. For the same
reason the function is not representative belowNHI ∼ 3×1014 cm−2, while for the full, 80 kpc
gridded cube it can be traced toNHI ∼ 5 × 1013 cm−2. Of course, lower column density
systems can be produced in these simulations when artificialspectra are constructed (e.g.
Davé & Tripp 2001; Oppenheimer & Davé 2009), but our focus here is on the high column
density systems that are well-described by our gridding approach.

The distribution functions after gridding to 2 kpc (solid line), and the low column density
end of the 80 kpc gridding (dotted line) are plotted again in the right panel of Fig. 3.5, but now
with several observed distributions overlaid. The high column density regime is covered by
the WHISP data (Swaters et al. 2002; Noordermeer et al. 2005)in H i emission; a Schechter
function fit to this data by Zwaan et al. (2005) is shown by the dashed line. The dash-dotted
line shows Hi emission data from the extended M31 environment after combining data from
a range of different telescopes (Braun & Thilker 2004). Since this curve isbased on only a
single, highly inclined system, it may not be as representative as the curves based on larger
statistical samples. Our simulated data agrees very well with the various observed data sets.
The distribution function indicates that there is less Hi surface area with a column density
of NHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 than at higher column densities of a few times 1020 cm−2. This is
indeed the case, which can be seen if the relative occurrenceof different column densities is
plotted. In Fig. 3.6 the fractional area is plotted (dashed line) as function of column density
on logarithmic scale, which is given by:

f A =
A(NHI )

d log(NHI )
. (3.12)

The surface area first increases from the highest column densities (which are poorly resolved
in any case above 1021 cm−2) down to a column density of a few times 1020 cm−2, but then
remains relatively constant (per logarithmic bin). Only below column densities of a few times
1018 cm−2 does the surface area per bin start to increase again, indicating that the probability
of detecting emission with a column density nearNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2 is significantly larger
compared to detecting emission with a column density ofNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2. Also of interest
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Figure 3.5: Left panel: Hi distribution function after gridding to 80 kpc (dashed (red) line).
The solid (blue) line corresponds to data gridded to a 2 kpc cell size. Filled dots correspond
to the QSO absorption line data (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002). Right panel: Combined Hi
distribution functions of the simulation, gridded to a resolution of 2 kpc (solid (blue) line)
and 80 kpc (dashed (purple) line). Overlaid are distribution function from observational data
of M31 (Braun & Thilker 2004), WHISP (Swaters et al. (2002), Zwaan et al. (2005)) and QSO
absorption lines (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002) respectively.The reconstructed Hi distribution
function corresponds very well to all observed distribution functions
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Figure 3.6: Fractional area of reconstructed Hi (dashed line, right-hand axis) and cumulated
surface area (solid line, left-hand axis) plotted against column density on a logarithmic scale
with a bin size ofd log(NHI ) = 0.2. The probability of detecting emission with a column
density nearNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2 is significantly larger than aroundNHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2. The
cumulated surface area is normalised to that at a column density of NHI = 1016 cm−2. At
column densities ofNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2, the area subtended by Hi emission is much larger than
at a limit of NHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2, which is the sensitivity limit of most current observations of
nearby galaxies.

are plots of the cumulative Himass and surface area.
The solid line in Fig. 3.6 shows the total surface area subtended by Hi exceeding the

indicated column density. The plot is normalised to unity ata column density ofNHI = 1016

cm−2. At high column densities the cumulative fractional area increases only moderately.
Below a column density ofNHI ∼ 1018 cm−2 there is a clear bend and the function starts
to increase more rapidly. At column densities ofNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2, the area subtended by
H i emission is much larger than at a limit ofNHI ∼ 1019.5 cm−2, which corresponds to the
sensitivity limit of most current observations of nearby galaxies.

3.4.3 H i column density

In Fig. 3.7 column density maps are shown of the total and the neutral hydrogen distribution.
The maps are integrated over the full 32h−1 Mpc depth of the cube, with the colour-bar show-
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Figure 3.7: Top left panel: Column density of total H gas integrated overa depth of 32h−1

Mpc on a logarithmic scale, gridded to a resolution of 80 kpc.Top right panel: Molecular
hydrogen component. Only very dense regions in the total hydrogen component contain
molecular hydrogen. Bottom panel: Neutral atomic hydrogencomponent of the same region.
In the neutral hydrogen distribution the highest densitiesare comparable to the densities in
the total hydrogen distribution, but there is a very sharp transition to low neutral column
densities as the gas becomes optically thin. Note the very different scales, the total hydrogen
spanning only 2 orders of magnitude and the neutral hydrogen, eight.
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ing logarithmic column density in units of cm−2. The total hydrogen map reaches maximum
values ofNH ∼ 1021 cm−2, while the connecting filaments have column densities of approxi-
mately an order of magnitude less. In the intergalactic medium, the column densities are still
quite high,NH ∼ 1019 cm−2, yielding a very large mass fraction when the large surface area
of the intergalactic medium is taken into account.

In the column density map of neutral hydrogen it can be seen that it is primarily the peaks
which remain. At the locations of the peaks of the total hydrogen map, we can see peaks in
the Hi map with comparable column densities, that correspond to the massive galaxies and
groups. The filaments connecting the galaxies can still be recognised, but with neutral col-
umn densities of the order ofNHI ∼ 1016 cm−2. Here the gas is still relatively dense, but not
dominated by self-shielding, resulting in a lower neutral fraction. In the intergalactic regime,
the neutral fraction drops dramatically. The gas is highly ionised with neutral columns of
only NHI ∼ 1014 cm−2, yielding only a very small neutral mass contribution.

Figure 3.8 shows similar maps chosen from several high-resolution regions, gridded to
2 kpc instead of 80 kpc. The left panels show a column density map of all the gas, while in
the middle panels the Hi column densities are plotted. The right panels show the Hi column
density distribution function of the individual examples.The most complete distribution func-
tion is obtained by summing the distribution functions of all the individual objects, but even
the individual distribution functions already display thegeneral trend of a flattening plateau
aroundNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2. Some objects have just a bright core with extended emission, like
the second example from the top. There are many objects with small diffuse companions with
maximum peak column densities ofNHI ∼ 1018 cm−2. These companions are typically 20–40
kpc in size and are connected with filaments that have column densities ofNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2

or even less. Comparing the plots containing all the hydrogen and just the neutral hydrogen
it can be seen that the edge between low and high densities is much sharper for the neutral
hydrogen. The surface covered by column densities ofNHI ∼ 1017 cm−2 is much larger than
the surface covered by column densities ofNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2.

Neutral fraction

The neutral fraction is plotted in a particularly instructive way in Fig. 3.9. Neutral fraction
of the hydrogen gas is plotted against Hi column density, where the colour-bar represents the
relative likelihood on a logarithmic scale of detecting a given combination of neutral column
and neutral fraction. The most commonly occurring conditions are a neutral column density
aroundNHI ∼ 1014 cm−2 with a neutral fraction of∼ 10−5, representing Lyα forest gas. The
cut-off at low column densities is artificial, owing to our gridding scheme.

At high densities,NHI > 1020 cm−2, the gas is almost fully neutral and just belowNHI ∼
1019 cm−2, the neutral fraction starts to drop very steeply below the 10 percent level. This
is exactly the column density that is considered to be the “edge” of H i galaxies, that defines
the border between optically thick and thin gas. This transition from high to low neutral
density happens on very small scales of just a few kpc (Dove & Shull (1994)). The surface
area with column densities in the range fromNHI ∼ 1017 to 1019 cm−2 is relatively small. At
lower column densities, the probability of detecting Hi in any given direction increases. The
well-defined correlation of neutral fraction with neutral column forNHI > 1016 cm−2 defines
a straightforward correction for total gas mass accompanying an observed neutral column
density.
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Figure 3.8: Four examples of high density regions in the reconstructed data, gridded to a
cell size of 2 kpc. The left panels show the total hydrogen, while the middle panels show
only the neutral component. Some objects have many satellites, as in the top panels, while
others are much more isolated. All examples have extended Hi at column densities around
log(NHI ) = 16− 17 cm−2. In the right panel, the individual Hi column density distribution
function is shown for each of the examples. Black dots correspond to the QSO absorption
line data (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002).
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Figure 3.9: Neutral fraction plotted against Hi column density. The colour-bar represents
the probability of detecting a certain combination of Hi column density and neutral fraction
on logarithmic scale. At the highest densitiesNHI > 1020 cm−2, the neutral fraction is almost
unity. Column densities aroundNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 have the smallest detection probability.

In Fig. 3.10 the cumulative mass is plotted as function of total hydrogen column density
(left panel) and the column density of the Hi gas (right panel). Note that the vertical scale is
different in the two panels. The plot is divided in different regions, the galaxies or Damped
Lyman-αAbsorbers (DLA) are coloured light grey. In neutral hydrogen, these are the column
densities above log(NHI) = 20.3. Lower column densities belong to the Super Lyman Limit
systems (SLLS), or sub-DLAs. In the plot showing the neutralhydrogen an inflection point
can be seen at a column density of log(NHI) = 19. This is where the effect of self shielding
starts to decrease rapidly and the Lyman Limit regime begins. At the lower end, below
column densities of log(NHI) = 16 is the Lyman alpha forest, which is coloured dark grey.
As can be seen there is a huge difference in mass contribution for the different phases, when
comparing the neutral gas against the total gas budget. In Hi, about 99 percent of the mass
is in DLAs, Lyman Limit Systems account for about 1 percent ofthe mass and the Lyman
alpha forest contributes much less than a percent. When looking at the total gas mass budget
all three components (DLAs, LLSs and the Ly-α forest) have approximately the same mass
fraction.
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Figure 3.10: Left panel: Cumulative mass of total hydrogen as function ofcolumn density,
the different phases are shown with different colours. The Lyα forest, the Lyman Limit Sys-
tem and galaxies have approximately the same mass componentwhen considering all the gas.
Right panel: Cumulative mass of neutral atomic hydrogen as function of column density. Al-
though the surface covered by the LLSs is large, it contains only 1% off all the neutral gas
mass, while about 99% resides in the galaxies
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Figure 3.11: Two-point correlation function of Hi-rich objects in our simulation, contrasted
with a power-law fit to the observed relation of Meyer et al. (2007).

3.4.4 Two-Point Correlation Function

The two-point correlation function measures the degree of clustering of galaxies in the spatial
direction (ξ(r)), which relates directly to the power spectrum through a Fourier transform (e.g.
Groth & Peebles 1977; Davis & Huchra 1982). The spatial two-point correlation function is
defined as the excess probability, compared with that expected for a random distribution, of
finding a pair of galaxies at a separationr1,2. For Hi, the clustering is weaker compared to
optical galaxies (Meyer et al. 2007). On scales between∼ 0.5 kpc and 12 Mpc, the correlation
function for optical galaxies has been determined in SDSS (Zehavi et al. 2005) and 2dFGS
(Norberg et al. 2002). For the Hi-rich galaxies in the HIPASS catalogue, a scale length is
obtained ofr0 = 3.45± 0.25h−1 Mpc and a slope ofγ = 1.47± 0.08.

In the past, several estimators have been given for the two-point correlation function,
we will use the Landy & Szalay estimator as described in Landy& Szalay (1993) as this
estimator is used in (Meyer et al. 2007) to determine the correlation for Hi galaxies. This
estimator is given by:

ξLS =
1

RR
[DD − 2DR+ RR] (3.13)

whereDD are the galaxy-galaxy pairs,RR the random-random pairs andDR the galaxy-
random pairs. This estimator has to be normalised with the number of correlations in the
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simulated and random distributions:

ξLS =
1

RR

[ DD
(nd(nd − 1))/2

−
2DR
nrnd

+ RR
]

(3.14)

wherend is the number of detections or simulated objects andnr is the number of galaxies in
the random sample.

In Fig. 3.11 the two-point correlation function is plotted;the black dots represent the
values obtained from the simulation, while the dashed red line corresponds to the correlation
function that is fit to galaxies in the HIPASS catalogue by (Meyer et al. 2007). The solid line
is our best fit, with a scale length ofr0 = 3.3± 0.2h−1 Mpc and a slope ofγ = 1.7± 0.2, only
data points where the radius is smaller than 6 Mpc have been used for the fit.

There is very good correspondence between the simulated andobserved Hi-correlation
functions on scales between∼ 0.5 Mpc and∼ 5 Mpc. Accuracy at smaller scales is limited
by the finite resolution of the simulation. On the other hand,the representation of large scales
is limited by the physical size of the box. In a 32h−1 Mpc box, the largest well-sampled
structures are about 5 Mpc in size. This difference is not surprising, because Meyer et al.
(2007) are able to sample structures up to 10 Mpc, given theirsignificantly larger survey vol-
ume. Meyer et al. (2007) also looked at a limited sample of galaxies, applying the parameter
cutsMHI > 109.05M⊙ andD < 30 Mpc. This limited sample is very similar to our sample of
simulated objects and the power law parameters in this case are r0 = 3.2± 1.4h−1 Mpc and
γ = 1.5± 1.1. Although the errors are larger, the results are very similar to the full sample
and in excellent agreement with our simulations.

3.4.5 H iMass Function

The HiMass Functionθ(MHI) is defined as the space density of objects in units ofh3 Mpc−3.
For fitting purposes a Schechter function (Schechter 1976) can be used of the form:

θ(MHI)dMHI = θ
∗
(MHI

M∗HI

)α
exp
(
−

MHI

M∗HI

)dMHI

M∗
(3.15)

characterised by the parametersα, M∗HI andθ∗, which define the slope of the power law, the
H i mass corresponding to the “knee” and the normalisation respectively. In a logarithmic
form the HiMass function can be written as:

θ(MHI) = ln(10)θ∗
(MHI

M∗HI

)α+1
exp
(−MHI

M∗HI

)
(3.16)

The reconstructed structures in our high resolution grids can be used to determine a sim-
ulated Hi Mass Function for structures above∼ 5× 108 M⊙. The result is plotted in the left
panel of Fig.3.12, where the Hi Mass function is shown with a bin size of 0.1 dex. Overlaid
is the best fit to the data, the fitting parameters that have been used areθ∗ = 0.059±0.047,
log(M∗HI) = 9.2 ± 0.3 andα = −1.16 ± 0.45. Note that in this case the value ofα is
not very well-constrained, as this parameter defines the slope of the lower end of the Hi
Mass Function, but our simulation is unable to sample the mass function below a mass of
MHI ≈ 5 × 108M⊙. The result is compared with the Hi mass function from Zwaan et al.
(2003) (dash-dotted line). The reconstructed mass function corresponds reasonably well with
the mass functions obtained from galaxies in HIPASS aroundM∗. At masses around 1010 M⊙,
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Figure 3.12: Left panel: Hi Mass Function of the simulated data (black dots) with the best-
fit Schechter function (solid black line), compared with theHIMF from Zwaan et al. (2003)
(dash-dotted red line). Our best fit line is dashed below 109M⊙, because there are no data
points there and the function is only an extrapolation. Right panel: H2 Mass Function of
the simulated data (black dots) and the best fit, compared with the H2MF from Kereš et al.
(2003) (dash-dotted (blue) line) and Obreschkow & Rawlings(2009) (dashed (red) line).
Both simulated Mass Functions show agreement with observations over about a decade in
mass.
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the error bars are very large due to small number statistics.A much larger simulation volume
is required to sample this regime properly. There is a hint ofan excess in the simulation near
our resolution limit, this may simply reflect cosmic variance and will be addressed in future
studies. Zwaan et al. (2003) compared four different quadrants of the southern sky and found
that atMHI ∼ 109M⊙ the estimated space density varies by a factor of about three, which is
comparable to the factor∼ 2 difference we see between the simulation and observations.

H 2 Mass Function

The H2 mass Function can be determined in a similar way as the Hi Mass Function. The
result is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.12 where the simulated data points are fitted with
a Schechter function. Our best fit parameters areθ∗ = 0.036±0.036, log(M∗H2

) = 8.7 ± 0.3
andα = −1.01± 0.57. At the high end of the mass function the results are affected by low
number statistics. The simulated fit is compared with the fitsas determined by Obreschkow
& Rawlings (2009) (dashed line) and Kereš et al. (2003) (dash-dotted line). There is very
good agreement over the full mass range.

In Fig. 3.13 the derived H2 masses are plotted as function of Himass. The dashed vertical
line represents the completeness limit of Himasses. The data can be fitted using a power law
(solid line) which looks likeMH2 = (MHI/m0)β with a scaling parameter ofm0 = 158± 43
and a slope ofβ = 1.2± 0.1.

3.4.6 Stars, Dark Matter and Molecular Hydrogen

In addition to the SPH-particles, the simulations also contain dark matter and stars. The
distribution of these components can be reconstructed and compared with the distribution
of neutral hydrogen. For reconstructing the dark matter andstars a very simple adaptive
gridding scheme has been used. This gridding scheme was adopted, because the dark matter
and star particles do not have a variable smoothing kernel like the gas particles. They do have
a smoothing kernel defined by the softening length of 2.5 kpch−1, however this is a fixed
value. The gridding method as described in section 3.3 usinga spline kernel can not be used
for this reason. Exactly the same regions have been gridded as those previously determined
H i objects. First the objects have been gridded with a cell sizeof 10 kpc using a nearest
grid-point algorithm. The resulting moment maps have been used to determine which high
density regions contain many particles. In a second step theparticles have been gridded to
five independent cubes using a 2 kpc cell size. Based on the density of simulation particles
in the 10 kpc resolution cube, an individual particle is assigned to one of five different cubes
for gridding. The density threshold is determined by the number of particles in the 10 kpc
resolution cube integrated along the line of sight. The threshold numbers are 2, 6, 18, 54 and
everything above 54 particles respectively. The five cubes are integrated along the line of sight
and smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 7, 5, 3.5, 2.5 and 1.5 pixels
of 2 kpc respectively. Finally the five smoothed maps are added together. These smoothing
kernels where chosen to insure that each individual cube covering a different density regime
has a smooth density distribution, but preserves as much resolution as practical.

In Figure 3.14 four examples are shown of the dark matter and stellar distributions over-
laid on the of Hi column density maps. The right panels in this image show the contours of
molecular hydrogen. The stars are concentrated in the bright and dense parts of the Hi ob-
jects corresponding to the bulges and disks of galaxies. Thethird example shows an edge-on
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Figure 3.13: Derived H2 masses are plotted against Hi masses for individual simulated ob-
jects. The distribution can be fit using a simple power law (solid (red) line), although the
scatter is very large. The dashed vertical line represents the sample cut-off for H i masses in
the simulated data.

extended gas disk (its thickness is likely an artefact of ournumerical resolution). The neutral
hydrogen is much more extended than the stars, and the smaller, more diffuse Hi clouds do
not have a stellar counterpart in general. Many objects haveH i satellites or companions, as
in the first two examples. These companions or smaller components do not always have a
stellar or molecular counterpart, although the Hi column densities can reach high values up
to NHI ∼ 1020 cm−2 as seen in Galactic high velocity clouds.

Interestingly, these Hi clouds only occasionally trace dark matter substructures,hence
in many cases they are not obvious large-scale accretion events (since the most massive ac-
creting clumps should be accompanied by dark matter). The origin of these diffuse clouds,
perhaps analogous to high velocity clouds, may be from a “halo fountain” of gas cycling in
and out of galaxies owing to galactic outflows, as speculatedin Oppenheimer & Davé (2008),
or represent more diffuse accretion from the extended environment. Studying the kinematics
and metallicities of these clouds may reveal signatures of their origin. In the future we plan to
investigate such signatures in the simulations to assess how observations of diffuse Hi clouds
around galaxies can inform our understanding of the processes of galaxy assembly.
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Figure 3.14:Column density maps of four reconstructed objects as seen inneutral hydrogen
with contours of Dark Matter (left panels), Stars (middle panels) and molecular hydrogen
(right panels). For both the Dark Matter and the stars contour levels are atN = 3, 5, 10,
20, 30, 50 and 100×106 M⊙ kpc−2. For the molecular hydrogen contours are drawn at
NH2 = 1018, 1019, 1020 and 1021 cm−2. Stars are concentrated in the very dense parts of the
H i objects, dark matter is more extended, however the extendedH i does not always trace
the dark matter. The Hi satellites or companions are within the same Dark Matter Halo, but
do not always contain stars.
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3.5 Discussion

To make observational predictions based on numerical simulations, the first essential step is
to establish that the simulation can adequately reproduce all observational constraints. We
have carried out a critical comparison of our simulated Hi data with observations using a
wide range of statistical measures. Essential in creating simulated data is the minimisation
of the number of free parameters over and above the many that are already inherent in the
simulation; (Oppenheimer & Davé 2006, 2008). In our analysis, the only additional assump-
tions we make are that the transitions from ionised to atomicand from atomic to molecular
hydrogen can be described by a simple threshold effect at two different values of the thermal
pressure, while demanding that the recombination time be less than the sound-crossing time.
The threshold values are determined by fixing the average Hi density and the density ratio
ΩH2/ΩHI at z= 0 to those determined observationally. In choosing this simple prescription
we are strongly limited by current numerical capabilities.Although we did not solve the com-
plete radiative transfer problem, we do get quite complex behaviour emerging. The range of
threshold values we explored are consistent with expected values in literature.

The statistics of the reconstructed and observed Hi distributions agree quite well, making
it plausible that the associated Hi structures in the simulation may be similar to those oc-
curring in nature. The simulation cannot reproduce structures that resemble actual galaxies
in detail. Besides the finite mass resolution of the SPH-particles of∼ 107 M⊙, there are the
inevitable limitations on the included physical processesand their practical implementation.
Nonetheless, we may begin to explore the fate of partially neutral gas in at least the diffuse
outskirts of major galaxies.

Despite the limitations, the simulations can reproduce many observed statistical aspects
of H i in galaxies, which is very encouraging for further exploration of this approach. The
adopted self-shielding threshold provides good results for this one simulation. Future work
will test the variations that are encountered with different feedback mechanisms. The method
can also be applied to look at the evolution of neutral hydrogen with redshift. Furthermore,
mock observations can be created to make predictions for what future telescopes should de-
tect. This is particularly relevant for assessing performance requirements for the various
facilities now under development with a strong Hi focus, such as the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) and many of the SKA pathfinders.

3.5.1 Resolution Effects

Simulations are limited by their volume and the mass resolution of the particles (over and
above the limitations that result from incomplete physics). Although we are able to recon-
struct structures of several Mpc in scale, the simulated volume is relatively small. To be able
to reconstruct the largest structures encountered in the universe, and effectively overcome
cosmic variance, a simulated volume is needed that is about about 300 (rather than 32) Mpc
on a side. In the current volume, the most massive structuresare suffering from low num-
ber statistics. A drawback of using a larger volume is that the mass resolution of individual
particles decreases rapidly, making it impossible to resolve structures on even multi-kilo-
parsec scales. The approach we have employed to approximatethe effects of self-shielding
is extremely simple. The actual processes acting on sub-kilo-parsec scales are undoubtedly
much more complex. Clumping will occur on the scales of molecular clouds, which will
dramatically increase the local densities. The threshold thermal-pressure we determine to
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approximate the atomic to molecular hydrogen transition only has possible relevance on the
kilo-parsec scales of our modelled gas particles. At the smaller physical scales where the
transition actually occurs, the physical pressures will likely be substantially different.

We note that realistic simulations of cosmological volumesare extremely challenging,
and that even the current state-of-the-art is not particularly successful at reproducing objects
that resemble observed galaxies in great detail. The simulation we employ represents a very
good compromise between simulations focused on larger and smaller scales. We are mainly
interested in the diffuse intergalactic structures on multi-kilo-parsec scales, that would be
observable when doing 21-cm Hi observations with sufficient sensitivity. We have enough
resolution to map and resolve these structures and to reconstruct the extended environments
of galaxies and galaxy groups. Our simulation is not suitable for making predictions about
the inner cores of galaxies or resolving the star formation process in molecular clouds.

Future work will test our analysis method on both larger and smaller scales. Simulations
in a larger volume can provide a more sensitive test of the reconstructed Hi Mass function
and the two-point correlation function. Simulations in a smaller volume will probably require
a more advanced method of modelling the atomic to molecular hydrogen transition. How-
ever, substantial insights into the more diffuse phenomena, such as accretion and feedback
processes around individual galaxies, are very likely within reach.

3.5.2 Future Observations

This simulation can not only be used for getting a better understanding of the Hi distribution,
especially at low column densities, but is also very suitable for making predictions for fu-
ture observations. Currently many radio telescopes are being built as pathfinders toward the
SKA. A few examples are the Australia SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP),the Allen Telescope Ar-
ray (ATA), Karoo Array Telescope (MeerKAT) and the Low frequency array (LOFAR), and
many more. Although the SKA will be the final goal, each of these telescopes is a good de-
tector on its own and is planned to be operational in the relatively near future. Of course each
telescope will have different characteristics, but in general it will be possible todo surveys
deeper, faster and over a broader bandwidth.

We will discuss the simulated maps of two current single dishtelescopes, Parkes and
Arecibo, and compare these with the capabilities of two future telescopes, the ASKAP and
the SKA. Parkes and Arecibo are both single dish telescopes with a multi-beam receiver that
have recently been used to do large area surveys, the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS,
Barnes et al. (2001)) and the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA Survey(ALFALFA, Giovanelli
et al. (2005) ).

To make a fair comparison, all four telescope will get 500 hours of observing time to
map 30 square degrees of the sky. These numbers are chosen as 500 hours is a reasonable
time scale to make a deep image and a 30 square degree field is needed to map the extended
environment of a galaxy. Furthermore, 30 square degrees is the planned instantaneous field-
of-view of ASKAP.

We focus on two cases that illustrate the capabilities of present and upcoming telescopes.
In the first example, observations will be simulated at a distance where the beam of the tele-
scopes has a physical size of 25 kpc. This approximate beam size is needed to resolve diffuse
filaments and extended companions from the simulation. In the second example observations
will be simulated at a fixed distance of 6 Mpc, which is the limiting distance for the Parkes
telescope according to the above argument.
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Right ascension and declination coordinates are added according to the distance, centred
on an RA of 12 hours and a Dec. of 0 degrees. For each telescope the sensitivity is deter-
mined that can be achieved using the given conditions. The technical properties are listed in
Table 3.1. For the Parkes telescope we use the sensitivity that is achieved when re-reducing
HIPASS data (Chapter 5), which corresponds to∼ 10 mJy/Beam over 26 km s−1 for a typical
HIPASS field after integrating over∼ 560s per square degree. For the Arecibo telescope we
used the sensitivity of the Arecibo Galaxy Environment Survey (AGES) (Auld et al. 2006)
assuming 0.95 mJy/beam over 10 km s−1 after integrating for 10 hours per square degree. The
expected sensitivities for ASKAP are described in the initial Array Configuration paper which
can be found onhttp://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/askap/newdocs/configs-3.pdf. ASKAP is ex-
pected to achieve a sensitivity of 7.3 mJy/beam over 21 km s−1 after one hour of integration
time. For the SKA we assume aAe f f/Tsys= 2000 m2 K−1 at 2.5 arcmin resolution, which is
20 times higher than ASKAP. Furthermore we assume a field of view similar to ASKAP, 30
square degrees instantaneous.

All the flux densities can be converted into brightness temperature using the equation:

Tb =
λ2S
2kΩ

(3.17)

whereλ is the observed wavelength,S is the flux density,k the Boltzmann constant andΩ is
the beam solid angle of the telescope. When using the 21-cm line of Hi, this equation can be
written as:

Tb =
606

bminbma j
S (3.18)

wherebmin andbma j are respectively the beam minor and major axis in arcsec andS is the
flux in units of mJy/Beam. The integrated 21cm line intensity can directly be converted into
an Hi column density using:

NHI = 1.823· 1018
∫

Tbdv (3.19)

with [NHI ] = cm−2, [Tb] = K and [dv] = km s−1.

The second column in Table 3.1 gives the beam size of each telescope, the third column
gives the distance at which the beam has a physical size of 25 kpc, and the fourth column gives
the physical beam size at a distance of 6 Mpc. The sensitivities in column five are converted
to a column density limit when sampling a line of approximately 25 km s−1 width in the
last column. We assume that in any analysis only the channelswill be selected containing
diffuse emission and that the line width of diffuse regions will be of the order of 25 km s−1.
Galaxies can have a much larger line-width, however detecting these is not an observational
challenge. The reconstructed maps have an intrinsic resolution of 2 kpc with a minimum
smoothing kernel size of three pixels. This yields an initial beam size of 6 kpc, which will
be smoothed to the appropriate beam size of each telescope, corresponding to the simulated
distance. Using the calculated sensitivity limits random Gaussian noise is generated and
added to the maps. The steps are shown in Figure 3.15, the leftpanel shows the original
reconstructed column density map that is smoothed to the beam of ASKAP in the middle
panel. At this stage most of the diffuse and extended emission can still be recognised. Noise
is added in the right panel, most of the diffuse emission disappears in the noise.
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Telescope Beam D Beam RMS [mJy Beam−1] NHI [cm−2]
(beam 25 kpc) (atD=6 Mpc) (25 km s−1) (25 km s−1)

Parkes 15.5’ 6 Mpc 25 kpc 1.1 3.4 · 1016

Arecibo 3.5’ 25 Mpc 6.1 kpc 0.45 2.9 · 1017

ASKAP 3’ 28 Mpc 5.2 kpc 0.3 2.6 · 1017

SKA 2.5’ 33 Mpc 4.4 kpc 0.015 1.8 · 1016

Table 3.1: Sensitivity limits for four different telescopes for an assumed line-width of 25 km
s−1 after a total integration time of 500 hours to image an area of30 square degrees.

Figure 3.15: Left panel: simulated object at a distance of 6 Mpc, with a 6 kpc intrinsic beam
size. Middle panel: simulated object smoothed to a 8.7 kpc beam size, corresponding to the
ASKAP beam at 6 Mpc. Right panel: noise is added corresponding to the ASKAP sensitivity
limit after a 500 hour observation of 30 square degrees.

In Figure 3.16 the same field is shown as in Figure 3.15, placedat a distance where the
beam has a size of 25 kpc. This means that the object looks similar for all four telescopes as
it fills the same number of beams, although there is a big difference in angular scale.

For each panel contour levels are drawn starting at 3σ and increasing as noted in the
figure caption, so the actual values are different in each panel, but can be determined using
the sensitivity limits given in table. 3.1. All panels look very similar, as most of the structure
and substructure of the original map is smoothed into two large blobs and essentially all the
diffuse structures are lost in the noise. Only with the SKA can some extended contours still
be recognised at the top of the left object. However, it is very difficult to distinguish extended
emission from companions, unless the companions are clearly separated by at least a beam
width from the primary object.

An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.17 where the same object is shown simulated
with four telescopes but now at a similar distance of 6 Mpc. A smaller beam size now yields
higher resolution and more detected structure. The differences between the four panels are
now obvious. Observed with Parkes in the top left panel the object has essentially no resolved
structure. Clearly the beam size is too large and only suitable for very nearby galaxies, closer
than 6 Mpc. Arecibo, with a much smaller beam, can resolve theinner core of the object and
can just detect the brightest companion. Again the contour levels have values starting at 3σ,
so the outer contour in the top right panel corresponds to 9· 1017 cm−2. ASKAP has a very
similar sensitivity limit as Arecibo with a comparable beamsize. However it is notable that
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Figure 3.16: Simulated observations of the same object at a distance at which the beam size
corresponds to 25 kpc for Parkes (top left), Arecibo (top right), ASKAP (bottom left) and the
SKA (bottom right). All contours begin at a 3σ level, after a 500 hour observation of a 30
square degree field with each telescope. Every subsequent contour level is a factor 3 higher
than the previous one. Note that the angular scale is different in each panel.

it reaches Arecibo sensitivities with a much smaller collecting area. Furthermore, these deep
integrations have not really been explored, so the given sensitivities are theoretical limits. It
is very likely that correcting for systematic effects, like the shape of the spectral bandpass,
will be more achievable with an interferometer like ASKAP rather than a large single dish
telescope. In the SKA image essentially all companions can be clearly distinguished down to
a contour level of∼ 4·1016 cm−2. Note that this value is lower than the 3σ value in Table 3.1,
this is because the beam size of the SKA is smaller than the beam size of the simulation at
a distance of 6 Mpc. To adjust for this we adopt the beam size ofthe reconstructed data and
smooth the noise to this larger beam size. In this case the noise value will decrease, resulting
in a higher sensitivity of 1.3 · 1016 cm−2.
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Figure 3.17: Simulated observations of the same object at a fixed distanceof 6 Mpc for
Parkes (top left), Arecibo (top right), ASKAP (bottom left)and the SKA (bottom right).
Contour levels start at a 3σ level after 500 hour observation of a 30 square degree field.
For Parkes every subsequent contour is a factor 3 higher thanthe previous one. For ASKAP
and Arecibo, the contours interval is a factor 7. For the SKA the contours start a 4· 1016

cm−2 and increase by a factor 6. Parkes is not really competitive in detecting substructures
at this distance. The other telescopes all have sufficient resolution, however only the SKA is
sensitive enough to detect the faint diffuse sub-structures.

3.6 Conclusion

We have used a hydrodynamic simulation to predict the neutral hydrogen distribution in the
universe. The simulation employs a random cube of 32h−1 Mpc on a side at redshift zero,
with an SPH mass resolution of∼ 107 M⊙. The physics in the simulation includes sub-grid
treatments of star formation and feedback mechanisms.

We have developed a method to extract the neutral hydrogen component from the total
gas budget. At low volume densities the balance is calculated between photo-ionisation and
radiative recombination. For high densities a correction has to be applied for self-shielding,
as the gas becomes optically thick for ionising photons. In the densest regions, the atomic
hydrogen is turned into molecular hydrogen that will subsequently form stars. The molecular
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hydrogen and the self-shielding transition are both modelled by a critical thermal pressure.
Above the first threshold limit (P/k = 155 cm−3 K), the gas is assumed to recombine and
the neutral fraction is set to unity. At even higher pressures (P/k = 810 cm−3 K), the atomic
hydrogen is assumed to become molecular hydrogen, so the atomic fraction becomes zero.
These processes only apply to simulated particles for whichthe recombination time is shorter
than the sound-crossing time on kpc scales. The two threshold pressures are tuned to re-
produce the observed average Hi density ofρ̄HI = 6.1 × 107h M⊙ Mpc−3 and an assumed
molecular density of ¯ρH2 = 1.8× 107h M⊙ Mpc−3, corresponding to a molecular to atomic
density ratio ofηz=0 = 0.3.

A wide range of statistical comparisons have been made between the reconstructed Hi
distribution and existing observational constraints including: the two-point correlation func-
tion, the Hi mass function and the Hi column density distribution. There is agreement be-
tween all these statistical measures of the observations and the simulations, which is a very
encouraging result. Based on this agreement, the simulatedH i distribution may be a plau-
sible description of the Hi universe, at least on the intermediate spatial scales that are both
well-resolved and well-sampled.

We also compare the distribution of neutral and molecular hydrogen with the distribution
of dark matter and stars in the simulation. Massive Hi structures generally have associated
stars, but the more diffuse clouds do not contain large stellar components or in manycases
even concentrations of dark matter. The method to extract neutral hydrogen from an SPH
output cube can be applied to other simulations, to allow comparison of different models of
galaxy formation. Furthermore, the results can be used to create mock observations and make
predictions for future observations. This preliminary study shows that as Hi observations of
diffuse gas outside of galactic disks continue to improve, simulations will play a vital role
in guiding and interpreting such data to help us better understand the role that Hi plays in
galaxy formation.
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4
The WSRT Virgo Hi Filament

Survey
I: Total Power Data

ABSTRACT —Observations of neutral hydrogen can provide a wealth of informa-
tion about the kinematics of galaxies. To learn more about the large scale structures and
accretion processes, the extended environment of galaxieshave to be observed. Numer-
ical simulations predict a cosmic web of extended structures and gaseous filaments. To
observe the direct vicinity of galaxies, column densities have to be achieved that probe
the regime of Lyman limit systems. Typically Hi observations are limited to a brightness
sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 but this has to be improved by∼ 2 orders of magnitude.
With the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) we mapthe galaxy filament
connecting the Virgo Cluster with the Local Group. About 1500 square degrees on the
sky is surveyed, with Nyquist sampled pointings. By using the WSRT antennas as single
dish telescopes instead of the more conventional interferometer we are very sensitive to
extended emission. The survey consists of a total of 22,000 pointings and each pointing
has been observed for 2 minutes with 14 antennas. We reach a flux sensitivity of 16 mJy
beam−1 over 16 km s−1, corresponding to a brightness sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 3.5·1016 cm−2.
Although the processed data cubes are affected by confusion due to the very large beam
size, we can identify most of the galaxies that have been observed in HIPASS. Further-
more we made 20 new candidate detections of neutral hydrogen. Several of the candidate
detections can be linked to an optical counterpart. The majority of the features however
do not show any signs of stellar emission. Their origin have to be investigated further
with accompanying Hi surveys.

4.1 Introduction
Wide-field blind sky surveys are very important in improvingour understanding of galaxies
in our extended environment. They provide information about the clustering and distribution
of large scale structures. Furthermore, wide-field surveysprovide an unbiased and com-
plete sample of galaxies, their mass function and physical properties. Several outstanding
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examples are the SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey) (York et al.2000) at optical wavelengths,
and HIPASS (Hi Parkes All Sky Survey) (Barnes et al. 2001) and ALFALFA (The Arecibo
Legacy Fast ALFA Survey) (Giovanelli et al. 2005) in the 21cmline of neutral hydrogen.
All these surveys have been important milestones, that havesignificantly improved our un-
derstanding of the distribution of galaxies in the universe. But despite the impressive results,
these surveys can only reveal the densest structures in the Universe like galaxies, groups and
clusters.

In the low redshift Universe, the number of detected baryonsis significantly below ex-
pectations, indicating that not all the baryons are in the galaxies. According to cosmological
measurements the baryon fraction is about 4% atz ∼ 2 (Bennett et al. (2003); Spergel et al.
(2003)). This is consistent with actual numbers of baryons detected atz> 2 (Weinberg et al.
(1997); Rauch (1998)). In the current epoch however, atz ∼ 0 about half of this matter has
not been observed (Fukugita et al. (1998); Cen & Ostriker (1999); Tripp et al. (2000); Savage
et al. (2002); Penton et al. (2004)).

Recent hydrodynamical simulations give a possible solution for the “Missing Baryon”
problem (Cen & Ostriker (1999); Davé et al. (2001); Fang et al. (2002)). Not all the baryons
are in galaxies, they are just the densest concentrations inthe Universe. Underlying them
is a far more tenuous Cosmic Web, connecting the massive galaxies with gaseous filaments.
The simulations predict that atz=0 cosmic baryons are almost equally distributed amongst
three phases (1) the diffuse IGM, (2) the warm hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) and (3)the
condensed phase. The diffuse phase is associated with warm, low-density photo-ionized gas.
The WHIM consists of gas with a moderate density, that has been heated by shocks during
structure formation. The WHIM has a very broad temperature range from 105 to 107 K. The
condensed phase is associated with cool galactic concentrations and their halos. These three
components are each coupled to a decreasing range of baryonic over-density:log(ρH/ρ̄H) <
1, 1-3.5, and> 3.5 and are probed by QSO absorption lines with specific ranges of neutral
column density: log(NHI ) < 14, 14-18 and> 18 (Braun & Thilker 2005).

4.1.1 Cosmic Web

The Warm Hot Intergalactic Medium is thought to be formed during structure formation.
Low density gas is heated by shocks during its infall onto thefilaments that define the Large
Scale Structure of the Universe. Most of these baryons are still concentrated in unvirialized
filamentary structures of highly ionized gas.

The WHIM has been observationally detected in QSO absorption line spectra using lines
of NeVIII (Savage et al. 2005), OVI (e.g. Tripp et al. 2008), broad Lya (Lehner et al. 2007)
and X-ray absorption (Nicastro et al. 2005a). Of course absorption studies alone, do not
give us complete information on the spatial distribution ofthe WHIM. Emission from the
Cosmic Web would give entirely new information about the distribution and kinematics of
the intergalactic gas.

Direct detection of the WHIM is very difficult in the EUV and X-ray bands (Cen &
Ostriker 1999). The gas is ionized to such a degree, that it becomes “invisible” in infrared,
optical or UV light, but should be visible in the FUV and X-raybands (Nicastro et al. 2005a).
Given the very low density, extremely high sensitivity and alarge field of view is needed to
image the filaments. Capable detectors are not yet availablefor the X-ray or FUV (Yoshikawa
et al. (2003); Nicastro et al. (2005a)).

Due to the moderately high temperature in the intergalacticmedium above 104 Kelvin,
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most of the gas in the Cosmic Web is highly ionised. To detect the cooler baryons in the
photoionized Lya forest using the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen, a column density sensitivity
of NHI ∼ 1017−18 cm−2 is required. At the current epoch we can confidently predict that in
going down from Hi column densities of 1019 cm−2 (which define the current ”edges” of
well studied nearby galaxies in Hi emission) to 1017 cm −2 the surface area will significantly
increase, this is demonstrated in Corbelli & Bandiera (2002), Braun & Thilker (2004) and
Popping et al. (2009).

The critical observational challenge is crossing the “Hi desert”, the range of log(NHI )
from about 19.5 down to 18 over which photo-ionization by theintergalactic radiation field
produces an exponential decline in the neutral fraction from essentially unity down to a few
percent (eg. Dove & Shull (1994)). Nature is kinder again to the Hi observer below log(NHI )
= 18, where the neutral fraction decreases only very slowly with log(NHI ). The neutral frac-
tion of hydrogen is thought to decrease with decreasing column density from about 100% for
log(NHI ) = 19.5 to about 1% at log(NHI ) = 17 (Dove & Shull 1994). The baryonic mass
traced by this gas is expected to be comparable to that withinthe galaxies, as noted above.

To detect the peaks of the Cosmic Web in Hi, a blind survey is required that covers a
significant part of the sky, of the order of at least 1000 square degrees. Furthermore a column
density sensitivity is required that is about an order of magnitude more sensitive than HIPASS.

The Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) has been used to undertake a deep
fully sampled survey of the galaxy filament connecting the local group with the Virgo Cluster,
mapping∼ 1300 square degrees of sky. In an unbiased search for diffuse and extended Hi
gas, both the auto-correlation and cross-correlation dataare reduced and analysed. In this
chapter we will only discuss the total-power product, as this product is most sensitive to faint
and extended emission. The resulting detections will be further analysed and compared with
the cross-correlation data products and other data in chapter 7.

We have achieved an rms sensitivity of about 16 mJy Beam−1 at a velocity resolution of
16 km s−1 over∼ 1300 deg2 and between 400< VHel < 1600 km s−1. The corresponding
rms column density for emission filling the 2983× 2956 arcsec effective beam area is∼
3.5 × 1016 cm−2 over 16 km s−1. Although the flux sensitivity is slightly less compared to
HIPASS, that has typically achieved 13.5 mJy Beam−1 at a velocity resolution of 18 km s−1,
the column density sensitivity is far superior. With the 14 arcmin intrinsic beam size of the
Parkes telescope, the rms column density sensitivity in HIPASS is∼ 4× 1017 cm−2 over 18
km s−1, which is more than an order of magnitude less sensitive.

In the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey we can detect 129 sources that are listed in
the HIPASS catalogue. We have made 20 new Hi detections, of which many do not have a
clear optical counterpart. In this chapter section 2 will describe the survey observations and
strategy, directly followed by the reduction procedures ofthe auto-correlation data. In section
3 we present the results of Hi detections of known galaxies and the new detections. We will
end with a short discussion and conclusion in section 4. The results of the cross-correlation
data of the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey will be presented in chapter 6.

4.2 Observations

To obtain the highest possible brightness sensitivity in cross-correlations, the WSRT has been
used to simulate a large filled aperture. 12 of the 14 WSRT 25 m telescopes are positioned at
regular intervals of 144 m. When observing at very low declinations and extreme hour angles,
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Figure 4.1: Observing mode of the WSRT dishes, a filled aperture of 300 m can be simulated
when observing at large hour angles.

a filled aperture can be formed (as can be seen in Fig. 4.1), which is 300× 25 m in projec-
tion. In this peculiar observing mode the excellent spectral baseline and PSF properties of
the interferometer are still obtained while achieving excellent brightness sensitivity. A deep
fully-sampled survey of the galaxy filament joining the Local Group to the Virgo Cluster has
been undertaken, extending from 8 to 17 hours in RA and from -1to+10 degrees in Dec. and
covering 40 MHz of bandwidth with 8 km s−1 resolution.

Simultaneously with the cross-correlation data, auto-correlation data was acquired. These
auto-correlation data observe the same set of positions on the sky. Data were acquired in a
drift-scan mode, whereby the 25 m telescopes of the WSRT array were kept stationary at a
specified start position and the sky drifted past at the earthrotation rate. Data was acquired
in two 20 MHz IF bands centered at 1416 and 1398 MHz. The beamwidth of each telescope
is 38× 37 arcmin FWHM at an observing frequency of 1416 MHz.(Popping & Braun 2008)
Each drift-scan run was separated by 15 arcmin in declination. The recorded data were av-
eraged over 60 s, corresponding to an angular drift of about 15 arcmin of right ascension,
to yield Nyquist-sampling in the scan direction of the telescope beam. The duration of one
drift-scan observation at a fixed declination was 9 hours. Typically, a observing sequence
consisted of a standard observation of a primary calibration source (3C48 or 3C286) and two
drift-scan observations. Each session provided a strip of data of 135× 0.25 true degrees. In
total 45 of these strips provided the full survey coverage of11 degrees in declination. Each of
the total of 22,000 pointings was observed two times, once when the sources were rising and
once when they were setting. The total of 90 sessions were distributed in a period of more
than two years, between December 2004 and March 2006.

To minimize solar interference, an effort was made to measure the data only after local
sunset and before local sunrise. Unfortunately this was notsuccessful for the whole survey
and a few runs show the effects of solar interference.
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4.3 Data reduction

Auto-correlation and Cross-correlation data have been acquired simultaneously, and were
separated before importing them into Classic AIPS. We will now only describe the steps
that have been undertaken to reduce the auto-correlation ortotal-power data. The reduction
method for the cross-correlation data is significantly different and will be described in chap-
ter 6 describing the cross-correlation data.

Every baseline of the drift-scan data of each survey run was inspected and flagged in
Classic AIPS, using the SPFLG utility. Suspicious featuresappearing in the frequency or
time display of each auto-correlation baseline were critically inspected. This was accom-
plished by comparing the 28 estimates of 14 telescopes with each two polarizations. Features
which could not be reproduced in spectra acquired at a simultaneous time were flagged.

Absolute flux calibration of the data was provided by the observed mean cross-correlation
coefficient measured for the standard calibration sources (3C48 or 3C286) of known flux den-
sity. The measured ratio of flux density to correlation coefficient averaged over all 14 tele-
scopes and 2 polarizations was 340± 10 Jy/Beam.

Two different methods were employed to generate data-cubes of the auto-correlation data.
The main difficulty with total power data, is to find a good fit for the band-pass calibration.
The first method employed consisted of taking a robust average of a 30 min sliding window, to
estimate the band-pass as a function of time and a 850 km s−1 sliding window to estimate the
continuum level as a function of frequency. Only the inner three quartiles of the values were
included in these averages, making them moderately robust to outliers, including Hi emission
features, in the data. The big advantage of this method is that it could be applied blindly in a
relative fast way, and it produces uniform noise characteristics in the resulting cube. In this
way, it is very suitable for detecting faint and diffuse sources. However the disadvantage is
that bright sources with a moderately high level of Hi emission that are extended in either
the spatial or velocity direction produce a local negative artifact. Under these circumstances,
better results are obtained with a more complicated and timeconsuming method, described
below.

The result of the first bandpass-removal method has been usedto create a mask. For each
declination the clearly recognisable bright sources that correspond to galaxies were included
by hand. In the mask, the location of the galaxies was set to zero and the rest of the declination
scan was set to unity. The mask was applied to the raw data, so only the noise, diffuse
sources and the bandpass characteristics remain. A second order polynomial was then fit in
the frequency direction and the masked data is divided by this polynomial result. In the next
step a zeroth order polynomial is fit in the time domain and themasked data is divided by this
product. Finally a third order polynomial is applied again in the frequency domain, to remove
small oscillations or artifacts. Within each declination strip a correction has been applied to
correct for the Doppler shift at the time of the observation before combining the declinations
and create a three dimensional cube. The improvement in using the second method for the
bandpass correction is shown in Fig. 4.2. In the left panel bright sources can be identified,
however there are large negative artifacts at positive and negative velocities with respect to
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Figure 4.2: Left panel: bandpass correction first method, right panel: bandpass correction
second method. Both panels show the same region (Declination is zero) with the same inten-
sity scale.

the source. By masking the regions of bright emission, a muchbetter bandpass estimate could
be achieved that does not suffer from artifacts as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 4.2.

4.3.1 Doppler Correction

The drift-scan data were resampled in frequency to convert from the fixed geocentric fre-
quencies of each observing date to a heliocentric radial velocity at each observed position.
This was a correction, depending on the date and the positionof the earth with respect to the
sun. The offsets in velocity have been determined using aips++. The differences in velocities
are caused by the rotation of the Earth around the Sun. Since the observations have been
undertaken over a time span of several years, this effects has to be taken into account. The
corrections at a Right Ascension of 12 hours (180 degrees) are plotted against the time of
the year in months in the left panel of Fig. 4.3. Data points observed at different years are
shown in different colours. The correction can be described with a cosinefunction that has
an amplitude of∼ 30 km s−1 at a Right Ascension of 12 hours:

correction= 30.2 cos(2(t − 0.88)π/12) (4.1)

wheret is the time of the year in months. The correction is not only a function of time,
but of Right Ascension as well, with a maximum at 12 hours (or 180 degrees). In the right
panel of Fig. 4.3 the absolute and normalised corrections are plotted for an observation in
June and December, where the most extreme corrections of−30 and+30 km s−1 occur. As
can be seen there is only a minor difference with the theoretical values, that are given by:

correction= cos
(
(RA+ 12)

π

12
)

(4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Due to the rotation of the Earth around the Sun, a correction has to be applied to
the measured radial velocities, as the observations have been obtained over a period of several
years. The left panel shows the corrections as function of time in months of the year. At a
Right Ascension of 12 hours the maximum correction is 30 km s−1 in positive or negative
direction. The right panel shows the correction at different RA, scaled to the correction at RA
is 12 hours.

4.3.2 Calibration

Due to the very extreme hour angles and low Declinations of the observations, there is more
airmass intervening in the observed emission than in a typical observation. As a result, the
system temperature (Tsys) of the survey scans will be higher than for the calibrator sources.
This effect has to be taken into account when doing the gain-calibration to get correct flux
values. In Fig. 4.4 this correction factor is plotted as function of declination, based on the
ratio of system temperatures seen in the survey scans relative to the associated calibration
scans. The correction that has to be applied is strongly correlated with declination (since this
is directly coupled to elevation); at the lowest declination of−1 degrees, the gains have to be
multiplied by a factor∼ 1.6 to get correct flux values. The minimum correction is around
7.5 degrees. The slight increase in the ratio at higher declinations may be due to increasing
ground pick-up in the spill-over lobe of the telescope illumination pattern. The scans that
observe the setting of the sources have a slightly higher correction due to a slightly higher
system temperature. Antenna 1 (locally known as RT0) suffered from severe blockage by the
trees at these extreme hour angles and therefore has not beenused. The gain corrections can
be fit using a second order polynomial. The corrections have been applied independently for
both the rise and set data.

4.3.3 Data Cubes

The 45 drift-scans of both the setting and rising data were combined in two separate data
cubes and exported to the MIRIAD software package. Using thetwo cubes, a combined cube
was obtained by taking the rms-weighted average of the independent cubes containing all
the data. Basically this cube combines two fully independent surveys of the same region. A
spatial convolution was applied to all three cubes with a 2000 arcsec FWHM Gaussian with
PA=0 to introduce the desired degree of spatial correlation in the result. A hanning smoothing
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Figure 4.4: Due to the extreme hour angles at which the observations weretaken, there is
more intervening airmass, causing an increased system temperature with respect to the cali-
brators. This correction is depending on Declination. The red lines represent the calibration
factors for therise data with a best second order polynomial fit. Blue lines correspond to the
setdata.

was applied with a width of three pixels to smooth the cubes inthe velocity domain, resulting
in a velocity resolution of 16 km−1.

4.3.4 Sensitivity

After creating cubes of the combined and individual rise andset data, sub-cubes were created,
excluding galactic emission and excluding the edge of the bandpass. The noise in the rise-
data is 22 mJy beam−1 over 16 km s−1, while the noise in the set-data is slightly worse, 23
mJy beam−1 over 16 km s−1. The noise in the combined data cubes is 16 mJy beam−1 over
16 km s−1, which is in agreement with what would be expected, as the noise improves with
exactly a factor

√
2. In Fig. 4.5 a histogram is plotted of the flux values in the combined

data cube. On the positive side the flux values are dominated by real emission, however a
Gaussian can be fitted to the noise at negative fluxes. The noise appears to be approximately
Gaussian with a sigma value of 16 mJy beam−1. There is however some dependance of
the rms values as function of declination as shown in Fig. 4.6. When observing a specific
Declination strip, there is not much difference in the noise at different Right Ascensions or
in the frequency domain, as all data points have been obtained under similar circumstances.
Since the Declinations strips have been observed on different days, some real fluctuation in
the noise more likely. We can see a scatter in the noise for different Declinations of 5 to 10
percent. Furthermore there is a general trend that the lowest Declinations have the highest
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of the occurrence of flux values in the combined data cube on a
logarithmic scale. The high fluxes are dominated by emission, but the noise at low flux
values can be fitted with a gaussian function.

noise values, which is expected due to the excess in airmass at these lowest Declinations (as
demonstrated in Fig. 4.4).

The flux sensitivity can be converted to a brightness temperature using the equation:

Tb =
λ2S
2kΩ

(4.3)

whereλ is the observed wavelength,S is the flux density,k the Boltzmann constant andΩ is
the beam solid angle of the telescope. When using the 21 cm line of Hi, this equation can be
written as:

Tb =
606

bminbma j
S (4.4)

wherebmin andbma j are the beam minor and major axis respectively in arcsec andS is the
flux in units of mJy/Beam. The total flux can directly be converted into an Hi column density
using:

NHI = 1.823· 1018
∫

Tbdv (4.5)

with [NHI ] = cm−2, [Tb] = K and [dv] = km s−1, resulting in a column density sensitivity of
3.5 · 1016 cm−2 over 16 km s−1.
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Figure 4.6: Differences of rms noise as function of Declination. There is some scatter due
to different conditions, since each Declination is observed on a different date. In general low
Declinations have a slightly elevated noise value, due to anexcess in airmass at the lowest
Declinations.

4.4 Results

Due to the very large beam of the observations it is impossible to determine the detailed
kinematics of detected objects. Small and dense structurescannot be distinguished from
diffuse and extended structures, as all the detected flux is heavily smoothed by the beam. The
total power product of the survey however is still a very important one, as it provides the best
H i brightness sensitivity over such a large region for intrinsically diffuse structures. There
are other surveys with a comparable flux sensitivity, however with a much smaller beam.
These observations have to be dramatically smoothed in the spatial direction, to get a similar
column density sensitivity as our survey. The diffuse emission we are looking for is hidden
in the noise at the native resolution and can easily be affected by bandpass correction or other
steps in the reduction process. In general, an Hi observation is most sensitive to structures
with a size that fill the primary beam of a single dish observations or the synthesized beam of
interferometric data.

We detect many galaxies in the filament connecting the Virgo Cluster with the Local
Group. Detailed analysis of known galaxies is not very interesting at this stage, as there are
other Hi surveys like HIPASS and ALFALFA that have observed the same region with much
higher resolution. These surveys, or deep observations of individual galaxies are much more
suitable to analyse the physical parameters of these objects. In the Total Power product of
the WVFS we are interested in emission that can not or has not been detected by previous
observations, because it is below their brightness sensitivity limit.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the central 110 degrees of the WVFS region and detections in the
velocity interval 400< VHel < 1600 km s−1. The plot shows the integrated brightness levels,
with contour levels drawn at 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 Jy Beam−1 km s−1.

An overview of the central 110 degrees in Right Ascension of the survey sky coverage
is given in Fig. 4.7 together with contours of the brightest emission. The image shows the
zeroth moment map integrating the velocity interval 400< VHel < 1600 km s−1.. Contour
levels are drawn at 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 Jy Beam−1 km s−1.

An attempt was made to detect sources using the source findingalgorithm Duchamp
(Whiting 2009) and by applying masking algorithms within the MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995)
and GIPSY (van der Hulst et al. 1992) software packages. Noneof these automatic methods
appeared to be practical due to the very large intrinsic beamsize of the data. All sources are
unresolved and there is a lot of confusion between sources ata similar radial velocity where
the angular separation is smaller than the beam-width.

A list of candidate sources was determined from visual inspection of subsequent channel
maps, using the KVIEW task in the KARMA package (Gooch 1996).The combined cube
containing both therise andsetdata, as well as the individualrise andsetcubes were each
inspected. Data cubes were smoothed to a velocity resolution of 2 times the basic velocity
separation of 8.2 km s−1. Features were accepted if the local peaks exceeded the 3σ limit
in at least two subsequent channels in the combined data cubeand if they exceeded the 2σ
limit in the individual rise and set data products. This cutoff level is very low, however the
rise andsetdata represent two completely independent observations undertaken at different
times, giving extra confidence in the resulting candidates.Furthermore we are looking for
diffuse extended structures, which are expected to occur at those low flux levels. Using a
high clipping level will significantly reduce the chances for including such diffuse emission
features in an initial candidate list.

In total we found 188 candidate sources of which the properties are estimated in detail.
The integrated line strengths have been determined for eachcandidate, by extracting the
single spectrum with the highest flux density from both therise andsetcube. As there were
artifacts in the bandpass, a second order polynomial has been fitted to the bandpass and was
subtracted from the spectra. The average of the two integrated line strengths was determined
to get the best solution. We assume here that all detections are unresolved when using an
effective FWHM beamsize of 2982× 2956 arcsec.

Subsequently all candidate detections have been compared with catalogued detections in
the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey. The HIPASS database completely covers our survey region
and currently has the best column density sensitivity.
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The list of candidate detections is split into two parts. Detections with an HIPASS coun-
terpart at a similar position and velocity can be confirmed and are reliable detections. In total,
129 of our candidates could be identified in the HIPASS catalogue. When taking into account
the expected overlap of HIPASS objects in our larger spatialbeam, we confirm 146 of the
149 HIPASS detections in this region. The remaining 58 WVFS candidates have not been
catalogued in HIPASS.

The corresponding error in flux density was determined over avelocity interval of 1.5×
W20, whereW20 is the velocity width of the emission profile at 20% of the peakintensity.
Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) have shown that in surveys of this type, an asymptotic com-
pleteness of about 90% is reached at a signal-to-noise ratioof 8, when considering the in-
tegrated flux. Comparison with the noise histogram shown in Fig. 4.5 demonstrates that no
negative peaks occur which exceed this level, suggesting that the incidence of false positives
should also be minimal. When we adopt this limit, only 20 detections, with an integrated flux
density exceeding 8 times the associated error remain from the 58 candidates.

We will mention the candidate detections here and give theirgeneral properties, however
will leave further analysis to chapter 7, when we incorporate the cross-correlation data and an
improved version of the HIPASS product for comparison. We emphasise here that although
the detection seem obvious in the total-power data at the 8σ level, they are considered as
candidate detections. They have to be analysed and comparedusing other data-sets, to be
able to confirm the detections and make strong statements.

4.4.1 Source Properties of Known Detections

The properties of all previously known Hi detections are summarised in table 4.1. The first
column gives the names of the source as given in the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey. The
name consists of the characters “WVFS” followed by the Rightascension of the object in
[hh:mm] and the Declination in [d:mm]. The second column gives the more common name
of objects for which we have identified the Hi counterpart. In the third and forth column the
RA and Dec positions are given, followed by the estimated heliocentric recession velocity in
the fifth column. In the last two columns we give the integrated flux in [Jy km s−1] and the
W20 line width in [km s−1].
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Table 4.1: Physical properties of confirmed detections in the Westerbork
Virgo Filament Survey.

Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm]VHel [km s−1] S [Jy km s−1] W20 [km s−1]
WVFS 0906+0615 UGC 4781 09:06:27 6:15 1419 15.0 234
WVFS 0908+0515 SDSS J090836.54+051726.8 09:08:27 5:15 597 1.2 50
WVFS 0908+0600 UGC 4797 09:08:27 6:00 1285 4.2 120
WVFS 0910+0700 NGC 2775 09:10:27 7:00 1491 9.7 160

NGC 2777
WVFS 0943-0045 UGC 5205 09:43:33 -0:45 1501 8.1 115
WVFS 0943+0945 IC0559 09:43:33 9:45 522 6.2 150
WVFS 0944-0045 SDSS J094446.23-004118.2 09:44:32 -0:45 1194 4.2 150
WVFS 0951+0745 UGC 5288 09:51:34 7:45 539 25.9 120
WVFS 0953+0130 NGC3044 09:53:34 1:30 1300 35.6 330
WVFS 0954+0915 NGC 3049 09:54:35 9:15 1469 13.5 230
WVFS 1013+0330 NGC 3169 10:13:38 3:30 1200 110.7 510
WVFS 1013+0700 UGC 5522 10:13:38 7:00 1194 40.4 235
WVFS 1016+0245 UGC 5539 10:16:38 2:45 1251 9.1 210
WVFS 1017+0415 UGC 5551 10:17:38 4:15 1302 5.5 120
WVFS 1027+0330 UGC 5677 10:27:40 3:30 1169 6.1 130
WVFS 1031+0430 UGC 5708 10:31:41 4:30 1144 30.0 210
WVFS 1039+0145 UGC 5797 10:39:42 1:45 671 4.4 110
WVFS 1046+0145 NGC 3365 10:46:43 1:45 945 42.5 265
WVFS 1050+0545 NGC 3423 10:50:44 5:45 988 34.7 185
WVFS 1051+0330 PGC 2807138 10:51:44 3:30 1053 13.1 105
WVFS 1051+0415 UGC 5974 10:51:44 4:15 1030 11.6 180
WVFS 1101+0330 NGC 3495 11:01:46 3:30 1028 27.5 330
WVFS 1105+0000 NGC 3521 11:05:46 0:00 704 275.8 480
WVFS 1105+0715 NGC 3526 11:05:46 7:15 1418 6.0 205

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm]VHel [km s−1] S [Jy km s−1] W20 [km s−1]
WVFS 1110+0100 CGCG 011-018 11:10:47 1:00 969 4.3 75
WVFS 1117+0430 NGC 3604 11:17:48 4:30 1527 3.2 120
WVFS 1119+0930 SDSS J111928.10+093544.2 11:19:49 9:30 961 1.5 40
WVFS 1120+0245 UGC 6345 11:20:48 2:45 1568 9.6 100
WVFS 1124+0315 NGC 3664 11:24:29 3:15 1380 19.0 160
WVFS 1125+1000 IC 0692 11:25:49 10:00 1127 2.8 80
WVFS 1126-0045 UGC 6457 11:26:49 -0:45 937 4.6 90
WVFS 1126+0845 IC 2828 11:26:50 8:45 1011 3.9 90
WVFS 1129+0915 NGC3705 11:29:50 9:15 1019 51.5 360
WVFS 1136+0045 UGC 6578 11:36:51 0:45 1022 5.4 115
WVFS 1143+0215 PGC 036594 11:43:52 2:15 976 5.6 55
WVFS 1200-0100 NGC 4030 12:00:55 -01:00 1418 39.5 360
WVFS 1207+0245 NGC 4116 12:07:56 2:45 1285 89.5 230

NGC 4123
WVFS 1210+0200 UGC 7178 12:10:56 2:00 1302 10.9 100
WVFS 1210+0300 UGC 7185 12:10:57 3:00 1269 13.6 150
WVFS 1213+0745 UGC 7239 12:13:57 7:45 1194 7.6 140
WVFS 1215+0945 NGC 4207 12:15:58 9:45 599 5.1 180
WVFS 1216+1000 UGC 7307 12:16:57 10:00 1152 2.7 65
WVFS 1217+0030 UGC 7332 12:17:58 0:30 911 19.1 85
WVFS 1217+0645 NGC 4241 12:17:58 6:45 704 8.5 140
WVFS 1219+0645 VCC 0381 12:19:58 6:45 456 1.4 40
WVFS 1219+0130 UGC 7394 12:19:58 1:30 1552 3.4 125
WVFS 1221+0430 NGC 4301 12:21:59 4:30 1252 20.2 135
WVFS 12222+0915 NGC 4316 12:22:58 9:15 1244 7.1 365
WVFS 1222+0430 M 61 12:22:00 4:30 1535 95.8 185
WVFS 1222+0815 NGC 4318 12:22:59 8:15 1402 2.8 90
WVFS 1223+0215 UGC 7512 12:24:59 2:15 1477 4.1 95
WVFS 1224+0315 pgc 040411 12:24:59 3:15 900 10.1 85

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm]VHel [km s−1] S [Jy km s−1] W20 [km s−1]
WVFS 1225+0545 VCC 0848 12:25:59 5:45 1110 13.9 175

NGC 4376
NGC 4423

WVFS 1225+0715 IC 3322A 12:25:59 7:15 1078 8.7 115
WVFS 1225+0900 NGC 4411 12:25:59 9:00 1236 20.9 110

NGC 4411 b
WVFS 1226+0130 pgc135803 12:26:59 1:30 1265 43.3 110
WVFS 1226+0715 UGC 7557 12:26:59 7:15 920 31.9 175
WVFS 1227+0615 NGC 4430 12:27:59 6:15 1402 2.7 120
WVFS 1227+0845 UGC 7590 12:27:59 8:45 1053 4.6 95
WVFS 1228+0645 IC 3414 12:28:59 6:45 497 4.8 130
WVFS 1229+0245 UGC 7612 12:29:30 2:45 1595 16.6 170

UGC 7642
WVFS 1230+0930 HIPASS J1230+09 12:30:00 9:30 473 5.6 120
WVFS 1233+0000 NGC 4517 12:33:01 0:00 1078 124.1 325
WVFS 1233+0030 NGC 4517A 12:33:01 0:30 1510 31.7 175
WVFS 1233+0845 NGC 4519 12:33:01 8:45 1186 51.8 220
WVFS 1236+0630 IC 3576 12:36:01 6:30 1045 15.2 70
WVFS 1237+0315 UGC 07780 12:37:01 3:15 1410 3.0 130
WVFS 1237+0700 IC 3591 12:37:01 7:00 1593 10.4 120
WVFS 1239-0030 NGC 4592 12:39:02 -00:30 1061 127.5 220
WVFS 1243+0345 NGC 4630 12:43:01 3:45 696 6.8 160
WVFS 1243+0545 VCC 1918 12:43:02 5:45 961 1.8 90
WVFS 1244+0715 VCC 1952 12:44:02 7:15 1277 1.6 70
WVFS 1245-0030 NGC 4666 12:45:02 -00:30 1527 22.0 380
WVFS 1245+0030 UGC 7911 12:45:02 0:30 1144 12.4 120
WVFS 1247+0600 UGC 7943 12:47:03 6:00 812 11.5 145
WVFS 1248+0430 NGC 4688 12:48:03 4:30 961 28.2 70
WVFS 1248+0830 NGC 4698 12:48:03 8:30 1000 26.9 130

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm]VHel [km s−1] S [Jy km s−1] W20 [km s−1]
WVFS 1249+0330 NGC 4701 12:49:03 3:30 704 65.5 180

UGC 7983
WVFS 1250+0515 NGC 4713 12:50:03 5:15 621 51.5 195
WVFS 1253+0215 NGC 4772 12:53:04 2:15 1044 12.5 480
WVFS 1254+0100 NGC 4771 12:54:04 1:00 986 2.1 290
WVFS 1255+0015 UGC 8041 12:55:04 0:15 1310 14.3 200
WVFS 1255+0245 ARP 277 12:55:04 2:45 889 16.7 220
WVFS 1256+0415 NGC 4808 12:56:04 4:15 721 105.4 295

NGC 4765
UGC 8053

WVFS 1300+0200 UGC 08105 13:00:00 2:00 895 10.8 155
WVFS 1301+0000 NGC 4904 13:01:05 0:00 1152 10.9 195
WVFS 1301+0230 NGC 4900 13:01:05 2:30 937 13.0 145

UGC 8074
WVFS 1312+0530 UGC 8276 13:12:07 5:30 870 3.5 75
WVFS 1312+0715 UGC 8285 13:12:07 7:15 887 5.1 150
WVFS 1313+1000 UGC 8298 13:13:07 10:00 1127 8.0 100
WVFS 1317-0100 UM 559 13:17:07 -01:00 1227 4.0 130
WVFS 1320+0530 UGC 8382 13:20:08 5:30 953 3.0 115
WVFS 1320+0945 UGC 8385 13:20:06 9:45 1127 13.3 150
WVFS 1326+0215 NGC 5147 13:26:09 2:15 1069 10.9 150

HIPASS J1328+02
WVFS 1337+0745 UGC 8614 13:37:11 7:45 1011 18.6 190
WVFS 1337+0900 NGC 5248 13:37:11 9:00 1119 87.2 290

UGC 8575
UGC 8629

WVFS 1348+0400 NGC 5300 13:48:13 4:00 1153 11.0 210
WVFS 1353-0100 NGC 5334 13:53:14 -01:00 1360 16.1 220
WVFS 1356+0500 NGC 5364 13:56:14 5:00 1202 51.5 320

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm]VHel [km s−1] S [Jy km s−1] W20 [km s−1]
NGC 5348

WVFS 1404+0845 UGC 8995 14:04:15 8:45 1218 10.9 190
WVFS 1411-0100 NGC 5496 14:11:16 -01:00 1535 34.9 270
WVFS 1417+0345 PGC 140287 14:17:18 3:45 1370 12.6 180
WVFS 1419+0915 UGC 9169 14:19:18 9:15 1250 22.7 160

SDSS J142044.53+083735.8
WVFS 1421+0330 NGC 5577 14:21:18 3:30 1468 9.8 225
WVFS 1422-0015 UGC 5584 14:22:18 -00:15 1635 14.0 165
WVFS 1423+0145 UGC 9215 14:23:19 1:45 1368 19.8 255
WVFS 1424+0815 UGC 9225 14:24:19 8:15 1244 6.4 160
WVFS 1426+0845 UGC 9249 14:26:19 8:45 1335 6.4 155
WVFS 1429+0000 UGC 9299 14:29:20 0:00 1518 45.2 220
WVFS 1430+0715 NGC5645 14:30:20 7:15 1335 18.4 200
WVFS 1431+0300 IC 1024 14:31:20 3:00 1435 9.0 240
WVFS 1432+1000 NGC 5669 14:32:20 10:00 1343 36.7 210
WVFS 1433+0430 NGC 5668 14:33:20 4:30 1535 30.8 120
WVFS 1434+0515 UGC 9385 14:34:20 5:15 1601 9.4 130
WVFS 1439+0300 UGC 9432 14:39:21 3:00 1560 8.4 110
WVFS 1439+0530 NGC 5701 14:39:21 5:30 1468 57.7 150
WVFS 1444+0145 NGC 5740 14:44:22 1:45 1577 23.5 300
WVFS 1453+0330 NGC 5774 14:53:23 3:30 1535 63.9 205

HIPASS J1452+03
WVFS 1500+0145 NGC 5806 15:00:25 1:45 1236 5.4 245
WVFS 1521+0500 NGC 5921 15:21:28 5:00 1435 28.8 210
WVFS 1537+0600 NGC 5964 15:37:30 6:00 1418 37.6 215
WVFS 1546+0645 UGC 10023 15:46:32 6:45 1402 3.7 100
WVFS 1606+0830 CGCG 079-046 16:06:35 8:30 1310 3.7 90
WVFS 1607+0730 IC 1197 16:07:35 7:30 1335 18.1 280
WVFS 1609+0000 UGC 10229 16:09:36 0:00 1477 4.4 95

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm]VHel [km s−1] S [Jy km s−1] W20 [km s−1]
WVFS 1618+0145 CGCG 024-001 16:18:37 1:45 1526 6.4 150
WVFS 1618+0730 NGC 6106 16:18:37 7:30 1401 22.3 270
WVFS 1655+0800 HIPASS J1656+08 16:55:43 8:00 1435 2.1 80
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4.4.2 Confused Sources

Source confusion is a significant problem in the determination of Hi fluxes for some of the
detections. Due to the large intrinsic beam size of the WVFS,many sources are spatially
overlapping and cannot be distinguished individually. This also complicates the comparison
with HIPASS and fluxes from the HyperLeda database (Paturel et al. 1989). When we suspect
that a WVFS detection contains several sources which are individually listed in the HIPASS
catalogue, this is indicated in table 4.1. In our comparisonwith other catalogues we will take
this into account, by integrating the LEDA or HIPASS fluxes ofthe galaxies in the case of a
confused detection.

A general consequence of source confusion is that only a portion of the combined flux is
tabulated, in comparison to the HIPASS data. This is becausethe group of confused galaxies
listed as one WVFS object are often significantly larger thanthe intrinsic beam size, while
only the spectrum containing the brightest emission peak isintegrated, in keeping with the
assumption that all detected objects are unresolved.

4.4.3 Optical ID’s

The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)∗ has been used to look for catalogued op-
tical counterparts of the Hi detections. Counterparts were sought within a 30 arcmin radius,
since this radius corresponds to the radius of the first null in the primary beam of the WSRT
telescopes. Only objects within this radius can have a significant contribution to the measured
H i fluxes.

Furthermore, all new Hi detections are compared with optical images in the red band from
the second generation DSS. Only 2 of the 20 new Hi detections have a clear optical coun-
terpart and belong to objects for which the Hi component has not previously been detected.
DSS images overlaid with Hi contours are shown for all new detections in Fig. 4.8.

4.4.4 New Detections

The spectrum that has been derived for each new Hi detection is plotted in Fig. 4.9. The two
dashed vertical lines indicate the velocity range over which the spectrum has been integrated,
to determine the integrated line strengths of the detections. All physical properties of the
new detections are listed in Table 4.2. The first column givesthe WVFS name, which is
compiled in a similar way as for the other previously confirmed detections. The second
and third column give the position of the detections as accurate as possible followed by the
heliocentric recession velocity.

The spatial resolution of the WVFS data is very coarse due to the intrinsic beam size of
30’. The centroid positions of all new detections is determined as accurately as possible from
a Gaussian or parabolic fit to the peak of integrated Hi line strength over the full line width
of a new detection. The accuracy of the centroid position is based on the intrinsic beam size
and the signal-to-noise ratio as HWHM/(s/n). For a signal-to-noise ratio of eight, which is
the lower limit of our detections, this corresponds to a position accuracy of∼ 4 arcmin in
bothα andδ.

∗The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Insti-
tute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Name RA DEC VHel S W20

[hh:mm:ss] [dd:mm:ss] [km s−1] [Jy km−1] [km s−1]
WVFS 0859+0330 08:59:22 3:28:57 721 3.9 90
WVFS 0921+0200 09:21:20 2:00:09 680 2.6 55
WVFS 0956+0845 09:56:34 8:45:05 1343 11.1 215
WVFS 1035+0045 10:36:48 0:37:56 1576 3.1 65
WVFS 1055+0415 10:55:50 4:03:17 655 4.2 110
WVFS 1140+0115 11:41:10 1.28:44 1079 3.0 85
WVFS 1152+0145 11:52:54 1:53:42 1335 2.6 70
WVFS 1200+0145 12:00:45 1:46:14 912 3.5 50
WVFS 1212+0245 12:12:09 2:50:26 845 6.3 100
WVFS 1216+0415 12:17:07 4:19:03 895 5.6 90
WVFS 1217+0115 12:19:22 1:29:49 1527 2.8 80
WVFS 1234+0345 12:34:18 3:33:52 1111 3.9 80
WVFS 1253+0145 12:52:18 1:49:38 837 2.5 50
WVFS 1324+0700 13:23:46 6:59:14 531 3.0 70
WVFS 1424+0200 14:24:24 1:58:57 539 3.9 70
WVFS 1500+0815 15:00:46 8:16:53 1426 3.3 105
WVFS 1524+0430 15:24:17 4:32:33 1086 2.5 55
WVFS 1529+0045 15:29:30 0:41:37 679 3.5 50
WVFS 1547+0645 15:47:54 6:43:07 613 2.2 55
WVFS 1637+0730 16:37:17 7:29:26 1343 2.9 60

Table 4.2: Source properties of new Hi detections in the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey.

The last two columns in Table 4.2 give the integrated flux and the velocity width at 20%
of the peak flux of each detections.

We tabulate all basic properties of these sources, but will leave further detailed analysis
to a later paper where we will incorporate the cross-correlation data for comparison. Some
features of each object are noted below:

WVFS 0859+0330: This detection does not seem to have an optical counterpartand is
not in the vicinity of another galaxy. The velocity width is about 90 km s−1, with a peak
column density ofNHI ∼ 4.7× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 0921+0200: Detection with no visible optical counterpart in the DSS image, and
no known galaxy within four degrees. This object has a narrowline width of only 55 km s−1

and a peak column density ofNHI ∼ 3.5× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 0956+0845: H i detection in the immediate neighbourhood of NGC 3049 at a
projected distance of only∼ 0.7 degrees, although the central velocity is offset by about 150
km s−1. This detection has a relatively weak, but very broad profileof ∼ 200 km s−1, it could
be related to NGC 3049. The total flux of this detection is 11 Jykm s−1, corresponding to a
peak column density ofNHI ∼ 1.4× 1018 cm−2, integrated over the full line width.
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WVFS 1035+0045: Isolated Hi detection with no nearby galaxy at a similar radial ve-
locity. At angular distances of 2 and 4 degrees, there are strong indications for other Hi
detections with a similar profile at exactly the same radial velocity. These detections did not
pass the 8σ detection limit and therefore are not listed in the table of detections. WVFS
1035+0045 could be the tip of an much more extended underlying filament, the velocity
width is 65 km s−1, with a peak column density ofNHI ∼ 4.1× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1055+0415: A relatively strong Hi detection in the direct vicinity of NGC 3521,
at an offset of 2.5 degrees. The radial velocity is comparable although 100 km s−1 offset from
the systematic velocity of NGC 3521. Note, however, the morethan 500 km s−1 linewidth of
this galaxy. When assuming a radial distance to this galaxy of 7.7 Mpc, the projected distance
of WVFS 1055+0415 is∼ 350 kpc. It has a 110 km s−1 line width and an integrated column
density ofNHI ∼ 5.4× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1140+0115: There seems to be a bridge connecting this source with UGC 6578,
which is a relatively small galaxy. The angular offset to UGC 6578 is about 1.1 degree, which
corresponds to 300 kpc at a distance of 15.3 Mpc. WVFS 1140+0115 has a line width of 85
km s−1 and a peak column density ofNHI ∼ 3.8× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1152+0145: This detection is about 3.5 degrees separated from two massive
galaxies, NGC 4116 and NGC 4123. These two galaxies are confused in our data cubes
and appear as one source. The radial velocity of WVFS 1152+0145 is similar to the two
galaxies, and when using a distance of 25.4 Mpc to NGC 4116, the projected separation of
the filament is 1.5 Mpc. An interesting fact is that the spectral profile of NGC 4116/4123
shows an enhancement at exactly the velocity of WVFS 1152+0145, indicating that there is
extra Hi at this velocity. WVFS 1152+0145 has a line width of 70 km s−1 and a peak column
density ofNHI ∼ 3.3× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1200+0145: An H i detection at exactly the same radial velocity as UGC 7332 at
a separation of 4.4 degrees. UGC 7332 has a likely distance of7 Mpc, which means that the
projected distance between the galaxy and WVFS 1200+0145 is about 500 kpc. We note that
there are several other galaxies at a very similar radial velocity, but slightly more separated
from WVFS 1200+0145. This new Hi detection has a line width of only 50 km s−1 and a
peak column density ofNHI ∼ 4.4× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1212+0245: This detection is most likely related to PGC 135791, as bothposition
and velocity of the Hi detection agree very well. It is the first time that an Hi component
has been detected for this dwarf galaxy at a distance of 5.3 Mpc. The Hi detection is quite
strong, with a total estimated flux of 6.3 Jy km s−1 when integrating over the full line width
of 100 km s−1, which corresponds to a peak column density ofNHI ∼ 8.2× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1216+0415: This is a relatively bright new detection, with a total flux of 5.6
Jy km s−1 integrated over the 90 km s−1 line width. The peak column density of WVFS
1216+0415 isNHI ∼ 7.2× 1017 cm−2. There are several galaxies in the projected vicinity of
WVFS 1216+0415 of which the redshift and distance are unknown. Most apparent is SDSS
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J121643.27+041537.7, a diffuse dwarf galaxy, listed in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
archive. Although the centroid in the WVFS data is imprecisedue to the low resolution,
SDSS J121643.27+041537.7 is within the 90% contour of the peak flux. Higher resolution
H i data could provide a better indication whether the detectedH i is related to this object.
Separated by 2.2 degrees (corresponding to 500 kpc at assuming distance of 13.1 Mpc) from
WVFS 1216+0415 is PGC 040411. This Hi detection could be related to the spiral galaxy
PGC 040411, because of the relatively small projected distance and the matched radial ve-
locity.

WVFS 1217+0115: This detection is in the vicinity of several galaxies, at different dis-
tances, therefore it is difficult to say whether there is a relation between WVFS 1217+0115
and any of these galaxies. The most nearby galaxy is UGC 7394,separated at 0.8 degrees,
which corresponds to 370 kpc, at a distance of 27 Mpc. At a distance of 13.1 Mpc are
three galaxies: M61, UGC 7612 and UGC 7642, all separated by∼ 3 degrees from WVFS
1217+0115, or 700 kpc. There is reasonable correspondence in velocity with all of the afore-
mentioned galaxies. Because of the large over density it is most likely that WVFS 1217+0115
belongs to the group containing M61. The line width of this detection is 80 km s−1, with an
integrated column density ofNHI ∼ 3.5× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1234+0345: This object is the Hi component of UGC 7715, at the same position
and velocity. This galaxy is not listed in the HIPASS catalogue, however is not a completely
new detection as the LEDA database gives a flux of 1.7 Jy km s−1. We find an almost two
times stronger flux of 3.9 Jy km s−1 and a line width of 80 s−1, which corresponds to an Hi
peak column density ofNHI ∼ 4.9× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1253+0145: The line width of this detection is only 50 km s−1, with an integrated
column density ofNHI ∼ 3.1 × 1017 cm−2. This Hi detection is possibly the counterpart
of SDSS J125249.40+014404.3, a dwarf Elliptical listed in the SDSS archive witha radial
velocity of 883 km−1 and a distance of 5.8 Mpc. Another possibility is a relation with NGC
4772, this galaxy is at a larger distance of 13.0 Mpc. There isa connecting bridge of only half
a degree and the radial velocity matches the peak of this object. The peak of this companion
is slightly brighter than the galaxy itself, which is a little bit suspicious.

WVFS 1324+0700: This detection is very isolated, and there does not seem to be any
relationship to a nearby galaxy out to a few degrees. WVFS 1324+0700 has a line width of
70 km s−1 and a peak column density of ofNHI ∼ 3.9× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1424+0200: This detection appears to be very isolated, without a recognisable
connection to a galaxy. The DSS image shows an optical galaxy, this is UGC 9215 at a radial
velocity of 1397 km s−1, this is about 850 km s−1 different from WVFS 1424+0200, so any
relation is very unlikely. The line width of WVFS 1424+0200 is 70 km s−1 and it has a peak
column density ofNHI ∼ 4.7× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1500+0815: There are several massive galaxies with a systemic velocity within
100 km s−1 of the velocity of WVFS 1500+0815 (NGC 5964, NGC 5921, NGC 5701, NGC
5669 and NGC 5194). All these galaxies are at a distance of about 24 Mpc. At this distance
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the projected separation to WVFS 1500+0815 would be between 2.5 and 5 Mpc. A direct
connection to any of the galaxies is not obvious, unless there is a very large diffuse envelope
between them, which is perhaps not unreasonable, as the radial velocities of the galaxies are
all very similar. The peak column density of WVFS 1500+0815 is∼ 4.1× 1017 cm−2, when
integrated over the full line width of 105 km−1. As for all the new detections, there are many
optical detections in the projected vicinity of the Hi detection, but without redshift informa-
tion. Worth special mention is SDSS J150103.32+081936.5, a dwarf galaxy that based on
visual assessment could be at the relevant distance.

WVFS 1524+0430: There are no known galaxies with a comparable radial velocity in the
vicinity or WVFS 1524+0430. In the DSS images we find two dwarf galaxies that could be
related to the Hi detection: SDSS J152444.50+043302.3 and SDSS J152445.97+043532.5.
Higher resolution Hi data would be needed to resolve the Hi and provide more information
about the exact position. Based on visual inspection both SDSS sources could be at a relevant
distance, as the optical appearance is similar to dwarf galaxies with a known radial velocity.
The line width is only 55 km s−1 and it has a column density ofNHI ∼ 3.1× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1529+0045: This is also an isolated Hi detection without a clear optical coun-
terpart. With a line width of only 50 kms−1 and an integrated flux of 3.5 Jy km s−1 it is a
relatively narrow, but strong detection compared to the other isolated detections. The peak
column density of WVFS 1529+0045 isNHI ∼ 4.4× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1547+0645: Another isolated detection without any nearby known galaxy or op-
tical counterpart. With a velocity width of 50 km s−1 and a total flux of only 2.2 Jy km s−1 this
is the weakest detection that passed the detection threshold. The column density of WVFS
1547+0645 is onlyNHI ∼ 2.9× 1017 cm−2.

WVFS 1637+0730: The last new detection in the survey, NGC 6106 is at an offset of
4.75 degrees to WVFS 1637+0730, corresponding to a projected distance of 2 Mpc, at an as-
sumed distance of 23.8 Mpc. The radial velocity of this galaxy is 1448 km s−1 which is about
100 km s−1 offset from WVFS 1637+0730. Because of the relatively large projected distance
and the significant offset in velocity, a direct relation between WVFS 1637+0730 and NGC
6106 is not very obvious, and WVFS 1637+0730 is more likely another isolated detection. In
the DSS image an optical galaxy can be identified, this is UGC 10475, a background galaxy
with a radial velocity of 9585 km s−1. The velocity width of WVFS 1637+0730 is 60 km s−1

and it has a peak column density ofNHI ∼ 3.6× 1017 cm−2.

Only very few of the new Hi detections have a clear optical counterpart and can be as-
signed to a known galaxy. There are several isolated detections, but most of the detections
could potentially be related to a known, usually massive, galaxy. These Hi detections have
a radial velocity that is very comparable to the systemic velocity of the major galaxy. The
projected separation of these detection ranges from 300 kpcup to 2 Mpc. Smaller offsets
from galaxies can not be identified, as the primary beam size of the survey already spans
150 kpc at a distance of 10 Mpc. Any object within 300 kpc of a galaxy would very likely be
confused and could not be identified as an individual object.

All new H i detections have a line width between∼ 50 and∼ 100 km s−1, with the excep-
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tion of WVFS 0956+0845. The peak column densities vary betweenNHI ∼ 2.9× 1017 and
∼ 8× 1017 cm−2.

4.4.5 H i in the extended galaxy environment

We compare our measured galaxy fluxes with the fluxes measuredby the Hi Parkes all sky
survey (HIPASS) and fluxes obtained from LEDA. Only those sources are considered for
which the integrated signal-to-noise ratio is larger than 8in both the WVFS and HIPASS
surveys. Furthermore, galaxies have been excluded which occur at the edge of the WVFS
band, as no complete spectrum can be derived for these sources, resulting in an integrated
flux value that is known to be only a lower limit.

It is interesting to look for any systematic differences in total flux between the several
catalogues. Flux values derived from both WVFS and HIPASS have undergone a uniform
calibration procedure that was similar for all sources. Both surveys are single dish surveys
with a relative large primary beam sizes of 15’ for HIPASS and49’ for WVFS after spa-
tial smoothing. At a distance of 10 Mpc, these beam sizes correspond to 40 and 140 kpc
respectively, comparable to or larger than the typical Hi diameter of a galaxy.

The LEDA fluxes are compiled from measurements made with verydifferent telescopes,
yielding much greater variety in calibration procedures. Because the fluxes are obtained from
different telescopes, it is not possible to relate the fluxes to one specific beam size.

In the left panels of Fig. 4.10 the integrated flux values of the three catalogues are plotted
as function of each other, with WVFS vs. HIPASS in the top panel, WVFS vs. LEDA in the
middle panel and HIPASS vs. LEDA in the bottom panel. The red line goes through the origin
of the diagram, with a slope of one, indicating identical fluxes. The best correspondence is
between the HIPASS and WVFS data as the points are scattered around the red line. When
looking at the WVFS-LEDA comparison, there is agreement forfluxes below∼ 20 Jy km
s−1, but for larger fluxes all WVFS fluxes seem to be systematically higher. The same effect
is apparent in the HIPASS-LEDA comparison.

To have a better understanding of the differences, the flux ratios of the different catalogue
pairs are plotted in the right panel. Fluxes and flux ratios are both plotted on a logarithmic
scale, equivalent flux values are indicated by the black dotted line at zero. The data points in
each plot are fitted with a power law function, indicated by the red dashed line.

The scatter in the WVFS-HIPASS comparison is almost perfectly centered around zero.
The fitted power paw has a slope ofa = 0.069± 0.07 and a scaling factor ofb = −0.14±
0.09. There is one source which is significantly stronger in theWVFS data, which is WVFS
1210+0300 or UGC 7185. The reason for this large discrepancy is notclear. There are quite
a few sources for which the measured flux in HIPASS is significantly higher. This can be
partially ascribed to confusion effects, as has been described earlier.

The flux ratios between WVFS and LEDA show substantial deviations especially for
larger flux values. The power law fit has a relatively steep slope of a = 0.15± 0.05 and a
scaling factor ofb = −0.1 ± 0.08. Above a 20 Jy km s−1 flux limit, the WVFS values are
brighter than the LEDA values without any exception.

Because this is quite a dramatic result, the same comparisonhas been done between the
HIPASS and LEDA fluxes in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4.10. Although the power law fit
has a very similar slope compared to the WVFS data ofa = 0.16± 0.05, the scaling factor of
b = −0.15± 0.08 is marginally larger.
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Figure 4.8: Post-stamp images of all new Hi detections in the WVFS. Contours of the inte-
grated Hi emission at 70, 80, 90 and 97% of the peak, overlaid on 30× 30 arcmin red frame
form the second generation DSS.
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Fig 4.8. (continued)
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Figure 4.9: H i spectra of the new detections in the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey at the
position of the highest peak flux. The velocity interval overwhich the integrated line strength
has been determined is indicated by the two vertical dashed lines.
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Fig 4.9. (continued)
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of determined Hi fluxes with values obtained from HIPASS and
LEDA. The left panels show the direct relation between the different catalogues, with the red
line indicating the points where fluxes are equivalent. The right panels show the ratio between
two catalogues as function of flux, both on a logarithmic scale, the red line indicated here the
best power law fit through the data points. The first row shows the comparison between
WVFS and HIPASS fluxes, while the second row shows the comparison between WVFS and
LEDA. As a reference, the comparison between HIPASS and LEDAfluxes is plotted in the
bottom row.
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The general conclusion is that both WVFS and HIPASS find significantly more Hi in
galaxies than LEDA. This effects is strongest for objects with an Hi flux above 20 Jy km s−1.
Above this level the excess in Hi flux for both these single dish surveys is∼ 40%.

A possible explanation is that both HIPASS and WVFS are very sensitive to diffuse emis-
sion, due to the large intrinsic beam sizes. The flux values listed by LEDA, are based on a
combination of fluxes obtained by different measurement. Although we cannot access these
individual values, a large fraction of the flux values are obtained with smaller intrinsic beam
sizes, e.g. interferometric data. In general a smaller intrinsic beam is much less sensitive
to diffuse emission than a large beam, and therefore will miss diffuse emission by default.
Because it would be too much effort to obtain all referred fluxes that are used by the LEDA
database, this is only a qualitative argument, that is hard to quantify. The differences between
WVFS and LEDA however are remarkably large which is a point ofconcern. For some
individual examples we have compared the flux values from LEDA, with all available flux
values given by the Nasa Extragalactic Database (NED). Herewe find a similar trend: flux
values listed in NED are generally much higher than the values given by LEDA. To derive
H i fluxes, LEDA does not only calculate a weighted average of available flux values from
literature. Several corrections are applied in an attempt to get more uniformity among the
fluxes, scaled to fluxes obtained with the Nancay telescope.

We have confidence in the calibration of the WVFS data and the derived fluxes, as there is
great correspondence with the HIPASS data. We question the accuracy of the LEDA fluxes,
as it is not clear why the fluxes have to be corrected when it canbe assumed that the flux
values in many of the original papers are properly calibrated.

4.4.6 Non Detections

The Hi Parkes All Sky Survey completely covers the region observedin the WVFS. In this
region a total of 147 objects are listed in the HIPASS catalogue within the velocity coverage
of WVFS. Most of these sources could be detected and confirmedby the WVFS, although
some of them could not be identified individually, due to confusion. For three sources listed
in HIPASS we could not determine Hi emission in the WVFS.

NGC 4457 has a flux of 7.2 Jy km s−1 in HIPASS and 4.4 Jy km s−1 is listed in the LEDA
database. Although there is substantial discrepancy between those numbers, the source has
significant flux and should be easily detected in the WVFS. There is a tentative detection in
the WVFS data at the expected position and velocity, howeverit does not pass our detection
limit.

HIPASS J1233-00 has a flux of 3.0 Jy km s−1 in HIPASS and 2.9 Jy km s−1 in LEDA.
Although the numbers are consistent, it is a weak detection,especially when taking into
account theW20 value of 112 km s−1 listed in the HIPASS catalogue. The source does not
appear in WVFS, however would be very close to the detection limit. We have no good
explanation why it does not appear in our data, but it might bebad luck due to the low flux.

HIPASS J1515+05 has a flux of 2.5 km s−1 in HIPASS with aW20 value of 121 km s−1,
making this a very weak detection. The integrated line strength has a signal-to-noise value of
only 4, when taking into account the sensitivity of HIPASS. There is no indication for Hi in
the WVFS, but also none in the LEDA and NED databases.

Since we only expect a source completeness level of about 90%at our 8σ significance
threshold (Corbelli & Bandiera (2002)) it is not surprisingthat several faint cataloged sources
are not redetected independantly in the WVFS.
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have carried out an unbiased wide-field Hi survey of∼ 1300 deg2 of sky, mapping the
galaxy filament connecting the Local Group with the Virgo cluster. In the total power data we
are especially sensitive to very diffuse and extended emission, due to the large intrinsic beam
size of the observation. Apart from three sources, we can confirm all detections that have
been obtained with the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey in this region, when taking into account
confusion effects. Apart from previously known sources, we identify 20 new detections with
an integrated Hi flux exceeding 8σ. These detections have a typical peak column density of
only ∼ 3 × 1017 cm−2, when assuming that the emission is filling the beam. The velocity
widths of the detections at 20% of the peak ranges between∼ 50 and∼ 100 km s−1 with the
exception of one object with a significantly broader line width of 215 km s−1.

These detections are unlikely to have been made in HIPASS or any other currently avail-
able wide-field Hi survey, as the WVFS column density sensitivity is about an order of mag-
nitude better. If the column densities are this low, the detected objects would be at the one
sigma level in the full resolution HIPASS data, which makes identification extremely difficult,
even assuming that spatial smoothing were applied after-the-fact.

For most of our new detections we can not find a clear optical counterpart, making direct
confirmation difficult. As our data is so sensitive, we are exploring a new terrain in detecting
very diffuse and extended Hi and there is not much data available in the literature to compare
with. The detection limits have been set fairly conservatively in that the integrated flux has
to exceed a signal-to-noise of 8. In addition, we only acceptdetections that are individually
apparent in both therise andsetdata, which are two independent observations.

The new detections have properties similar to the Hi filament connecting M31 and M33,
as described in Braun & Thilker (2004). This filament has a very comparable column density
to the WVFS detections of 3× 1017 cm−2 without a clearly identified optical counterpart.

Follow up observations of our detections, at higher resolution but with similar brightness
sensitivity are critical. This can not only confirm the detections, but also put more constraints
on the actual column densities. A possible scenario might bethat our detections are actually
collections of discrete bright clumps, the flux of which is diluted in our large beam. This
is unlikely however, as in that case the clumps should have been detected individually by
HIPASS, which achieves a slightly better point source sensitivity than the WVFS.

When the detections and low column densities can be confirmed, we can for the first time
identify a whole group of objects related to filaments of the Cosmic Web; Very extended gas
clouds with extremely low column densities in the Inter Galactic Medium.

The original HIPASS data and the WVFS cross-correlation data will serve as follow-up
observations. Although the brightness sensitivity of boththese surveys is not as good as
for the WVFS total power data, gas clumps with slightly higher column densities can be
identified.

As mentioned previously, the comparison with these surveysand detailed analysis will be
done in chapter 7. With all data in hand, the data can be interpreted more effectively. We hope
to confirm several of the intergalactic Hi detections and put more light on the intergalactic
reservoir of gas in the vicinity of galaxies. By looking at the kinematics and line widths of the
detections, we hope to learn more about feedback processes and whether galaxies are fueled
through hot-mode or cold-mode accretion processes.
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5
Diffuse neutral hydrogen in the

H i Parkes All Sky Survey

ABSTRACT — In this chapter reprocessed data is presented that was originally
observed for the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS). HIPASS completely covers the
region that has been observed for the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey, and thus is an
excellent product for data comparison. Although the original HIPASS product already has
a very good flux sensitivity, the sensitivity and noise characteristics can be significantly
improved with a different processing method. The newly processed data has a flux sen-
sitivity of ∼ 10 mJy beam−1 over 26 km s−1, corresponding to a brightness sensitivity of
∼ 3 ·1017 cm−2. In the reprocessed region we can identify all catalogued HIPASS sources
and have identified 27 additional sources of which 14 are completely new Hi detections.
We present spectra and moment maps for all detections together with total fluxes deter-
mined both by integrating the spectrum and by integrating the flux in the moment maps
within the source radius. The nearby environment of each detection is sought for extended
emission or counterparts. Ten tentative filaments are detected within the moment maps.
With the improved sensitivity and large sky coverage, HIPASS data is very valuable to
search for faint Hi emission in the form of diffuse filaments that may represent the trace
neutral fraction of the Cosmic Web.

5.1 Introduction

The Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS) (Barnes et al. 2001) maps the complete Southern
sky and the Northern sky up to+25.5 degrees in Declination in the 21cm line of neutral hy-
drogen. The Northern part of the survey is described in Wong et al. (2006). This published
survey currently has the best available Hi brightness sensitivity. As the Northern part of the
survey completely covers the region that has been observed for the Westerbork Virgo Fila-
ment Survey as described in chapter 4, HIPASS is an excellentproduct for data comparison.

As described in chapter 1 and in the introduction of chapters3 and 4, numerical simula-
tions predict a web of diffuse gaseous filaments connecting the galaxies and clusters.Because
of the very good brightness sensitivity of HIPASS we will search in the data for very faint,
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diffuse Hi emission, that might be a manifestation of this Cosmic Web.

In the previous chapter we have presented the total power results of WVFS. Although
neither the flux sensitivity, nor the brightness sensitivity of HIPASS is equivalent, we can
still learn more about faint Hi detections in WVFS, by taking into account the limitations of
both surveys. The low column densities of some new Hi detections in the WVFS might be
confirmed, indicating that the gas is indeed very diffuse. Conversely, if column densities in
the HIPASS data are significantly higher than in the WVFS, thegas is more condensed than
it appeared, with the emission diluted by the large beam of the WVFS.

Although the HIPASS data is completely reduced and the processed cubes are publically
available, for our purpose we have begun anew with the raw, unprocessed observational data.
Increased computing capacity, and different calibration algorithms allow significant improve-
ments to be achieved over the original HIPASS products.

In the observations and data reduction sections we will explain in detail the processing
employed and the improvements achieved. A new list of objects detected in the region of
interest is given in the results section. Although the improved data reduction method can
be applied to the complete HIPASS survey area, we emphasise that we have only applied it
to the region of overlap with the WVFS both spatially and spectrally. We are not primarily
motivated by increasing the number of discrete Hi detections, but rather by searching for
faint neutral hydrogen in the vicinity of, or between galaxies, and to use the HIPASS data as
a comparison for the WVFS. For each detected object the general properties are given, but
new Hi detections in the HIPASS data will be discussed in more detail. Detailed analysis
and discussion of the nature of the Hi emission is left to chapter 7. In that chapter we will
compare the results of all available Hi surveys, analyse new detections in more detail and
discuss their implications.

5.2 Observations

In our search for diffuse Hi emission, we have employed data that was originally acquired
for the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS). The data is described in detail in Barnes et al.
(2001) and we will only summarise the relevant properties. All data has been obtained using
the Parkes 21-cm Multibeam system, containing a cooled 13 beam receiver and digital cor-
relator. The Multibeam correlator has an instantaneous bandwidth of 64 MHz divided into
1024 channels. For the HIPASS observations the receivers were tuned to a central frequency
of 1394.5 MHz, offering a velocity range of−1280 to 12700 km s−1 with a mean channel
separation of 13.4 km s−1. The central beam FWHM is 14.0 arcmin, and the 13 beams are
separated from one another by about 30 arcmin. Data acquisition was started in 1997 Febru-
ary and completed in 2000 March. Observations are taken by scanning the Telescope in
Declination strips of 8 degrees length. The multibeam receiver is rotated relative to the scan
direction, to get approximately uniformly spaced samplingof the sky over a strip of∼ 1.7
degrees width. Each Declination scan maps approximately 8× 1.7 degrees. To obtain full
coverage of the sky at full sensitivity, subsequent scans are displaced by 7 arcmin in RA,
which means that each of the 13 beams maps the sky with Nyquistsampling. The scan rate
of each strip is 1 degree min−1. Using all 13 beams, the total integration time of the HIPASS
survey results in 7× 103 s deg−2, or 450 s beam−1. The typical sensitivity of the original
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HIPASS product is 13.3 mJy beam−1 over 18 km s−1.
For the original HIPASS product, cubes were created of 8× 8 degrees in size, centered

at Declinations between−90 and 24 degrees. For our purpose we have selected all original
HIPASS scans centered at a Declination of−2, 6 and 14 degrees, and between 8 and 17 hours
in Right Ascension. With these data we achieve the best possible coverage and sensitivity
in the region between -1 and 10 degrees in Declination. This region was selected to exactly
overlap with the region observed in the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey (WVFS). The
WVFS is a∼ 1500 squared degrees survey, accomplished with the Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope (WSRT), observing the filament connecting the Local Group with the Virgo
Cluster. The WVFS total power data has an intrinsic beam sizeof ∼ 49 arcmin with a
sensitivity of 16 mJy beam−1 over 16 km s−1. The HIPASS data has a slightly superior flux
sensitivity, but because of the smaller beam size the columndensity sensitivity is about an
order of magnitude worse. Nevertheless the HIPASS data is anexcellent product to use for
comparison with the WVFS data.

5.3 Data Reduction

5.3.1 Bandpass removal in original HIPASS product

Although the original unprocessed HIPASS data have been used, the reduction method is
slightly different, to obtain an improved end product. The dominant component in a raw
spectrum is the system bandpass spectrum. Bandpass calibration of a single dish telescope is
traditionally accomplished by observing insignal/referencemode. The telescope alternately
tracks the target position and a nearby reference region which is free of emission for the same
amount of time. The reference position is used to estimate the bandpass shape and is removed
from the signal spectrum. For HIPASS the telescope was scanning the sky continuously, so
the straight-forwardsignal/referencemethod could not be employed. The method that has
been used, was to estimate the bandpass shape of each spectrum, by using a combination of
earlier and later spectra, observed by the same feed of the multibeam receiver. The bandpass
was estimated by taking a channel-by-channelmedianof the earlier and later spectra. The
medianreference spectrum was preferred above themeanreference spectrum, as the median
statistic is more robust to a high number of outlying data points, and is independent of the
magnitude of deviation of the outlying points.

The strategy that has been used in reducing the raw HIPASS data works well in the ab-
sence of line emission, but breaks down in the vicinity of bright detections. Some Hi sources
are sufficiently bright that bandpass estimates just prior and afterthe target spectrum are ele-
vated by the source itself. This results in negative artifacts, orbandpass sidelobesthat appear
as depressions in the spectra north and south of strong Hi sources.

5.3.2 Bandpass removal in reprocessed HIPASS data

All unprocessed HIPASS spectra are archived and can be reprocessed using different meth-
ods. Techniques can be developed to improve the bandpass-sidelobes and preserve spatially
extended emission. An example of such an approach is Putman et al. (1998) where a differ-
ent processing algorithm has been employed to image HVCs andthe Magellanic Stream. We
have tested many different algorithms, including the original HIPASS processing pipeline and
the method used by Putman et al. (1998), and achieved the lowest residual RMS fluctuation
level with the approach outlined below.
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The data were bandpass-corrected, calibrated and Doppler-tracked using the AIPS++
programLiveData(Barnes et al. 2001) . Before applying the bandpass calibration, the spec-
tra were hanning smoothed over three channels to a velocity resolution of∼ 26 km s−1. In
estimating the shape of the bandpass, a complete 8◦ scan is used instead of just a few time
steps before and after the target spectra as had been done in the original processing. By using
a complete scan, the statistics are improved, making the bandpass estimate more robust. In-
stead of just determining the median at each channel, a thirdorder polynomial has been fit to
the data in the time domain. Data points outside 2 times the standard deviation were excluded
from the polynomial fit. This process is iterated three times, to get the best possible outlier
rejection. More iterations did not improve the result. After fitting and correcting the data in
the time domain, a second order polynomial was fit in the frequency domain. Higher order
polynomials in frequency were tested and a third order was found to give a very comparable
result. We chose to use the lowest order possible, to minimise the number of free parameters.

All the processed scans were gridded withGridzilla (Barnes et al. 2001) using a pixel
size of 4’. Cubes were created with a size of 24 degrees in Declination, ranging from−6
to 18 degrees and typical width of 1 hour in Right Ascension with an overlap of one degree
between the different cubes.

All overlapping scans were averaged using the weighted median w of the system tem-
perature. The value of the median is strongly dependent on the weighting functionw(r) and
the radiusrmax to which spectra are included. The weighting procedure for HIPASS is de-
scribed in detail in Barnes et al. (2001). A Gaussian beam-shape is assumed, so the weighting
function has a functional form that looks like:

w(r) =


exp
[
−
( r
σ

)2
/2
]

for r ≤ rmax

0 for r > rmax
(5.1)

For gridding the HIPASS data, a value ofrmax = 6 arcmin. has been adopted. The esti-
mated flux at a given pixel is determined by the weighted average of all spectra contributing
to that pixel and has the form:

Fe =
median(F)
median(w)

(5.2)

For a random distribution of data points or observations, the median of the weights
[median(w)] is determined by the weighting function where the radius divides the smooth-
ing area in two equivalent pieces, i.e.w(rmax/

√
2). For the adoptedrmax of 6 arcmin,

median(w)=1.28, which has to be taken into account when gridding the data. Tests dur-
ing the gridding of HIPASS data have shown that the input spectra are very nearly randomly
distributed on the sky (Barnes et al. 2001).

A top-hat kernel of 12’ has been used to smooth data spatially. The beam size of the
gridded data cubes is typically 15.5’ FWHM.

After the processed cubes were formed, sub-cubes were created using the inner 14 de-
grees in Declination with the highest uniform sensitivity overlapping with the WVFS data.
A velocity range was selected from 200 to 1700 km s−1, again to match with the velocity
coverage of the WVFS data.
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In the reprocessed data, we typically achieve a root-mean-square flux sensitivity of∼ 10
mJy beam−1 over 26 km s−1. This is an improvement on the original HIPASS processing,
although we have a degraded velocity resolution of 26 km s−1 compared to 18 km s−1, due
to the Hanning smoothing that has been used instead of the Tukey smoothing. When scaling
both noise values to the same velocity resolution, the achieved sensitivity is a significant
improvement on the sensitivity of the first HIPASS product. The typical sensitivity of the
first HIPASS product is∼ 13 mJy beam−1 over 18 km s−1. For the northern Declinations
we are concentrating on, the sensitivity is slightly worse at ∼ 14 mJy beam−1 over 18 km
s−1 (Wong et al. 2006) corresponding to∼ 12 mJy beam−1 over 26 km s−1. While the RMS
fluctuation level is improved by about 20%, the more important benefit of re-reducing the
data is that the negative artifacts in the vicinity of brightsources are strongly suppressed.

An example of the reduced data and bandpass sidelobes is demonstrated in Fig. 5.1, the
left panel shows a region on the sky processed with the original HIPASS pipeline. There are
strong negative artifacts north and south of strong Hi sources. The right panel of Fig. 5.1
shows the same region processed with the improved reductionpipeline. Although the band-
pass sidelobes are still visible, there is a dramatic improvement. The reprocessed data will
be much more sensitive to diffuse Hi emission, especially in the direct vicinity of bright Hi
objects. Using follow-up HIPASS products, better flux estimates can be determined, but it
also allows investigation of the nearby environment of objects, which has been impossible
before.

5.4 Results

A significant sky area of more than 1500 deg2 has been reprocessed using raw unprocessed
HIPASS data. We achieve an RMS sensitivity that is∼ 20% better compared to the first
HIPASS product. Not only do we achieve an improvement in noise, but also bandpass side-
lobes are almost completely suppressed. We expect slightlydifferent flux values, especially
for the bright Hi objects, as the newly processed data is more sensitive to extended emission.
Furthermore we expect to have more Hi detections of diffuse or companion galaxies due to
the improved sensitivity.

5.4.1 Source Detection

We use theDuchamp(Whiting 2009) three dimensional source finding algorithm to identify
candidate detections. Features are sought with a peak flux exceeding 5 times the noise value.
Detections aregrown downfrom the peak to a cutoff value of three times the noise, to be
more sensitive to extended or diffuse emission. The requirement for candidate sources to
be accepted is to have a size of at least 10 pixels (after growing) in one channel and to
contain pixels from at least 2 adjacent channels. These criteria were used to eliminate isolated
noise peaks and make the detections more reliable. An initial peak clipping level of 5σ was
chosen based on the number of independent points in the cubesand assuming the noise is
approximately Gaussian in nature. The number of independent points,N, in the cubes can
be determined from the spatial size of data cubes, the velocity range, the beam size and the
velocity resolution. When assuming a Gaussian distribution of the independent data points,
a cut-off level can be determined by establishing the brightness at which the integral of the
Gaussian beyond that value is 1/N, corresponding to less than one false positive ocurring in a
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Figure 5.1: Example of the bandpass sidelobes in the original HIPASS pipeline (left panel)
and the reprocessed data (right panel). Both panels show the same region on the sky and the
same velocity, the intensity ranges from -40 to 40 mJy beam−1. Contours are plotted at -60,
-30, 30, 60 and 300 mJy beam−1, negative contours are coloured white

cube of this size due to the noise distribution. Note that forlarger surveys, when the number
of independant data points increases, the clipping level must increase as well. In the case of
the subset of re-reduced HIPASS data we use, this value is at∼ 5σ.

Duchampoffers many output products to further analyse the data. Spectra and moment
maps of all the candidate detections have been inspected visually for reliability. Strong arti-
facts due to e.g. solar interference can be easily identifiedin the integrated maps and these
features were eliminated from the source list. The spectra can be used to identify false detec-
tions that are caused by ripples in the bandpass seen toward continuum sources.

The original reduced data has a velocity resolution of 26 km s−1. Hanning smoothed ver-
sions of the data cubes have been created at a velocity resolution of 52 and 104 km s−1. These
smoothed cubes are more sensitive to structures that are extended in the velocity domain. Af-
ter utilising Duchampagain in a similar way as to the original data cubes, this resulted in
three new detections from the 52 km s−1 cubes.

Although automatic source finders are an excellent tool to search for candidate detections
they have their limitations. Detecting point sources is relatively easy, as they are clearly de-
fined in both the spatial and velocity domain. We are especially interested in diffuse features
that have a peak brightness of only a few times the noise. These sources can only be found
when source finders are ”tuned” to the physical properties ofthese features. Since we do not
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know the appearance or existence of the sources beforehand,it is difficult to employ dedicated
source finders. Another complication is that the noise is notcompletely uniform. The noise
can be enhanced e.g. in the vicinity of continuum sources or in the case of solar interference.
Several efforts have been made to look for diffuse but very extended features, both spatially
and in velocity. Unfortunately these efforts have not been very successful and mostly resulted
in previously known or false detections.

Visual inspection of the data was necessary, to have a betterunderstanding of the quality
and features in the data, but also to look for features that have been missed by the automated
source finder. All cubes were inspected in the spatial domainas well as in the two velocity
domains (RA versus velocity and Dec versus velocity) to search for objects that had been
missed. This resulted in 36 additional candidate sources.

For each candidate detection an optical counterpart was sought in the Nasa Extragalac-
tic Database (NED)∗ within a search radius of 14 arcmin. This radius is approximately the
diameter of the HIPASS beam and only objects within this radius can contribute to the mea-
sured flux. Another criteria is that potential optical counterparts have a known radial velocity
that is comparable to the radial velocity of the Hi detection. Candidate detections with a
clearly identified optical counterpart are accepted. For each candidate detection the noise is
determined based on the line-width at 20% of the peak (W20). For line-widths smaller than
250 km s−1 the noise is given as:

n =

√
1.5W20

vres
· rms· vres (5.3)

wheren is in units of [Jy km s−1], rms is the sensitivity of the cubes andvres is the velocity
resolution. For broader profiles the term (1.5W20) is replaced by (W20+50 km s−1) to account
for the line wings.

Using this noise measurement, a signal to noise value can be determined for each can-
didate detection. Candidate detections with an integratedsignal to noise larger than 5 are
accepted as detections.

Finally, a list of 203 detections was obtained, all detections and their observed properties
are listed in table. 5.1. The first column gives the cataloguename, composed of the three
characters ”HIR”, an abbreviation of ”HIPASSRe-reduced”, followed by two sets of four
digits indicating the Right Ascension and Declination of the detection. The second column
gives the optical identification of the detection, if any is known. The third, fourth and fifth
column give the spatial position and heliocentric velocityof the source. This is followed by
velocity width of the object, at 20% of the peak flux. The last two columns give the integrated
flux (3-D) and the integrated line-strength respectively (1-D). We will discuss the differences
between the two different flux measurements in the following section.

∗The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Insti-
tute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Table 5.1: Observed properties of Hi detections in re-reduced HIPASS
data, mapping the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey
(a): Units ofVHel are given in [km s−1].
(b): Units ofW20 are given in [km s−1].
(c): Units ofSint are given in [Jy km s−1].
(d): Units ofSline are given in [Jy km s−1].

Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss]VHel
(a) W20

(b) Sint
(c) Sline

(d)

HIR0821-0025 UGC 04358 8:21:41 -0:25:00 1775 50 4.1 3.5
HIR0859+1109 UGC 04712 8:59:28 11:09:23 1643 80 1.9 3.0
HIR0906+0618 UGC 04781 9:06:36 6:18:27 1433 168 19.7 16.0
HIR0908+0555 UGC 04797 9:08:12 5:55:54 1326 102 5.6 5.3
HIR0908+0517 SDSS J090836.54+051726.8 9:08:43 5:17:49 600 57 1.3 2.2
HIR0910+0711 NGC 2777 9:10:34 7:11:43 1500 139 11.6 9.9
HIR0911+0024 No object found. 9:11:21 0:24:59 1286 83 2.8 2.7
HIR0921+0725 No object found. 9:21:07 7:25:32 1369 110 3.7 4.5
HIR0944-0038 UGC 05205 9:44:06 -0:38:42 1485 178 15.0 13.1
HIR0944+0937 IC 0559 9:44:31 9:37:06 522 132 5.6 4.8
HIR0944-0040 SDSS J094446.23-004118.2 9:44:43 -0:40:37 1222 161 7.0 8.5
HIR0946+0141 SDSS J094602.54+014019.4 9:46:00 1:41:07 1763 53 1.0 2.3
HIR0946+0031 UGC 05238 9:46:55 0:31:09 1697 120 7.0 7.7
HIR0947+0241 UGC 05249 9:47:44 2:41:15 1776 25 1.3 1.6
HIR0951+0750 UGC 05288 9:51:16 7:50:12 555 112 33.0 27.8
HIR0953+0135 NGC 3044 9:53:42 1:35:06 1292 341 47.3 49.4
HIR0954+0915 NGC 3049 9:54:41 9:15:53 1471 223 6.1 9.1
HIR1005+0139 2dFGRS N421Z115 10:05:20 1:39:48 1260 95 2.0 2.4
HIR1007+1022 UGC 05456 10:07:18 10:22:18 547 90 4.8 7.2
HIR1013+0702 UGC 05522 10:13:57 7:02:36 1219 232 44.7 42.8
HIR1014+0329 NGC 3169 10:14:17 3:29:28 1246 457 141.4 98.7
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(a) W20
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HIR1015+0242 UGC 05539 10:15:52 2:42:11 1275 157 11.4 13.7
HIR1017+0421 UGC 05551 10:17:12 4:21:37 1340 90 9.4 6.0
HIR1028+0335 UGC 05677 10:28:33 3:35:28 1146 139 3.2 5.4
HIR1031+0428 UGC 05708 10:31:15 4:28:27 1169 198 33.9 33.9
HIR1038+1024 CGCG 065-074 10:38:14 10:24:26 1167 192 8.1 6.9
HIR1039+0145 UGC 05797 10:39:28 1:45:15 706 71 3.9 3.0
HIR1044+1134 MESSIER 095 10:44:02 11:34:18 798 280 12.2 32.8
HIR1046+0149 NGC 3365 10:46:11 1:49:32 985 248 36.1 43.1
HIR1051+0550 NGC 3423 10:51:17 5:50:24 1010 186 42.4 45.8
HIR1051+0327 HIPASS J1051+03 10:51:31 3:27:20 1062 85 13.0 13.3
HIR1051+0435 UGC 05974 10:51:34 4:35:53 1050 175 11.1 15.3
HIR1052+0002 MGC 0013223 10:52:49 0:02:35 1776 30 1.3 1.2
HIR1053+0232 LSBC L1-137 10:53:08 2:32:41 1035 89 6.4 6.4
HIR1055+0511 No object found. 10:55:27 5:11:57 982 142 6.4 3.8
HIR1101+0338 NGC 3495 11:01:15 3:38:01 1119 324 27.4 30.5
HIR1105-0002 NGC 3521 11:05:48 -0:02:05 793 444 298.8 199.0
HIR1107+0710 NGC 3526 11:07:00 7:10:54 1422 194 10.6 6.6
HIR1110+0107 CGCG 011-018 11:10:56 1:07:45 983 96 3.4 5.1
HIR1112+1014 UGC 06248 11:12:45 10:14:03 1286 75 1.8 2.7
HIR1117+0434 NGC 3604 11:17:30 4:34:25 1511 209 7.9 10.8
HIR1119+0939 SDSS J111928.10+093544.2 11:19:46 9:39:12 1075 298 4.6 3.6
HIR1120+0232 UGC 06345 11:20:11 2:32:48 1604 141 19.7 22.0
HIR1124+0318 NGC 3664 11:24:25 3:18:44 1379 140 20.5 22.7
HIR1124+1121 NGC 3666 11:24:25 11:21:16 1056 278 41.0 45.9
HIR1125+0958 IC 0692 11:25:53 9:58:09 1154 102 3.1 3.5
HIR1127+0846 IC 2828 11:27:03 8:46:06 1048 79 1.0 1.6
HIR1127-0058 UGC 06457 11:27:10 -0:58:30 956 106 7.2 7.9
HIR1128+0923 NGC 3692 11:28:19 9:23:35 1617 236 11.7 9.4
HIR1130+0917 NGC 3705 11:30:02 9:17:38 1018 353 29.6 34.4
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HIR1136+0049 UGC 06578 11:36:32 0:49:04 1099 95 5.5 5.7
HIR1140+1128 NGC 3810 11:40:59 11:28:07 995 268 33.6 38.5
HIR1144+0210 SDSS J114454.28+020946.8 11:44:52 2:10:15 1009 52 4.1 3.5
HIR1158-0127 UGC 06970 11:58:41 -1:27:28 1471 166 46.4 4.4
HIR1200-0105 NGC 4030 12:00:26 -1:05:52 1465 346 64.0 50.8
HIR1204-0131 UGC 07053 12:04:17 -1:31:37 1469 123 6.5 8.2
HIR1207+0249 HIPASS J1208+02 12:07:57 2:49:05 1318 220 84.7 55.7
HIR1211+0201 UGC 07178 12:11:04 2:01:37 1334 95 6.2 8.0
HIR1211+0256 UGC 07185 12:11:26 2:56:53 1300 110 5.8 7.6
HIR1212+0248 LEDA 135791 12:12:27 2:48:29 877 117 3.1 3.9
HIR1212+1054 NGC 4178 12:12:51 10:54:29 476 56 10.0 8.7
HIR1214+0747 UGC 07239 12:14:12 7:47:05 1220 148 5.3 5.3
HIR1214+0911 VCC 0117 12:14:48 9:11:33 1776 64 1.4 1.8
HIR1215+0935 NGC 4207 12:15:26 9:35:37 587 247 3.7 4.2
HIR1217+1001 UGC 07307 12:17:05 10:01:41 1178 73 6.0 5.6
HIR1217+0027 UGC 07332 12:17:57 0:27:01 932 81 15.4 18.7
HIR1218+0640 NGC 4241 12:18:00 6:40:59 720 126 5.4 7.3
HIR1219+0639 VCC 0381 12:19:50 6:39:46 481 76 2.0 2.6
HIR1220+0019 CGCG 014-010 12:20:10 0:19:35 884 83 2.3 2.5
HIR1220+0126 UGC 07394 12:20:34 1:26:39 1617 226 5.5 4.7
HIR1221+0429 MESSIER 061 12:21:51 4:29:23 1562 180 85.1 87.2
HIR1222+0434 NGC 4301 12:22:28 4:34:36 1267 135 14.9 17.1
HIR1222+0814 VCC 0566 12:22:40 8:14:39 1392 106 4.1 2.9
HIR1222+1118 NGC 4330 12:22:56 11:18:37 1590 273 5.6 7.6
HIR1223+0922 NGC 4316 12:23:01 9:22:46 1233 321 7.3 3.8
HIR1223+0517 NGC 4324 12:23:15 5:17:18 1540 131 2.9 4.1
HIR1224+0636 IC 3268 12:24:08 6:36:20 720 129 5.9 5.3
HIR1224+0359 VCC 0737 12:24:37 3:59:05 1720 137 4.2 3.4
HIR1224+0319 VCC 0739 12:24:41 3:19:30 921 68 13.8 11.4
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(a) W20

(b) Sint
(c) Sline

(d)

HIR1225+0545 NGC 4376 12:25:19 5:45:19 1141 123 3.0 3.8
HIR1225+0714 IC 3322A 12:25:36 7:14:11 996 298 24.6 21.0
HIR1225+0210 UGC 07512 12:25:42 2:10:01 1498 78 4.5 6.2
HIR1225+0548 VCC 0848 12:25:50 5:48:50 1531 207 5.2 6.7
HIR1226+1026 NGC 4390 12:26:05 10:26:35 1101 152 4.3 2.4
HIR1226+0853 NGC 4411 12:26:40 8:53:28 1269 108 24.2 21.2
HIR1226+1131 IC 3356 12:26:52 11:31:08 1097 95 11.3 17.3
HIR1226+0230 NGC 4409 12:26:54 2:30:21 1680 193 9.7 10.6
HIR1226+0800 NGC 4416 12:26:56 8:00:26 1392 125 2.5 2.6
HIR1227+0553 NGC 4423 12:27:10 5:53:45 1128 193 10.8 10.8
HIR1227+1052 IC 3371 12:27:12 10:52:42 930 188 7.7 9.2
HIR1227+0713 UGC 07557 12:27:13 7:13:56 930 172 23.2 21.2
HIR1227+0615 NGC 4430 12:27:20 6:15:58 1415 143 3.6 5.0
HIR1227+0132 HI 1225+01 12:27:27 1:32:48 1286 85 35.1 25.1
HIR1228+0843 UGC 07590 12:28:21 8:43:54 1115 179 8.0 8.6
HIR1228+0334 NGC 4457 12:28:44 3:34:38 890 138 3.6 3.1
HIR1229+0243 UGC 07612 12:29:11 2:43:53 1630 62 4.1 4.0
HIR1229+0644 IC 3414 12:29:26 6:44:45 550 185 7.0 4.6
HIR1230+0013 No object found. 12:30:29 0:13:01 1524 138 2.1 3.4
HIR1230+0929 HIPASS J1230+09 12:30:41 9:29:04 495 71 2.8 2.4
HIR1231+0145 CGCG 014-054 12:31:02 1:45:09 1101 52 1.6 1.2
HIR1231+0357 NGC 4496A 12:31:36 3:57:15 1736 145 34.2 43.7
HIR1232+0024 NGC 4517A 12:32:31 0:24:28 1520 182 36.9 35.7
HIR1232+0007 NGC 4517 12:32:43 0:07:30 1133 325 108.9 113.5
HIR1233+0436 VCC 1468 12:33:01 4:36:54 1220 62 0.8 1.4
HIR1233-0032 HIPASS J1233-00 12:33:11 -0:32:50 719 97 1.8 2.6
HIR1233+0840 NGC 4519 12:33:26 8:40:24 1207 219 48.9 49.6
HIR1234+0236 NGC 4527 12:34:02 2:36:40 1723 241 55.1 56.2
HIR1234+0332 UGC 07715 12:34:03 3:32:42 1101 114 0.7 1.8
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HIR1234+0212 NGC 4536 12:34:34 2:12:32 1776 153 29.6 34.6
HIR1236+0638 IC 3576 12:36:35 6:38:14 1070 71 13.0 13.4
HIR1236+0306 UGC 07780 12:36:40 3:06:19 1445 141 2.9 4.1
HIR1237+0655 IC 3591 12:37:00 6:55:52 1626 132 7.1 7.9
HIR1239-0031 NGC 4592 12:39:17 -0:31:19 1070 172 162.7 98.1
HIR1241+0124 UGC 07841 12:41:15 1:24:40 1670 158 9.4 7.0
HIR1242+0547 VCC 1918 12:42:18 5:47:07 983 112 1.4 1.8
HIR1242-0120 NGC 4629 12:42:28 -1:20:26 1109 172 22.7 22.8
HIR1242+0358 NGC 4630 12:42:32 3:58:17 719 151 4.0 5.6
HIR1242-0004 NGC 4632 12:42:33 -0:04:57 1696 185 36.6 34.1
HIR1243+0739 VCC 1952 12:43:11 7:39:24 1311 86 1.9 2.4
HIR1243+1132 NGC 4647 12:43:28 11:32:37 1394 201 2.4 4.3
HIR1244+0028 UGC 07911 12:44:23 0:28:19 1178 124 12.1 10.4
HIR1245-0027 NGC 4666 12:45:11 -0:27:43 1524 402 75.3 78.0
HIR1246+0557 UGC 07943 12:46:45 5:57:37 830 141 6.2 7.6
HIR1247+0420 NGC 4688 12:47:46 4:20:33 982 73 31.1 31.8
HIR1247+1058 VCC 2062 12:47:56 10:58:09 1140 131 6.7 9.1
HIR1248+0826 NGC 4698 12:48:28 8:26:22 995 430 19.9 17.9
HIR1249+0325 NGC 4701 12:49:11 3:25:10 722 178 58.2 55.7
HIR1249+0519 NGC 4713 12:49:57 5:19:33 649 189 47.5 46.9
HIR1253+0428 NGC 4765 12:53:11 4:28:09 719 118 13.4 19.2
HIR1253+0115 NGC 4771 12:53:24 1:15:08 1128 304 9.3 9.9
HIR1253+0212 NGC 4772 12:53:29 2:12:49 1035 43 6.9 6.8
HIR1254+0240 NGC 4809 12:54:51 2:40:16 918 158 10.9 11.7
HIR1255+0008 UGC 08041 12:55:12 0:08:12 1311 205 17.0 17.9
HIR1255+0414 NGC 4808 12:55:50 4:14:24 741 270 81.4 60.5
HIR1257+0242 UGC 08074 12:57:49 2:42:26 918 113 3.0 3.9
HIR1300+0230 NGC 4900 13:00:37 2:30:28 943 133 16.8 17.2
HIR1300-0000 NGC 4904 13:00:53 -0:00:55 1167 198 8.0 9.0
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HIR1306+1027 CGCG 071-109 13:06:26 10:27:07 928 65 3.1 4.4
HIR1311+0530 UGC 08276 13:11:56 5:30:11 908 113 2.6 3.5
HIR1312+0711 UGC 08285 13:12:32 7:11:02 890 134 3.8 4.9
HIR1313+1012 UGC 08298 13:13:19 10:12:16 1152 96 12.9 12.3
HIR1317-0100 UM 559 13:17:43 -1:00:31 1207 111 3.9 3.4
HIR1320+0524 UGC 08382 13:20:36 5:24:36 956 119 4.6 4.3
HIR1320+0947 UGC 08385 13:20:38 9:47:51 1115 162 11.2 14.1
HIR1326+0206 NGC 5147 13:26:19 2:06:48 1087 171 13.1 17.3
HIR1326+0229 SDSS J132615.73+022729.5 13:26:29 2:29:57 1035 110 0.8 1.0
HIR1327+1003 UGC 08450 13:27:08 10:03:44 1049 103 4.4 3.2
HIR1328+0219 HIPASS J1328+02 13:28:05 2:19:03 1022 73 7.4 3.1
HIR1337+0853 NGC 5248 13:37:17 8:53:53 1158 288 100.1 78.0
HIR1337+0739 UGC 08614 13:37:27 7:39:15 1040 175 16.0 22.9
HIR1338+0826 UGC 08629 13:38:40 8:26:50 1022 143 0.9 3.2
HIR1348+0356 NGC 5300 13:48:10 3:56:31 1170 221 11.0 15.2
HIR1352-0105 NGC 5334 13:52:53 -1:05:30 1387 228 24.8 26.7
HIR1355+0504 NGC 5364 13:55:41 5:04:48 1260 291 49.4 48.8
HIR1401+0247 No object found. 14:01:04 2:47:58 1040 111 3.4 2.8
HIR1404+0848 UGC 08995 14:04:49 8:48:43 1234 182 9.2 7.5
HIR1411-0109 NGC 5496 14:11:38 -1:09:18 1541 267 67.7 66.2
HIR1416+0350 HIPASS J1416+03 14:16:59 3:50:21 1470 116 7.0 8.8
HIR1417-0130 2dFGRS N275Z229 14:17:14 -1:30:07 1551 88 2.22.4
HIR1417+0651 No object found 14:17:45 6:51:08 1167 92 2.3 2.4
HIR1419+0922 UGC 09169 14:19:44 9:22:36 1280 165 20.3 23.1
HIR1420+0358 NGC 5569 14:20:29 3:58:41 1750 135 7.8 9.0
HIR1420+0834 SDSS J142044.53+083735.8 14:20:48 8:34:55 1286 130 2.5 3.2
HIR1421+0326 NGC 5577 14:21:28 3:26:51 1485 275 9.0 8.4
HIR1422-0022 NGC 5584 14:22:25 -0:22:57 1657 223 30.8 31.0
HIR1423+0143 UGC 09215 14:23:29 1:43:21 1383 239 20.7 22.1
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HIR1424+0820 UGC 09225 14:24:22 8:20:17 1247 130 4.9 5.6
HIR1427+0842 UGC 09249 14:27:02 8:42:16 1365 148 9.8 9.7
HIR1429-0000 UGC 09299 14:29:34 -0:00:24 1535 213 50.8 46.3
HIR1430+0717 NGC 5645 14:30:39 7:17:03 1365 195 19.3 17.3
HIR1431+0257 IC 1024 14:31:21 2:57:38 1445 215 8.6 10.9
HIR1432+0954 NGC 5669 14:32:41 9:54:10 1365 211 31.8 41.7
HIR1432+0257 CGCG 047-085 14:32:42 2:57:51 1537 146 4.1 5.4
HIR1432+0016 UGC 09348 14:32:55 0:16:36 1657 198 5.5 5.2
HIR1433+0426 NGC 5668 14:33:29 4:26:57 1577 124 50.7 50.1
HIR1435+0517 UGC 09385 14:35:22 5:17:30 1635 106 7.4 7.8
HIR1437+0217 NGC 5690 14:37:40 2:17:30 1710 193 10.2 13.0
HIR1439+0259 UGC 09432 14:39:06 2:59:08 1564 110 7.4 6.4
HIR1439+0521 NGC 5701 14:39:10 5:21:44 1499 139 77.2 57.4
HIR1439-0040 NGC 5705 14:39:45 -0:40:20 1736 136 18.2 19.2
HIR1440-0026 NGC 5719 14:40:43 -0:26:53 1643 247 36.9 31.2
HIR1440+0210 NGC 5725 14:40:46 2:10:53 1617 179 1.8 3.4
HIR1443+0451 IC 1048 14:43:02 4:51:25 1670 307 19.0 18.2
HIR1444+0142 NGC 5740 14:44:25 1:42:53 1556 334 30.4 23.8
HIR1445+0751 UGC 09500 14:45:18 7:51:59 1682 56 9.7 9.4
HIR1446+1011 No object found 14:46:27 10:11:55 969 154 3.5 3.9
HIR1453+0333 NGC 5774 14:53:45 3:33:13 1723 308 89.4 84.9
HIR1458-0104 NGC 5792 14:58:30 -1:04:54 1740 92 16.4 16.9
HIR1458+0646 KUG 1456+069 14:58:35 6:46:30 1681 138 6.2 4.6
HIR1500+0155 NGC 5806 15:00:00 1:55:55 1352 322 9.1 7.4
HIR1504-0052 UGC 09682 15:04:20 -0:52:29 1776 101 3.9 3.5
HIR1515+0603 No object found 15:15:02 6:03:22 1696 103 2.2 3.1
HIR1521+0505 NGC 5921 15:21:56 5:05:01 1472 189 35.2 31.9
HIR1537+0558 NGC 5964 15:37:35 5:58:48 1446 212 36.5 38.6
HIR1546+0654 UGC 10023 15:46:05 6:54:55 1407 170 5.5 5.2
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HIR1605+0832 CGCG 079-046 16:05:40 8:32:03 1379 153 4.3 4.7
HIR1608+0733 IC 1197 16:08:15 7:33:15 1360 221 13.5 11.4
HIR1609-0006 UGC 10229 16:09:42 -0:06:08 1491 129 9.1 8.1
HIR1618+0725 NGC 6106 16:18:45 7:25:10 1445 253 19.7 20.7
HIR1619+0142 CGCG 024-001 16:19:19 1:42:02 1497 165 6.8 9.5
HIR1656+0800 HIPASS J1656+08 16:56:39 8:00:53 1471 113 3.0 4.3
HIR1728+0725 UGC 10862 17:28:07 7:25:35 1685 150 13.1 15.7
HIR1732+0705 NGC 6384 17:32:26 7:05:45 1683 313 42.6 50.5
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5.4.2 NewH i detections

All sources in the HIPASS catalogue have been re-detected inthe in the re-reduced HIPASS
product. Apart from these previously known Hi detections, 27 detections have been made
that were not listed in the HIPASS catalogue, of which 14 are completely new Hi detections.
The spectra of these completely new Hi detections are shown in Fig. 5.2 while the Hi con-
tours are overlaid on a second generation DSS red-band imagein Fig. 5.3. The DSS images
are half a degree on each side and contour levels are drawn at 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90% of
the peak. Properties and possible optical counterparts arelisted below:

HIR 0859+1109: This is a new Hi detection for which no optical galaxy is known at
the relevant radial velocity. At a radial velocity of 1988±40 km s−1 and with an offset of
1.6 arcmin is UGC 4712, which is more than 300 km s−1 higher than the radial velocity of
HIR0859+1109. It is possible that HIR 0859+1109 is the Hi counterpart of UGC 4712.

HIR 0911+0024: When looking at the spectrum of this detection, there is onenarrow
peak that looks significant. There is no optical galaxy knownat this redshift. When looking
at the DSS images, there is a distant galaxy, however this is 2MFGC 07149 at a radial velocity
of more than 20,000 km s−1.

HIR 0921+0725: The nature of this Hi detection is not clear. The DSS image shows a di-
fuse feature at a location of RA=09:21:26.3 and DEC=07:21:57, but many SDSS objects are
listed at this location, all without any distance information. Based on the appearance of the
optical feature, we expect that this is at a higher redshift and not related to HIR 0921+0725.

HIR 0946+0141: This Hi feature is very likely the counterpart of
SDSS J094602.54+014019.4, a spiral galaxy at a radial velocity of 1753 km s−1. Both the
radial velocity and the DSS image match well with the Hi detection.

HIR 1005+0139: At a spatial separation of only 1.5 arcmin is 2dFGRS N421Z115 with a
radial velocity within 30 km s−1 of HIR 1005+0139. This detection is a completely new Hi
detection and is with high certainty the Hi counterpart of 2dFGRS N421Z115.

HIR 1052+0002: When inspecting the DSS image, a small galaxy can be identified at the
peak of the Hi contours. This is the irregular galaxy MGC 0013223 at a radial velocity of
1772 km s−1, which is very similar to the observed Hi radial velocity. Although Hi has not
been observed before in this galaxy, HIR 1052+0002 is very likely the neutral counterpart of
MGC 0013223.

HIR 1055+0511: Although the peak of this detection is not very bright, the line is broad
enough to make it significant. The DSS image shows a diffuse object at RA=10:55:16.3
and DEC=05:12:19.5 that might be relevant for this candidate detection. However, this is an
SDSS object at a radial velocity of almost 6000 km s−1, so any relation with HIR 1055+0511
is highly unlikely.

HIR 1212+0248: Less than half an arcmin separated and at exactly the same radial veloc-
ity is LEDA 135791. HIR 1212+0248 is the first Hi detection of this dwarf irregular galaxy.
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HIR 1230+0013: This feature is about 30 arcmin separated from NGC 4517A. Although
there is no sign of any optical counterpart in the DSS images,HIR 1230+0013 is possibly
associated with NGC 4517A, as the radial velocity is very similar.

HIR 1231+0145: At an angular offset of less than 5 arcmin and a similar radial ve-
locity is the irregular galaxy CGCG 014-054. Although this galaxy has no reported Hi,
HIR 1231+0145 is most likely the Hi component of CGCG 014-054 because of the good
correspondence in position and velocity.

HIR 1401+0247: There is no known galaxy at the relevant redshift, however when look-
ing at the DSS image, there is a galaxy with many dense components at RA=14:01:02.1 and
DEC=02:52:14.5, where the peak of the contours is. This is SDSS J132615.73+022729.5, an
extended source, without redshift information. Based on the position and appearance of this
galaxy, a relation to HIR 1401+0247 is possible.

HIR 1417+0651: When looking at the DSS image at the location of this object,two
small galaxies can be recognised at the peak of the contours.One is CGCG 046-087 at
RA=14:18:02 and DEC=06:48:28 with a radial velocity of 7559 km s−1. As this greatly
exceeds the radial velocity of HIR 1417+065, a relation is not likely. The other object is a
GALEX source at RA=14:17:50.7 and DEC=06:50:22 without any redshift information.

HIR 1446+1011: The DSS image shows a galaxy at the peak of the Hi contours. How-
ever, this is CGCG 076-029 at almost 16,000 km s−1. Beyond this, there is no sign of an
optical source that can be easily linked to HIR 1446+0011.

HIR 1515+0603: There is a very small and diffuse SDSS object at RA=15:14:57.23 and
DEC=06:06:03.10. Although there is no redshift information about this object, based on the
visual appearance a connection with HIR 1515+0603 is possible, but not very likely.

5.4.3 Fluxes

The total fluxes have been determined for all detections using two independent methods.
The linewidths and the integrated linestrengths have first been determined by integrating the
brightness over the full velocity width of an object along the single spectrum that contains the
overall peak brightness. We assume that all sources are unresolved and are fully covered by
the 15.5 arcmin beamsize. In a second approach the total flux has been determined from the
integrated moment maps. Moment maps are created by collapsing the cube in the direction of
the velocity axis over the full line width. The visualisation package KARMA (Gooch 1996)
has been used to integrate the flux. The radial profile of an object can be plotted, including a
fit to the data points within a user defined circle. This circlewas chosen to completely enclose
the object, including any extended emission. The integrated flux values have to be corrected
for the beam integral to convert from Jy Beam−1 km s−1 to Jy km s−1. An integrated flux is
given by simply adding the pixels values, and a fitted flux is given by fitting a Gaussian to the
radial profile. Since we aim to be sensitive to extended features that do not necessarily have
a Gaussian profile, we will use the raw pixel integral for our flux determinations.
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Figure 5.2: Spectra of new Hi detections obtained from re-processed HIPASS data. The
radial velocity of each object is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
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Fig 5.2. (continued)
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Fig 5.2. (continued)

When integrating the line strength of a single spectrum, notall the flux is measured if
the source is resolved by the beam, or if there are extended emission features like filaments.
The fluxes are plotted and compared in Fig. 5.4 where in the left panel the flux obtained from
the integrated pixel values is plotted as function of integrated line strength. The dotted line
goes through the origin and indicates where the fluxes are equal. Only those sources are plot-
ted that are completely covered by our data cubes in both the spectral and spatial directions.
The measured fluxes match the dotted line very well, meaning that there is typically no large
discrepancy between the two different methods. The ratio of the fluxes is plotted on a loga-
rithmic scale in the right panel of Fig. 5.4, the dotted line indicating again where the fluxes
are equal. The mean of the ratios is 0.99, with a standard deviation of 0.28. The dashed line in
the right panel of Fig. 5.4 represents the median of the flux ratios, which is 0.96. As both the
mean and median values are close to one, in general there is very good agreement between
the fluxes. For large flux values above∼ 50 Jy km s−1 the fluxes derived by integrating the
individual pixel values are typically larger by 20 to 50%. This is due to the fact that these are
typically large and extended sources that are resolved by the beam. At low flux levels, there
are a number of sources for which the integrated line-strength exceeds the integrated flux of
the moment map by more than a factor of two. Since the line-strength of the peak spectrum
provides alower limit to the true integral, there must be residual negative artifacts in these
moment maps (for example due to a spectral baseline problem)which systematically depress
the integral.

Another important comparison to make is of our measured fluxes with those obtained in
the first HIPASS product. In Fig. 5.5 fluxes derived from the re-reduced HIPASS data are
compared with fluxes in the HIPASS catalogue. Again only sources are plotted that are com-
pletely covered by the data cubes. The left panel shows the re-reduced fluxes as function of
original fluxes, while the right panel shows the ratio. The dashed line indicates the median of
the flux ratios which is 1.10. The mean of the ratios is 1.31 with a standard deviation of 1.41.
In this case the median estimate gives a better representation of the general trend instead of
the mean, as the effect of strong outliers is suppressed.

We have no good explanation for the∼ 10% excess in flux in the first data product. As
it is exactly the same data that has been used in both processing methods, it must be a result
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Figure 5.3: For each new Hi detection, neutral hydrogen contours are overlaid on a second
generationred-band DSS image. All images are half a degree on each side, contour levels are
drawn at 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90% of the peak.
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Fig 5.3. (continued)
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HIR 1446+1011 HIR 1515+0603

Fig 5.3. (continued)

of the different processing methods. For several sources the individual spectra in both the
original and the re-reduced HIPASS product have been compared. Although the spectra look
very similar, as would be expected, there is still a significant difference in the catalogued flux
value.

5.4.4 Companions

Moment maps have been created for all detected objects by integrating over their velocity
widths. Initially, maps of 2 by 2 degrees in size are generated, to completely cover the detec-
tion itself, including the nearby environment. All moment maps were inspected by eye for
diffuse emission features. For objects that showed tentative signs of filaments or companions,
another moment map was generated of 5 by 5 degrees in size. These moment maps were in-
spected in detail, by searching for local peaks in the spatial domain as well as possible line
features in the spectrum at the relevant velocity.

Several faint features have been tentatively detected, that have not emerged from our ear-
lier source finding procedure. These detections are usuallyvery faint, but some of them have
very broad line-widths. None of the features have an opticalcounterpart, therefore the origin
of the features is not straightforward. Although the sources are detected in the vicinity of
another (bright) source, this does not necessarily imply they are related. All of these tentative
detections were found by visually inspecting the moment maps around bright sources. As
none of them passed the criteria of previous source finding algorithms, it is very likely that
a significant number of comparable features are still present in the data. We will discuss the
detailed properties of all features below. The relevant spectra are shown in Fig. 5.6. A third
order polynomial was fit to the spectrum, excluding the line itself and galactic emission, to
correct for bandpass instabilities at these very low flux values. We will leave statements about
the possible origin of these features to the discussion section of this chapter.

HIRF 0912+0723: The position of this feature, at RA=09:12:55 and DEC=07:23:34, is
close to UGC 4781 and NGC 2777 and it has a comparable radial velocity to these galaxies
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Figure 5.4: Left panel: Flux obtained from the moment maps is plotted as function of the
line strength, the dotted line indicates where the two flux measurements are equivalent. Right
panel: ratio of integrated flux and line-strength is plottedas function of line-strength on a log-
arithmic scale. The dotted line indicates where the ratio isone and the fluxes are equivalent.
The dashed line shows the median of the ratios.

of 1458 km s−1. The spectrum has two peaks, that are separated by 140 km s−1. The two
peaks are reminiscent of a double horned profile, although they may simply be due to two
unrelated structures within the telescope beam. A direct relation to either of the two cataloged
galaxies is not obvious, as the line is quite broad and has a very different character. The total
line integral at the indicated position is 3.9 Jy km s−1, after correction of the spectral baseline.
With an integrated signal to noise of∼ 7, this detection has only moderately high significance.

HIRF 0947-0053: This feature with RA=09:47:11 and DEC=-00:53:05 is near the opti-
cal source SDSS J094446.23-004118.2, in the same field as theprevious detection. In contrast
to HIRF 0948+0043, this detection is relatively narrow, with aW20 value of 77 km s−1 and it
has one peak with a maximum brightness of∼ 33 mJy beam−1. The integrated line-strength
is only 1.3 Jy km s−1, yielding a marginally significant signal-to-noise of 5.

HIRF 0948+0043: This feature is located at RA= 09:48:32 and DEC=00:43:23, offset
by several degrees from NGC 3044 which has a consistent radial velocity of 1289 km s−1.
This is a very broad profile with aW20 value of∼ 320 km s−1. Although the brightness in
each channel is only about 10 mJy Beam−1, this brightness is present over 25 channels, which
yields a high significance. The line-integral without any further smoothing is 7.6 Jy km s−1,
which corresponds to a signal to noise of 13. Intriguingly, there appear to be additional
filamentary features in the field of this object. Similar broad line profiles can be recognised at
several positions along the filament, albeit with low signal-to-noise. in Fig. 5.7 a DSS image
is shown of the region around HIRF 0948+0043 which is indicated by the letter C in this
image. The main galaxy in the top left of the plot is NGC 3044 which has extended emission.
Letters B, C and D are assigned to regions in the environment showing emission. The line
profiles are shown in Fig. 5.8, although the fluxes in all the companions are very low, they all
have a line-width that is very comparable to NGC 3044. It appears as if these denser regions
form a more extended filament.

HRIF 1225+0826: Located at RA=12:25:40 and DEC=08:26:16, this intriguing fea-
ture’s properties are very sensitive to the method of baseline definition. The overlaid baseline
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Figure 5.5: Left panel: The integrated line strength of the re-processed HIPASS data is
plotted as function of the original HIPASS fluxes. Right panel: ratio of the first and second
HIPASS product is plotted against the original HIPASS flux. The dashed line indicates where
the fluxes are equal, while the dashed line represents the median of the ratios. On average
there is a small excess in the flux values of the original HIPASS product.

fit results in a central radial velocity of 1484 km s−1, an integrated flux of 8.4 Jy km s−1, an
extremely broad line-width of about 700 km s−1 at 20% of the peak flux and a signal-to-noise
of 10. However, other spectral baselines would severely diminish the apparent line-width,
flux and overall significance of this feature. Confirming observations will be necessary to
establish it’s reliability.

HIRF 1216+847: At RA=12:16:45 and DEC=08:47:22 this detection has a radial veloc-
ity of 1299 km s−1 andW20=199 km s−1. Although the peak brightness is not very substantial;
∼ 20 mJy beam−1 over the full line width, the integrated flux of 4.3 Jy km s−1 corresponds to
a signal-to-noise of 9.

HIRF 1224+0846: With an RA of 12:24:52 and DEC of 08:46:25, this detection iswithin
half a degree of NGC 4316. The radial velocity of 1312 km s−1 matches that of NGC 4316
fairly well. Of particular note is the very broad line-widthof approximately 400 km s−1.
While the peak brightness is modest; only 24 mJy beam−1 it extends quite uniformly across
the entire line-width. This yields an integrated flux of 5.3 Jy km s−1 corresponding to a
signal-to-noise of 9.

HRIF 1230+0949: This is a very similar detection to several of those discussed previ-
ously, with a low peak brightness, but a very broad line-width. This objects is located at
RA=12:30:24 and DEC=09:49:45 with a radial velocity of 1180 km s−1. The integrated flux
of 3.7 Jy km s−1 over a line-widthW220 of 280 km s−1, yield a signal-to-noise of 7.

HIRF 1257+0407: This detection at RA=12:57:20 and DEC=04:07:59 is in the direct
environment of NGC 4804 and with a radial velocity of 824 km s−1 is comparable to this
galaxy. The peak flux of 35 mJy beam s−1 is relatively strong, compared to the other detec-
tions listed here. The line-width at 20% of the peak is 102 km s−1 and the integrated flux of
2.4 Jy km s−1 has a signal-to-noise of 7.

HIRF 1323+0206: This detection is at RA= 13:23:17 and DEC=02:06:06, with a radial
velocity of 980 km s−1. This is another example of a very faint source with a very broad line
width of more than 500 km s−1. The brightness in each individual channel barely exceeds the
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Figure 5.6: Spectra of Hi features that have been detected in the vicinity of other objects, by
inspecting the moment maps. A third order polynomial is fit tothe bandpass and is indicated
by the dashed line. The vertical dotted line represents the radial velocity of the detected
feature.
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Fig 5.6. (continued)
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Figure 5.7: Second generation DSS image with Hi contours at 2, 3, 4 and 5 Jy beam−1

km s−1. The large galaxy is NGC 3044, three companions are identified with very similar
line-widths. The line profile of each object is shown in Fig. 5.8.

1σ level although the bandpass appears to have a small dip at thefrequency of this source.
The line-width at 20% of the peak is 505 km s−1 and the integrated line strength is 5.2 Jy km
s−1, which corresponds to a signal-to-noise of 7.

HIRF 1334+0810: This detection at RA=13:34:21 and DEC=08:10:14 is not a strong
detection. The peak brightness is∼ 25 mJy beam−1 and the integrated flux is 2.2 Jy km
s−1 and has a signal to noise of only 6.5 when taking into account the W20 of 110 km s−1.
Interesting however is that this feature is about half a degree south of an extended chain of
galaxies that is connected to NGC 5248 in the data. Although these galaxies individually
could not be resolved in the HIPASS data, optical images fromDSS can reveal UGC 8575
and CGCG 073-036. Both these galaxies and HIRF 1324+0810 have a similar radial velocity
of ∼1200 km s−1 and a narrow line profile that is completely embedded in the profile of
NGC 5248. This diffuse detection seems to be connected to the filament of galaxies, although
the connecting bridge is very faint.
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Figure 5.8: Line profiles of NGC 3044 (A) and three faint detection (B, C, D) in the extended
environment of the galaxy.

5.4.5 Completeness and Robustness

Our source catalogue has been constructed from all sources which have a peak brightness
exceeding our 5σ limit of ∼50 mJy beam−1 at “full” velocity resolution of 26 km s−1 and
correspondingly fainter brightnesses after velocity smoothing to 52 and 104 km s−1. Simu-
lations involving the injection of artificial sources into similar total power Hi datacubes by
Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) have shown that an asymptotic completeness of about 90% is
reached at a signal-to-noise ratio of 8, while the completeness at a signal-to-noise ratio of 5 is
only likely to be about 30%. We have used theDuchamp(Whiting 2009) source finding tool
to find candidate sources in the data cubes at the different velocity resolutions. The source
finder was found to be robust down to this 5σ limit on peak brightness. All candidate sources
were subsequently inspected visually. Artifacts from solar interference or due to bright con-
tinuum sources could easily be rejected. A lower cutoff limit for the source finder resulted in
a much larger proportion of candidates that were deemed unreliable after visual inspection.
Moment maps of all candidate detections have been further inspected and analysed interac-
tively resulting in some additional detections of interesting features. As these features were
sought preferentially in the direct vicinity of other galaxies, they have not been cataloged to
the same level of completeness throughout the data volume. Although many of these features
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appear highly significant, their derived properties are often quite sensitive to the form of the
spectral baseline that is subtracted.

We have found two classes of objects. The first ones are relatively narrow lines, with
a total line width of∼ 100 km s−1 or a FWHM of∼ 50 km s−1 and a peak brightness per
velocity channel that only exceeds the local noise by a factor three or four. The second class
of objects has very broad line widths of up to∼ 500 km s−1, however the measured brightness
per line channel only exceeds the local noise by a factor one to two. Because of the broad line
widths the integrated detections have a high significance, but such features are particularly
difficult to detect with an automatic source finder. Continuum sources, or instabilities in the
spectral bandpass can often cause artifacts which would lead to many unreliable candidates
in an automated search that extends to large velocity smoothings.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we describe how a significant part of the HIPASS data that overlaps the West-
erbork Virgo Filament Survey has been re-processed. A source catalogue and Hi features
without optical counterparts have been presented. Although the HIPASS data is an excellent
product in itself, we use it to complement two data products obtained with the WSRT. These
two data products have both a lower and higher flux sensitivity together with a higher and
lower column density sensitivity respectively. We will leave detailed analysis and discussion
to a later chapter, when the three independent datasets willbe compared. A few comments
will be made that are relevant to this dataset and these detections.

5.5.1 Red-shifted OH

There are several detections, both in the source list, as well as identified as possible fila-
ments, that do not have an optical counterpart. Because there is no optical counterpart, the
origin of these features is not straightforward. Possible explanations are tidal remnants or
Cosmic Web features, as has been considered extensively above. Another scenario that has
not been explored is red-shifted OH emission from sources ata redshift ofz ∼ 0.15. The
1665.401/1667.358 MHz doublet of an OH megamaser emitted at this redshift would have an
observed frequency of∼ 1415 MHz. Although confirmed detections of these red-shifted OH
megamasers have not yet been reported, they are predicted tobe found in blind Hi surveys .
ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al. 2005) expects to find several dozen OHMs in the redshift inter-
val 0.16-0.25. Although the area covered by ALFALFA is significantly larger, based on these
numbers we can expect to detect a few OHMs in our survey volume. To detect the OH dou-
blet, two similar peaks should be identified with a separation of∼ 350 km s−1. When looking
at the profiles of known OHMs in e.g. Darling & Giovanelli (2002), the doublet is not always
clearly apparent and so this requirement might be somewhat relaxed. All the documented
OHMs do have a broad line-width, typically larger than 300 kms−1. This consideration
rules out most of our detections without optical counterpart as OHMs, as the line-widths
are much narrower. There are however a few cases, where this may be a possible scenario,
namely: HIR 1500+0155, HRF 0948+0043, HRF 1224+0846, HRF 1225+0826 and HRF
1323+0206. The other prediction of this scenario is that a suitable ULIRG atz∼ 0.15 should
be coincident with the 1415 MHz line detection. This prediction would be very easy to test.
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5.5.2 Gas accretion modes

An interesting question regarding structure formation is how the intergalactic medium fuels
the galaxies; ie. how gas is accreted. The two most discussedscenarios are hot mode and
cold mode accretion. In the case of cold mode accretion, the line-widths of the gas are
relatively narrow, up to∼ 100 km s−1. The conditions to observe such gas a relatively easily
satisfied. Although it is difficult to distinguish tidal remnants from pristine gas that isfueling
the galaxies, gas accretion is a very possible scenario. Thedetails of our detections will
be discussed later when other data products are included. There are however a handful of
detections in the direct vicinity of other galaxies that arenot bright, but have line-widths
up to > 500 km s−1. One possible scenario is that this is red-shifted OH emission as is
discussed in the previous subsection. These line-widths are however also the line-widths that
are expected in the case of hot-mode-accretion. Because this gas is highly ionised, the neutral
fraction is very low, so the Hi component of such gas is extremely small.

5.6 Conclusion
Original data of the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey has been reprocessed, that overlaps insky cov-
erage with the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey. This region was selected to complement
the WVFS and use HIPASS to confirm candidate detections. Furthermore, HIPASS is an ex-
cellent dataset, to search for diffuse Hi features that can be related to the neutral component
of the Cosmic Web.

By using an improved reduction strategy, we achieved a reduced RMS value and lower
artifact level, compared to the original HIPASS product. Inthe reprocessed data, we achieve
a noise value of∼ 10 mJy beam−1 over 26 km s−1, which is a∼ 20% improvement over the
original HIPASS product. The data has a brightness sensitivity of ∼ 3.5 · 1017 cm−2, which
allows direct detection in Hi emission of some of the higher column density Lyman Limit
Systems seen in QSO absorption line studies.

The major difference with respect to the original HIPASS cubes is that negative artifacts
in the bandpass in the vicinity of bright sources are almost completely eliminated. This allows
us to search for diffuse and extended Hi emission, which has not been possible before.

In total we have detected 203 objects in the reprocessed region, of which 27 had not
been catalogued in the original HIPASS source catalogue. Fourteen of these detections are
completely new Hi detections, of which many do not have an optical counterpart. Although
these detections are briefly mentioned, detailed discussion and possible confirmation from
other data sets will be presented in Chapter 7.

In this work only a relatively small part of the HIPASS data has been reprocessed, as that
survey covers the complete Southern sky and the Northern skyup to 24 degrees in Decli-
nation. Apart from this work, steps have been undertaken to further improve the reduction
pipeline and reprocess the complete survey area. Improved data cubes, together with im-
proved object-searching algorithms will permit detectionof significantly more sources. This
will provide improved statistics on the distribution of Hi in the local universe. The repro-
cessed cubes will also permit an unbiased search for diffuse neutral hydrogen and Cosmic
Web filaments, although currently there is no other all-sky Hi survey with an appropriate
brightness sensitivity and distinct angular resolution tocomplement this data.
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6
The WSRT Virgo Hi Filament

Survey
II: Cross Correlation Data

ABSTRACT — In this chapter the cross-correlation product is describedof the
Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey (WVFS). This data was acquired simultaneously with
the total-power data. By observing at very extreme hour angles, a filled aperture is sim-
ulated of 300× 25 meters in size, that has the typical collecting power and sensitivity of
a single dish telescope, but the well defined bandpass characteristics of an interferometer.
The survey maps 135 degrees in Right Ascension between 8 and 17 hours and 11 de-
grees in Declination between -1 and 10 degrees, covering thegalaxy filament connecting
the Local Group with the Virgo Cluster. Due to the accuracy ofthe beam at very low
declinations and projection effects, unfortunately only the positive declinations could be
completely processed and analysed. A typical flux sensitivity is achieved of 6 mJy beam−1

over 16 km s−1, that corresponds to a brightness sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 1018 cm−2. A blind
object search has been done and a search with a lower flux limitrequiring an optical
counterpart. In total 193 object have been detected, of which 16 are new Hi detections.

6.1 Introduction

To investigate column densities that probe the Lyman Limit System regime, very deep Hi
observations are required with a brightness sensitivity significantly better thanNHI ∼ 1019

cm−2. Reaching these column densities is important to learn moreabout the distribution of
neutral hydrogen in the inter-galactic medium and to have a better understanding of feedback
processes that fuel star formation in galaxies. In chapters4 and 5 two Hi surveys have been
presented that reach these low column densities in a region of ∼ 1500 square degrees. The
first data product is the total power data of the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey, an Hi
survey mapping the galaxy filament connecting the Virgo Cluster with the Local Group. The
survey spans 11 degrees in Declination from−1 to +10 degrees and 135 degrees in Right
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Ascension between 8 and 17 hours. This survey has a point source sensitivity of 16 mJy
beam−1 over 16 km s−1 corresponding to a column density ofNHI ∼ 3.5 · 1016 cm−2.

The second data product presented in this work is reprocessed data, using original data
that has been observed for the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey. The 1500 square degree region of
the WVFS was reprocessed to permit comparison between thesedata products and detections.
The point source sensitivity of the reprocessed HIPASS datais 10 mJy beam−1 over 26 km
s−1, corresponding to a column density ofNHI ∼ 3.5 · 1017 cm−2.

In this chapter, the third and last data product is presented: the cross-correlation data of
the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey. As explained in chapter 4, the aim of the WVFS was
to achieve very high brightness sensitivity in a large region of the sky, to permit detection of
H i features that probe the neutral component of the Cosmic Web.The configuration of the
array was chosen such that the dishes of the interferometer form a filled aperture of∼ 300
meters in projection by observing at extreme hour angles. Because of the much smaller beam
size compared to the WVFS total-power or HIPASS observations, we will be able to identify
the brighter clumps within diffuse features if these are present.

Furthermore, the special observing configuration creates some technical challenges itself.
This novel observing strategy requires non-standard data-reduction procedures, which will be
explained in section 2. In section 3 we will present the results, starting with a list of detected
features. Objects are sought both blindly, by using a high signal-to-noise threshold, and in
conjunction with a known optical counterpart by using a lower threshold. New Hi detections
and diffuse structure are briefly discussed, however detailed analysis of these features will be
presented in chapter 7. We will end with a short discussion and conclusion, summarizing the
main results.

6.2 Observations and data Reduction

The basic observations have already been described in chapter 4, where the total power prod-
uct of the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey is presented. Cross-correlation data were ac-
quired simultaneously with that total power data. We will only summarise the observational
parameters as these have been discussed previously and concentrate more on the observing
technique and data reduction as these are very non-standardfor this data set.

6.2.1 Observations

The galaxy filament connecting the Virgo Cluster with the Local Group has been observed us-
ing the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) in drift scan mode. Data was acquired
in two 20 MHz IF bands centred at 1416 and 1398 MHz. In total∼ 1500 degrees has been
observed from−1 to 10 degrees in Declination and from 8 to 17 hours in Right Ascension.
Forty-five strips have been observed at fixed Declinations ofDec= −1,−0.75,−0.5 . . . 10 de-
grees. The correlated data was averaged in Right Ascension every 60 seconds, corresponding
to an angular drift of about 15 arcmin, to yield Nyquist sampling in the scan direction. All
regions have been observed twice times, once when the sources were rising and once when
they were setting.

6.2.2 Observing technique

The data has been obtained at very extreme hour angles between±80 and±90 degrees, to be
able to achieve a filled-aperture projected geometry. The WSRT has 14 dishes of 25 meter
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Figure 6.1: Observing mode of the WSRT dishes: 12 of the 14 dishes are placed at a regular
interval of 144 meters. When observing at large hour angles,an approximately filled aperture
of 300 by 25 meters can be simulated in projection.

diameter, of which 12 can be placed at regular intervals of 144 meter. At these extreme hour
angles, the dishes do not shadow each other, however the separation is so small that there are
no gaps in the UV-plane. Using the 12 dishes at regular intervals, a filled aperture is created
in projection of 300× 25 meter in extent as demonstrated in Fig. 6.1. When observing in
this mode, we can achieve the high sensitivity of a single dish telescope, but benefit from the
excellent spectral baseline properties and PSF of an interferometer. Although each pointing
is only observed one minute at a time and two minutes in total,the expected sensitivity after
one minute of observing is∆NHI ∼ 5 × 1017 cm−2 over 20 km s−1 in a ∼ 35× 3 arcmin
beam over a∼ 35× 35 arcmin instantaneous field-of-view. It is important to note that the
shape of the beam in a single snap-shot is extremely elongated. The high column density
sensitivity is only achieved in practise for sources which completely fill the beam, which is
only likely for the nearest sources. Each pointing is however observed at two complementary
hour-angles; one positive and the other negative, implyingthat the orientation of the snap-
shot beams is also complimentary. When combining the observations, the resulting beam has
a well defined circular/elliptical shape, even though the orientation of each of thetwo beams
is only a few degrees on either side of vertical. The concept is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2 where
the combination of the individual elongated beams forms a symmetric circular response.

6.2.3 Data Reduction

Both the auto and cross-correlation data have been obtainedsimultaneously, but were sepa-
rated before importing them into Classic AIPS. The reduction process of the auto-correlations
or total power data has been described in detail in chapter 4.Here we will describe the cross-
correlation data product.

A typical observation consisted of a calibrator source (3C48 or 3C286), the actual drift
scan at a fixed Declination and another calibrator source. After importing the data into AIPS,
the calibration and drift scan data were concatenated into asingle file.

The total dataset consists of 90 drift-scans at fixed declination, containing 91 baselines
in two polarisations; half observed at an extreme negative hour angle and the other half at
an extreme positive hour angle. Each baseline was inspectedmanually in Classic AIPS,
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Figure 6.2: Due to the filled aperture of∼ 300×25 meters, a very elongated beam is created.
By observing each pointing twice at complementary orientations, the combined beam of the
two observations is nearly circular, although with a significant side-lobe.

using the SPFLG utility. Suspicious features appearing in the frequency and time domain of
each baseline were inspected critically. Features that were not confirmed in spectra acquired
simultaneously were flagged as radio frequency interference (RFI).

The calibrator sources were used to determine the bandpass calibration and the bandpass
solutions were inspected by eye before application. Continuum data files were created from
the line data by averaging the central 75% of the frequency bandwidth. These were used for
determining the gain calibrations. As we are using theAIPSpackage which was originally
developed for VLA data, a re-definition of the polarisation products is necessary for correct
gain calibration. The VLA measures right and left circular polarisations (RR= I + V, LL =
I −V, RL= Q+ iU andLR= Q− iU ), while the WSRT data consists of the two perpendicular
linear polarisation products (XX = I − Q, YY= I + Q, XY = −U + iV andYX= −U − iV).
Both definitions are in terms of the same true Stokes parameters (I, Q, U, V). By redefining a
calibrator’s parameters as (I′, Q′, U′, V′) = (I, -U, V, -Q) it is possible to successfully calibrate
the (XX,YY,XYandYX) data by treating it as if it were (RR, LL,RLandLR). Redefinition of
polarization products has no effect for sources that are not polarised. However the calibrator,
3C286, is known to be about 10% linearly polarised. The “apparent Stokes” values that have
been used for this calibrator are (14.75, -1.27, 0, -0.56) Jyfor the first IF and (14.83, -1.28,
0. -0.57) Jy for the second IF. Gain solutions determined with the continuum data are applied
to the line data as well. The calibrated data is exported fromAIPS into theuvfits format
and imported into theMiriad (Sault et al. 1995) software package.Miriad has been used
to further reduce the data. The mosaic scans are split into individual pointings. Continuum
emission is subtracted from the line data using a first order polynomial, excluding the edge
of the bandpass and regions containing galactic emission.

Although there are only scans at 45 different Declinations, each scan contains 540 point-
ings in Right Ascension. Because the complete survey cannotbe imaged simultaneously due
to computer memory and image projection limitations, all the scans have been split into in-
dividual pointings. The complete survey is separated in 18 blocks of 40 pointings in Right
Ascension and 45 pointings in Declination, with a ten pointing overlap in Right Ascension
between neighbouring blocks. This corresponds to sub-regions of∼ 10× 11 degrees in size.
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The central positions of each of the sub-region cubes is listed in table 6.1. When inverting
the data from theUV to the image domain a uniform weighting scheme was applied, as this
is the most optimal weighting for the 12 inner antennas of thearray. Because of the regular
antenna spacing, many baselines have the same length but theuv-plane is fully sampled at all
spacings between one and eleven dish diameters. To suppressthe side-lobes due to incom-
plete sampling of the longer baselines involving antennas 13 and 14, a Gaussian taper has
been applied to the visibility data with a FWHM of 200 arcsec;as this is approximately the
size of the final beam. The 250 individual velocity channels were imaged between 150 and
2000 km s−1 with a sampling of 8.24 km s−1. An example of a single channel in a sub-region
is shown in Fig. 6.3, the inner 10 degrees in Right Ascension and Declination have uniform
mosaic sampling and an approximately constant noise level.Fig. 6.4 shows the same field,
overlaid with all the individual pointing patterns that have been used to mosaic this field.

Unfortunately the data from pointings with negative Declinations are missing from the
cubes, as well as the axis labels in the two plots that are shown. The data has been inverted
using theMiriad software package, which grids and inverts the data using thenatural NCP
(North Celestial Pole) projection that applies to data obtained with an East-West interfer-
ometer. In most cases this is not a problem, however the NCP definition breaks down at a
Declination of zero degrees. The NCP projection is defined inBrouw (1971) by:

L = cosδ sin∆α (6.1)

and
M = (cosδ0 − cosδ cos∆α)/ sinδ0 (6.2)

At Declinations approaching zero, theM-value diverges to infinity, making any projection
impossible. The commonly used imaging tasks in bothMiriad andAIPShave been found to
work effectively when given either all positive or all negative Declinations, but failed when
given both simultaneously. Various methods of circumventing this problem have been tested,
but none of them was successful in re-projecting all of the data to a more useful grid. We
have therefore chosen to neglect the negative Declination pointings of the cross-correlation
data, as they contain less than 10% percent of the total. Other projections for the northern
part of the data have been considered, but these are not favorable since they yield a highly
postion dependant PSF. The data is gridded in NCP-projection, for which a well defined beam
applies. When re-projecting the∼ 10× 10 degree field to e.g. a SIN-projection, the response
to point sources, particularly at the lowest Declinations,is severely distorted. The effect of
the NCP-projection can also be seen in the shape and distribution of the pointings in Fig. 6.4
as the pointings at low Declination are squeezed into narrowellipses. Quite apart from the
NCP-projection, it is an inherent property of an east-west interferometer, that the north-south
spatial resolution that can be achieved at Dec=0 is only as good as the primary beam, which
is ∼ 35 arcmin.

Fig. 6.5 shows the synthesized beam for one of the central pointings in the strip at Dec=10
degrees. The left panel shows the beam due to a single observation, which is extremely elon-
gated. The right panel displays the beam after combining both complimentary observations.
When averaging the two elongated beams, a circular main-lobe is formed, although substan-
tial X-shaped side-lobes are also apparent.
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Figure 6.3: Example of a channel map from one of the processed sub-regioncubes (cube 9)
from the WVFS cross-correlation data. The inner region is well sampled by the pointings and
the noise is uniform, while emission at the edges is noisier.There is 25% overlap in Right
Ascension between adjacent cubes. Unfortunately the coordinates could not be shown in this
plot due to projection effects, as is explained in the text.
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Figure 6.4: Same image as Fig. 6.3, but now with the positions of the pointings overlaid.
Each cube contains data from 45 pointings in Declination, by40 pointings in Right Ascension
covering 11 by 10 degrees. Due to the NCP projection of the data, the Declinations close to
zero degrees are increasingly distorted, as can be seen in the shape of the pointings that
are squeezed toward the lowest declinations. Unfortunately, pointings with both positive
and negative Declinations could not gridded simultaneously due to limitations of the NCP
projection.
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After the cubes have been imaged, the data were Hanning smoothed using a width of 3
channels, to eliminate spectral sidelobes and lower the RMSnoise. Although the channel
sampling of the cubes is unchanged, the velocity resolutionof the data is decreased to∼ 16
km s−1.

After Hanning smoothing has been applied, the beam and smootheddirty maps were de-
convolved using theMOSSDItask withinMiriad to createcleancubes. This task is similar
to the single-fieldCLEANalgorithm, but can be applied to mosaic-data. Only one pass of
CLEAN deconvolution has been done without any masking. Because of the relatively large
size of the 18 cubes, the cleaning step takes significant processing power. For the cleaning
step a cutoff level of 50 mJy beam−1 was used. This cutoff level was determined empirically
to be optimal in cleaning the data as deeply as possible whilenot creating false components.
Although on the whole the data quality was significantly improved by deconvolution, the
brightest sources are still suffering from some residual side-lobe artifacts. A second clean-
ing pass using a clean mask was not undertaken, since residual sidelobes prevented effective
mask definition in an automatic way. The survey volume was deemed too large, to determine
a mask manually. Nevertheless the improvement in dynamic range is significant as can be
seen in the example shown in Fig. 6.6. In the left panel a channel is shown before cleaning
and in the right panel the same field is shown after cleaning. In the left panel a very strong
X-shaped sidelobe pattern can be seen at the location of bright sources. In the right panel the
side-lobes have almost completely disappeared.

6.2.4 Sensitivity

We reach an almost uniform noise level throughout the surveyarea of 6 mJy beam−1 over 16
km s−1 which corresponds to a column density sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 1.1·1018 cm−2. The noise
level in each of the individual 18 cubes is listed in table 6.1. Although we reach very high
sensitivities, we note that the data is affected by some residual side-lobe contamination in the
vicinity of bright sources.

Typical features that occur in the data cubes are illustrated in Fig. 6.3. At the edge of the
field there is an increase in the noise due to the finite number of mosaic pointings included
in each cube. The large dark and light structure in the upper part of the field is caused by
solar interference during the observation. This instance of solar interference is very extreme
and certainly not typical. Distributed over the field are many galaxies that appear as point
sources. The X-shaped residual side-lobe pattern is still apparent within the noise around the
brightest of these sources in the field.

6.2.5 False Positives

Although the reduced data has a good flux sensitivity, there are many artifacts in the data, that
are important to understand. Because the ”cleaning” step during the data reduction has not
been perfect, there are artifacts in the vicinity of bright groups of sources that are caused by
side-lobes in the beam. In some cases the residual side-lobes of a bright source are similar in
strength to fainter sources in it’s vicinity.

At some locations, the quality of the data was not optimal andparts of several Declination
strips had to be flagged. As a result, the restoring beam is notwell matched to the data at
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Figure 6.5: Beam shape of a central pointing in the strip at Dec=10 degrees. The left panel
shows the synthesized beam of a single observation, while the right panel shows the beam
for the two complimentary scans. Both panels have the same intensity scale and contours are
drawn at 70, 80 and 90 percent of the peak.

Figure 6.6: The left panel shows a region of thedirty map; data that has only been inverted
from theu,v plane to the image plane. The right panel shows exactly the same region after
one pass ofcleaning. While in the left panel the cross pattern of the beam is very apparent,
in the right panel the side-lobes are almost completely subtracted.
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cube RAmin RAmax rms [Jy beam−1]
1 07:57:04 08:41:35 6.4
2 08:26:10 09:11:42 5.5
3 08:56:19 09:41:44 5.3
4 09:26:25 10:11:49 6.3
5 09:56:29 10:41:53 5.8
6 10:26:34 11:11:59 5.1
7 10:46:39 11:42:04 5.8
8 11:26:45 12:12:08 5.5
9 11:56:49 12:42:15 5.5
10 12:26:56 13:12:18 6.5
11 12:56:59 13:42:24 6.4
12 13:27:04 14:12:28 7.0
13 13:57:09 14:42:34 6.6
14 14:27:14 15:12:38 6.2
15 14:57:19 15:42:43 6.6
16 15:27:24 16:12:48 6.1
17 15:57:29 16:42:53 6.1
18 16:27:35 17:01:56 5.9

Table 6.1: Right Ascension range and noise levels of the 18 individual sub-cubes of the
WVFS cross-correlation data. All cubes are centred at a declination of 5 degrees.

these locations and the sensitivity is
√

2 worse. Due to the extended nature of the mosaic
pointing pattern, such instances are often compensated by adjacent pointings. The effect of
poor data quality is most apparent around 9.25 degrees (due to solar interference), where the
noise is enhanced throughout the entire survey.

Although an attempt was made to observe only during night time hours, portions of scans
are suffering from solar interference. The regions where this occurs are relatively isolated,
however the data quality in these regions is significantly impaired.

Galactic Hi emission is another potential cause of false detections at radial velocities
below∼ +400 km s−2.

6.2.6 Flux determination

In the case of single dish observations with a large beam, theflux density of an object can be
determined by integrating the spectrum over the line-profile of an object. When multiplied
with the velocity resolution of the observations, this gives the line strength in [Jy km s−1].
This method can be used when the telescope beam is more extended than the spatial size
of an object implying that the sources are unresolved. This assumption has been used for
the HIPASS data and for the WVFS total power data. Although the WVFS cross-correlation
data has a relatively large beam size compared to typical interferometric observations, some
objects are apparently resolved.

The flux of each object is therefore determined in two different ways. The first method
simply employs the integral of the line strength in the spectrum with the highest peak bright-
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Figure 6.7: Histogram of incidence of brightness in units ofσ in cube 13 of the WVFS. At
a level of−5σ there are still many pixels, indicating that the number of false positives at the
+5σ level is also likely to be relatively high. At a level of−8σ there are no negative pixels,
so above a clipping level of+8σ no false detections are expected.

ness. The error in this estimate is given by:

σ =

√
1.5 ·W20

vres
δv× rms (6.3)

wherevres is the velocity resolution of the data, whileδv is the channel separation in [km s−1].
The second method is a more sophisticated one, that is bettersuited to extended sources.

Ideally the flux would be determined interactively for each object, by selecting the regions
that contain significant emission in a moment map integratedover the velocity extent of the
source. While this is possible when observing a modest number of individual galaxies, the
total area of the WVFS survey and the number of objects is too large to treat each object
manually. An automatic method is used, which consists of integrating the flux of the moment
maps in the vicinity of each peak out to a certain radius. Ideally, beyond a certain radius
the integrated flux density remains approximately constantapart from fluctuations due to the
noise and local background. Because of side-lobe and large-scale background effects this
is often not the case; the integrated flux drops again or keepsincreasing. A radius has to
be determined that yields the best estimate of the integral,while restricting the effects of
confusing features as much as possible

For each object a zeroth moment map is created and the radial profile of the flux values
is determined. A Gaussian function is fitted to the radial profile, theσ value of the fit is an
indication of how extended the source is. The pixel brightness is integrated for all pixels
within a radius of 3.5σ and converted from [Jy beam−1 km s−1] to [Jy km s−1] by division
with the beam area. The error of the integrated flux is calculated by:
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error=

√
1.5 ·W20

vres
×

√
1.5 · As

Abeam
δv× rms (6.4)

whereAs is the surface area of the source andAbeamis the surface area of the synthesised
beam. The integrated value of the pixel values is used, rather than the integral of the Gaussian
fit, to be more sensitive to possible extended emission whichis likely to be suppressed by the
wings of the Gaussian.

6.2.7 Flux correction
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Figure 6.8: Beam response of pointings in the mosaic as function of the observed declina-
tion (δ)(top panel) and theNCPprojected declination (M). The observed mosaic is Nyquist
sampled, with a regular interval between beams of 15 arcmin.When projecting the data, the
sampling becomes different.

We have noticed a shortcoming in theinvert task withinmiriad when the data is converted
from theu,v plane to theimageplane. When creating the mosaiced image, each individual
pointing is inverted and then the set of images are combined using the primary beam model
for the relative weightings.

When gridding the data using theNCP projection the offset in declination with respect
to the tangential point is calculated using equation 6.2. Inthis functionδ0 is the central
declination,δ is the observed declination that has to be gridded and∆α is the difference
between the central Right Ascension and the Right Ascensionto be gridded. At declinations
close to zero, the differences inM in the projected frame become very small:δ = 0+ ǫ and
δ = 0 + 2ǫ are gridded to the same pixel in the projected frame and forδ = 0 there is a
singularity as there is no solution at all.

In the observed frame, the mosaic is Nyquist sampled and there is a pointing every 15
arcmin between 0.25 and 10 degrees in declinations. This is shown in the top panel of Fig. 6.8
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where the response of each beam is plotted as function of declination. At each position the
sum of all the beam responses is equal and the weighted sum is always unity.

The separation between the pointings with respect to each other changes, when they are
converted to the projectedNCP frame. Not only the position of pointings changes, the com-
plete shape of the primary beam becomes different, and a distorted beam should be applied
when doing the weighting. We suspect that this is not happening and that the undistorted
beam is used. This is demonstrated in the bottom panel of Fig.6.8 where the undistorted
beam response of the pointings is plotted as function of the projectedM value. TheM value
gives the offset with respect to the reference pixel, soM = 0 corresponds toδ = 5 degrees.

In an image the flux is determined by the weighted sum of the beam response of all the
contributing pointings.:

Sδ =
ΣSi(δ) · Bi(δ)
ΣBi(δ)

(6.5)

and

SM =
ΣSi(δ) · Bi(δ)
ΣBi(M)

(6.6)

WhereSi(δ) is the measured flux by a pointing,Bi(δ) is the beam response in the observed
frame, whileBi(M) is the beam response in the projected frame.

In the projected frame the sum of the beam responses changes dramatically with declina-
tion if the projection is not applied on the shape of the primary beam.

A a result fluxes appear lower in the projected frame at low declinations, as the sum of
the beam responses by which the flux is weighted is larger. At high declinations the opposite
is the case where the flux values in the projected frame becomeenhanced.

This effect is clearly visible in the data, as the measured flux of objects at low declination
is systematically to low. This is demonstrated for a sample of objects in the right panel of
Fig. 6.9. The data points show the ratio between the fluxes obtained from the WVFS total
power data as described in chapter 4 and the fluxes from the cross-correlation data, without a
flux correction. The flux ratios are plotted on a logarithmic scale against declination. At low
declinations the total power fluxes are much higher, while athigh declinations the opposite is
the case.

The correction that has to be applied is given by:

C(δ) =
ΣBi(M)
ΣBi(δ)

(6.7)

This ratio is plotted in the left panel of Fig. 6.9 as functionof declination. The cross
indicates the the central position of the projected grid at 5degrees, where the ratio is exactly
1 as no correction has to be applied. For declinations below 5degrees the fluxes have to be
scaled op, while for high declinations the fluxes have to be scaled down. At both ends of
the correction function there is a bump, as the edges of the mosaic are not Nyquist sampled
in the observations, so the integrated beam responses are different here. For declinations
approaching zero degrees the correction goes to infinity, because of the singularity in the
NCPprojection here.

In the right panel of Fig. 6.9 the same correcting ratio is plotted on a logarithmic scale,
together with a sample of data points as described before. Although the scatter is large the
data points follow the correcting function reasonably well. The fluxes obtained from the total
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Figure 6.9: Left panel: Correction factor as function of declination, to be applied on the ob-
tained fluxes. Right panel: Correcting factor on a logarithmic scales with data points repre-
senting the flux ratio between WVFS total-power and cross-correlation data, before applying
the correction on the cross-correlation data.

power and cross-correlation data actually can be different as the total power data is more
sensitive to extended emission, but to get the cross-correlation data on the right level, the
correction has to be applied.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Source Detection

Because of the large extent of the WVFS, and the large number of independent pixels, an
automated source finding algorithm is essential to obtain a list of candidate detections. Al-
though the sensitivity of the data is good, source detectionis not straightforward because of
the artifacts that are apparent in the data as described in section 6.2.5. Two strategies have
been employed to circumvent these complications and to obtain a list of candidate detections
that is as complete as possible. The first method is a blind search that uses a clipping level of
8σ. This conservative clipping level will provide a reliable list of bright features. The second
method uses a less conservative clipping level of 5σ that will also yield many false positives.
An extra constraint on these features is that an optical counterpart is required within a suitable
search radius and at a comparable radial velocity. The search radius is variable, depending
on the declination of the candidate feature, as will be explained below.

For both approaches theDuchamp(Whiting 2009) source finding algorithm has been
used, with different control parameters. The two methods and their resultsare described be-
low. When searching for objects,Duchampuses the processed, three dimensional data cubes.
The source finder has been run on each of the 18 cubes individually, although for cubes 8 and
9 every pixel above a declination of 9 degrees has been blanked. This region could not be
used due to solar interference, which heavily affected the quality of the data. The interference
is so strong here that it increases the noise and causes many false and unreliable detections.
As a consequence, any objects between∼ 172 and∼ 190 degrees in Right Ascension and
above 9 degrees in Declination will not be detected.
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Vres [km s−1] rms [mJy beam−1] clip [σ] grow [σ] size [pixels]
setup1 16 6.7 8 3 3
setup2 32 5.0 8 3 5
setup3 64 4.1 8 3 9
setup4 128 3.1 8 3 17

Table 6.2: Duchampparameters for the blind Hi search in the WVFS cross-correlations.

6.3.2 Blind Detections

Although the noise in the data is approximately Gaussian, itis clear from an inspection of the
histogram of brightnesses that there are excess negative outliers from this ideal distribution.
Due to the purely relative nature of interferometric data (the absence of the auto-correlation),
artifacts caused by e.g. side-lobes, continuum sources andsolar interference are symmetric
in their positive and negative excursions with respect to zero. For this reason, the number of
noise and artifact pixels within a negative brightness interval is equal to the number of likely
false positive pixels within the same brightness interval on the positive side of the histogram.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.4 where a histogram of the observed brightness is plotted from
the central portion of cube 13. The incidence of each brightness scaled by the local RMS
fluctuation level is plotted. At 4 or 5σ the number of negative pixels is still significant, but
these rapidly drop to zero for a brightness below−8σ. A clipping level of+8σ was therefore
chosen since it should yield no false positive detections due to either noise or artifacts.

For the actual source findingDuchamphas been used with four different settings, that
are summarised in table 6.2. The cubes were first Hanning smoothed to velocity resolutions
of 16, 32, 64 and 128 km s−1, to be more sensitive to sources with different line widths.
Although an initial clipping level of 8σ has been used for peak identification, the detected
features are ”grown” to a level of 3σ. Furthermore a certain number of pixels in the velocity
domain is required, that is representative for the velocityresolution.

For each candidate detection, the spectrum was determined and a moment map has been
created by integrating the data cube over the velocity widthof the detection. Furthermore,
an optical counterpart was sought for each source within a radius of 7 arcmin. A radius of 7
arcmin was chosen both to accomodate some intrinsic offset of the Hi and optical centroid as
well as those instances of limited positional accuracy, as will be explained below.

All spectra and moment maps were inspected visually, to lookfor artifacts. Continuum
artifacts, or solar interference can result in a false detection, but are easily recognised by eye.
An example is shown in Fig. 6.3.2, where a continuum source produces a strong modulation
of the bandpass.

The moment maps were used to eliminate those candidate sources coincident with resid-
ual side-lobe artifacts. When candidate sources are coincident with one of the arms of the
X-shaped residual side-lobe of a bright nearby source, thenthey are very likely unreliable.
An example of a clear residual side-lobe structure is shown in Fig. 6.3.2.

Furthermore, all multiple detections of the same source were excluded from the list of
detections. Features that are at the edge of a cube are likelyto be detected twice in two
adjacent cubes. In the cubes with different velocity resolution, the peak flux of the candidate
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Figure 6.10: Example of continuum sources that passed theDuchampsearch algorithm.
Visual inspection of the spectra can easily distinguish real detections from artifacts.

is not always at the same spatial position, resulting in a slightly different apparent centroid.
Finally, sources are sometimes counted twice when there aretwo bright spectral components
that do not connect. For example in the case a double horned profile, where the region
between the two peaks does not exceed the 3σ level which was set as the growing limit.

A total of 138 sources have been detected using the blind detection approach, which have
a peak brightness exceeding 8σ. The properties of each detection are listed in table 6.3.
The first column gives the name of the source, consisting of the characters ”WVFSCC”
(WesterborkVirgo FilamentSurvey Cross-Correlation), followed by six plus six digits for
the Right Ascension and Declination respectively in hh:mm:ss and dd:mm:ss format. The
second column gives the optical ID if present, followed by the Right Ascension, Declination
and Velocity. The sixth and seventh column give the line-width at 50 and 20% of the peak
(W50 andW20). The last three columns give the integrated line-strength(Sl), the integrated
moment map flux density (Si) and the error in the integrated flux density (σS). The differ-
ences between the different flux measurements and the method of estimating the uncertainty
are explained in section 6.3.4.

Of the 138 detected sources only one object does not have an optical counterpart.
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Figure 6.11: Example of a source with a bright residual side-lobe pattern. An X pattern
is clearly visible and those regions within the side-lobes with multiple contours might be
mis-identified as individual objects by theDuchampsource-finding algorithm.
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Table 6.3: Physical properties of the blind Hi detection of the Westerbork
Virgo Filament Survey.
(a): Units ofVHel are given in [km s−1].
(b): Units ofW50 are given in [km s−1].
(c): Units ofW20 are given in [km s−1].
(d): Line-strength (Sl) in units of [Jy km s−1].
(e): Integrated flux density (Si) in units of [Jy km s−1].
(e): Error in (Si) in units of [Jy km s−1].

Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] Va
Hel Wb

50 Wc
20 Sd

l Se
i σ

f
S

1 WVFSCC 083118+065939 CGCG 032-035 08:31:18.36 06:59:39.71 1849 69 171 3.35.7 0.2
2 WVFSCC 084013+053803 UGC 04524 08:40:13.64 05:38:03.90 1980 71 134 2.7 3.30.2
3 WVFSCC 084134+045910 NGC 2644 08:41:34.99 04:59:10.17 1932 109 126 3.3 4.20.2
4 WVFSCC 090630+062040 UGC 04781 09:06:30.56 06:20:40.16 1442 170 196 8.6 12.0 0.2
5 WVFSCC 090806+055640 UGC 04797 09:08:06.82 05:56:40.29 1347 120 250 3.3 7.9 0.3
6 WVFSCC 090836+051720 SDSS J090836.54+051726.8 09:08:36.74 05:17:20.39 600 54 74 1.5 2.8 0.2
7 WVFSCC 091038+071051 HIPASS J0910+07 09:10:38.81 07:10:51.11 1494 108 138 3.2 5.7 0.2
8 WVFSCC 091227+095644 UGC 04845 09:12:27.66 09:56:44.70 2095 193 204 5.0 10.1 0.2
9 WVFSCC 092914+074203 NGC 2894 09:29:14.26 07:42:03.14 2070 113 239 2.5 5.10.2
10 WVFSCC 093514+050807 UGC 05107 09:35:14.25 05:08:07.56 2009 183 221 3.4 6.4 0.3
11 WVFSCC 094206+003739 NGC 2967 09:42:06.04 00:37:39.30 1868 127 154 12.1 13.9 0.7
12 WVFSCC 094438+093706 IC 0559 09:44:38.81 09:37:06.88 534 79 127 2.3 4.9 0.1
13 WVFSCC 094456+082012 2MASX J09445892+0822116 09:44:56.61 08:20:12.46 1732 161 186 2.7 6.4 0.2
14 WVFSCC 094744+024046 UGC 05249 09:47:44.90 02:40:46.25 1865 212 240 13.2 16.9 0.6
15 WVFSCC 094948+003838 NGC 3023 09:49:48.53 00:38:38.41 1862 103 134 10.7 13.1 0.7
16 WVFSCC 095116+074819 UGC 05288 09:51:16.75 07:48:19.19 564 145 157 6.7 16.8 0.2
17 WVFSCC 095341+013725 NGC 3044 09:53:41.17 01:37:25.94 1275 319 350 39.1 58.9 1.2
18 WVFSCC 095447+091544 NGC 3049 09:54:47.01 09:15:44.56 1482 207 225 5.0 8.40.2
19 WVFSCC 095515+041654 NGC 3055 09:55:15.38 04:16:54.65 1837 262 332 7.5 8.50.4

Continued on Next Page. . .
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20 WVFSCC 095959+052201 Sextans B 09:59:59.63 05:22:01.07 299 66 87 22.5 58.60.2
21 WVFSCC 101247+070445 UGC 05504 10:12:47.83 07:04:45.62 1536 94 116 1.9 3.10.2
22 WVFSCC 101350+070347 UGC 05522 10:13:50.38 07:03:47.44 1218 259 274 15.9 27.8 0.3
23 WVFSCC 101411+032820 NGC 3169 10:14:11.87 03:28:20.70 1238 435 494 44.0 104.4 0.9
24 WVFSCC 101554+024309 UGC 05539 10:15:54.56 02:43:09.40 1301 135 150 9.5 9.8 0.5
25 WVFSCC 101711+042104 UGC 05551 10:17:11.08 04:21:04.83 1363 69 94 2.9 5.0 0.2
26 WVFSCC 102635+035454 NGC 3246 10:26:35.38 03:54:54.22 2086 186 194 5.5 6.30.4
27 WVFSCC 102836+033349 UGC 05677 10:28:36.49 03:33:49.50 1151 82 144 4.8 6.30.3
28 WVFSCC 103117+042837 UGC 05708 10:31:17.72 04:28:37.38 1201 184 208 23.2 33.2 0.3
29 WVFSCC 104612+015032 NGC 3365 10:46:12.62 01:50:32.47 964 227 241 46.8 54.1 0.9
30 WVFSCC 105109+055051 NGC 3423 10:51:09.96 05:50:51.44 1037 165 199 19.2 27.2 0.3
31 WVFSCC 105135+032926 HIPASS J1051+03 10:51:35.10 03:29:26.25 1066 117 134 7.2 14.7 0.3
32 WVFSCC 105135+043550 UGC 05974 10:51:35.27 04:35:50.93 1069 158 173 11.9 14.5 0.3
33 WVFSCC 105155+060454 USGC U333 10:51:55.63 06:04:54.66 919 31 44 0.9 1.0 0.1
34 WVFSCC 105309+023502 LSBC L1-137 10:53:09.36 02:35:02.59 1071 69 126 5.9 6.5 0.5
35 WVFSCC 105347+094207 UGC 06014 10:53:47.69 09:42:07.59 1126 99 129 1.2 3.40.1
36 WVFSCC 110113+033806 NGC 3495 11:01:13.07 03:38:06.66 1117 288 357 19.6 22.0 0.5
37 WVFSCC 110652+071028 NGC 3526 11:06:52.20 07:10:28.08 1389 121 197 3.3 3.70.2
38 WVFSCC 111726+043657 NGC 3604 11:17:26.29 04:36:57.85 1635 365 382 10.8 17.5 0.5
39 WVFSCC 111922+093518 SDSS J111928.10+093544.2 11:19:22.85 09:35:18.44 974 55 87 0.9 1.6 0.1
40 WVFSCC 112015+023340 UGC 06345 11:20:15.32 02:33:40.00 1619 101 144 19.8 27.9 0.5
41 WVFSCC 112425+032437 NGC 3664 11:24:25.38 03:24:37.26 1368 114 194 11.9 19.8 0.4
42 WVFSCC 112549+095831 IC 0692 11:25:49.36 09:58:31.51 1129 36 66 1.2 1.2 0.1
43 WVFSCC 112708+084338 IC 2828 11:27:08.44 08:43:38.08 1024 63 86 1.3 2.2 0.1
44 WVFSCC 112811+092321 NGC 3692 11:28:11.94 09:23:21.37 1675 40 419 3.6 7.8 0.2
45 WVFSCC 112943+091300 SDSS J113002.63+091659.2 11:29:43.07 09:13:00.93 987 347 362 14.3 30.6 0.3
46 WVFSCC 113005+091608 NGC 3705 11:30:05.63 09:16:08.26 985 348 368 14.3 30.7 0.3
47 WVFSCC 120142+054747 VV 462 12:01:42.04 05:47:47.46 1363 79 112 1.8 3.3 0.2
48 WVFSCC 120236+020201 NGC 4045 12:02:36.49 02:02:01.30 1972 281 329 9.3 1.32.8

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] Va
Hel Wb

50 Wc
20 Sd

l Se
i σ

f
S

49 WVFSCC 120733+024250 NGC 4116 12:07:33.06 02:42:50.65 1334 202 220 23.9 30.8 0.6
50 WVFSCC 120753+025148 NGC 4123 12:07:53.38 02:51:48.02 1334 202 250 26.5 51.5 0.6
51 WVFSCC 120929+080730 12:09:29.73 08:07:30.13 1175 24 55 0.5 1.6 0.1
52 WVFSCC 121104+020144 UGC 07178 12:11:04.68 02:01:44.79 1331 67 140 9.3 10.8 0.7
53 WVFSCC 121129+025652 UGC 07185 12:11:29.45 02:56:52.09 1291 43 134 6.6 7.80.4
54 WVFSCC 121359+074739 UGC 07239 12:13:59.05 07:47:39.56 1231 152 166 2.8 3.8 0.2
55 WVFSCC 121438+054740 NGC 4197 12:14:38.75 05:47:40.18 2060 255 264 8.7 12.5 0.3
56 WVFSCC 121759+063800 NGC 4241 12:17:59.50 06:38:00.16 740 149 182 4.2 6.6 0.2
57 WVFSCC 121924+055021 VCC 0340 12:19:24.58 05:50:21.75 1525 52 89 2.0 4.3 0.2
58 WVFSCC 122156+042740 MESSIER 061 12:21:56.09 04:27:40.35 1579 176 208 45.0 85.2 0.4
59 WVFSCC 122227+043343 NGC 4301 12:22:27.03 04:33:43.54 1292 114 135 14.6 16.6 0.3
60 WVFSCC 122238+081702 VCC 0566 12:22:38.21 08:17:02.27 1382 88 127 1.8 2.9 0.1
61 WVFSCC 122405+063509 IC 3268 12:24:05.17 06:35:09.66 726 113 138 3.5 6.0 0.2
62 WVFSCC 122435+032117 VCC 0739 12:24:35.26 03:21:17.85 900 51 69 4.5 7.9 0.3
63 WVFSCC 122444+035651 VCC 0737 12:24:44.29 03:56:51.86 1707 114 206 3.5 6.20.4
64 WVFSCC 122517+054421 NGC 4376 12:25:17.37 05:44:21.93 1132 253 271 3.5 3.70.3
65 WVFSCC 122536+071325 IC 3322A 12:25:36.69 07:13:25.63 1009 302 345 10.2 17.6 0.3
66 WVFSCC 122538+021059 UGC 07512 12:25:38.21 02:10:59.70 1515 53 127 7.3 7.50.6
67 WVFSCC 122549+054809 VCC 0848 12:25:49.17 05:48:09.43 1542 143 183 3.5 5.90.3
68 WVFSCC 122651+085214 NGC 4411 12:26:51.72 08:52:14.14 1260 87 135 4.8 16.10.1
69 WVFSCC 122710+071539 UGC 07557 12:27:10.16 07:15:39.29 931 202 217 8.7 15.0 0.2
70 WVFSCC 122711+055404 NGC 4423 12:27:11.02 05:54:04.30 1113 128 211 8.6 9.60.2
71 WVFSCC 122711+085019 VCC 0933 12:27:11.92 08:50:19.56 1220 84 302 4.3 13.50.2
72 WVFSCC 122719+061424 NGC 4430 12:27:19.80 06:14:24.95 1426 128 181 3.1 4.80.2
73 WVFSCC 122832+084112 UGC 07590 12:28:32.12 08:41:12.67 1091 167 183 3.4 7.5 0.2
74 WVFSCC 122929+064640 IC 3414 12:29:29.68 06:46:40.41 529 113 156 2.1 4.1 0.2
75 WVFSCC 123134+035902 NGC 4496A 12:31:34.09 03:59:02.55 1730 192 212 22.8 35.9 0.4
76 WVFSCC 123255+043521 VCC 1468 12:32:55.15 04:35:21.72 1238 95 145 2.7 3.6 0.3
77 WVFSCC 123334+083802 NGC 4519 12:33:34.15 08:38:02.47 1200 185 218 9.9 29.1 0.2

Continued on Next Page. . .
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78 WVFSCC 123337+090852 VCC 1496 12:33:37.09 09:08:52.42 1229 252 278 2.5 7.10.2
79 WVFSCC 123410+023218 NGC 4527 12:34:10.20 02:32:18.31 1785 350 399 44.9 136.2 1.5
80 WVFSCC 123420+023211 VCC 1572 12:34:20.70 02:32:11.05 1784 353 397 42.5 88.9 1.6
81 WVFSCC 123425+081017 NGC 4535 12:34:25.92 08:10:17.56 1943 264 298 13.4 30.9 0.2
82 WVFSCC 123428+062753 NGC 4532 12:34:28.32 06:27:53.56 2006 175 224 11.3 21.2 0.2
83 WVFSCC 123634+031023 UGC 07780 12:36:34.23 03:10:23.78 1426 118 184 4.7 6.7 0.4
84 WVFSCC 123634+063803 IC 3576 12:36:34.94 06:38:03.53 1074 104 121 5.2 11.40.2
85 WVFSCC 123700+065650 IC 3591 12:37:00.78 06:56:50.94 1628 162 147 4.0 7.7 0.2
86 WVFSCC 123926+075434 IC 3617 12:39:26.88 07:54:34.92 2074 138 158 3.0 5.3 0.2
87 WVFSCC 124647+055810 UGC 07943 12:46:47.69 05:58:10.06 840 120 160 5.3 7.00.2
88 WVFSCC 124749+041944 NGC 4688 12:47:49.28 04:19:44.54 994 81 106 20.3 34.70.2
89 WVFSCC 124823+082825 NGC 4698 12:48:23.89 08:28:25.64 987 414 427 6.1 16.80.3
90 WVFSCC 124912+032533 NGC 4701 12:49:12.18 03:25:33.32 722 194 218 25.9 43.7 0.4
91 WVFSCC 124954+035257 UGC 07983 12:49:54.81 03:52:57.18 706 47 67 3.2 2.2 0.2
92 WVFSCC 125001+051929 NGC 4713 12:50:01.91 05:19:29.45 644 187 214 23.1 37.8 0.3
93 WVFSCC 125313+042811 NGC 4765 12:53:13.78 04:28:11.46 737 74 114 11.0 14.20.2
94 WVFSCC 125451+024050 NGC 4809 12:54:51.98 02:40:50.84 953 144 183 12.5 12.2 0.5
95 WVFSCC 125550+041348 NGC 4808 12:55:50.35 04:13:48.50 753 269 304 33.5 63.8 0.5
96 WVFSCC 130037+023131 NGC 4900 13:00:37.41 02:31:31.40 991 78 118 13.5 16.50.5
97 WVFSCC 131228+070840 UGC 08285 13:12:28.31 07:08:40.51 899 171 193 3.6 5.60.2
98 WVFSCC 132027+052537 UGC 08382 13:20:27.47 05:25:37.34 965 97 166 3.1 6.2 0.2
99 WVFSCC 132058+094557 UGC 08385 13:20:58.87 09:45:57.27 1108 145 157 4.6 10.4 0.1
100 WVFSCC 132617+020801 NGC 5147 13:26:17.29 02:08:01.79 1095 127 198 16.0 19.2 0.7
101 WVFSCC 133452+084409 CGCG 073-036 13:34:52.30 08:44:09.89 1213 41 137 1.63.2 0.1
102 WVFSCC 133539+085752 UGC 08575 13:35:39.47 08:57:52.14 1157 117 134 3.0 5.9 0.1
103 WVFSCC 133732+073843 UGC 08614 13:37:32.31 07:38:43.35 1035 193 216 9.8 15.1 0.2
104 WVFSCC 133741+085343 NGC 5248 13:37:41.91 08:53:43.78 1134 270 297 9.0 22.8 0.2
105 WVFSCC 133839+082507 UGC 08629 13:38:39.35 08:25:07.93 993 113 139 2.6 6.50.1
106 WVFSCC 134815+035739 NGC 5300 13:48:15.89 03:57:39.33 1175 231 257 11.8 16.2 0.4

Continued on Next Page. . .
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107 WVFSCC 135414+051019 NGC 5348 13:54:14.82 05:10:19.22 1490 72 177 7.3 8.4 0.3
108 WVFSCC 135608+050200 NGC 5364 13:56:08.39 05:02:00.68 1254 272 309 22.5 40.7 0.4
109 WVFSCC 140452+084620 UGC 08995 14:04:52.25 08:46:20.96 1218 162 192 3.1 8.7 0.2
110 WVFSCC 141656+035009 HIPASS J1416+03 14:16:56.22 03:50:09.49 1474 114 159 6.1 7.6 0.3
111 WVFSCC 141957+092232 UGC 09169 14:19:57.00 09:22:32.64 1261 121 170 6.5 10.8 0.1
112 WVFSCC 142028+040032 NGC 5560 14:20:28.67 04:00:32.68 1760 94 115 5.4 11.20.3
113 WVFSCC 142326+014616 UGC 09215 14:23:26.09 01:46:16.38 1373 216 237 17.8 19.1 1.0
114 WVFSCC 142424+081615 UGC 09225 14:24:24.87 08:16:15.81 1251 122 140 2.5 6.3 0.1
115 WVFSCC 142707+083757 UGC 09249 14:27:07.28 08:37:57.78 1347 153 175 3.4 8.4 0.2
116 WVFSCC 143032+071605 NGC 5645 14:30:32.42 07:16:05.52 1354 212 248 8.9 14.2 0.2
117 WVFSCC 143319+095238 NGC 5669 14:33:19.91 09:52:38.29 1353 199 216 7.3 25.2 0.2
118 WVFSCC 143329+042657 NGC 5668 14:33:29.01 04:26:57.75 1583 97 121 25.9 38.2 0.4
119 WVFSCC 143433+041819 UGC 09380 14:34:33.26 04:18:19.47 1698 68 93 4.9 8.9 0.2
120 WVFSCC 143516+051616 UGC 09385 14:35:16.79 05:16:16.00 1646 92 172 5.2 9.00.3
121 WVFSCC 143746+022207 NGC 5690 14:37:46.60 02:22:07.96 1788 280 308 21.7 28.6 0.8
122 WVFSCC 143906+025815 UGC 09432 14:39:06.96 02:58:15.09 1566 93 129 5.8 8.00.4
123 WVFSCC 143915+052002 NGC 5701 14:39:15.70 05:20:02.83 1501 154 180 11.9 54.1 0.4
124 WVFSCC 144259+045545 IC 1048 14:42:59.14 04:55:45.17 1641 82 311 9.4 12.8 0.4
125 WVFSCC 144302+044945 UGC 09485 14:43:02.93 04:49:45.02 1651 146 293 9.7 14.1 0.5
126 WVFSCC 144425+014328 NGC 5740 14:44:25.62 01:43:28.32 1575 311 332 21.0 34.4 1.3
127 WVFSCC 144526+075059 UGC 09500 14:45:26.99 07:50:59.30 1686 69 80 2.5 6.9 0.2
128 WVFSCC 145350+033640 NGC 5774 14:53:50.58 03:36:40.59 1624 129 398 40.9 76.7 0.7
129 WVFSCC 145831+064705 KUG 1456+069 14:58:31.91 06:47:05.64 1673 125 162 2.1 4.1 0.2
130 WVFSCC 152158+050424 NGC 5921 15:21:58.42 05:04:24.93 1491 203 235 16.1 33.6 0.3
131 WVFSCC 152637+090736 UGC 09845 15:26:37.65 09:07:36.31 1887 175 184 2.3 6.4 0.1
132 WVFSCC 153738+055900 NGC 5964 15:37:38.65 05:59:00.04 1448 194 238 17.8 30.3 0.3
133 WVFSCC 154610+065316 UGC 10023 15:46:10.39 06:53:16.77 1408 137 181 3.5 4.2 0.2
134 WVFSCC 154901+050954 UGC 10041 15:49:01.92 05:09:54.53 2115 135 146 9.4 11.8 0.2
135 WVFSCC 160559+083054 CGCG 079-046 16:05:59.71 08:30:54.76 1347 134 83 2.85.9 0.1
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136 WVFSCC 160819+073148 IC 1197 16:08:19.25 07:31:48.34 1343 209 231 7.6 12.70.2
137 WVFSCC 161848+072303 NGC 6106 16:18:48.24 07:23:03.33 1441 259 288 11.3 16.8 0.2
138 WVFSCC 165637+075900 HIPASS J1656+08 16:56:37.64 07:59:00.73 1472 94 106 3.0 4.2 0.1
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Table 6.4: Physical properties Hi detections with an optical counterpart
in the Westerbork Virgo Filament Survey.
(a,b,c): Units of are given in [km s−1].
(d): Line strength (Sl) in units of [Jy km s−1].
(e): Integrated flux (Si) in units of [Jy km s−1].
(e): Error in (Si) in units of [Jy km s−1].

Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] VHel W50 W20 Sl Si σS

1 WVFSCC 083122+065754 CGCG 032-035 08:31:22.24 06:57:54.32 1840 125 207 2.9 4.9 0.2
2 WVFSCC 083628+051108 HIPASS J0836+05 08:36:28.06 05:11:08.70 1857 35 100 1.6 2.0 0.2
3 WVFSCC 084014+053812 UGC 04524 08:40:14.27 05:38:12.27 1985 70 138 2.6 3.40.2
4 WVFSCC 084135+045857 NGC 2644 08:41:35.12 04:58:57.69 1932 106 125 3.0 3.70.2
5 WVFSCC 090629+061848 UGC 04781 09:06:29.08 06:18:48.54 1451 181 202 8.5 13.5 0.2
6 WVFSCC 090811+055624 UGC 04797 09:08:11.64 05:56:24.35 1326 97 146 3.4 6.00.2
7 WVFSCC 090836+051722 SDSS J090836.54+051726.8 09:08:36.85 05:17:22.06 600 54 73 1.5 2.6 0.2
8 WVFSCC 091006+070245 SDSS J091019.53+070141.2 09:10:06.89 07:02:45.74 1471 38 98 2.9 2.5 0.1
9 WVFSCC 091038+071051 HIPASS J0910+07 09:10:38.81 07:10:51.11 1494 108 138 3.2 5.7 0.2
10 WVFSCC 091228+095636 UGC 04845 09:12:28.42 09:56:36.36 2096 198 206 4.9 9.6 0.2
11 WVFSCC 091244+085446 SDSS J091246.59+085620.1 09:12:44.40 08:54:46.51 1254 26 39 0.5 0.8 0.1
12 WVFSCC 092116+093914 SDSS J092114.98+094352.3 09:21:16.13 09:39:14.37 1368 49 76 0.5 1.4 0.1
13 WVFSCC 092929+074020 NGC 2894 09:29:29.96 07:40:20.59 2004 54 72 1.2 3.7 0.1
14 WVFSCC 093208+082801 NGC 2906 09:32:08.31 08:28:01.87 2021 29 41 0.4 1.4 0.1
15 WVFSCC 093450+062749 CGCG 035-007 09:34:50.79 06:27:49.11 545 72 95 0.9 1.2 0.2
16 WVFSCC 093518+050959 UGC 05107 09:35:18.35 05:09:59.50 2013 170 192 3.4 5.7 0.3
17 WVFSCC 094058+051133 NGC 2962 09:40:58.63 05:11:33.31 1785 33 49 1.0 1.1 0.1
18 WVFSCC 094206+003720 NGC 2967 09:42:06.15 00:37:20.81 1869 127 154 12.1 13.9 0.7
19 WVFSCC 094219+044110 NGC 2966 09:42:19.39 04:41:10.95 1971 99 112 1.7 2.6 0.2
20 WVFSCC 094238+045604 SDSS J094250.75+045327.5 09:42:38.93 04:56:04.43 2138 21 46 0.6 0.8 0.1
21 WVFSCC 094439+093707 IC 0559 09:44:39.87 09:37:07.13 535 80 124 2.2 4.9 0.1
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22 WVFSCC 094456+082003 2MASX J09445892+0822116 09:44:56.14 08:20:03.72 1734 161 185 2.7 6.4 0.2
23 WVFSCC 094553+030052 UGC 05224 09:45:53.98 03:00:52.30 1912 154 184 5.7 7.8 0.5
24 WVFSCC 094601+014350 UGC 05228 09:46:01.55 01:43:50.01 1724 44 164 4.2 6.10.8
25 WVFSCC 094653+003844 UGC 05238 09:46:53.69 00:38:44.40 1774 176 215 11.0 11.4 0.9
26 WVFSCC 094745+024040 UGC 05249 09:47:45.15 02:40:40.83 1863 203 238 13.0 16.6 0.6
27 WVFSCC 094948+003802 KPG 216 09:49:48.57 00:38:02.95 1860 103 142 10.4 12.5 0.7
28 WVFSCC 095116+074819 UGC 05288 09:51:16.75 07:48:19.19 564 145 157 6.7 16.8 0.2
29 WVFSCC 095341+013725 NGC 3044 09:53:41.17 01:37:25.94 1275 319 350 39.1 58.9 1.2
30 WVFSCC 095439+094655 SDSS J095430.47+095212.1 09:54:39.59 09:46:55.98 1527 31 4 0.5 2.4 0.0
31 WVFSCC 095448+091534 NGC 3049 09:54:48.33 09:15:34.78 1480 208 224 5.0 9.00.2
32 WVFSCC 095516+041726 NGC 3055 09:55:16.22 04:17:26.80 1847 259 309 7.7 9.20.4
33 WVFSCC 095531+082217 UGCA 188 09:55:31.31 08:22:17.84 1263 62 164 1.4 3.9 0.2
34 WVFSCC 095954+051924 Sextans B 09:59:54.15 05:19:24.91 304 73 93 22.4 58.60.2
35 WVFSCC 100407+063139 MRK 0714 10:04:07.61 06:31:39.15 1286 28 66 0.8 0.9 0.1
36 WVFSCC 101248+070517 UGC 05504 10:12:48.61 07:05:17.12 1546 70 231 1.6 1.90.2
37 WVFSCC 101357+070132 UGC 05522 10:13:57.54 07:01:32.09 1220 259 273 16.2 28.0 0.2
38 WVFSCC 101411+032820 NGC 3169 10:14:11.87 03:28:20.70 1098 435 494 31.1 47.9 0.7
39 WVFSCC 101554+024259 UGC 05539 10:15:54.58 02:42:59.35 1303 135 150 9.3 9.5 0.5
40 WVFSCC 101711+042101 UGC 05551 10:17:11.28 04:21:01.58 1363 69 94 2.9 5.0 0.2
41 WVFSCC 102542+053843 CGCG 037-033 10:25:42.21 05:38:43.58 1161 91 106 1.82.8 0.2
42 WVFSCC 102635+035454 NGC 3246 10:26:35.38 03:54:54.22 2086 186 194 5.5 6.30.4
43 WVFSCC 102836+033349 UGC 05677 10:28:36.49 03:33:49.50 1151 82 144 4.8 6.30.3
44 WVFSCC 103117+042837 UGC 05708 10:31:17.72 04:28:37.38 1201 184 208 23.2 33.2 0.3
45 WVFSCC 104612+015032 NGC 3365 10:46:12.62 01:50:32.47 964 227 241 46.8 54.1 0.9
46 WVFSCC 105109+055051 NGC 3423 10:51:09.96 05:50:51.44 1037 165 199 19.2 27.2 0.3
47 WVFSCC 105135+032926 HIPASS J1051+03 10:51:35.10 03:29:26.25 1066 117 134 7.2 14.7 0.3
48 WVFSCC 105135+043550 UGC 05974 10:51:35.27 04:35:50.93 1069 158 173 11.9 14.5 0.3
49 WVFSCC 105155+060454 USGC U333 10:51:55.63 06:04:54.66 919 31 44 0.9 1.0 0.1
50 WVFSCC 105309+023502 LSBC L1-137 10:53:09.36 02:35:02.59 1071 69 126 5.9 6.5 0.5
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Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] VHel W50 W20 Sl Si σS

51 WVFSCC 105347+094207 UGC 06014 10:53:47.69 09:42:07.59 1126 99 129 1.2 3.40.1
52 WVFSCC 110113+033806 NGC 3495 11:01:13.07 03:38:06.66 1117 288 357 19.6 22.0 0.5
53 WVFSCC 110652+071028 NGC 3526 11:06:52.20 07:10:28.08 1389 121 197 3.3 3.70.2
54 WVFSCC 111057+093634 TOLOLO 1108+098 11:10:57.95 09:36:34.50 1582 84 156 1.4 3.0 0.1
55 WVFSCC 111726+043657 NGC 3604 11:17:26.29 04:36:57.85 1635 365 382 10.8 17.5 0.5
56 WVFSCC 111924+093522 SDSS J111928.10+093544.2 11:19:24.53 09:35:22.04 970 51 73 0.9 1.4 0.1
57 WVFSCC 112015+023340 UGC 06345 11:20:15.32 02:33:40.00 1619 101 144 19.8 27.9 0.5
58 WVFSCC 112425+032404 NGC 3664 11:24:25.66 03:24:04.92 1368 110 191 11.8 19.7 0.4
59 WVFSCC 112549+095833 IC 0692 11:25:49.04 09:58:33.15 1130 35 64 1.2 1.4 0.1
60 WVFSCC 112708+084338 IC 2828 11:27:08.44 08:43:38.08 1024 63 86 1.3 2.2 0.1
61 WVFSCC 112825+092257 NGC 3692 11:28:25.02 09:22:57.40 1692 408 424 3.6 8.00.2
62 WVFSCC 112952+091503 NGC 3705 11:29:52.68 09:15:03.92 999 347 361 14.4 30.9 0.3
63 WVFSCC 113958+085132 IC 0718 11:39:58.57 08:51:32.42 1997 98 146 1.1 0.9 0.1
64 WVFSCC 114005+085850 IC 0719 11:40:05.50 08:58:50.92 1873 30 108 0.9 1.9 0.1
65 WVFSCC 114454+021100 SDSS J114454.28+020946.8 11:44:54.72 02:11:00.75 1012 76 97 4.6 4.4 0.5
66 WVFSCC 120139+054842 VV 462 12:01:39.52 05:48:42.34 1361 59 93 1.5 2.3 0.2
67 WVFSCC 120240+020257 NGC 4045 12:02:40.86 02:02:57.53 2062 53 15 6.3 8.0 0.2
68 WVFSCC 120733+024250 NGC 4116 12:07:33.06 02:42:50.65 1334 202 220 23.9 30.8 0.6
69 WVFSCC 120800+025132 NGC 4123 12:08:00.76 02:51:32.92 1338 206 252 28.4 83.3 0.7
70 WVFSCC 120804+025632 HIPASS J1208+02 12:08:04.16 02:56:32.75 1336 188 257 25.8 50.7 0.6
71 WVFSCC 121104+020144 HIPASS J1210+02 12:11:04.84 02:01:44.90 1331 65 124 8.6 10.3 0.6
72 WVFSCC 121129+025645 UGC 07185 12:11:29.70 02:56:45.18 1288 42 145 6.1 6.60.4
73 WVFSCC 121225+025023 LEDA 135791 12:12:25.60 02:50:23.41 873 51 69 2.6 3.90.3
74 WVFSCC 121404+074556 UGC 07239 12:14:04.10 07:45:56.74 1223 149 159 2.8 3.9 0.2
75 WVFSCC 121439+054747 NGC 4197 12:14:39.13 05:47:47.61 2060 254 264 8.7 12.5 0.3
76 WVFSCC 121521+054535 HARO 06 12:15:21.49 05:45:35.22 2013 39 49 1.5 1.4 0.1
77 WVFSCC 121603+043938 VCC 0172 12:16:03.75 04:39:38.85 2187 17 22 0.8 1.3 0.1
78 WVFSCC 121756+003646 UGC 07332 12:17:56.36 00:36:46.88 915 50 72 6.9 7.1 0.5
79 WVFSCC 121802+063846 NGC 4241 12:18:02.44 06:38:46.85 746 119 184 4.1 6.7 0.2
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80 WVFSCC 121830+053230 NGC 4252 12:18:30.60 05:32:30.70 868 159 187 2.5 3.5 0.2
81 WVFSCC 121958+063828 VCC 0381 12:19:58.44 06:38:28.58 511 31 55 0.7 0.4 0.3
82 WVFSCC 122034+054346 NGC 4287 12:20:34.06 05:43:46.63 2098 96 121 1.1 4.2 0.3
83 WVFSCC 122155+062436 UGC 07423 12:21:55.30 06:24:36.66 1271 31 46 0.7 1.4 0.1
84 WVFSCC 122156+042740 MESSIER 061 12:21:56.09 04:27:40.35 1579 176 208 45.0 85.2 0.4
85 WVFSCC 122159+085806 NGC 4307 12:21:59.97 08:58:06.96 1031 37 51 0.6 3.5 0.1
86 WVFSCC 122227+043343 NGC 4301 12:22:27.03 04:33:43.54 1292 114 135 14.6 16.6 0.3
87 WVFSCC 122238+081702 VCC 0566 12:22:38.21 08:17:02.27 1382 88 127 1.8 2.9 0.1
88 WVFSCC 122249+064017 IC 3229 12:22:49.50 06:40:17.47 1555 47 76 0.8 0.6 0.1
89 WVFSCC 122300+051530 NGC 4324 12:23:00.84 05:15:30.16 1741 191 203 3.1 4.70.3
90 WVFSCC 122337+065616 NGC 4343 12:23:37.81 06:56:16.87 1194 47 73 0.9 1.2 0.1
91 WVFSCC 122347+071138 IC 3259 12:23:47.80 07:11:38.88 1456 27 45 0.6 0.8 0.1
92 WVFSCC 122357+070339 IC 3267 12:23:57.39 07:03:39.78 1247 43 65 0.7 2.0 0.1
93 WVFSCC 122357+081730 SDSS J122405.10+081737.8 12:23:57.79 08:17:30.18 1346 28 64 0.5 0.7 0.1
94 WVFSCC 122238+081702 NGC 4318 12:22:38.21 08:17:02.27 1382 88 127 1.8 2.9 0.1
95 WVFSCC 122402+050927 VCC 0693 12:24:02.70 05:09:27.27 2004 59 78 1.0 1.0 0.2
96 WVFSCC 122405+063509 IC 3268 12:24:05.17 06:35:09.66 726 113 138 3.5 6.0 0.2
97 WVFSCC 122435+032117 VCC 0739 12:24:35.26 03:21:17.85 900 51 69 4.5 7.9 0.3
98 WVFSCC 122437+035845 VCC 0737 12:24:37.13 03:58:45.78 1691 110 138 2.9 3.90.3
99 WVFSCC 122516+054428 NGC 4376 12:25:16.70 05:44:28.72 1120 125 292 3.6 3.70.3
100 WVFSCC 122538+021059 UGC 07512 12:25:38.21 02:10:59.70 1515 53 127 7.3 7.50.6
101 WVFSCC 122548+054746 VCC 0848 12:25:48.75 05:47:46.67 1546 148 185 3.3 5.20.3
102 WVFSCC 122554+081206 VCC 0867 12:25:54.13 08:12:06.64 1246 73 85 1.1 4.4 0.1
103 WVFSCC 122633+075718 NGC 4416 12:26:33.68 07:57:18.15 1447 151 188 1.6 2.70.2
104 WVFSCC 122651+085214 NGC 4411b 12:26:51.72 08:52:14.14 1260 87 135 4.8 16.1 0.1
105 WVFSCC 122654+012703 HI 1225+01 12:26:54.76 01:27:03.58 1226 34 52 7.2 10.0 0.5
106 WVFSCC 122710+071539 UGC 07557 12:27:10.16 07:15:39.29 931 202 217 8.7 15.0 0.2
107 WVFSCC 122711+055404 NGC 4423 12:27:11.02 05:54:04.30 1113 128 211 8.6 9.60.2
108 WVFSCC 122720+061447 NGC 4430 12:27:20.70 06:14:47.82 1427 128 183 3.1 4.70.2
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Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] VHel W50 W20 Sl Si σS

109 WVFSCC 122832+084112 UGC 07590 12:28:32.12 08:41:12.67 1091 167 183 3.4 7.5 0.2
110 WVFSCC 122927+064653 IC 3414 12:29:27.89 06:46:53.58 528 87 131 1.9 3.7 0.2
111 WVFSCC 123011+024107 UGC 07642 12:30:11.71 02:41:07.54 1650 33 12 2.8 2.3 0.2
112 WVFSCC 123035+085825 NGC 4483 12:30:35.73 08:58:25.07 817 41 49 0.4 1.0 0.1
113 WVFSCC 123134+035912 NGC 4496A 12:31:34.47 03:59:12.73 1732 194 212 23.1 36.7 0.4
114 WVFSCC 123231+024043 IC 3474 12:32:31.90 02:40:43.33 1757 125 136 4.1 6.1 0.5
115 WVFSCC 123232+023430 VCC 1459 12:32:32.81 02:34:30.03 1774 93 188 6.5 15.20.6
116 WVFSCC 123254+043525 VCC 1468 12:32:54.74 04:35:25.19 1246 94 115 2.2 2.8 0.2
117 WVFSCC 123310+090816 VCC 1496 12:33:10.55 09:08:16.52 1114 83 120 1.6 7.5 0.5
118 WVFSCC 123334+083802 NGC 4519 12:33:34.15 08:38:02.47 1200 185 218 9.9 29.1 0.2
119 WVFSCC 123410+023218 NGC 4527 12:34:10.20 02:32:18.31 1785 350 399 44.9 136.2 1.5
120 WVFSCC 123426+062644 NGC 4532 12:34:26.51 06:26:44.91 2015 196 235 14.2 25.0 0.2
121 WVFSCC 123428+081006 NGC 4535 12:34:28.03 08:10:06.05 1947 270 322 14.5 30.7 0.2
122 WVFSCC 123632+063704 IC 3576 12:36:32.45 06:37:04.28 1074 98 117 5.4 13.3 0.2
123 WVFSCC 123637+030811 UGC 07780 12:36:37.07 03:08:11.08 1428 118 141 4.3 6.1 0.4
124 WVFSCC 123700+065650 IC 3591 12:37:00.78 06:56:50.94 1628 162 147 4.0 7.7 0.2
125 WVFSCC 123720+044705 VCC 1713 12:37:20.25 04:47:05.82 1642 19 37 0.7 0.9 0.2
126 WVFSCC 123742+083241 VCC 1725 12:37:42.55 08:32:41.01 1057 29 85 1.0 2.1 0.1
127 WVFSCC 123926+075434 IC 3617 12:39:26.88 07:54:34.92 2074 138 158 3.0 5.3 0.2
128 WVFSCC 123940+092813 VCC 1804 12:39:40.68 09:28:13.82 218 35 51 0.5 2.1 0.1
129 WVFSCC 124232+035809 NGC 4630 12:42:32.95 03:58:09.78 749 84 108 3.0 4.0 0.3
130 WVFSCC 124253+073532 VCC 1952 12:42:53.63 07:35:32.67 1272 32 81 0.9 2.1 0.2
131 WVFSCC 124431+003742 UGC 07911 12:44:31.14 00:37:42.23 1175 89 106 6.5 5.30.6
132 WVFSCC 124647+055810 UGC 07943 12:46:47.69 05:58:10.06 840 120 160 5.3 7.00.2
133 WVFSCC 124750+041919 NGC 4688 12:47:50.10 04:19:19.30 993 83 106 20.4 36.00.3
134 WVFSCC 124823+082825 NGC 4698 12:48:23.89 08:28:25.64 987 414 427 6.1 16.80.3
135 WVFSCC 124912+032533 NGC 4701 12:49:12.18 03:25:33.32 722 194 218 25.9 43.7 0.4
136 WVFSCC 124955+035312 UGC 07983 12:49:55.11 03:53:12.34 706 43 66 3.0 2.3 0.2
137 WVFSCC 125001+051929 NGC 4713 12:50:01.91 05:19:29.45 644 187 214 23.1 37.8 0.3
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138 WVFSCC 125313+042811 NGC 4765 12:53:13.78 04:28:11.46 737 74 114 11.0 14.20.2
139 WVFSCC 125451+024046 ARP 277 12:54:51.92 02:40:46.37 953 144 183 12.5 12.20.5
140 WVFSCC 125550+041348 NGC 4808 12:55:50.35 04:13:48.50 753 269 304 33.5 63.8 0.5
141 WVFSCC 125744+024333 UGC 08074 12:57:44.40 02:43:33.51 950 75 88 3.4 2.6 0.4
142 WVFSCC 130042+023134 NGC 4900 13:00:42.42 02:31:34.81 991 90 135 13.6 22.60.5
143 WVFSCC 131207+052855 UGC 08276 13:12:07.11 05:28:55.69 907 54 65 1.3 1.5 0.2
144 WVFSCC 131228+070840 UGC 08285 13:12:28.31 07:08:40.51 899 171 193 3.6 5.60.2
145 WVFSCC 132030+052402 UGC 08382 13:20:30.64 05:24:02.01 958 92 153 2.6 4.8 0.2
146 WVFSCC 132617+020738 NGC 5147 13:26:17.49 02:07:38.64 1097 127 257 15.7 18.9 0.8
147 WVFSCC 133449+084436 CGCG 073-036 13:34:49.65 08:44:36.23 1206 40 120 1.32.2 0.2
148 WVFSCC 133539+085752 UGC 08575 13:35:39.60 08:57:52.72 1156 117 134 3.1 6.1 0.2
149 WVFSCC 133726+085504 NGC 5248 13:37:26.55 08:55:04.62 1136 266 294 8.5 22.5 0.2
150 WVFSCC 133727+073843 UGC 08614 13:37:27.11 07:38:43.83 1034 184 220 9.5 14.8 0.2
151 WVFSCC 133829+082648 UGC 08629 13:38:29.14 08:26:48.98 988 124 138 2.7 6.80.1
152 WVFSCC 134814+035648 NGC 5300 13:48:14.92 03:56:48.55 1167 218 238 11.8 15.6 0.4
153 WVFSCC 135303+053947 UGC 08799 13:53:03.94 05:39:47.06 1371 64 80 1.5 2.9 0.2
154 WVFSCC 135414+051019 NGC 5348 13:54:14.82 05:10:19.22 1490 72 177 7.3 8.4 0.3
155 WVFSCC 135608+050203 NGC 5364 13:56:08.59 05:02:03.92 1255 272 309 22.5 40.7 0.4
156 WVFSCC 140456+084648 UGC 08995 14:04:56.62 08:46:48.61 1212 159 257 3.2 4.2 0.2
157 WVFSCC 140634+060147 NGC 5470 14:06:34.60 06:01:47.50 1072 161 198 2.6 4.50.3
158 WVFSCC 141656+035010 HIPASS J1416+03 14:16:56.64 03:50:10.78 1474 114 167 5.9 7.5 0.3
159 WVFSCC 141957+092209 UGC 09169 14:19:57.19 09:22:09.55 1261 121 169 6.5 10.9 0.1
160 WVFSCC 142028+040014 ARP 286 14:20:28.92 04:00:14.43 1763 95 115 5.4 11.2 0.3
161 WVFSCC 142047+083724 SDSS J142044.53+083735.8 14:20:47.89 08:37:24.94 1269 90 101 1.1 2.4 0.1
162 WVFSCC 142110+032830 NGC 5577 14:21:10.39 03:28:30.97 1472 246 261 7.2 6.30.5
163 WVFSCC 142325+014615 UGC 09215 14:23:25.87 01:46:15.09 1371 216 235 17.6 18.6 1.0
164 WVFSCC 142423+081626 UGC 09225 14:24:23.52 08:16:26.85 1250 121 138 2.5 6.3 0.1
165 WVFSCC 142708+083840 UGC 09249 14:27:08.12 08:38:40.45 1346 152 171 3.5 8.5 0.2
166 WVFSCC 143007+031408 UGC 09310 14:30:07.83 03:14:08.61 1846 110 240 5.2 3.8 0.5

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] VHel W50 W20 Sl Si σS

167 WVFSCC 143039+071606 NGC 5645 14:30:39.06 07:16:06.45 1350 202 242 8.3 14.9 0.2
168 WVFSCC 143124+025950 IC 1024 14:31:24.32 02:59:50.59 1411 162 23 5.7 9.9 0.2
169 WVFSCC 143154+085327 CGCG 075-061 14:31:54.15 08:53:27.54 2121 107 131 1.1 3.1 0.1
170 WVFSCC 143320+042616 NGC 5668 14:33:20.74 04:26:16.76 1580 93 124 27.1 42.7 0.3
171 WVFSCC 143322+065243 UGC 09364 14:33:22.76 06:52:43.08 2157 72 10 1.7 2.9 0.0
172 WVFSCC 143526+051547 UGC 09385 14:35:26.70 05:15:47.51 1639 109 133 5.1 6.2 0.2
173 WVFSCC 143746+022207 NGC 5690 14:37:46.60 02:22:07.96 1788 280 308 21.7 28.6 0.8
174 WVFSCC 143858+025844 UGC 09432 14:38:58.07 02:58:44.39 1568 73 135 5.2 6.50.4
175 WVFSCC 143915+052002 NGC 5701 14:39:15.70 05:20:02.83 1501 154 180 11.9 54.1 0.4
176 WVFSCC 143926+090655 SDSS J143912.44+090805.8 14:39:26.66 09:06:55.44 1581 64 74 0.6 2.1 0.1
177 WVFSCC 144302+044945 IC 1048 14:43:02.93 04:49:45.02 1667 153 298 9.7 13.90.5
178 WVFSCC 144428+014034 NGC 5740 14:44:28.70 01:40:34.80 1528 287 333 21.3 35.8 1.3
179 WVFSCC 144459+015658 NGC 5746 14:44:59.12 01:56:58.04 1724 556 611 16.1 30.7 1.9
180 WVFSCC 144526+075059 UGC 09500 14:45:26.99 07:50:59.30 1686 69 80 2.5 6.9 0.2
181 WVFSCC 145305+031736 HIPASS J1452+03 14:53:05.99 03:17:36.03 1567 183 225 16.2 3.9 0.5
182 WVFSCC 145350+033624 NGC 5774 14:53:50.62 03:36:24.25 1621 130 397 41.3 77.1 0.7
183 WVFSCC 145830+064647 KUG 1456+069 14:58:30.34 06:46:47.48 1677 125 163 2.0 4.1 0.2
184 WVFSCC 152158+050424 NGC 5921 15:21:58.42 05:04:24.93 1491 203 235 16.1 33.6 0.3
185 WVFSCC 153738+055900 NGC 5964 15:37:38.65 05:59:00.04 1448 194 238 17.8 30.3 0.3
186 WVFSCC 154610+065315 UGC 10023 15:46:10.76 06:53:15.68 1370 133 169 3.5 4.5 0.2
187 WVFSCC 154901+051001 UGC 10041 15:49:01.97 05:10:01.17 2116 135 145 9.4 11.8 0.2
188 WVFSCC 160605+083002 CGCG 079-046 16:06:05.05 08:30:02.41 1352 132 152 2.9 5.1 0.1
189 WVFSCC 160650+063353 CGCG 051-043 16:06:50.30 06:33:53.19 1757 21 60 0.8 1.3 0.2
190 WVFSCC 160819+073148 IC 1197 16:08:19.25 07:31:48.34 1343 209 231 7.6 12.70.2
191 WVFSCC 161848+072329 NGC 6106 16:18:48.39 07:23:29.33 1439 270 294 11.3 16.7 0.2
192 WVFSCC 165637+075900 HIPASS J1656+08 16:56:37.64 07:59:00.73 1472 94 106 3.0 4.2 0.1
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Vres [km s−1] rms [mJy beam−1] clip [σ] grow [σ] size [pixels]
setup1 16 6.7 5 3 3
setup2 32 5.0 5 3 5

Table 6.5: Duchamp parameters for the counterpart search in the WVFS

6.3.3 Confirmed Detections

Because of the high clipping limit in the blind search, many objects have been missed that
are at a lower significance, which might still be real. In a second approach, all features are
sought with a peak brightness of at least 5σ. This limit was chosen to permit the deepest
possible search for the Hi counterparts to known objects while keeping the number of likely
false positives manageable. An optical identification was sought for each candidate within
a variable search radius, using the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED)∗. Only those fea-
tures which have an optical counterpart at a radial velocitythat is within 100 km s−1 of the
detected feature are accepted. Because the survey has been done using an east-west array,
the synthesized beam size is increasing towards lower Declinations. For features above 8 de-
grees in Declination, a search radius of 6 arcmin was employed, which is on the order of the
synthesized beam FWHM. For lower declinations, the search radius is scaled as a function of
the Declination:

r(θ) = 8
sin 8
sinθ

for 2 < θ < 8 (6.8)

For Declinations below 2 degrees a constant search radius of24 arcmin is used, which is
of the same order as the primary beam of the telescope. This scaling is chosen to track the
distortions of the NCP projection at these low Declinations. Allowing even larger search radii
is not necessary, as the uncertainty in position cannot be larger than the primary beam.

A very similar method has been used to identify counterpart features as for the blind
search, employingDuchampwith two different settings, as given in Table 6.5. Only two ve-
locity resolutions have been used, as using more combinations did not appear to be practical.
The list of candidate features was visually inspected in a very similar way as the blind search
detections. Multiple detections were omitted, as well as false positives caused by artifacts in
the data.

In a similar fashion as for the blind search, all the spectra and moment maps of the can-
didate features have been inspected visually to look for artifacts. All detections with their
properties are listed in table 6.4. The properties are listed in a similar order as for the blind
detections in table 6.3.

A total of 192 Hi features with a peak brightness exceeding 5σ could be identified with
an optical counterpart within the search radius. We have compared the list of detections with
the HIPASS catalogue. In total 53 objects are not listed in the HIPASS database, of which 15
are completely new Hi detections. On the other hand 51 objects have not been detected in
the current data, which are listed in the HIPASS catalogue.

∗The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Insti-
tute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The WVFS has a better point source sensitivity than HIPASS, which explains the sources
that are detected in WVFS and not in HIPASS. For the HIPASS detections, a clipping level of
4σ has been used which corresponds to approximately 60 mJy beam−1 over 18 km s−1 taking
into account the point source sensitivity of the original HIPASS cubes. The 5σ clipping limit
that has been used in this survey corresponds to∼ 30 mJy beam−1 at a very comparable
velocity resolution of 16 km s−1.

Although the point source sensitivity of the WVFS is almost afactor two better than
HIPASS, the latter has a much better brightness sensitivitydue to the larger beam. The
14 arcmin beam of the Parkes telescope is approximately six times larger in area than the
synthesised beam of the WVFS, resulting in a three times better brightness sensitivity. This
may explain the relatively high number of sources that have not been detected in the WVFS.
Diffuse sources will be more easily detected in the larger beam ofa single dish like the Parkes
telescope.

The incidence of all the 51 HIPASS sources that are missed in the current survey are
plotted as a histogram of Declination with a bin size of 1 degree in Fig. 6.12. The dark bars
of the histogram represent the distribution of sources catalogued by HIPASS, while the light
coloured bars show the number of HIPASS sources that have notbeen detected by WVFS.
The histogram does not show a uniform distribution for the missed sources, several sources
that have not been identified in WVFS are in the region that hasbeen excluded from the
search due to solar interferences, as explained in section 6.3.1. This explains the high number
of non-detections in the last bin, above a declination of 9 degrees. What is striking is that the
vast majority of the sources that have not been detected in the WVFS cross-correlation data
have a low Declination. This is again an effect of the shortcoming in the gridding, as has been
described earlier. At declinations below 2 degrees the projected fluxes become diluted by a
factor more than two and in many cases end up below the detection limit.

6.3.4 Flux comparison

The two different methods by which the flux was determined are compared inFig. 6.13 where
the integrated flux is plotted as function of the line-strength. The dashed line through the ori-
gin of the plot indicates where the fluxes are equal. For low flux values, there is reasonable
agreement between the two methods. For high fluxes the differences are increasing dramat-
ically, with most bright sources being much more extended than the synthesised beam. This
is shown in a different way in Fig. 6.14, where the ratio of the two fluxes with their error bars
is plotted on a logarithmic scale against the integrated fluxon logarithmic scale. Here the
differences become even more apparent. In addition to a systematically higher flux in all the
integrated moment maps, the ratio also increases with source brightness. This result implies
that most objects do have extended emission on the scale of the∼ 5 arcmin synthesised beam.

As a second test, all measured fluxes have been compared with fluxes obtained from the
HIPASS catalogue, where available. Fig. 6.15 shows both theWVFS line-strength (circles)
as the integrated flux (crosses) plotted against HIPASS fluxes. The dashed line indicates
where the plotted fluxes are equal. Fluxes determined from the line-strength measurement
are much too low; while there is reasonable correspondence between the integrated WVFS
fluxes and the HIPASS fluxes. This is also shown in Fig. 6.16, where the ratio between the
integrated WVFS fluxes and the HIPASS fluxes is plotted on a logarithmic scale against the
HIPASS fluxes. At low flux values the scatter is very large, butoverall there is very good
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Figure 6.12: The dark histogram shows the number of HIPASS sources as function of decli-
nation between 0 and 10 degrees, binned in intervals of 1 degree. The light histogram shows
the number of HIPASS objects that have not been found in the WVFS source detection pro-
cedures. The distribution of undetected sources is not uniform, as their proportion increases
toward lower Declination.
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Figure 6.13: Integrated flux of the WVFS cross correlation data plotted against the line-
strength. For many objects, the integrated flux is significantly larger than the line strength
implying that detections are resolved.

correspondence. To be less influenced by the scatter, for allobjects with a HIPASS flux
stronger than 5 Jy km s−1 the mean and median values have been determined. The mean of
the ratios is 0.91 with a standard deviation of 0.33, while the median of the ratios is 0.87,
these numbers indicate that there is an excess in the catalogued HIPASS fluxes of∼ 10%
with respect to the WVFS cross-correlation data.

6.3.5 NewH i detections

Both the blind search for neutral hydrogen and the search based on identification of an optical
counterpart have resulted in a number of new Hi detections. Spectra for all these detections
are shown in Fig. 6.17;WVFSCC 120929+080730is the only one without an optical coun-
terpart. Typically all detections have a peak brightness ofbetween 25 and 50 mJy beam−1,
which is quite faint. Based on the fluxes derived from WVFS, none of these sources could
have been detected by HIPASS, as the peak flux is below the clipping level that has been
utilised for the HIPASS source finding. The new Hi detections do not share any particular
attributes, and the spectra have all different shapes. The line-widths vary from a few tens
of km s−1 to several hundreds of km s−1 and both single peaks as well as “double-horned”
profiles are encountered.

6.3.6 H i without optical counterpart

The second search in the WVFS cross-correlation data with a 5σ clipping level is confined
to objects that have a known optical counterpart. Although there are a number of such faint
candidate Hi objects without an optical counterpart, these are not listed. The blind Hi search
however does provide one source, for which no optical counterpart is found.
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Figure 6.14: Ratio of integrated flux and line-strength is plotted on a logarithmic scale as
function of the integrated flux. For almost all sources the emission is more extended than the
synthesised beam and the integrated flux is much higher than the integrated line-strength.
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Figure 6.15: WVFS line-strength (circles) and integrated flux (crosses)are plotted as func-
tion of HIPASS flux. Although the line-strength is very low for many objects with respect to
the HIPASS fluxes, there is good correspondence between the HIPASS data and the WVFS
integrated fluxes.
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Figure 6.16: Ratio of WVFS integrated flux and HIPASS fluxes as function of HIPASS
fluxes, plotted on a logarithmic scale.

WVFSCC 120929+080730is just at the 8σ detection limit of the blind Hi search. This feature
has one strong peak, but has a relatively narrow line-width of only 22 km s−1 at FWHM as
can be seen from the spectrum in Fig. 6.17. The peak column density of this feature is
NHI ∼ 1.5× 1019 km s−1. No cataloged optical counterpart is found within a radius of one
degree, at the relevant velocity. The nature of this detection is not clear, as the DSS image of
this position also shows no likely counterpart. Possibly this is an example of an intergalactic
gas filament that is a small component of the Cosmic Web. Comparison with other data
products will have to reveal whether this detection can be confirmed in independent data.

6.3.7 Extended Neutral Hydrogen

For each detection a moment map has been created by integrating the cubes in the velocity
domain over the line-width of the detection. All integratedmaps were visually inspected to
search for extended emission or companions. For several galaxies there is clear evidence of
extended Hi emission; we will discuss these cases in more detail individually.

WVFSCC 103109+042831: The main galaxy UGC 5708 has a clear extension toward
a nearby companion to the north west. The companion is separated from UGC 5708 by ap-
proximately 20 arcmin, which corresponds to 100 kpc. Both the radial velocity and the line
width of the companion are very similar to that of UGC 5708 as can be seen from the spectra
in Fig. 6.18. The peak column density of the companion isNHI ∼ 3·1019 cm−2. The contours
are overlaid on a second generation DSS image. An optical counterpart can be identified ex-
actly at the peak of the contours. This optical counterpart is probably CGCG 037-059 which
is classified as a galaxy triplet. For this triplet only one radial velocity is known at 11944 km
s−1. If CGCG 037-059 is indeed a galaxy triplet that is gravitationally bound, then a relation
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Figure 6.17: Spectra of new Hi detections is the WVFS cross correlation data. The central
velocity of each object is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
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Figure 6.17continued.
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Figure 6.17continued.
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with the Hi gas is not likely because of the very large deviation in radial velocity and the sim-
ilarity in spatial position is pure coincidental. The otherpossibility is that the classification
of CGCG 037-059 is incorrect and that the Hi gas is caused by an object listed by SDSS with
an unknown redshift.

Figure 6.18: A second generation red band DSS image, overlaid with Hi contours of WVF-
SCC 103109+042831. Contour levels are drawn at respectively 1, 2, 4 and 8Jy km s−1. The
main galaxy is UGC 5708, the small companion in the north westis most likely CGCG 037-
059

WVFSCC 123428+062753: The main galaxy is NGC 4532, that has an extended Hi
companion towards the south east as can be seen in Fig. 6.19. Although the gas looks very
extended, it belongs to the irregular galaxy Holmberg VII, at a radial velocity of 2039 km
s−1. Due to the relatively large synthesised beam it has not beenidentified as an individual
object, but this is not the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

WVFSCC 125550+041348: This is a very extended structure with at least 4 dense re-
gions as can be seen in Fig. 6.20. The main galaxy is NGC 4808, which has a long tail of
H i gas towards the south. The apparent extension to the south-east is not real emission, as
this is most likely caused by a side-lobe. When looking at theoptical DSS image with the Hi
contours overlaid, an optical counterpart can be identifiedfor all H i peaks. The first optical
galaxy south-east of NGC 4808 is CGCG 043-077 and has only oneH i contour. The peak
column density of this detection isNHI ∼ 1.4 · 1019 cm−2, this is the first Hi detection of this
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Figure 6.19: H i contours of WVFSCC 123428+062753 at respectively 1, 2, 4 and 8
Jy km s−1 are overlaid on a second generation DSS images. The main galaxy is NGC 4532,
the diffuse galaxy in the North-East that is attached is Holmberg VII.

galaxy. The two galaxies to the south are respectively UGC 8053 and UGC 8055, both have
a peak column density ofNHI ∼ 4 · 1019 cm−2, but have been detected in Hi before.

6.4 Discussion and Conclusion

The WSRT has been used in a very novel observing mode to simulate a filled aperture in
projection of 300× 25 meters by observing at very extreme hour angles. Because of the very
short observing times per pointing it is a technical challenge to observe and reduce this data,
while still achieving useful results. In total 22,000 pointings have been observed that cover
a total area of∼ 1500 square degrees. Each pointing has been observed two times for a pe-
riod of one minute. Normally an integration time of one minute with an interferometer is not
sufficient to fill theu,vplane, however as there are essentially no gaps between the individual
antennas in projection, and the two scans have a complimentary orientation, a well defined
synthesized beam could be formed. The observing method is limited to a narrow range in
declination, but has been very successful.

In the reduced data we reach a flux sensitivity of∼ 6 mJy beam−1 over 16 km s−1. The
synthesised beam has an average size of 395× 245 arcmin, which results in a brightness
sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 1018 cm−2. Such a brightness sensitivity can typically only be achieved
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Figure 6.20: H i contours of WVFSCC 125550+041348 at levels of 1, 2, 4 and 8 Jy km s−1

overlaid on a red band, second generation DSS images. The main galaxy NGC 4808 has
a long tail of Hi towards the south, connecting two other galaxies. South-East of the main
galaxy is a very faint detection of another galaxy.

with single-dish observations. Because the WSRT is an interferometer, the calibration and
stability of the bandpass is significantly superior to that of a single dish.

The drawback of interferometric observations is that acleaningstep has to be applied
to correct for the synthesised beam shape, especially for bright objects. Although the syn-
thesised beam is well defined, the side-lobes in our observations are very strong, making
the cleaningstep a critical one. Because of the large size of the survey, only one pass of
cleaningdeconvolution could be applied. Improved deconvolution results would require de-
tailed masking of real emission features during component identification. Because of the
relatively high side-lobe level, any automatic masking procedure is unlikely to be reliable.
Each emission peak would have to be inspected visually in detail, to be able to distinguish
a real emission feature from a side-lobe artifact. Because of the size of the survey this ap-
proach was not considered practical. As a result of these limitations, there are many low level
artifacts in the data, although the flux sensitivity in the reduced data is very good.

An extra complication in processing the data is that the north-south synthesized beamsize
increases towards low Declinations since the WSRT is an east-west array. Furthermore, the
natural image plane projection of an east-west array is the North Celestial Pole (NCP) pro-
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jection (Brouw 1971) which becomes undefined at zero degrees. As a result, only positive
declinations could be analysed in our mosaiced images. Although this did not dramatically
affect our results, it is still a major point of concern.

We found another serious complication in using anNCPprojection in a wide field survey
close to a declination of zero degrees. This complication isnot caused by a shortcoming in
the projection, but more likely a shortcoming in the imagingsoftware that has been used.
When gridding the observed data oru,vcoordinates to the projected plane, the observed flux
is not being conserved due to an incorrect wighting when combining pointings in a mosaic.
At positive declinations,the imaged flux of data below the declination of the reference pixel is
diluted while for data above the reference pixel the imaged flux is enhanced compared to the
observed flux. This effect is very apparent when using aNCP projection but probably also
happens when using other projections. When observing smallfields, or fields between∼ 20
and∼ 70 degrees in declination this effect is negligible, however in our case a significant
correction to the obtained fluxes had to be applied.

In general, other image plane projections are required at Declinations near zero degrees
to enable both positive and negative Declinations to be imaged simultaneously. However
some of the major interferometers are East-West arrays, like the WSRT and the Australia
Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). All these telescopes are being upgraded, partly to serve
as a pathfinders for the SKA (Square Kilometre Array). A general aim of future telescopes,
especially the ones that use a FPA (Focal Plane Array) is to conduct large surveys of the entire
sky. Ideally these surveys will have significant overlap with deep optical surveys, however
the majority of optical surveys is concentrated at Declinations near zero degrees.

Two search methods have been applied to the reduced WVFS data, both using theDuchamp
source finding algorithm. The first method is a blind search ata peak brightness limit of 8σ.
The second method uses an initial peak brightness limit of 5σ, but has the additional require-
ment that all detected features need to have an optical counterpart. In the blind search 138
objects have been detected, while the second search resulted in 192 Hi counterparts to cat-
aloged optical galaxies. Of all the detections 16 are new Hi detections and only 1 detection
does not have an optical counterpart. On average the obtained fluxes of the detections are
∼ 10% lower than the catalogued fluxes in the HIPASS archive.

There are many features in the cube with a peak of 3 or 4σ and an integrated flux that
probably exceeds 8σ. It is very likely that many of these features are real, however they
cannot be identified reliably by automated source finders. Inthe next chapter, the WVFS
cross-correlation data will be compared with the WVFS total-power data and the re-reduced
HIPASS data as described in chapters 4 and 5. Both surveys contain several new Hi detections
and tentative filaments. As this is a limited number of sources, we can do a targeted search
in the WVFS cross-correlation data. Although the brightness sensitivity of each of the three
surveys is almost an order of magnitude different, comparison of the data will be useful to
distinguish extended and diffuse emission from denser Hi clumps.
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7
H i surveys: Data comparison

7.1 Introduction

In the chapters 4, 5 and 6 three independent surveys have beenpresented, mapping the galaxy
filament that extends between the Virgo Cluster and the LocalGroup. The data presented in
chapters 4 and 6 are the total-power and cross-correlation products that have been obtained
with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). Chapter 5 presents reprocessed
data, that originally has been observed for the Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS).

All three surveys have been observed and reduced with very different strategies and tech-
niques. Not only are the sensitivities different, but also properties inherent to the telescope
that has been used, e.g. single dish and interferometric data. All three surveys reach an
almost uniform sensitivity over∼ 1500 square degrees of the sky. This makes them very suit-
able to search for extended emission in the vicinity of discrete galaxies or even intergalactic
emission in the extended environments of galaxies. Becauseof the different beam sizes, the
three data products are sensitive to different types of structures. Comparison of the different
data-products enables a better understanding of observed emission.

In this chapter we will briefly recapitulate the highlights of the previous three chapters.
There will be an extensive discussion, comparing the results. In all three observational chap-
ters new Hi detections have been discussed individually, not taking into account any of the
other data products. In this chapter we will discuss the new detections of the individual
surveys and make cross comparisons. In the individual searches quite conservative clipping
levels have been set, to define candidate detections. As there are now several independent
data products available, this can be used as an extra constraint for combined detection. If a
feature appears in at least two data products at a similar spatial position and radial velocity it
is very likely a real detection, even when the significance ineach dataset separately is low.

The three observational data products together allow investigation of a very substantial
region at column densities that probe the Lyman Limit System(LLS) regime. The results will
improve our understanding of the distribution of diffuse neutral hydrogen in the local volume.
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7.2 Data products

The data of previous chapters is used to compare and analyse new Hi detections and to
improve the understanding of the distribution of neutral hydrogen. In this section the results
of the previous three chapters are summarized.

7.2.1 WVFS Total power data

The Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) has been used to map the galaxy fila-
ment connecting the Local Group with the Virgo Cluster. A total of 22,000 pointings were
used to get Nyquist-sampled coverage of the sky between−1 and+10 degrees in Declination
and between 8 and 17 hours in Right Ascension. Both the auto- and cross-correlations of the
observations have been used to obtain two simultaneously acquired data products. The first
of these is the total-power product obtained from using the 14 WSRT telescopes in single
dish mode. The second is a cross-correlation product by using the 14 telescopes as an inter-
ferometer. All pointings have been observed two times, which for the total power product
were split into two independent data cubes, that were combined afterwards, to form an end
product with the highest possible sensitivity. All data cubes have been Hanning smoothed
over three channels and are convolved spatially with a 2000 arcmin FWHM Gaussian profile,
to increase the degree of correlation between independant samples. The noise value that has
been achieved is 16 mJy beam−1 over 16 km s1, which corresponds to a brightness sensitivity
of NHI ∼ 1016 cm−2. Because the primary beam of the 25 meter dishes is very extended, the
data suffer from confusion in complex regions. These effects prevented us from relying on an
automatic source finding algorithm, as individual objects are very hard to distinguish reliably
in an automated fashion. After inspecting the cube visually, most HIPASS detections could
be confirmed. Furthermore, 20 Hi features were detected that have not been reported before.
The apparent column densities of all these features is very low. The measured Hi fluxes of
the previously detected objects agree very well with the fluxes obtained from literature.

7.2.2 Re-processed HIPASS data

The Hi Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS) is currectly the survey with the best Hi brightness
sensitivity over the WVFS region, and therefore an excellent data product to search for diffuse
or extended neutral hydrogen. Although the resolution is not sufficient to delineate compact
structures, it is much better than the WVFS total-power dataand is much less affected by
confusion. The original HIPASS product has a good sensitivity that extends over more than
half of the sky, however the shape of the bandpass has seriousartifacts in the vicinity of bright
objects. We have tested and applied a different reduction-pipeline to improve the bandpass
estimate. That portion of the raw HIPASS data has been re-reduced, that completely overlaps
the region that has been observed for the WVFS. As a result of the more advanced pipeline,
the noise level is also slightly improved. In this reprocessed HIPASS product we achieve
an rms value of∼ 10 mJy beam−1 over 26 km s−1, which corresponds to a column density
sensitivity of∼ 3× 1017 cm−1. While the point source sensitivity is significantly lower than
the WVFS total-power product, the brightness sensitivity is more than an order of magnitude
worse for diffuse sources that fill the WVFS total-power beam. In the newly reduced data
a total of 27 additional sources are found over those that were catalogued in the HIPASS
database. Fourteen of these 27 sources are completely new Hi detections. In the environment
of the detected galaxies, 10 tentative diffuse companions are found.
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7.2.3 WVFS Cross-Correlation data

Simultaneously with the WVFS total-power data, synthesis data were also acquired. Obser-
vations were taken in a drift-scan mode at very extreme hour angles. This permitted an
approximately filled aperture of 300 by 25 meters to be simulated with the 12 regularly
spaced dishes of the WSRT array. This strategy was chosen to achieve the best possible
brightness sensitivity that is normally obtained only withsingle dish telescopes, but having
the benefits of an interferometer that has excellent bandpass calibration. Calibration of the
spectral bandpass usually forms a severe limitation for very deep observations with single
dish telescopes. As the simulated aperture is essentially filled, there are no missing spacings
in the uv plane and a well defined synthesized beam can be constructed despite very short
integration times of only one minute per pointing. Althoughwell defined, the synthesised
beam has an extremely elongated shape. Each pointing has been observed two times, once
when the pointing was rising and once while setting. As the two independent observations
have complimentary hour-angles, the combined synthesizedbeam is much more symmetric,
although suffering from moderately high side-lobe levels. In the synthesized data, the aver-
age restored-beam size is 395× 245 arcmin. As the size of the survey is too large (22,000
pointings) to reduce all data at once, the data is organized into 18 sub-region cubes each of
approximately 10 by 10 degrees in size. While reducing the data, data cubes are created in
the naturalNCP projection that applies to data obtained with an East-West interferometer.
Because of the ambiguity of positive and negative Declinations that applies to this projection,
it was not possible to image the entire Declination range that was observed simultaneously
and the pointings at negative Declination were not considered for this data product. In the
reduced data cubes, we typically achieve a point source sensitivity of 6 mJy beam−1 over 16
km s−1 that corresponds to a column density ofNHI ∼ 1018 cm−2 over the 395× 245 arcmin
synthesised beam. While the point source sensitivity is much higher than either the WVFS
total-power or HIPASS surveys, the column density RMS is about two orders of magnitude
worse than the WVFS total-power product.

The observing strategy that has been used for these observations is one that has never
been explored before in synthesis imaging. The method appears to be very successful, as a
large region of the sky could be observed in a relative short amount of time, while achieving
data with a high brightness sensitivity. A drawback of interferometric radio observations is
that deconvolution is essential to mitigate the effects of side-lobes in the synthesized beam
that are associated with bright sources. During data reduction this step could be significantly
improved over what we have demonstrated in Chapter 6. The difficulties of defining an effec-
tive ”cleaning-mask” in an automated fashion prevented deep cleaningof the data cubes. To
avoid “over-cleaning” of the data-cubes in the absence of a cleaning mask it was necessary
to limit the deconvolution to be only relatively shallow. Weemphasize here that this is not
a limitation of a the chosen strategy or observing configuration but a limitation in the post-
processing that could be improved on in future.

Although we achieve a very good point source sensitivity, the data is still significantly
affected by beam artifacts in the form of side-lobes due to the limitedcleaningthat has been
applied. These artifacts do not permit a very deep blind search for Hi emission, as this would
result in many false positives. We instead chose is to carry out the object search in two steps.
First, a blind Hi search has been done down to a depth of+8σ in peak brightness, since
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the histogram of the survey brightnesses shows no negative outliers at−8σ so that we do
not expect to obtain false positives at this level. The second search extends down to a limit
of 5σ in peak brightness, but also requires a cataloged optical identification with consistent
position and velocity. Inherent to this second search method is that although we can make
new Hi detections, no Hi emission is sought without an optical counterpart.

The two different search methods resulted in a list of 193 detections, ofwhich 16 are new
H i detections.

7.2.4 Survey Depth

Detecting diffuse and faint structures in Hi cubes is not a trivial task that can be easily ad-
dressed by existing source finders. Automatic source-finders are most sensitive to bright
and unresolved structures. Detecting more complicated structures requires many additional
search parameters to explore the range of optimally “matched filters” to the source population
in both position and velocity.

For the WVFS total power data it has not been possible to use anautomatic source find-
ing algorithm because of the many confused sources in crowded regions. All detections
were made by visual inspection of the data-cubes. Although afairly uniform search depth
is achieved for sources above 3σ in peak brightness in at least two adjacent channels, this is
somewhat subjective given the process of visual inspection.

In the WVFS total power data the list of detections extends down to a search depth of
∼ 0.1 Jy beam−1 in peak brightness and a column density exceedingNHI & 2 · 1017 cm−2.

The reprocessed HIPASS data was inspected both visually andusing theDuchamp(Whit-
ing 2009) source finder. The automatic source finder is an unbiased search method that was
employed down to a clipping level of 5σ in peak brightness. Each peak was subsequently
grown down to a 3σ brightness in adjacent voxels. The survey depth that is achieved is very
similar to the WVFS total power data, namely∼ 0.1 Jy beam−1 in peak brightness. Due to the
smaller beam of the Parkes telescope, the depth in brightness sensitivity isNHI & 3·1018 cm−2.

For the WVFS cross-correlation data only an automated source finding algorithm was
applied. Features were sought in a blind fashion using a peakbrightness exceeding the 8σ
limit in the Hanning smoothed data. This dataset has the bestpoint source sensitivity and
the source list extends down to a brightness of∼ 50 mJy beam−1, corresponding to a column
density ofNHI & 1019 cm−2.

Due to the non-Gaussian nature of the brightness histogram described in chapter 6, an
additioanl requirement on the lower significance features (peak brightness in the range 5–8σ)
was that a cataloged optical counterpart should be present.The implication is that below 8σ
the resulting catalog is no longer blind, but restricted to asearch for associated Hi.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Data Comparison

With the three Hi-surveys described in the chapters 4, 5 and 6 and the previoussection,
diffuse neutral hydrogen is sought using two methods. First all new Hi detections in the indi-
vidual surveys were inspected to look for confirmation. In a second approach a blind search
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was done by visually inspecting the data cubes.

The three independent data products can easily be compared by plotting contour levels on
the same grid. TheMiriad package (Sault et al. 1995) was used to grid the data to a similar
projection. The WVFS cross-correlation was first reprojected from aNCPprojection to the
projection of the HIPASS data. Unfortunately in this re-projection the lower one and a half
degrees were lost. Due to the nature of theNCP projection, the definition of coordinates
close to a declination of zero degrees is very coarse. The bottom ∼ 1 − 2 degrees of the
survey are embedded in just a few pixels. In case of a re-projection there is not enough
information to interpolate the positions to a well sampled grid. The consequence is that for
the data comparison only WVFS cross correlation data is usedwith a declination between 1.5
and 10 degrees. As an alternative, the HIPASS and WVFS total-power data could have been
gridded to aNCPprojection, however this would decrease the accuracy at lowdeclinations
and negative declinations would be completely lost. As the drawbacks are larger than the
gained benefits, this option is not chosen.

For the HIPASS data the velocity axis is re-gridded to the same central velocity and chan-
nel separation as the WVFS cross-correlation data. In a finalstep the WVFS total power data
was re-gridded to the same frame as the HIPASS data.

The data was visually inspected using theKvis tool within theKarmapackage (Sault et al.
1995). All three data products were loaded and contours wereplotted in different colours.
When inspecting each velocity channel, confirmed detections can easily be identified when
the contours of different surveys are overlapping. A feature was further inspected when it
appeared in at least two of the three data sets.

Depending on the properties of a feature, it will not by definition appear in all three prod-
ucts and therefore this is not a requirement. A very compact object will be detected in the
WVFS cross correlation data, however when the signal is diluted in the beam of the WVFS
total-power data, it is very likely that the object will not be identified. The opposite is also
true: a very diffuse and extended structure will be detected by the excellentbrightness sen-
sitivity of the WVFS total power data, however there is not enough flux to be picked up in
the synthesised data. The WVFS total power and cross-correlation data are the two extreme
cases, with the HIPASS data lying in between.

7.3.2 Significance of detections

Although a 2 or 3σ detection in only one dataset has very low significance, thisdetection
becomes more significant if it can be confirmed in one or two of the other observations.
Each survey has its own characteristic noise properties as has been described in the previ-
ous chapters. By looking at the number of independent beam areas in the survey volume
we can estimate how significant a detection is at a particularbrightness when normalized by
the RMS noise, under the assumption that the noise is perfectly Gaussian. In table 7.1 the
number of estimated false positives due to Gaussian noise isgiven at different sigma levels
for each survey. The first row in the table gives the false detection rate (FDR) per beam area,
or the probability of having a false detection at the different sigma values. Subsequent rows
give the false detection rates expected in the three surveyswe’ve undertaken. We emphasize
that the numbers in the table only represent the number of expected false positives for pure
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Number Beams 1σ 2σ 3σ 4σ 5σ 6σ
1 FDR 0.16 0.023 1.4e-3 3.1e-5 1.0e-7 0
149720 FDRWVFS−TP 2.4e4 3.4e3 203 5 0 0
1535966 FDRHIPAS S 2.4e5 3.5e4 2.1e3 48 0 0
19838957 FDRWVFS−CC 3.1e6 4.5e5 2.7e4 613 10 0

Table 7.1: False detection rate as function of the number of independant beams and the
cut-off level in units ofσ due to pure Gaussian noise for each Hi survey.

Gaussian noise. Many forms of artifacts can distort the distribution from a pure Gaussian and
lead to an excess of outliers. Depending on the nature of the data and the method of process-
ing employed, the outliers of the distribution may or may notbe expected to be distributed
symmetrically about zero. For synthesis data at least thereis a reasonable expectation that
outliers are likely to be quite symmetric about zero. In thatcase, as shown in Chapter 6, the
distribution is sufficiently non-Gaussian that false positives can be expected up to a 8σ level
due to side-lobe artifacts.

How the significance accumulates when an object is detected in different surveys is not
completely trivial, as the beam sizes are very different. For example the effective beam area
of the WVFS total power data is 89 times as large as the beam of the cross-correlation data,
which means that for each candidate detection in the total power data, there are 89 beam
areas in the cross-correlation data with a consistent position. The likely number of false
positive detections which have a 3σ peak in both the total-power and the cross-correlation
data is given by the product of the WVFS-TP false positives with the 3σ false detection rate
and the number of cross-correlation beams: 203× (1.4 · 10−3 × 89) = 25, implying that this
degree of peak correspondence is not significant. If a 3σ total power detection can be con-
firmed at the 4σ level in the cross correlation data, the number of expected false detections is
203× (3.1 · 10−5 × 89) = 0.6, which begins to be significant. The expected number of false
positives expected for coincident peaks in all three surveys is given by:

FDR= (1.5 · 105 × FDRWVFS-TP) × (10× FDRHIPASS) × (89× FDRWVFS-CC) (7.1)

where the numbers 1.5 · 105, 10 and 89 are the relevant number of beam areas in the
WVFS auto-correlation, HIPASS and WVFS cross-correlationdata. A similar form would
apply for peaks constrained by only two of the three surveys.

7.3.3 Confirmed detections

In total 38 objects have been found using the method described above. Not all of the de-
tections are new Hi detections, as the data comparison resulted in several detections of pre-
viously known Hi galaxies that were not detected significantly in any of our three surveys
individually. Not every object is clearly apparent in all three data sets. For each detection the
spectra are shown in Fig. 7.1. From top to bottom are three spectra representing the WSRT
cross-correlation data, the re-processed HIPASS data and the WVFS total-power data. The
spectra of all three surveys are plotted where available, even if there is no clear detection. In
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several cases a panel is left empty. This is the case when the radial velocity of a source is
beyond the velocity range of the WVFS total power data, or if asource is at a Declination
below 1.5 degrees which is not covered by the WVFS cross-correlation data. In each box the
estimated radial velocity is indicated by a vertical solid line. The same radial velocity is used
for each spectrum. Furthermore, the estimated line-width of each spectrum is shown by two
vertical dotted lines. The velocity-width is different for each of the three data sets. For the
WVFS total-power data a third order polynomial is fit to the bandpass, in a similar fashion as
in chapter two.

A cataloged optical counterpart was sought for each detection within a radius of 15 arcmin
and a velocity of 300 km s−1 of the estimated radial velocity of the object. Using these
criteria, an optical source could be found for 22 of the 38 objects. It is very likely that the
H i detections are the neutral hydrogen components of these optical identifications. For 6
of these 20 sources Hi counterparts have been reported previously. Most interesting are the
remaining Hi detections, for which no cataloged optical counterpart could be found and the
origin remains unclear.

The general properties of each detection are listed in table7.2 and table 7.3. The first
table gives the location of each source followed by the optical counterpart if any has been
found. The Right Ascension, Declination and radial velocity are given in the fourth through
sixth columns.

The second table gives the fluxes determined for each object.The identification of each
H i source is followed by four parameters from the WVFS cross-correlation data. The third
column gives the WVFS cross-correlation flux density, the fourth column the velocity width,
the fifth column the error in the flux and the sixth column the WVFS cross-correlation peak
column density. The same parameters are given for the HIPASSdata and the WVFS total-
power data in the subsequent 8 columns. The error in the flux density from each survey is
based on the line-width of the detection and is given by:

σ =

√
∆v
vres
× rms× δv (7.2)

where∆v is the velocity width,vres the velocity resolution, andδv is the channel separa-
tion. As can be seen from table 7.3 most individual detections are already quite significant
since the integrated flux is typically already above the 5σ level. If the expected number of
false detections is calculated for each object using equation 7.1, this is substantially less than
unity for each source.
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Table 7.2: Identification and position parameters of new or faint Hi de-
tections that are found in at least two of the reported data products.

Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] Vrad

1 HI 083735+074751 08:37:35.80 07:47:51.71 2004
2 HI 085850+053133 Unknown object 08:58:50.68 05:31:33.16 1971
3 HI 091042+051532 09:10:42.40 05:15:32.83 1122
4 HI 091433+061033 SDSS J091457.33+060018.6 09:14:33.07 06:10:33.17 1229
5 HI 092123+093946 SDSS J092114.98+094352.3 09:21:23.85 09:39:46.29 1369
6 HI 092128+072136 SDSS J092126.52+072158.6 09:21:28.03 07:21:36.17 1377
7 HI 093443+062422 CGCG 035-007 09:34:43.54 06:24:22.66 545
8 HI 094458+082048 2MASX J09445892+0822116 09:44:58.14 08:20:48.95 1732
9 HI 094736+071146 09:47:36.83 07:11:46.15 520
10 HI 095531+082305 UGCA 188 09:55:31.67 08:23:05.13 1270
11 HI 095648+084953 09:56:48.14 08:49:53.44 1320
12 HI 102544+053939 CGCG 037-033 10:25:44.77 05:39:39.70 1164
13 HI 103636+010252 10:36:36.28 01:02:52.22 1584
14 HI 104949+031640 10:49:49.06 03:16:40.27 1031
15 HI 111051+093707 TOLOLO 1108+098 11:10:51.26 09:37:07.82 1584
16 HI 115311+014925 11:53:11.78 01:49:25.07 1336
17 HI 121228+024711 LEDA 135791 12:12:28.73 02:47:11.33 867
18 HI 121827+053144 NGC 4252 12:18:27.31 05:31:44.70 875
19 HI 122402+081750 SDSS J122405.10+081737.8 12:24:02.63 08:17:50.52 1353
20 HI 122424+084158 VCC 0733 12:24:24.64 08:41:58.83 1229
21 HI 122840+043357 12:28:40.15 04:33:57.00 1477
22 HI 123048+043110 12:30:48.56 04:31:10.02 1196
23 HI 123236+023940 IC 3474 12:32:36.01 02:39:40.23 1765
24 HI 123322+091049 12:33:22.04 09:10:49.34 1147
25 HI 123350+033043 UGC 07715 12:33:50.19 03:30:43.52 1155

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Nr. Name Optical ID. RA [hh:mm:ss] Dec [dd:mm:ss] Va
Hel

26 HI 123728+044517 VCC 1713 12:37:28.78 04:45:17.45 1642
27 HI 125326+021105 NGC 4772 12:53:26.70 02:11:05.32 1015
28 HI 125656+040441 CGCG 043-077 12:56:56.19 04:04:41.42 842
29 HI 141752+065045 GALEX 2658014397509666894 14:17:52.97 06:50:45.49 1246
30 HI 142420+050216 14:24:20.41 05:02:16.28 1444
31 HI 150007+014626 NGC 5806 15:00:07.32 01:46:26.95 1353
32 HI 150905+044036 15:09:05.50 04:40:36.80 1402
33 HI 155044+071835 15:50:44.03 07:18:35.74 627
34 HI 155634+055831 SDSS J155614.43+060553.4 15:56:34.76 05:58:31.89 1848
35 HI 155948+063301 15:59:48.22 06:33:01.12 1114
36 HI 160091+083155 16:00:91.12 08:31:55.75 751
37 HI 160617+065233 16:06:17.07 06:52:33.82 1023
38 HI 160645+063401 CGCG 051-043 16:06:45.97 06:34:01.15 1757
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Table 7.3: Flux parameters for the confirmed new Hi detection for each
of the three data products.

Nr. Name SW CC ∆VW CC σW CC NHI W CC SHP ∆VHP σHP NHI HP SW TP ∆VW TP σW TP NHI W TP

[Jy km/s] [km/s] [Jy km/s] [cm−2] [Jy km/s] [km/s] [Jy km/s] [cm−2] [Jy km/s] [km/s] [Jy km/s] [cm−2]

1 HI 083735+074751 1.3 165 0.1 1.7×1019 4.6 165 0.2 5.9×1018

2 HI 085850+053133 2.9 165 0.2 2.6×1019 3.3 173 0.2 4.3×1018

3 HI 091042+051532 1.9 107 0.2 1.5×1019 2.3 107 0.2 3.0×1018 2.2 148 0.4 2.7×1017

4 HI 091433+061033 0.9 66 0.1 8.0×1018 2.7 198 0.2 3.5×1018 1.0 58 0.3 1.2×1017

5 HI 092123+093946 0.7 66 0.1 1.1×1019 1.8 132 0.2 2.2×1018 1.5 91 0.3 1.8×1017

6 HI 092128+072136 1.6 181 0.2 1.9×1019 4.0 157 0.2 5.2×1018 1.8 82 0.3 2.3×1017

7 HI 093443+062422 2.0 148 0.2 1.5×1019 3.6 181 0.2 4.6×1018 4.2 140 0.4 5.2×1017

8 HI 094458+082048 2.6 140 0.1 4.1×1019 4.8 206 0.2 6.1×1018

9 HI 094736+071146 0.9 91 0.1 8.7×1018 4.3 132 0.2 5.5×1018 2.7 107 0.3 3.3×1017

10 HI 095531+082305 1.9 165 0.1 2.7×1019 2.3 140 0.2 3.0×1018 4.8 206 0.5 6.0×1017

11 HI 095648+084953 2.0 264 0.2 2.7×1019 4.0 346 0.3 5.1×1018 10.9 214 0.5 1.4×1018

12 HI 102544+053939 2.7 124 0.2 2.5×1019 2.6 124 0.2 3.3×1018 2.0 140 0.4 2.5×1017

13 HI 103636+010252 1.1 82 0.1 1.5×1018 2.9 91 0.3 3.6×1017

14 HI 104949+031640 1.8 157 0.4 6.9×1018 1.0 66 0.1 1.3×1018 4.4 99 0.3 5.5×1017

15 HI 111051+093707 1.7 173 0.1 3.0×1019 2.6 148 0.2 3.3×1018

16 HI 115311+014925 0.7 82 0.5 1.7×1018 1.1 132 0.2 1.4×1018 2.7 91 0.3 3.4×1017

17 HI 121228+024711 6.7 206 0.5 2.5×1019 3.3 115 0.2 4.2×1018 5.3 107 0.3 6.7×1017

18 HI 121827+053144 3.1 214 0.2 3.0×1019 2.9 173 0.2 3.7×1018 1.0 148 0.4 1.3×1017

19 HI 122402+081750 1.6 157 0.1 2.0×1019 1.5 132 0.2 1.9×1018 0.8 58 0.3 9.9e+016

20 HI 122424+084158 1.6 214 0.2 1.8×1019 4.1 363 0.3 5.3×1018 10.2 140 0.4 1.3×1018

21 HI 122840+043357 0.8 49 0.2 5.0×1018 1.9 157 0.2 2.4×1018 1.3 91 0.3 1.6×1017

22 HI 123048+043110 0.6 41 0.1 5.1×1018 0.4 107 0.2 5.4×1017 1.8 99 0.3 2.3×1017

23 HI 123236+023940 6.4 165 0.5 2.3×1019 7.4 173 0.2 9.5×1018

24 HI 123322+091049 2.5 132 0.1 3.8×1019 0.9 91 0.2 1.2×1018 15.3 280 0.6 1.9×1018

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Nr. Name SW CC ∆VW CC σW CC NHI W CC SHP ∆VHP σHP NHI HP SW TP ∆VW TP σW TP NHI W TP

[Jy km/s] [km/s] [Jy km/s] [cm−2] [Jy km/s] [km/s] [Jy km/s] [cm−2] [Jy km/s] [km/s] [Jy km/s] [cm−2]

25 HI 123350+033043 1.8 49 0.2 8.3×1018 1.3 58 0.1 1.6×1018 2.7 82 0.3 3.4×1017

26 HI 123728+044517 1.1 58 0.1 7.7×1018 0.9 49 0.1 1.2×1018 1.7 74 0.3 2.1×1017

27 HI 125326+021105 18.8 470 1.3 3.8×1019 6.8 445 0.3 8.6×1018 11.1 486 0.7 1.4×1018

28 HI 125656+040441 3.6 157 0.3 2.2×1019 2.5 157 0.2 3.2×1018 52.8 371 0.6 6.6×1018

29 HI 141752+065045 3.4 91 0.1 4.0×1019 2.6 124 0.2 3.3×1018 2.4 115 0.4 3.0×1017

30 HI 142420+050216 1.2 49 0.1 8.8×1018 1.0 140 0.2 1.3×1018 1.4 49 0.2 1.7×1017

31 HI 150007+014626 11.9 330 1.0 2.7×1019 7.9 379 0.3 1.0×1019 5.5 239 0.5 6.8×1017

32 HI 150905+044036 1.0 41 0.1 7.1×1018 0.3 41 0.1 3.7×1017 2.5 66 0.3 3.2×1017

33 HI 155044+071835 1.1 107 0.1 1.4×1019 1.9 148 0.2 2.4×1018 1.0 58 0.3 1.3×1017

34 HI 155634+055831 1.4 91 0.1 1.5×1019 2.5 82 0.1 3.2×1018

35 HI 155948+063301 0.6 41 0.1 6.0×1018 2.3 115 0.2 3.0×1018 1.8 82 0.3 2.3×1017

36 HI 160091+083155 0.5 66 0.1 7.8×1018 1.5 74 0.1 1.9×1018 1.9 66 0.3 2.3×1017

37 HI 160617+065233 0.9 66 0.1 9.4×1018 2.4 124 0.2 3.1×1018 2.1 74 0.3 2.6×1017

38 HI 160645+063401 2.4 140 0.2 2.1×1019 0.9 132 0.2 1.1×1018
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Figure 7.1: For each object three spectra are shown derived from the different surveys. The
top panel show the WVFS cross-correlation spectrum, the middle panel the re-processed
HIPASS spectrum and the bottom panel the WVFS total-power spectrum. No spectrum is
plotted if an object is not covered (spatially or in velocity) by a survey.
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Figure 7.1continued.
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Figure 7.1continued.
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Figure 7.1continued.
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Figure 7.1continued.
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Figure 7.1continued.
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Figure 7.1continued.
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7.3.4 Object Details

Although the most important properties are listed in table 7.2 and table 7.3, each source will
be discussed individually below. For each Hi detection for which no optical counterpart has
been found, a second generation red-band DSS image was inspected visually to look for any
associated diffuse optical emission.

HI 083735+074751: This detection is only visible in the two data products withthe high-
est resolution, as it is beyond the velocity range of the WVFStotal-power data. As the flux
density in the HIPASS data is approximately two times stronger, this source is probably quite
extended. The central velocities and velocity widths are very comparable in both observa-
tions. In the optical DSS image no obvious optical counterpart could be found for this feature.
There is a catalogued optical source (2MASX J08373545+0748303) in the projected vicinity
of the Hi detection, however the radial velocity of this galaxy is more than 500 km s−1 lower
and a relation is not likely. For both the HIPASS and the WVFS data, the integrated column
density is quite significant, however even for the high resolution data the column density is
below 2× 1019 cm−2, which is another indication that this detection is very diffuse. After
correction for Virgo infall, the estimated distance of thisdetection is 28.4 Mpc, assuming that
the spatial size is best matched by the Parkes beam, the size of this feature would be of the
order of 100 kpc. Possibly this is an example of a Cosmic Web feature, a tidal remnant is not
likely as there are no major galaxies within a radius of 1 Mpc.

HI 085850+053133: This object is beyond the velocity range of the WVFS total-power
data and therefore only visible in the other two surveys. Although no galaxies are found with
a known redshift at this velocity, there are some SDSS sources listed in the vicinity. When
looking at the DSS image, very diffuse optical emission can be recognised, exactly at the
peak of the Hi emission. It is not clear which galaxy this corresponds to, as the location does
not match perfectly with any of the catalogued SDSS objects.Most likely this detection is
the Hi counterpart of a diffuse optical source that can be seen in Fig. 7.2.

HI 091042+051532: This feature is visible in all three Hi surveys as a relatively narrow
peak at a similar radial velocity. The DSS optical image doesnot show any sign of diffuse
emission at this location. As the column densities are very low, this is most likely a diffuse
structure with no optical counterpart. The velocity width at FWHM is approximately 50 km
s−1, which is significantly narrower than HI 083735+074751.

HI 091433+061033: This source is apparent in all three surveys with an approximately
similar peak brightness, although the peak in the HIPASS data is 2 pixels offset from the
WVFS peaks which are exactly aligned. As the peak flux in the two single dish products is
very comparable, this is a structure that is probably not more extended than the Parkes beam.
As the line-widths at FWHM are very narrow, the kinetic temperature of this detection is
relatively cool. SDSS J091457.33+060018.6 is a catalogued galaxy in the vicinity of this Hi
feature, the radial velocities are discrepant by∼ 200 km s−1, however a connection cannot be
ruled out.

HI 092123+093946: Most likely this detection is the Hi counterpart of SDSS J092114.98
+094352.3, a galaxy at a very similar radial velocity that almost exactly matches the peak of
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Figure 7.2: H i contours of HI 085850+053133 overlaid on a second generation red-band
DSS image. Hi data is from the WVFS cross-correlation data and contours are drawn at
0.7, 1 and 1.4 Jy km s−1. A diffuse optical feature can be recognised at the peak of the Hi

contours.

the Hi emission. This is the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 092128+072136: Although no galaxy was found with a known redshift in the vicinity
of this detection, it is most likely the Hi counterpart SDSS J092126.52+072158.6, which is
classified as an extended source by NED. The position of this diffuse optical source almost
perfectly matches the peak of the Hi emission, as can be seen in Fig. 7.3.

HI 093443+062422: This is the optical counterpart of CGCG 035-007, as the Hi detec-
tion matches this galaxy perfectly in both position and radial velocity. It is the first detection
of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 094458+082048: This is the optical counterpart of 2MASX J09445892+0822116, as
the Hi detection matches this galaxy perfectly in both position and radial velocity. It is the
first detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 094736+071146: This feature is most apparent in the HIPASS and the WVFS total-
power data, with a much weaker peak in the high resolution data. There is a catalogued SDSS
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Figure 7.3: H i contours of HI 092128+072136 overlaid on a second generation red-band
DSS image. Hi data is from the WVFS cross-correlation data and contours are drawn at 0.8,
1.1 and 1.4 Jy km s−1. The optical galaxy SDSS J092126.52+072158.6 can be recognised at
the peak of the Hi contours.

object in the nearby environment of this detection, howeverthe radial velocities are more than
300 km s−1 discrepant so a direct association is not likely. As this object is more obvious in
the low resolution surveys it is probably diffuse and extended. Two SDSS sources are cata-
logued at a redshift ofz= 0.164, red-shifted OH emission of these source is not possible, as
a much broader line-width would be expected, and the redshift has to bez ∼ 0.149 to match
the observed radial velocity of HI 094736+071146.

HI 095531+082305: This detection is most likely the Hi counterpart of UGCA 188, a
small spiral galaxy with a similar position and radial velocity. This is the first detection of
neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 095648+084953: Although the peak brightness is very faint, this feature isapparent
in all three data products. In the WVFS cross correlation andHIPASS data, the peak bright-
ness per channel is only at the 1 or 2σ value, however what is very remarkable is the broad
line-width that exceeds 300 km s−1 in the HIPASS data. The measured flux density in the
WVFS total-power data is significantly brighter than in the other two data products, which is
an indication that HI 095648+084953 is very extended. Of interest is the line profile in the
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WVFS cross-correlation and HIPASS data, which is very similar in both. Although the signal
is very weak, three regions can be identified in the broad spectrum where the flux is slightly
enhanced. Because of the broad line-widths the integrated flux densities and column densi-
ties are very significant. As the signal in the HIPASS data, but particularly in the WVFS total
power data, is significantly stronger than in the cross-correlation data, this is most likely an
extended source. The broad line-width might be consistent with the possibility of red-shifted
emission from an OH maser, since in this case a line-width of the order of 300 km s−1 would
be expected. However no suitable object could be found within 30 arcmin at the relevant red-
shift of z∼ 0.15. The optical DSS image does not shown any signs of diffuse emission. At a
spatial offset of approximately half a degree are the galaxies UGCA 188 and NGC 3049 with
radial velocities of 1273 and 1455 km s−1 respectively, which is within the velocity extent of
HI 095648+084953at 1320 km s−1, taking into account the broad line-width. Hi has not been
previously detected in UGCA 188, while several measurements are reported for NGC 3049.
The distance of these galaxies is 19.1 and 23.9 Mpc respectively, after correcting for Virgo
infall. Using these distances, HI 095648+084953 is separated by about 150–200 kpc from the
aforementioned galaxies. These are relatively small scales in the context of structure forma-
tion and the detection of neutral hydrogen with such a broad line-width in the vicinity of these
galaxies could be an indication of hot-mode gas accretion. The broadest observed line-width
in the HIPASS data would be consistent with a kinetic temperature of the gas ofTkin ∼ 106 K.

HI 102544+053939: This detection is the Hi counterpart of CGCG 037-033, which is a
small unclassified galaxy at a very similar position and radial velocity. This is the first detec-
tion of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 103636+010252: This feature is only visible in the HIPASS and WVFS total-power
data, as the Declination is at one degree and this Declination was not accessible in the WVFS
cross-correlation data, as has been described previously.The profile is very similar for both
spectra, although the flux in the WVFS data is much stronger, indicating that the object is
likely extended. The column density in the HIPASS data is oneof the lowest column densi-
ties that have been measured. No associated optical emission can be found in the DSS images
and a relationship with another nearby galaxy is unlikely asno optical galaxies with a com-
parable radial velocity are found within two degrees.

HI 104949+031640: This detection is visible in all three data products, but inthe DSS
image there are no signs of any associated optical emission.The object is about half a
degree separated from HIPASS J1051+03 and the WVFS total power detection is unre-
solved and confused with the emission of HIPASS J1051+03. A relation with this galaxy
is quite likely as the radial velocities are similar. An option that has been mentioned several
times is that of red-shifted OH emission. At a separation of less than 6 arcmin is 2MASX
J10495127+0322155 at a redshift ofz= 0.1499, which is very close to the redshift that is re-
quired. Unfortunately there is no spectrum available for this optical source and the observed
line is expected to be much broader than the line-width detected in Hi 104949+031640. How-
ever a detection of red-shifted OH emission can not be ruled out completely in this case.

HI 111051+093707: Just beyond the velocity range of the WVFS total-power data, this
object is very apparent in the other two data products. At a very similar position and radial
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velocity is the unclassified galaxy TOLOLO 1108+098. This is most likely the optical coun-
terpart of HI 111051+093707, which is the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 115311+014925: In both the HIPASS and WVFS total-power data there is a de-
tectable peak, while in the cross-correlation data there isa peak at exactly the same velocity
for which the brightness is within the noise. Although within the noise level, it is interesting
to note a small enhancement on the low velocity side of the peak in all three spectra. No op-
tical counterpart could be found for this detection. As thisfeature is only barely visible in the
highest resolution data, it is most likely extended. The nearest galaxy is CGCG 012-116 at an-
gular distance of half a degree and a similar radial velocity. No detection of neutral hydrogen
has been reported for this small spiral galaxy. Because of the same radial velocity and small
projected distance, HI 115311+014925 could be related to CGCG 012-116 and possibly fuel
the galaxy with gas. In that case this would be an example of cold-mode gas accretion, as
the narrow line-width of∼ 50 km s−1 corresponds to a kinetic temperature ofTkin ∼ 5×105 K.

HI 121228+024711: Very apparent in all three surveys, this is the Hi counterpart of
LEDA 135791, a dwarf irregular at a similar position and velocity as HI 121228+024711.
This is the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 121827+053144: This detection is most likely the Hi component of NGC 4252. Not
only is there good correspondence in position and velocity,but neutral hydrogen has been
detected before in this galaxy.

HI 122402+081750: The peak of this detection is only visible in the WVFS cross-
correlation and HIPASS data, indicating that it is a faint, relatively compact object. It is
most likely the Hi counterpart of SDSS J122405.10+081737.8 at a similar position and ve-
locity. This is the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this unclassified galaxy.

HI 122424+084158: This is a very broad detection, visible in the WVFS cross-correlation
and HIPASS data. It is most likely the Hi counterpart of VCC 0733 because of the corre-
spondence in position and velocity. VCC 0733 is classified asa dwarf elliptical and this is
the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy. The peak in the WVFS total-power data
is very bright, however this is confused emission due to NGC 4356.

HI 122840+043357: This detection looks very similar in the two WVFS products.There
is a peak in the HIPASS data with a comparable peak flux, however the radial velocity is
slightly offset. No optical galaxy is catalogued at the position of HI 122424+084158 and the
DSS image does not show any diffuse emission. At a distance of about half a degree is VCC
0985, with a radial velocity that is∼ 200 km s−1 higher. Neutral hydrogen has been detected
in this galaxy and a relation to HI 122840+043357 is a realistic possibility.

HI 123048+043110: Another detection that is mainly visible in the two WVFS data prod-
ucts, remarkable is again the very narrow line-width. The velocity resolution of the HIPASS
data is worse compared to the WVFS data, which could explain that this detection cannot be
fully resolved in frequency. No optical counterpart could be found for this feature, however at
a distance of approximately half a degree two optical sources can be found with very similar
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radial velocity, VCC 1468 and SDSS J123258.82+043445.0. In VCC 1468 neutral hydrogen
has been detected before, and HI 123048+043110 is possibly related to this galaxy.

HI 123236+023940: This is a very strong detection, in the spectrum even a double horned
profile can be identified, which is an indication for a rotating structure. This detection in the
H i counterpart of IC 3474, a spiral galaxy in which neutral hydrogen has been detected be-
fore.

HI 123322+091049: This detection has a significantly stronger peak in the WVFScross-
correlation data than in the HIPASS data, indicating that itis a very compact object. The
spectrum in the total-power data is very strong, however this is unresolved emission form
UGC 1496. Most likely HI 123322+091049 is related to this galaxy, as there is correspon-
dence in velocity. UGCA 284 is a galaxy at a similar position for which Hi has been detected
before, however the radial velocity is more than 1000 km s−1 higher, so a connection is most
unlikely.

HI 123350+033043: Although the peak in the WVFS total-power data is slightly offset,
this object is visible in all three datasets. HI 123322+091049 is the neutral component of
UGC 7715. Neutral hydrogen has been reported before in this irregular galaxy.

HI 123728+044517: The radial velocity of this object is just at the edge of the velocity
range of the total power data, however a peak can still be detected. As there is very good
correspondence in position and velocity, this is most likely the Hi component of VCC 1713,
a dwarf elliptical, for which no neutral hydrogen has been reported before.

HI 125326+021105: This detection is very evident in all three surveys. The line-profiles
are very broad and very similar. This is the neutral component of NGC 4772, a spiral galaxy
for which neutral hydrogen has been observed several times before.

HI 125656+040441: This is another object that can only be identified in the WVFScross-
correlation and HIPASS data. The WVFS total-power data shows a bright spectrum which
is due to confusing emission from the nearby galaxy UGC 08053. This detection is most
likely the neutral component of the unclassified galaxy CGCG043-077. There is very good
correspondence in velocity and position with HI 125656+040441, however no Hi has been
detected from this galaxy previously.

HI 141752+065045: This galaxy is visible in all three data products; however we note
that the detection in the WVFS cross-correlation data is notvery significant, since for some
reason the spectral bandpass at this position is poorly defined. This may represent an spec-
tral artifact of a continuum source. Furthermore the profileis the WVFS total power data is
significantly broader than in the other two data sets. Although no catalogued optical iden-
tification was found at a comparable radial velocity, the DSSimage shows diffuse emission
at the peak of the Hi contours as can be seen in Fig. 7.4. This optical source is GALEX
2658014397509666894, a small unclassified galaxy.
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Figure 7.4: H i contours of HI 141752+065045 overlaid on a second generation red-band
DSS image. Hi data is from the WVFS cross-correlation data and contours are drawn at 2.0,
2.5 and 3.0 Jy km s−1. A diffuse optical feature can be recognised at the peak of the Hi

contours which is most likely GALEX 2658014397509666894.

HI 142420+050216: The peak of this detection is only visible in the two WVFS data
products. Since the line-width is relatively narrow, the peak might be attenuated in the
HIPASS data. No cataloged optical object is found in the vicinity with a known redshift
and the DSS image does not show any associated diffuse emission. There are several objects
at a comparable radial velocity within a radius of two degrees, however the nearest object
is seperated by∼ 50 arcmin. An association with any of these objects is possible but not
obvious.

HI 150007+014626: This is a detection with a very broad line profile that is apparent
in all three surveys. This is most likely neutral hydrogen associated with NGC 5806, as the
position matches. This is not the first detection of Hi in this galaxy and the shape of the
line-profile is very similar to that observed previously.

HI 150905+044036: This is another example of a relatively narrow line-width detection
that is only clearly apparent in the two WVFS products. Neither a catalogued optical coun-
terpart, nor diffuse emission in the DSS image could be found. There is no catalogued object
with known redshift within 2 degrees of this Hi feature with a comparable radial velocity. If
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this emission is real, than it is a very isolated object and norelation with any other object is
apparent.

HI 155044+071835: This is the final object that is only visible in the WVFS spectra. The
line-width is again rather narrow, which seems to be a trend for these objects. There is no
cataloged object with known redshift in the vicinity of thisdetection, and also the DSS im-
age does not reveal any diffuse emission. As there is no cataloged object at relevant redshift
within 2 degrees this detection is very isolated and very similar to the previous one.

HI 155634+055831: This detection is visible only in the WVFS cross-correlation and
HIPASS data as it is not covered by the frequency range of the total power data. As the
flux density in both measurements is very similar, this is most likely a compact object. This
is most likely the Hi counterpart of the unclassified galaxy SDSS J155614.43+060553.4.
There is good correspondence in position and velocity, making HI 155634+055831 the first
detection of neutral hydrogen in this galaxy.

HI 155948+063301: This detection is apparent in all three data sets, althoughthe flux in
the two data products with the lowest spatial resolution is two times higher than the flux in
the cross-correlation data, suggesting that this is an extended feature. In the direct vicinity
there is no catalogued optical object and also the DSS image does not show diffuse emission.
At an offset of 20 arcmin is SDSS J155955.46+065302.7; however it’s radial velocity is 300
km s−1 makes an association unlikely. Apart from this optical source, there are no cataloged
objects within 2 degrees at a relevant redshift.

HI 160091+083155: This is another feature that is apparent in all three data products that
does not have an obvious optical counterpart in either the NED catalogue or the DSS data.
This is another isolated detection as there is no other galaxy within a radius of two degrees.

HI 160617+065233: This detection is very similar to the previous two in that itis visible
in all three data sets, albeit with some inconsistency in theintegrated flux density. This is
another extended and diffuse feature that has no optical counterpart. Much like the previous
two detections, this objects is very isolated; with no cataloged galaxy within two degrees of
HI 160617+065233 at a comparable redshift.

HI 160645+063401: This last object can only be detected in the WVFS cross-correlation
and HIPASS data as the radial velocity is beyond the range of the total power data. As the
detected flux density is highest in the WVFS cross-correlation data, this is clearly a compact
structure. Both the position and the velocity agree very well with those of CGCG 051-043.
This is the first detection of neutral hydrogen in this unclassified galaxy.

7.4 Discussion

With the results of three completely independent surveys for neutral hydrogen in hand, we
can compare and analyse the results to look for trends that help to understand the properties
of diffuse Hi emission. We compare several properties of known galaxies that have been
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detected in all three surveys. Than we look in more detail into the properties of the new Hi
detections without optical counterparts that have emergedfrom combining the three datasets.

7.4.1 Galaxy Comparison

The three surveys provide completely independent flux measurements of the same objects.
As we had full control over the data reduction and calibration, the three data products provide
a perfect opportunity to do an unbiased flux comparison. By comparing the fluxes of differ-
ent data sets, we can identify systematic differences. As the three observations have a very
different spatial resolution, it is interesting to determine whether significantly more extended
emission is detected with a large beam size. We have selectedonly those detections that are
completely covered spatially and in frequency by all three surveys. Furthermore we only used
”isolated” galaxies that do not suffer from confusion, particularly in the WVFS total-power
data. In Fig. 7.5 the ratio of the Hi mass of the two WVFS products is plotted as function
of the WVFS total power Hi mass. The dashed line indicates the mean value of the ratios
at 1.29, with a standard deviation of 0.59, while the solid line indicates the median of the
ratios at 1.23. These numbers have been calculated using alldata points, so typically we find
∼ 25% more flux in the WVFS total power data, compared to the cross-correlation product.
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Figure 7.5: H i mass ratio of the WVFS total-power and cross-correlation data plotted on a
logarithmic scale against WVFS total-power Hi mass. The dotted line indicates were the Hi
masses are similar. The dashed line shows the mean value of the Hi ratios, while the solid
line shows the median value.

This difference is quite remarkable, so exactly the same comparison was made with the
re-processed HIPASS data. Fig. 7.6 shows the ratio between the Hi mass detected in the
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reprocessed HIPASS and WVFS cross correlation data. The trend is very similar, as the
mean of the ratios is 1.29 with a standard deviation of 0.74, and the median value is 1.06.
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Figure 7.6: H i mass ratio of the WVFS re-processed HIPASS and cross-correlation data
plotted on a logarithmic scale against HIPASS Hi mass. The dotted line indicates were the
H imasses are similar. The dashed line shows the mean value of the Hi ratios, while the solid
line shows the median value.

For completeness the two single-dish surveys are also compared. Fig. 7.7 show the com-
parison in Hi mass ratio between the WVFS total-power and re-processed HIPASS data.
Although the scatter is significant, there is no large systematic difference in the detected Hi
mass. The mean of the ratios is 1.10, with a standard deviation of 0.51 and the median value
is 1.01, indicating that in Himasses are very similar.

Although the brightness sensitivity of the WVFS cross-correlation data is moderately
good, it is clearly insufficient to detect the most diffuse emission that is associated with a sub-
set of nearby galaxies. If diffuse emission features have a column density that is just below
the brightness limit of the WVFS cross-correlation but fill the beam of the HIPASS or WVFS
total power data which are∼ 10 and∼ 90 times larger, the difference in measured flux will
be very significant.

7.4.2 H i without optical counterpart

A total of 16 Hi features are detected which have no apparent optical counterpart. Several
of these features are in the immediate vicinity of galaxies with a similar radial velocity. The
distance between these Hi features and the potential host galaxies is of the order of∼ 100−
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Figure 7.7: H i mass ratio of the WVFS total-power and re-processed HIPASS data plotted
on a logarithmic scale against WVFS total-power Hi mass. The dotted line indicates were
the Hi masses are similar. The dashed line shows the mean value of the Hi ratios, while the
solid line shows the median value.

200 kpc. Such intergalactic Hi emission might be caused by galaxy interactions, although
there are no detections of tidal bridges that connect these features to a massive host galaxy at
the current sensitivity. Another explanation might be thatthis gas is part of a more extended
structure and these are the most neutral peaks within a highly ionized Cosmic Web. The fact
that most of the sources have more detected mass in the WVFS total power data certainly
favours an explanation involving very diffuse gas. When the gas is diffuse, more flux will
be measured in the low resolution data, as the structures better match the size of the beam.
Not all the new detections are in the environment of galacticstructures, as several are very
isolated with no galaxy of known redshift found within a radius of two degrees.

A peculiar phenomenon is the detection of several objects inthe two WVFS data products
with no clear counterpart in the HIPASS data. Both the flux sensitivity and the brightness sen-
sitivity of the HIPASS data is intermediate between the sensitivities of the WVFS data. It is
expected that faint, compact objects are best detected in the WVFS cross correlations, while
the most diffuse structures are best detected in the WVFS total-power data. The absence of
a HIPASS detection might imply that both a faint compact component and a very diffuse one
are present, but this seems somewhat artifical. It is interesting that in most of these cases the
line-widths at full width half maximum are very narrow, approximately∼ 25 km s−1. The
velocity resolution of the HIPASS data is 26 km s−1, which means that some degree of peak
dilution is likely to occur for such narrow line profiles. As the signal is typically very weak,
this effect will certainly decrease the signal-to-noise ratio for narrow features in the HIPASS
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Figure 7.8: Left panel: a line free spectrum in the non-smoothed HIPASS data, with appar-
ently a well defined bandpass. Right panel: spectrum at the same position after convolving
the HIPASS data to a 49’ beam, a standing-wave ripple becomesvery apparent in the data.

data.

The fact that these narrow line-width features are mainly apparent in the two WVFS data
products raises some suspicion, as both products are derived from the same set of observa-
tions. Potentially some source of RFI could be apparent in both products. This explanation
is however very unlikely for several reasons. In general, RFI sources are picked up in the far
side-lobes of the primary beam and not in the main beam. In thecase of single-dish observa-
tions the incoming signal is simply squared and the RFI poweris fully apparent. In the case
of an interferometer, there is a significant delay in the arrival time for such off-axis signals
at the different antennae leading to a reduced level of correlation. Even if the RFI is visible
in the cross-correlation data, the detected amplitude would be substantially reduced from the
auto-correlation value, which is not the case. Furthermore, the observed frequency of each of
these detections is very different. RFI would be more likely to recur at the same frequencies
at many different apparent positions, which again is not the case.

7.4.3 Convolved HIPASS data

Not all H i objects that were detected in the WVFS total power data are very apparent in the
re-processed HIPASS data. We have attempted to enhance the brightness sensitivity of the
HIPASS observations by convolving the data spatially. The data is smoothed to a beam size of
49 arcmin, which is similar to the beam size of the WVFS total-power data. When smoothing
from a 15.5’ to a 49’ beam, the beam area increases by exactly afactor 10, so theoretically the
point source noise should improve by a factor

√
10 and the brightness sensitivity increases

by a factor 101.5 for the case of extended emission that completely fills the beam.

Unfortunately we could not achieve this theoretical improvement of the sensitivity, be-
cause after convolving the data spatially, very significantripples became apparent in fre-
quency. An example is given in Fig. 7.8 where a spectrum in theHIPASS data is shown before
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Vrad [km s−1 D [Mpc] b WVFS CC [kpc] b HIPASS [kpc] b WVFS TP [kpc]
500 7.0 13.4 31.6 99.8
750 10.6 20.3 47.8 151.1
1000 14.1 27.0 63.6 201.0
1250 17.6 33.7 79.4 250.9
1500 21.1 40.4 95.1 300.8
1750 24.6 47.1 110.9 350.7
2000 28.2 54.0 127.1 402.0

Table 7.4: Estimated linear beam-size of the different data products at different radial veloc-
ities.

and after convolution. The left panel shows the spectrum at RA=08:53:33 and Dec=06:27:54,
the bandpass seems to be well defined and apart from the noise there is no clear signal. The
right panel shows the spectrum at exactly the same position after the spatial convolution
where a very broad ripple in the bandpass is apparent with an amplitude of∼ 80 mJy beam−1.

The bandwidth of the re-processed HIPASS data is not broad enough to sample more
ripples, but the signal looks approximately sinusoidal. Based on this spectrum it is difficult
to make an accurate estimate of the period, but it is of the order of 1100 km s−1. At the
wavelength of the 21 cm line of neutral hydrogen, this corresponds to∼ 5.2 MHz. This is a
very interesting period, as it corresponds to the standing wave pattern between the dish and
receiver of the Parkes telescope. This phenomenon has been described in detail in chapter 2.

As an additional illustration, two channel maps of the convolved HIPASS data are plotted
in Fig. 7.9, where the top panel shows a channel at 800 km s−1 and the bottom panel shows the
same region at a velocity that is approximately half a ripple-period higher with both positive
and negative contours shown.

The artifacts in the data are very extended and visible at allpositions. The wave pattern
moves through the data with frequency as can be seen from the contours as well, since pos-
itive and negative structures are exactly half a phase shifted between the two panels. These
are very typical features for the standing-wave phenomenon.

As these artifacts are very extended, the enhanced brightness sensitivity that is achieved
when convolving the data is maximally used to enhance the standing-wave effect. The beam-
area increases by a factor ten during the convolution, whichmeans that 10 times more flux
will be measured as the emission is completely filling the beam. The maximum amplitude in
the left panel of Fig. 7.8 suggests that the maximum amplitude of the ripple in the original
non-smoothed data is about 8 mJy beam−1. This is within the noise level and therefore in
most cases barely noticable.

7.4.4 H imasses

As there is no clear sign for interaction, many of the detected intergalactic Hi features are
likely Lyman limit systems that are the peaks of a more extended underlying cosmic web as
predicted by simulations. Because of the low signal-to-noise, it is very difficult to make a
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Figure 7.9: Two channel maps from the convolved HIPASS data, separated in velocity by
approximately half a ripple period. Contour levels are drawn at -50, -40, -30, -20, 20, 30, 40
and 50 mJy beam−1. Positive contours are coloured white and negative contours are black.
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good size estimate of the structures as they are not well-resolved. However, typically more
mass is detected in the HIPASS data and WVFS total-power data, indicating that the typical
angular size is between 15 and 50 arcmin. Table 7.4 gives an estimate of the linear beam
size at different recession velocities which are used to calculate a distance without taking
Virgo-centric infall into account. In table 7.5 the estimated linear beam sizes are given for the
objects for which no optical counterpart could be identified. The beam sizes are based on the
radial velocities without correcting for Virgo-centric infall and usingHo = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1.
The survey in which the highest flux density is measured is shown in bold-face, indicating
that this is the beam size that best matches the physical sizeof the detected features. In the
last column an estimate of the Hi mass is given based on the highest measured flux density
using the relation:

MHI /M⊙ = 2.356× 105D2Sint (7.3)

Where the estimated Hi mass is given is solar masses as function of the distanceD and
the integrated flux densitySint.

As can be seen from the physical beam sizes, the resolution off all three surveys is very
coarse, and even the WVFS cross-correlation data is not ableto resolve structures smaller
than 20 kpc at distances of 10 Mpc. Although we can only give a very rough estimate of the
spatial size of an intergalactic detection, the large beam sizes seem to match the structures
best, since for all detections the flux is highest in the WVFS total-power or HIPASS data.
The estimated size of the majority of the intergalactic Hi detections is between 60 and 300
kpc.

When the measured fluxes are converted to Hi masses, the majority of these detections
have an Hi mass between 108 and 109 M⊙, with only two cases of lower masses in the two
most nearby objects. We are influenced here by the sensitivity of the surveys. If we assume a
detection limit of 8σ in the WVFS total-power data, this corresponds to a Himass sensitivity
of ∼ 2.5× 105D2, which corresponds to an Himass of 2.5× 107 M⊙ at a distance of 10 Mpc.
An H imass of∼ 109 M⊙ however seems to be a clear upper limit. In the intergalacticregime
we do not find Hi features with an Himass above 109 M⊙ without an optical counterpart.
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Object ID Vrad [km s−1 D [Mpc] b WVFS CC [kpc] b HIPASS [kpc] b WVFS TP [kpc] MHI [M⊙]
HI 083735+074751 2004 28.2 54.0 127.1 402.0 8.6e8
HI 091042+051532 1122 15.8 30.2 71.2 225.2 1.4e8
HI 094736+071146 520 7.3 14.0 32.9 104.0 5.4e7
HI 095648+084953 1320 18.6 35.6 83.9 265.1 8.9e8
HI 103636+010252 1584 22.3 42.7 100.5 317.9 3.4e8
HI 104949+031640 1031 14.5 27.8 65.4 206.7 2.2e8
HI 115311+014925 1336 18.8 36.0 84.8 277.0 2.2e8
HI 122840+043357 1477 20.8 39.8 93.8 296.5 1.9e8
HI 123048+043110 1196 16.8 32.2 75.7 239.5 1.2e8
HI 123322+091049 1147 16.2 31.0 73.0 230.9 9.5e8
HI 142420+050216 1444 20.3 38.9 91.5 289.4 1.4e8
HI 150905+044036 1402 19.7 37.7 88.8 280.8 2.3e8
HI 155044+071835 627 8.8 16.9 39.7 125.4 3.5e7
HI 155948+063301 1114 15.7 30.1 70.8 223.8 1.3e8
HI 160091+083155 751 10.6 20.3 47.8 151.1 5.0e8
HI 160617+065233 1023 14.4 27.6 64.9 205.3 1.2e8

Table 7.5: Estimated linear beam-size of the different data products at different radial velocities. For the survey with the highest measured
flux density the beam size is shown in bold.
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7.4.5 Kinetic Temperature and Accretion modes

In the previous sections Hi features have been identified for which no optical counterpart
could be determined. As most of these objects are quite distant from galaxies, they may be
intergalactic gas clumps that are the densest parts of a moreextended structure. They may
well be part of the intergalactic reservoir of baryons that will fuel continuing star formation
in galaxies. Although there is general agreement that gas iscurrently accreting onto galaxies,
there is no clear consensus in how this happens. By measuringthe line-widths of the gas,
an upper limit to the kinetic temperature of the gas can be estimated. Internal turbulence or
rotation also influence the line-width of an object, therefore the maximum kinetic temperature
is given by:

Tkin ≤
mH∆v2

8kln2
(7.4)

wheremH is the mass of an hydrogen atom,k is the Boltzmann constant and∆v is the Hi
line-width at FWHM. For each detection without an optical counterpart we estimate the line-
width at FWHM from the spectra in Fig. 7.1 and give the corresponding kinetic temperature
in table 7.6.

Object ID W50 [km s−1] Tkin [K]
HI 083735+074751 135 4.0×105

HI 091042+051532 70 1.1×105

HI 094736+071146 60 7.9×104

HI 095648+084953 250 1.4×106

HI 103636+010252 32 2.2×104

HI 104949+031640 51 5.7×104

HI 115311+014925 50 5.5×104

HI 122840+043357 47 4.8×104

HI 123048+043110 35 2.7×104

HI 123322+091049 59 7.6×104

HI 142420+050216 27 1.6×104

HI 150905+044036 40 3.5×104

HI 155044+071835 25 1.4×104

HI 155948+063301 42 3.9×104

HI 160091+083155 37 3.0×104

HI 160617+065233 46 4.6×104

Table 7.6: Estimated velocity width at FWHM and corresponding kinetictemperature upper
limit of H i detections without an optical counterpart.

Most of the temperature limits are a few times 104 Kelvin. If this gas is fuelling galax-
ies, than these are examples of Cold-mode gas accretion. Theestimated temperatures are very
similar to what is considered as ”cool” gas. Although the majority of detections have velocity
widths below 100 km s−1 and therefore can be considered cool gas, there are a few excep-
tions. HI 095648+084953 in particular is interesting, with an estimated kinetic temperature
of over 106 Kelvin. If the broad line-width is not caused by internal turbulence or some other
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form of dynamical motion, than together with HI 083735+074751 and HI 085850+053133
these are three possible examples of Hot-mode accretion.

Although these observations suggest that both Hot-mode andCold-mode accretion may
occur, we are strongly biased by what is observable. The narrowest line-widths we could
estimate are between 25 and 30 km s−1; values which are close to the velocity resolution of
the observations. While narrower line-widths or cooler gasmight occur in the Universe, this
cannot be determined by our observations. In the case of hot gas we are very much limited by
the sensitivity of the observations. As has been demonstrated and calculated in chapter 3, the
neutral fraction of hydrogen in expected to drop very rapidly for temperatures above 105 K,
unless the volume densities are very high. As the neutral fraction of such hot gas is typically
less than a 0.1%, it is likely to be very uncommon to find Hi column densities above about
1017 cm−2 for this gas.

7.4.6 Survey depth

The depth to which galaxies are sought in the individual surveys has been described earlier.
However, there is no simple prescription for the survey depth of faint Hi detections, or the
detections without an optical counterpart as described in this chapter, apart from satisfying
the criterion for a FDR (false detection rate) of less than unity.

Although many new Hi features have been detected, the list of features is not complete.
In the blind comparison of the three data products, objects were selected based on a similar
appearance in at least two surveys. In this case a hard clipping level was not required, so in
several cases the peak brightness only exceeds the 2σ level. The search for confirmations
between the different surveys was done visually, which has some serious drawbacks. First of
all the method is very subjective, and if a second iteration of searching had been done, the list
of candidates would probably be slightly different. The second problem is that the method
is very time consuming. Although visual inspection of the data was possible for the WVFS,
this would be not be an option for all-sky legacy surveys thatare planned for the future.

In chapter 5 en 6, faint features were sought in the vicinity of galaxies, by visually inspect-
ing the moment maps containing the extended environment of detected sources. Several of
the faint features were detected in this way, especially from the moment maps of the HIPASS
data. In this way the search is by definition biased to the nearby environment of galaxies.
The list of features is not representative for regions that are not populated by galaxies with
detected Hi.

7.5 Conclusion

Three different blind Hi surveys have been compared, that image the galaxy filament con-
necting the Local Group with the Virgo cluster. The first dataproduct is the total power data
of the WVFS that has the poorest flux sensitivity, but the highest brightness sensitivity due to
the large beam of the WSRT dishes that have been used in total power mode. The second data
product is re-processed data from HIPASS in which the sensitivity and noise characteristics
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have been improved. The last product is the cross-correlation data of the WVFS that has the
best flux sensitivity, but lowest brightness sensitivity among the three surveys.

Due to the very high sensitivity, especially in brightness,we can look for faint or diffuse
H i features. As the three data sets cover the same region on the sky, there is the possibility of
immediately confirming tantalizing candidates in either ofthe surveys. Due to the different
angular resolution of each survey, we can identify very diffuse and extended emission, based
on the survey in which an object is most apparent.

After comparing the three datasets, we can identify 32 new Hi detections, of which 16
do not have an optical counterpart in the second generation DSS images. The Hi features
without optical counterparts are most likely the densest peaks of the Cosmic Web. Although
most of this intergalactic gas is ionised, the trace neutralfraction can be detected particularly
in the relative cool and dense parts.

The Himasses of these features do not exceed∼ 109 M⊙ and the column densities do not
exceed∼ 1019 cm−2. We cannot give a lower limit, as this is determined by the sensitivity of
the observations. More flux is found for all Hi features in the HIPASS or WVFS total-power
data, indicating that the gas is typically more extended than the synthesised 5 arcmin beam
size of the WVFS cross-correlation data. The estimated temperature of most of the detected
objects is a few times 104 K. If this gas is fueling the galaxies, these are cases of coldmode
gas accretion. This does not rule out hot-mode accretion, aswe detect at least one feature
with a broad line width for which the estimated kinetic temperature is∼ 106 K. In general
it is very difficult to detect hot gas in neutral hydrogen emission, as the neutral fractions are
expected to be extremely low.

When comparing the fluxes of known galaxies that have been observed in the three sur-
veys, there seems to be a trend that galaxies have a extended diffuse Hi halo. The measured
flux of galaxies is higher in the low resolution, single dish observations. This effect is consis-
tent for both the HIPASS and the WVFS total-power data.

We conclude that there is a lot of diffuse and extended neutral hydrogen in the inter
galactic medium. When considering that the Hi is likely just a peak of a highly ionised
underlying structure, the total mass of this intergalacticgas is very significant.
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8
Summary and Future Notes

8.1 Summary

In this thesis we have tried to improve our understanding of the distribution of neutral hydro-
gen in the Local Universe.

8.1.1 Introduction

Numerical simulations predict that galaxies and clusters in the Local Volume are connected
by extended diffuse filaments of gas. Although most of this gas is ionised, thepeaks of this
Cosmic Web should be detectable in Hi 21cm emission at column densities that probe those
of Lyman Limit systems.

These low column densities are a very interesting region to explore. Much is unknown
about feedback processes and the accretion of gas onto galaxies. Furthermore, the direct
detection of the Cosmic Web can confirm the cosmological model we currently accept and
possibly solve the missing baryon problem.

Currently, most Hi observations are limited to a brightness sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 1019

cm−2. This is the column density where the Hi ”edge” of galaxies is, and is approximately the
column density below which the neutral fractions drops rapidly, as the effect of self-shielding
decreases. This is a physical constraint that limits the detection of Hi at low column densi-
ties. Detecting column densities significantly belowNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 in H i emission requires
long integration times.

In the near future many scientifically interesting results will emerge from radio telescopes
that are currently under development. Several examples areASKAP in Australia, MeerKAT
in South Africa and APERTIF in the Netherlands; all functioning as pathfinders for the SKA.
Hopefully these facilities will provide many answers regarding galaxy formation and the dis-
tribution of neutral hydrogen on large scales.
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While these telescopes are still in the design phase, it is essential to perform preliminary
work to improve our knowledge using existing facilities. When pushing the limits of current
telescopes, a better understanding can be achieved of possible results and complications. This
is necessary to set realistic science goals, and to be well prepared when the future facilities
are delivered.

As telescopes will always be limited by sensitivity at a certain point, observations alone
cannot provide all possible information about the distribution of gas and matter, and cannot
answer all the questions. Simulations are a very valuable tool to make predictions for obser-
vations that probe different cosmological models.

8.1.2 Individual chapters

We will briefly summarise the most important results from each individual chapter.

Chapter 2: The Standing Wave Phenomenon in Radio Telescopes: Frequency Modulation of
the WSRT Primary Beam.

• Inadequacies in the knowledge of the primary beam response of telescopes form a limit
to the image fidelity of deep observations.

• The WSRT has been used to obtain Holographic observations ofa bright compact
source (3C147) sampling angular scales between 5 arcmin and11 degrees

• A robust empirical beam model was detemined in all polarization products (XX, XY,
YX and YY) and at frequencies between 1322 and 1457 MHz with 1 MHz resolution.

• Substantial departures from axi-symmetry are apparent in the main-lobe as well as
systematic differences between the polarization properties.

• Many beam properties are modulated at the 5 to 10% level with changing frequency.
These semi-sinusoidsal modulations have a basic period of about 17 MHz, consistent
with the natural standing wave period of a 8.75 m focal distance.

Chapter 3: The simulatedH i sky at low redshift

• We study the distribution of neutral hydrogen and its 21-cm emission properties in a
cosmological hydrodynamic simulation, to gain more insight into the distribution of
H i belowNHI ∼ 1019 cm2

• The neutral component of the Cosmic web is extracted by determining the neutral frac-
tion of SPH particles, including a post-processing correction for self-shielding based
on the thermal pressure and taking into account molecular hydrogen.

• The simulated Hi distribution robustly describes the full column density range between
NHI ∼ 1014 andNHI ∼ 1021 cm2 .

• The statistical properties of the reconstructed maps have been compared with available
statistics from observations. There is good correspondence when looking at univeral
H i density, the two-point correlation function and the Himass function.
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• Reconstructed Hi maps can be used to simulate observations by adding noise andac-
counting for the sensitivity of specific telescopes.

Chapter 4: The WSRT VirgoH i Filament Survey I: Total Power Data

• The galaxy filament connecting the Virgo Cluster with the Local group has been mo-
saiced by the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope.

• By using the 14 antennae of the array in total power mode, veryhigh brightness sensi-
tivity is achieved at the expense of poor angular resolution.

• Almost all galaxies catalogued in the HIPASS database can beconfirmed and 20 new
candidate detections are identified of which most do not havean optical counterpart.

• As these objects have not been detected before at higher column densities, they are
possibly very extended and diffuse.

• When these detections can be confirmed in other surveys, the constitute a whole sample
of objects of relavance to the Cosmic Web.

Chapter 5: Diffuse neutral hydrogen in theH i Parkes All Sky Survey

• A subset of the original HIPASS observations have been re-processed, covering the
WVFS survey region.

• The re-processed data has a slightly improved sensitivity and significantly improved
noise characteristics, compared to the original HIPASS product.

• In the re-processed data we have identified 27 additional sources, of which 14 are
completely new Hi detections and 8 do not have an optical counterpart.

• From the visiually inspected moment maps of the environmentof H i galaxies, another
10 tentative companion structures have been revealed.

Chapter 6: The WSRT VirgoH i Filament Survey II: Cross Correlation Data

• The galaxy filament connecting the Virgo Cluster with the Local group has been mo-
saiced by the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope.

• By observing at extreme hour angles, a filled aperture in projection has been simulated
of 300× 25 meter extent. This permits a high brightness sensitivitythat is compara-
ble to a single dish telescope, combined with the excellent bandpass calibration of an
interferometer.

• A total of 193 Hi objects have been detected. Although not all sources in the HIPASS
catalogue are detected by an automatic source finder, we detect 16 new Hi features
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Chapter 7:H i surveys: Data comparison.

• The data of the three Hi surveys described in this thesis are compared.

• All new detections in either of the three surveys are confirmed and new Hi detections
are sought that emerge from the direct data comparison.

• We confirm 32 new Hi detections, of which 16 do not have an obvious optical coun-
terpart.

• All H i detections without optical counterparts appear to be extended, as the flux in the
low resolution data is higher than in the WVFS cross-correlation data.

• The apparently isolated Hi sources have an Hi mass less than∼ 109 M⊙ and column
density belowNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 in the data with the highest angular resolution.

• As a general trend more flux is detected in the two single-dishdata products, indi-
cating that there is a significant amount of diffuse neutral hydrogen in the extended
environment of galaxies.

• We have detected a sample of Hi objects with kinetic temperatures of a few times∼ 104

K, that are most likely tracers of the dense and cool regions of the local Cosmic Web.

8.1.3 The emerging picture

We have reconstructed the distribution of neutral hydrogenfrom a hydrodynamic simulation,
which describes the full column density range from the diffuse Ly-α forest to dense galaxies.
Three different Hi surveys have been used to search for and confirm diffuse detections of
neutral hydrogen.

Before considering doing very deep Hi observations, a good understanding is required
of sensitivity and the technical limitations and capabilities of telescopes. Although interfer-
ometric observations can achieve very good flux sensitivities, the brightness sensitivities are
very limited due to the relative small synthesised beam. Here lies the great benefit of single-
dish telescopes; since they have a larger beam size, they typically have a better brightness
sensitivity, at the cost of angular resolution.

Both simulations and observations confirm that there is a significant amount of baryonic
matter in the Inter Galactic Medium and extended neutral hydrogen can be found when ex-
ploring Lyman limit system column densities between 1016 and 1019 cm−2.

The angular resolution of our observations is not sufficient to resolve the transition from
high to low column densities. It appears that the detected Cosmic Web features have a relative
dense core which is unresolved in the WVFS cross-correlation data (∼ 15 kpc). Although the
observed emission does not exceedNHI ∼ 1019 cm−2 the peak column densities might be
slightly higher since the emission is diluted in the beam. Outside this dense core, there is
extended neutral hydrogen up to a radius of∼ 100 kpc.

Detecting the dense and relative cool components of the local Cosmic Web in neutral
hydrogen is possible, but requires a major effort since very deep observations are required.
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We have explored column densities that probe the Lyman limitregime and can confirm a
number of diffuse detections in different surveys.

Based on this work, there are still many Cosmic Web features that remain to be detected,
assuming that they are uniformly distributed over the sky. Reaching lower column densities
than the ones described in this thesis is not really feasiblefor large regions of the sky with
current instruments. Data of the HIPASS and ALFALFA surveysdo however offer an excel-
lent opportunity to search for diffuse Hi. The complete HIPASS survey can be reprocessed
in a similar or possibly even improved fashion as described in this thesis. Steps are already
underway for a second generation HIPASS product. A dedicated search with an improved
searching algorithm should result in many new Hi detections of which a significant fraction
would not have an optical counterpart. The ALFALFA survey has an excellent flux sensi-
tivity, although the brightness sensitivity is not as good due to the small beam. Especially
where the two surveys overlap, diffuse detections can be confirmed and the denser regions
can possibly be resolved with the ALFALFA data.

8.2 Future notes

In this thesis we have made an effort to detect very diffuse neutral hydrogen emission. Al-
though this has resulted in a number of detections, we have also faced many complications
and difficulties, most of which have not been mentioned in detail. Thetechnical capabilities
of future telescopes and surveys will hopefully be significantly improved over the capabilities
we have today. Nevertheless we will mention a few points thatmight be relevant for future
work as well.

8.2.1 Source Finders

The manual searching procedures that have been used in the different surveys were not
favoured, but were deemed necessary as the available searching algorithms were not suffi-
ciently capable.

With the development of the SKA and the many SKA-pathfinders ageneral trend is
emerging for immense data sets. All these future telescopescan map the sky significantly
faster or deeper, compared to the current generation of telescopes. In the near future, all-sky
surveys will be undertaken, but not only to expand the database of known sources or to im-
prove the statistics. The true value of future telescopes ingeneral (not only radio telescopes)
is to explore science questions that could not be investigated before, because of inadequate
instrumentation. Examples are detections of Hi emission at high redshift, transients or dark
galaxies. What many of these topics have in common is a general belief or expectation re-
garding what will be discovered. The actual existence or physical properties have yet to be
proven. The common challenge that these unexplored topics presents is that they are very
faint and/or very hard to detect. Here is a serious challenge for source-finders that will be
critical to address. They should not only be sensitive to well defined objects but particularly
to features that are almost hidden in the noise.
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8.2.2 Standing Waves

When doing very deep observations, a significant effort is required to reach the thermal noise
of the telescope and achieve the highest sensitivity. When looking for diffuse structures,
single dish telescopes are very valuable, because of their excellent brightness sensitivity.
At some level, those sensitivities are however limited by a hardware effect in the form of
mutli-path interference effects involving the receiver and dish of the telescope. This has been
discussed in detail for the WSRT, but plays a role for all radio telescopes as has been shown
for the Parkes telescope in this chapter.

Diffuse neutral hydrogen can be detected with current instrumentation, but it is extremely
challenging as it is even extended on the scale of total powerbeams. Current single dish
telescopes have the potential to map this diffuse emission with long integrations. However,
to be successful and to experiment with the necessary spatial smoothings a serious effort has
to be undertaken to decrease the effect of standing-waves.

8.2.3 Follow upH i observations

In this thesis we have identified a list of objects that are tantalizing detections of the Cosmic
Web. All these intergalactic features appear to be very extended with very low column den-
sities. A logical step is to do deep follow-up observations (preferably with an interferometer)
at higher resolution to be able to resolve and image the denser cores of these filaments. This
would provide information about the detailed kinematics and show the decline from high to
low column densities, at least as far as the sensitivity of the observations allow. This is how-
ever only one aspect of the complete picture. Many objects appeared to be larger in angular
diameter than the beam of the Parkes telescope. Deep observations at the moderate resolu-
tion of large single-dish telescopes that reach the column density sensitivity of the WVFS
total-power data can show the full extent of these intergalactic gas clouds. To achieve this
goal, the sensitivity of the HIPASS observations will have to be improved by about an order
of magnitude, which means that the integration times will need to be increased by a factor
of 100. Accomplishing these long integration times on largeregions of the sky may not be
realistic until much larger instantaneous fields-of-view become available.

8.2.4 Next generation radio telescopes

The future of the search for diffuse neutral hydrogen is in the next generation of radio inter-
ferometers. By using new techniques, some of these telescopes can map the sky significantly
faster. Very recently, several science projects have been defined that will be taken to the
design study phase for ASKAP. The most relevant to this thesis is WALLABY (Widefield
ASKAP L-band Legacy All-sky Blind surveY), which will undertake an all sky Hi survey of
the Local Universe. The proposed sensitivity of this surveyis 0.7 mJy beam−1 in a 30” beam
over 0.1 MHz after integrating for 8 hours per pointing. The column density sensitivity that
can be achieved isNHI ∼ 1.7×1019 cm−2 which is very impressive for an all sky survey at this
resolution. When using a different weighting scheme and gridding the data to an angular res-
olution of 180”, a column density sensitivity ofNHI ∼ 1.8× 1018 cm−2 should be achievable.
This is very comparable to the brightness sensitivity of theWVFS total power data.

As WALLABY is an all sky survey, it will find many Cosmic Web filaments, where the
densest cores can immediately be resolved. The sensitivityis still not sufficient to map the
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full extent and to image the transition from high to low column densities. The size of one
ASKAP pointing is 30 square degrees, which is a perfect size to map an object in the nearby
universe and its extended environment. The column density sensitivity can be improved to a
few times 1017 with relative little effort for a selected pointings.

The true breakthrough regarding observing the Cosmic Web inneutral hydrogen will
come with the SKA. Although the technical parameters have still to be defined, we assume
that the sensitivity will be about an order of magnitude improved over ASKAP. Achieving
a column density sensitivity of 1016 − 1017 cm−2 at a resolution of∼ 3 arcmin over a large
region of the sky will finally be a realistic possibility.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Gedeeltelijk gebaseerd op:
’Speurtocht naar de missende materie’, Zenit, januari 2009

In de sterrenkunde bestaat er inmiddels redelijk grote overeenstemming dat
96 procent van alle materie bestaat uit donkere materie en donkere energie
en dat slechts 4 procent bestaat uit atomen. Alles om ons heenis gemaakt
van atomen, al onze dagelijkse voorwerpen, wijzelf en de miljarden melk-
wegstelsels met ontelbare sterren om ons heen. Over deze 4 procent is echter
ook nog lang niet alles bekend, integendeel: het grootste deel van de atomen
is zoek, letterlijk spoorloos verdwenen in de ruimte.

Missende baryonen
Het heelal zet ons voor grote raadsels, omdat we van het grootste deel van de massa

eigenlijk geen idee hebben wat het zou kunnen zijn. Het wordtdonkere materie en donkere
energie genoemd, dit heeft niet zozeer betrekking op de kleur, maar op het feit dat we deze
materie niet direct kunnen zien en daarom als het ware in het duister tasten. De resterende
fractie, de materie die we wel kunnen zien worden baryonen genoemd.

Baryonen zijn protonen, neutronen en andere subatomaire deeltjes die normale atomen
vormen zoals waterstof, helium en andere, zwaardere elementen. Baryonen op hun beurt
vormen het interstellaire gas en stof waaruit sterren, manen en planeten ontstaan, maar ook
wij zelf zijn van baryonen gemaakt. Melkwegstelsels en clusters van stelsels zijn de meest
massieve objecten in ons heelal. Normaalgesproken zou je denken dat zich hier ook het
grootste deel van de massa bevindt, of dat hier de meeste baryonen zijn. Dit is echter niet
het geval, het grootste deel van de materie dat is ontstaan tijdens de Oerknal moeten we
elders zoeken, we weten alleen niet precies waar. Dit wordt het missende baryonen probleem
genoemd. Deze ontdekking, dat het grootste deel van de materie zoek is, werd pas tegen het
einde van de vorige eeuw gedaan en zorgde voor behoorlijk veel opschudding. Men dacht
altijd te weten waar de baryonen zich bevinden en als deze ineens zijn verdwenen, dan is dat
toch wel een erg ongemakkelijke gedachte.
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Figuur 8.1: Samenstelling van heet Heelal
volgens het huidige Kosmologische model.
(afbeelding: NASA/WMAP Science Team)

Geschiedenis van de baryonen
Baryonen zijn ruim 13 miljard jaar geleden ontstaan uit het intense stralingsveld na de

Oerknal gedurende een proces dat baryogenesis heet: vrij vertaald uit het Grieks betekent dit
de geboorte van baryonen. Hoe dit proces precies is gegaan isniet bekend, omdat dit ge-
beurde op een energieniveau dat we in een laboratorium niet kunnen nabootsen. De volgende
belangrijke gebeurtenis is het ontstaan van de lichtste atoomkernen, wat ook nucleosynthese
wordt genoemd, dit gebeurde letterlijk in de eerste seconden na de Oerknal. De natuurkunde
achter dit proces is wel bekend en een belangrijk resultaat is de bepaling van de gemiddelde
baryon-dichtheid in het universum. Het duurde nog ongeveer380.000 jaar voordat de eerste
neutrale atomen werden gevormd uit elektronen en lichte kernen, dit wordt ook de epoch of
recombination genoemd, tijdperk van recombinatie. Door deverdwijning van de elektronen
is het heelal transparant voor straling, deze eerste straling kunnen we nog steeds zien als de
Kosmische achtergrond straling. Metingen aan deze achtergrond straling door de Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) hebben de afgelopen jaren spectaculaire resultaten
opgeleverd, onder andere is de gemiddelde baryon dichtheidvan het universum opnieuw ge-
meten, maar ook de relatie tot niet baryonische materie (beter bekend als donkere materie) is
bepaald. Na de recombinatie ontstaan er steeds grotere dichtheid fluctuaties door een insta-
biel gravitatieveld. Uit deze fluctuaties ontstaan na ongeveer een miljard jaar de eerste kleine
melkwegstelsels. Na verloop van tijd ontstaan de grote stelsels en cluster die we vandaag om
ons heen zien, in ons lokale universum.

Lyman-alpha Forest
Deze eerste clusters in ons heelal zijn veel te ver weg om direct te kunnen waarnemen.

Toch hebben we een behoorlijk goed beeld verkregen door middel van simulaties en met be-
hulp van het Lyman-α forest. Het Lyman-α forest is een heel woud van absorptie verschijnse-
len die we kunnen waarnemen in de spectra van verre quasars. Deze absorptie lijnen worden
veroorzaakt door gaswolken langs de gezichtslijn naar de quasar. Tot het einde van de vorige
eeuw bestond er geen model die de oorsprong of distributie van de wolken beschreef. In de
laatste jaren hebben indrukwekkende simulaties en waarnemingen met hoge resolutie echter
voor een revolutie gezorgd. Er is indrukwekkend veel overeenkomst tussen de simulaties en
waarnemingen en het is nu breed geaccepteerd dat de Lyman-α absorptie lijnen veroorzaakt
worden door intergalactisch gas dat de verdeling van donkere materie volgt zoals gesimuleerd
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Figuur 8.2: Illustratie van de Ly-α forest: een
waarnemer kijkt naar een quasar op grote af-
stand. Neutraal waterstof tussen de waarne-
mer en de quasar produceert vele absorptie lij-
nen, die we Ly-α forest noemen. De figuur
toont een gezichtslijn door een kosmologische
simulatie en het gesimuleerde spectrum is ver-
geleken met een echt spectrum. De gelijkenis
tussen simulatie en echte waarneming is erg
groot, waardoor wordt aangenomen dat Ly-
α lijnen veroorzaakt worden door intergalak-
tisch gas dat verdeeld is zoals door de simula-
ties wordt beschreven. (afbeelding: Faucher-
Giguère et al. (2008), spectrum: M. Rauch)

in modellen. Volgens deze simulaties, die afmetingen hebben van vele miljoenen lichtjaren
vormen de donkere materie en baryonen een netwerk van vlakken en filamenten dat Kosmisch
Web wordt genoemd. Een absorptie lijn geeft de verdeling vanmaterie in een dimensie langs
de gezichtslijn waarlangs we waarnemen. Door naar vele van deze spectra te kijken is het
mogelijk om de gemiddelde dichtheid van baryonen in het heelal te bepalen.

Baryon dichtheid in het Locale Heelal
Zoals hierboven beschreven kan de dichtheid van baryonen inhet heelal op drie tijdstip-

pen worden gemeten. De eerste is tijdens de eerste seconden na de Oerknal, als er nog geen
enkele structuur bestaat, tijdens de nucleosynthese. Het tweede tijdstip is na ongeveer 380
duizend jaar tijdens het recombinatie tijdperk als de eerste atomen beginnen te ontstaan. Het
derde tijdstip om de dichtheid te bepalen is door gebruik te maken van het Lyman-α forest.
Deze manier kan gebruikt worden om de hoeveelheid baryonen in gevormde structuren te
bepalen tot ongeveer 6 miljard jaar geleden. Alle drie de manieren geven dezelfde waarde,
namelijk dat 4 procent van ons universum bestaat uit baryonen. Omdat deze dichtheid op
drie verschillende manieren is bepaald, op drie verschillende tijdstippen, lijkt deze waarde
correct.

Als we om ons heen kijken in het locale heelal, zien we structuren zoals ze eruit zien
sinds de Oerknal ruim 13 miljard jaar geleden. Nabijgelegenstelsels zijn op afstanden van
vele duizenden lichtjaren, maar dit is toch relatief dichtbij. Hierdoor kunnen we deze ob-
jecten in detail bestuderen met vele telescopen op nagenoegalle golflengten. Ongeveer een
decennium geleden werden alle baryonen in ons nabije universum geinventariseerd en dit
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Figuur 8.3: Voorbeeld van een numerieke simulatie die het Kosmisch Web weer-
geeft.(afbeelding: Cen & Ostriker)

leverde schokkende resultaten op: De massa van baryonen in stelsels is slechts een tiende
van de massa van enkele miljarden jaren geleden. Deze materie kan natuurlijk niet spoorloos
verdwenen zijn dus er werden opnieuw nauwkeurige studies uitgevoerd van alle massa in
stelsels groepen en clusters. De eerdere resultaten werdenechter alleen maar bevestigd, er
moest dus een oplossing bedacht worden.

Het was reeds bekend dat niet alle baryonen zich in stelsel bevinden en er waren detecties
van gas in clusters. In deze gevallen bevond de meerderheid van de baryonen zich zelfs in
dit intergalactische gas. Grote clusters van stelsels zijnechter zeer zeldzaam en normale
stelsel groepen hebben niet zo’n helder intergalactisch medium, dit cluster-gas kan dus niet
de oplossing zijn.

Kosmisch Web
Het mysterie leek in 2000 te zijn opgelost door Cen en Ostriker. Zij voerden een simulatie

uit die de evolutie van het heelal beschrijft tot aan vandaag. Ze ontdekten een kosmisch web
van filamenten. Het grootste deel van de baryonen bevindt zich in de ruimtes tussen de
stelsels, het Intergalactisch medium. Dit medium strekt zich uit van de buitenkant van onze
melkweg, tot aan de meest verre stelsels in het universum. Sinds de eerste ontdekking zijn er
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meerdere simulaties uitgevoerd door verschillende groepen en de resultaten onderschrijven
elkaar.

Modellen voorspellen dat de missende baryonen zich in vorm van gas bevinden in fila-
menten met hoge dichtheden, die groepen van stelsels en grote clusters met nog veel hogere
dichtheden verbinden.

Ongeveer 30% van het gas in het heelal is koel, met koel wordt in dit geval bedoeld
lager dan 100.000 graden Celcius. Koel is hier dus een relatief begrip, maar het is in ieder
geval een stuk kouder dan het gebied tussen 100 duizend en 10 miljoen graden Celcius, de
temperatuur van de filamenten waar ongeveer de helft van de missende baryonen zich zou
moeten bevinden. Nog hogere temperaturen heeft het gas dat zich in clusters bevind, dat is
warmer dan 10 miljoen graden.

Warm Heet Intergalaktisch Medium
Dit kosmisch web van filament wordt ook wel Warm-Heet Intergalactisch Medium (of

Warm Hot Intergalactic Medium) genoemd (WHIM). Deze materie is opgewarmd door de
schokken van dichtheid-fluctuaties tijdens de vorming van structuren en volgt de verdeling
van donkere materie. Het is echter niet eenvoudig om dit gas te ontdekken, omdat tussen
temperaturen van 100 duizend en 10 miljoen Kelvin heel weinig straling wordt uitgezon-
den. Daarnaast heeft het gas een grote massa, maar door het enorme volume is de relatieve
dichtheid laag waardoor het ook moeilijk te detecteren is.

Dit Proefschrift
Het in beeld brengen van de gas filamenten van het Kosmisch Webis essentieel, om de

evolutie van het heelal en stelsels beter te begrijpen. Er iserg veel onzekerheid over hoe gas
zich van de intergalactische filamenten naar de stelsels beweegt, om uiteindelijk stervorming
te voeden. Verschillende fysische processen zijn mogelijk, die alleen met goede waarnemin-
gen te onderschrijven zijn. Niet alleen worden in het Kosmisch Web de stelsels gevormd, er
vindt ook interactie plaats tussen stelsels en het omliggende Inter Galactisch medium, dat de
levensloop van stelsels bepaalt.

Om een beter begrip te krijgen van de verdeling van gas in het Kosmisch Web, doen we in
dit proefschrift onderzoek naar diffuse systemen in het Inter Galactisch medium, door gebruik
te maken van simulaties en de 21-cm emissie lijn van neutraalwaterstof.

In eerste instantie gebruiken we een geavanceerde numerieke simulatie, waaruit de verde-
ling van neutraal waterstof wordt gereconstrueerd. De simulatie bestaat uit een grote box, met
miljoenen deeltjes, welke op elkaar reageren als gevolg vanzwaartekracht en ingebouwde
fysische processen. Na verloop van tijd clusteren deeltjessamen en worden filamenten en
uitgebreide structuren gevormd. De simulatie bevat deeltjes die respectievelijk de verdeling
van donkere materie, sterren en gas beschrijven. De gasdeeltjes beschrijven echter de verde-
ling van al het gas in het heelal en niet alleen die elementen die eventueel waarneembaar zijn.
Door gebruik te maken van de dichtheid en temperatuur van de gasdeeltjes, kan door middel
van enkele correcties de verdeling van neutraal waterstof bepaald worden.

De statistische eigenschappen van het gesimuleerde gas worden vergeleken met de sta-
tistieken van eerdere bestaande waarnemingen. Indien de statistische eigenschappen sterk
overeenkomen, geeft dat vertrouwen dat de simulaties een redelijke representatie zijn van
de werkelijkheid. De modellen kunnen vervolgens gebruikt worden om waarnemingen van
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Figuur 8.4: De Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). (afbeelding: Adriaan Ren-
ting)

bestaande, maar ook toekomstige telescopen te simuleren. Dit kan nuttig zijn bij het ontwik-
kelen van nieuwe telescopen en kan een beter beeld geven van wat er verwacht kan worden
van een tijdrovende waarneming, voordat deze werkelijk wordt uitgevoerd.

Observaties door de Westerbork en Parkes radio telescopen worden gebruikt om neutraal
waterstof direct waar te nemen. Met de Westerbork SynthesisRadio Telescope (WSRT) is
een gebied waargenomen van 1500 vierkante graden, dat honderden stelsels bevat. Deze
telescoop bevat 14 schotels van 25 meter doorsnee, die verdeeld zijn over een lengte van
enkele kilometers. Door de data van de afzonderlijke schotels met elkaar te combineren, kan
een schotel geimmiteerd worden die de diameter heeft van de afstand tussen de verschillende
schotels, dit heet interferometrie. Hierbij geldt dat hoe groter de afstand tussen de schotels,
hoe beter de resolutie, maar hoe lager de gevoeligheid. Omgekeerd geldt dat hoe kleiner de
afstand, hoe lager de resolutie, maar hoe beter de gevoeligheid.

Door te observeren onder een hele extreme hoek, kan met 12 schotels in projectie een ge-
vuld oppervlak van 300 meter gevormd worden. Onder deze omstandigheden is de telescoop
extreem gevoelig voor zwakke uitgestrekte bronnen, waarvoor een lage waarneem-resolutie
voldoende is.

Met de Parkes telescoop in Australie is in het verleden de hele hemel waargenomen in
de HI Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS). Momenteel is HIPASS de voltooide all-sky sur-
vey van neutraal waterstof met de hoogste helderheids gevoeligheid. De waarnemingen die
overlappen met de Westerbork telescoop zijn opnieuw bewerkt om een verder verbeterd eind-
product te krijgen. Doordat de verschillende data producten hetzelfde gebied aan de hemel
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Figuur 8.5: Illustratie van de opstelling van de Westerbork telescoop:door onder een ex-
treme hoek waar te nemen, wordt in projectie een gevuld oppervlak gevormd.

Figuur 8.6: De Parkes radio telescope. (afbeelding: CSIRO)
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beschrijven, zijn ze uitermate geschikt om diffuse gasklompen te detecteren en onderling te
bevestigen. Daarnaast verbeteren de waarnemingen ons begrip van de verdeling van neutraal
waterstof rond stelsels.

In de waarnemingen vinden we 16 nieuwe detecties van neutraal waterstof met een zeer
lage helderheid, die niet aan een bestaand stelsel verbonden kunnen worden. Deze nieuwe
detecties zijn mogelijke componenten van het Kosmisch Web.
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